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Secretary-General 
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and DeveSopment 

There is ample evidence that progress towards die development of die Global Information 
Infrastructure (GII) and die transition towards an emerging Global Information Society is 
liitely to be rapid. 

The gadiering pace of technological development and economic globalisation has been 
accompanied, widiin die OECD countries and indeed in many countries outside die OECD 
area, by a reshaping of policies and regulatory regimes, to favour the development of 
competitive information and communications infrastructures. When interconnected, diese 
will constitute die GIL Increasing competition, widiin an exceptionally vigorous and 
successful private sector, is speeding its deployment and die exploitation of its potential for 
productivity, job creation, economic growtii and social and cultural enrichment. 

Aldiough die OECD has been drawing attention to the importance of information and 
communications technologies for die future socio-economic fabric of its Member countries 
for at least two decades, it is only recendy that the vision of a true and just information 
society has caught die attention of poliq'-makers at the highest level. Moreover, die 
realisation of such a society widiin die OECD membership will lay much of die foundation 
for die rapid evolution of die developing world, die most daunting challenge of our time. 

The OECD Committee for Information, Computer and Communications Policy (ICCP) is 
contributing by focusing its attention on diese issues. It launched a series of Workshops on 
die Economics of die Information Society in mid-1995, in close co-operation widi die 
European Commission, to encourage die development of die leading-edge economic 
research, data and analysis which is a prerequisite for informed policy discussions at die 
national and international level. 

It is my hope diat tiiis book, drawn from material presented at die first diree Workshops, in 
Toronto, Istanbul and Tokyo, will bring diis expertise to a wide audience and encourage 
furdier reflection on die challenges posed by die information society. I would like to 
express my appreciation of die fruitful co-operation between die OECD and die 
Commission of die European Communities, and my best wishes for die success of the 
future Workshops. 



Member of the European Gornnisssiö« 
industrial Äffairs. Telecommiünäcatians, Informatisai Technoioc 

Around die world, citizens, corporations, and governments are affected by die transition to 
an information age. The technical ability to transmit sound, video, and text around die 
world in a matter of seconds across global communications networks is opening up new 
challenges and opportunities for everyone. 

Widiin an adapted economic and social framework, businesses will be able to fully exploit 
die global opportunities of the new communications environment and develop the 
networks, services and applications of tomorrow, and society will benefit from an exciting 
choice of innovative services, new creative job opportunities, and reduced prices. However, 
if economic activity is to prosper in die face of profound changes brought on by 
informatisation and globalisation, radically new institutional, industrial, and organisational 
structures will have to be introduced. 

Conscious of die seriousness and urgency of diese challenges, the European Commission is 
pooling togedier its efforts in its various areas of competence to articulate a coordinated 
strateg)' which aims to establish a comprehensive framework for action in die European 
Union covering not only telecommunications issues but also a number of odier policy areas. 
I l lese efforts are also being pursued at a global level through the promotion of dialogue and 
cooperation widi our neighbours and international partners. Having established a variety of 
different consultative fora, the Commission is also encouraging a wide range of actors to 
take part in die policy debate, in particular to tackle some of the more sensitive social and 
societal implications. 

An important challenge for governments is to ensure that die information society is a job 
creating society. The G7 Summit in Detroit entrusted the O E C D with die difficult task of 
studying and analysing in depdi the impacts of technolog)' on productivity and job creation. 
As diis publication testifies, the European Commission is also lending its support to diese 
activities. It therefore gives me great pleasure to see the joint efforts of die two institutions 
to draw on the considerable expertise of economic researchers from around the world 
embodied in this book. 



Head, Information, Computer and Communicat ions Policy Division 
¡Directorate for Sc ience , Technology, and Industry, O.E.CD. 

The rapid progress of development and innovadon in information and communications 
technologies, combined widi die globalisation and interdependence of modern economies 
and die liberalisation of communications markets coupled with regulatory reform, has set 
die scene for die development of a "global information infrastructure", which will be the 
platform upon which die emerging "global information society", widi all its challenges and 
opportunities, will be built. 

Aldiough die O E C D has been drawing attention to the importance of information and 
communication technologies to the socio-economic fabric of its Member countries for at 
least two decades, die vision of an "information society" where integrated communication 
infrastructures and sendees would provide new opportunities in an enormous range of 
activities has only now begun to be generally grasped by policy-makers in die highest tiers of 
government. 

Many national studies and plans for die development of information infrastructures have 
been developed, and diere have been several important international initiatives in die context 
of, for example, die G-7, die European Union, the Asia-Pacific region and die O E C D itself. 
At die annual ministerial meeting of die O E C D Council in May 1995, die Member countries 
requested die Organisation to extend its existing work on die development of policies to 
foster die contribution of technological advance to innovation, growtii and employment to a 
more wide ranging study of " the global information infrastructure and global information 
society". The latter was to address, notably, economic issues of the information societv, 
encompassing theory, analytic methodology and state-of-the art empirical work. It goes 
widiout saying diat an essential complement to such work is the development of 
measurement tools, statistics and indicators to assist in the understanding of die processes 
involved and to help formulate, implement and evaluate the appropriate policies. 

Among die activities initiated by die O E C D in response to diis initiative are die " O E C D 
Workshops on die Economics of die Information Society". These Workshops are die fora 
in which academics, national and international officials, private sector figures representing 
bodi user and producer communities and non-governmental organisations can discuss die 
key economic and social issues and take stock of the most current diinking on where diese 



trends are taking our economies and our societies. The workshops are under die aegis and 
direction of die Information, Computer and Communication Policy Committee at die 
OECD. The European Commission has been a hill and active partner in tiiis process right 
from die beginning, widi die first Workshop in Toronto in June 1995. 

There are many important issues to explore concerning the development of die 
"information economy" and its impact on society. It is not difficult to compile a list of such 
questions, aldiough most of diem are difficult to answer. It is hoped diat die Workshops 
will, at least, help make a start on answering some of them. Among diem, ranging over die 
many levels and aspects of die economic and social landscape, addressed in die first titrée 
Workshops - Toronto, Istanbul and Tokyo - are: 

In the macroecorsomic context: 

• Plow does die development of information infrastructure contribute to die 
economy? 

• Can greater, more stable, growth be attained through the development of die 
information society? 

• How much does productivity improve? What are die implications for 
employment and job creation? 

• What are die impacts for industry and enterprise organization and structure? 

In the microecorsomic context: 

• Plow should "network services" be priced? 

• What do new network services bring to die organization? How will they affect 
die efficiency of markets? 

• How do relationships among organizations change with die advent of network 
services and transactions? 

Also, in the social and institutional context; 

• Plow will the implementation of electronic transactions affect market rules and 
customs? 

• What legal constituenq' or jurisdiction will apply to transborder electronic 
transactions? 

• What are die new roles for skills and knowledge in the information society? 
How will human capital interact widi technological development and regulatory 
reform in die new economic environment? 

• How will die roles of education training and life-long learning change? 



As can be seen even from such a short illustrative list it is necessary to bring togedier a wide 
range of areas of expertise to tackle die issues raised by die emergence of die information 
society. Clearly, inter-disciplinary efforts are required. Also, die continuity of such exercises 
is of paramount importance to explore so many rapidly evolving issues and to promote die 
on-going development of research and analysis. This is particularly important in areas such 
as die development of statistical indicators and reporting systems, where diere is typically a 
long lead-time before usable results become available. 

These concerns provided die initiative for launching die series of workshops. Taking die 
series as a whole, die activity contributes to the whole range of important issues arising from 
die development of die information society, diough each individual workshop is, within tiiis 
wider context, dedicated to a specific dieme, gadiering die views of leading experts. Thanks 
to die Member countries, various partner institutions, and die European Commission, die 
first three workshops were successfully organized between June 1995 and March 1996. 

The first meeting took place in Toronto, Canada on 28-29 June, 1995, hosted by die Center 
for International Studies (CIS), University of Toronto. Institutions contributing to the 
organisation were ENSAE-CREST (Paris), WZB (Berlin) Brookings Institution 
(Washington, D C ) , MERIT (Maastricht), die Korea Information Society Development 
Institute (KISDI) and Industry Canada. The major theme of die discussion was die 
macroeconomic impact of the development ofinformation society. Expert views on trends 
and driving forces and recent research results were presented on the issues of economic 
growtii, productivity, and employment. The discussion also covered analytical 
mediodologies and data issues. 

The second meeting was held in Istanbul, Turkey, on 14-15 December, 1995. It was hosted 
by TUBITAK-BILTEN, die scientific and technical research council of Turkey, and co-
organized widi die Turkish Government. The focus of die meeting was network 
economics. The economic nature of network services, such as Internet, mobile telephone or 
odier types of new network sendees, and their impact on the economy and society by dieir 
diffusion were die main discussion topics. 

The diird meeting took place in Tokyo, japan on 4-5 March, 1996. It was co-hosted by die 
Japan Information Processing Development Center, and Posts and Telecommunications 
International, Japan, and co-organized widi die Ministry of International Trade and Industry, 
die Ministry of Posts and Telecommunications of the Japanese Government. The focus of 
die workshop was die impact of electronic commerce. Impacts upon various economic 
entities and activities due to die growdi and diffusion of electronic transactions were 
considered. Discussions covered issues such as die new activities and restructuring of firms 
arising from die intensive usage of electronic transactions, issues concerning institutional 
settings and legal implications, including die security, liability and regulations covering 
electronic transactions in die national and global economy. 

In compiling diis volume, die editorial committee had some very difficult decisions to make 
when selecting die papers to be included. The 29 chosen papers, intended to represent all 



die key issues and interesting perspectives presented at the three workshops were specially 
edited. Some special consideration has been given to the structure and presentation of die 
papers. The papers have been regrouped to cover the issues which were die major thrust of 
the diree workshops: the first chapter representing die macroeconomic impacts; die second 
chapter the discussion of network economics; and the third chapter die impacts of ICT 
usage and network transactions. 

Finally, one chapter is devoted to issues of measurement, data and indicators which was one 
of die common issues in each workshop. 

The final session of each workshop involved a brainstorming among die experts and session 
chairmen on priorities for furdier research agendas. The outcome once again highlighted 
die magnitude of die task ahead. It is extremely difficult to reach an understanding of how 
die information society will develop and work, but we hope that die workshops, and die 
publication of diis book, contribute in some small measure towards diis goal. 



Honorary Director 
European Commission 
DG Xlli; Teiecornrnunications, Information Market and Exploitation of Resea rch 

The introduction of interactive multimedia services and die convergence of die diree sectors 
- telecommunications, information technolog)', and broadcasting - are key factors driving us 
towards die Information Society. This convergence is ahead)' giving rise to a diorough 
review of current regulatory systems. Policymakers and industry are engaged in a deep 
reflection on die industrial and market structures which can best meet die new challenges of 
an increasingly globalised and competitive economy.s 

The contents of diis book bring togedier the results of selected economic and statistical 
research on subjects which are central to die concerns of the policymakers in die field of 
telecommunications or, more broadly, die information society. 

The European Commission has undertaken to stimulate die development of a coordinated 
framework for die European Union's entr)' into die age of the Information Society - a word 
apdy reflecting the dual concerns of the Commission on this issue. O n the one hand, die 
introduction of the necessary infrastructures and applications (electronic highways or 
information infrastructures), on the odier hand, mastering the inevitable societal changes. 
Among the measures related to the first concern is the drafting of legislation to establish the 
regulator)' framework necessary to meet the target for the full liberalisation of the European 
telecommunications sector by 1998. The measures concern mainly interconnection, 
licensing, open network provision and universal sendee. 

The evidence available so far indicates that the dieoretical bases for shaping such measures 
are far from being clear and easily applicable in real life. It is dierefore essential diat die 
considerable efforts to carefully monitor the economic and social impacts are vigorously 
pursued so diat findings can be taken on board as the legislation progressively produces its 
effects. It is dierefore important to have access to accurate and consistent indicators. These 
efforts should in particular be targeted at investigating the structural impacts on die 
economy, on die diffusion of productivity gains, and on die evolution of employment, 
which is one of our key social concerns. 

In an effort to associate the different parties concerned with its various Information Society 
activities and to benefit from die views of experts on social and societal issues, die 



Commission has created two advisory groups: the Information Society Forum comprising 
of 120 representatives from a range of different sectors, including the social partners, and a 
High Level Group of Social Experts. In addition, a number of studies and stimulation 
activities are also being carried out, in particular in die field of education and training, and 
teleworking. Conscious of the fact that die market alone may not be able to develop and 
supply certain applications which are crucial for our society, such as in the fields of healdi 
and education, die Commission has launched its Trans-European telecommunications 
Networks action which aims at stimulating die implementation of applications of public 
interest (e.g. healdi care management, education and training, transport, etc.). 

As we can obsen'e today, the rapidly changing world continues to raise new issues for 
reflection, and new opportunities for action. This book gives us a first opportunity to 
consider, thanks to die analyses provided by die different audiors, some of die lessons 
which can be drawn from die valuable work contributed so far in die framework of die 
OECD-European Commission series of workshops on the Economics of die Information 
Society. 

In the light of die success of die first diree workshops, held respectively in Toronto, 
Istanbul, and Tokyo, die OECD and die European Commission have joindy agreed to 
publish diis first volume in order to validate the quality contributions and papers provided 
by die participants. It is also felt that such a publication would reach a wider audience and 
diereby help to promote the valuable work being conducted by the OECD and die 
European Commission in this field. 



This book is structured in such a way as to present the leading perspectives on die key 
economic issues concerning die development of die information society. These issues have 
been grouped into four chapters. Firsdy, die macro-perspective is presented widi a 
discussion of die nature of the knowledge based economy and an investigation into die 
impacts of information and communication technologies (ICTs) on economic growth, 
productivity, and employment. The second chapter is devoted to die economic questions 
on die "characteristics of the networks", in particular in terms of investment requirements, 
costing and pricing. In chapter diree, electronic commerce is identified as die key driver for 
changes in die economy and in die behaviour and structure of firms. In die fourdi chapter, 
die need to re-appraise current statistical practices to enable policymakers and users to have 
access to internationally harmonised, reliable and accurate data is highlighted. Current 
initiatives in diis domain need to be reinforced at an international level to inform policy 
makers on progress in die development of die information society. 

As we move to a knowledge-based economy, new industries and new markets are expected 
to emerge, leading to the creation of new jobs. Productivity gains from die introduction of 
such technologies are expected. Knowledge is identified as a vital economic resource in 
such an environment. Clearly, new technologies are giving rise to dynamic economic 
activity, but a discussion of die impact of ICTs on die economy and society in general, 
reveals that many fundamental questions still need to lie answered. Among diose questions 
are: 

• Plow die development of the information infrastructure will contribute to the 
economy (growtii, employment, organisation, etc.)? 

• How does ICT affect productivity? 

• Is ICT direcdy responsible for productivity gains? 

The answers to such questions will have strong implications for poliq' formulation aimed at 
die development of not only national but also the Global Information Infrastructure and 
Global Information Society (GII/GIS). Strong efforts are being made in academic research 
to find die answers to such questions. However, research results are not always consistent 
widi die generally perceived intuitions. Plence, die so-called "Solow's paradox" shows us 
diat it is difficult to statistically prove significant increases in productivity due to IT 
investment. Similarly, a well-defined relationship has yet to be shown between 
telecommunications investment and productivity gains, or economic growtii. 

11 



T o identify die impacts of such technologies on economic activities, it is also necessary to 
look at developments at die micro-level. In odier words, changes in die activities and 
behaviour of firms should also be studied. Case studies are the typical mediod to analyse 
firm behaviour. Usage of ICT may alter die \vay people work, and die way firms are 
organised. Identification of such phenomena are necessary to answer die larger scope of die 
question. 

hap te r One, entided "The Dynamics of the Knowledge-Based Economy" presents 
die findings of leading researchers on the new economic relationships obsen'ed 
widiin die telecommunications sector, how telecommunications can improve 

economic performance, and what impact diese changes are having on industrial and 
regulatory strategies. 

To realise die global information society, it is clearly necessary to invest heavily in die 
development and deployment of the information infrastructure. It is also important to 
decide on die best ways to deliver the necessary communications services in an economically 
rational way. A vital part of that decision depends on the "pricing" of network sendees. 
Thanks to the rapid development of the technologies and investment activities, already many 
new network sendees are becoming available. And sendee providers and operators are 
offering those sendees a variety of different pricing strategies. Internet, mobile phones, and 
direct satellite broadcasting provide good examples. As a result of these issues, governments 
need to find answers to a range of important questions in order to formulate their policies. 
The communications industry in most of the O E C D countries has in general been subject 
to strict regulator)' controls. As a result die policy makers' decisions direcdy affect to die 
development of the information infrastructure. Therefore economic research on the nature 
of die "network" and "network sendees" are direcdy connected to die formulation of 
regulator)' policy . The important questions which need to be answered are: 

® What is the likely scenario for the development ofinformation infrastructure? 

• What is the "cost" of developing the infrastructure? 

® How should die "pricing" of the networks sendees lie considered? 

* Plow should the "universal sendee" be treated in diis new environment? 

Finding answers to such questions against the background of rapid technological 
development is not easy. But the difficulty also stems from the particular characteristics of a 
"network" from die economic standpoint. An example is the so-called "positive 
externalities" generated by the network, i.e. the more subscribers to the network, die greater 
the value of the network to the existing users. However, it also contributes to die 
complexity of die development mechanism of die network and of estimating the benefits 
for users and suppliers arising from the expansion of network sendees. Also the "cost" 
which is associated widi the benefit needs to be analysed. "Pricing", in a broader sense, 
therefore, would govern the development of the network or the availability of die network. 



hapfer Two, entided "How much will it Cost? Pricing, Costing, Invesment", 
presents some of die leading research results on measuring die scale of investments 
required and calculating access and service pricing. 

Turning to die users' side of network services, one of the most attractive applications is foi-
commercial transactions. Electronic commerce could be die one of die most influenciai 
ways of using die network. Business entities have already been engaging in electronic 
transactions using such mediods as Electronic Data Interchange. More recent technological 
devgelopments are giving rise to more advanced versions of such transactions, such as 
Computer-aided Aqcuisition and Logistic Support . Transactions between consumers and 
producers are also becoming possible on die "open network" such as Internet. Even 
payment on purchase of goods can be effected electronically. The Internet already opens 
die way for international transactions. These de\'elopments concerning network-based 
transactions are likely to give rise to significant changes in the relationships between firms, 
and between firms and consumers. Hie sendee provision of die firms is likely to change 
significandy. There is also evidence to suggest diat networking is having an impact inside 
die firm as well! ICT usage is giving rise to changes in die structure and functions of 
organisations. Offices or factories may be re-located; teleworking from home may reduce 
die need to commute to work. Electronic transactions may dius significandy alter die way 
industries are organised. The questions which need to be answered are: 

• Are ICTs contributing to die economy and how? 

® How are ICTs affecting die productivity of employees widiin anorganisation? 

* How are ICTs contributing to the re-structuring of enterprises and dieir work 
processes? 

® What organisational impacts can be obsen'cd? 

napier Three, entided "Working widi New Technologies and Services in die 
Organisation of Tomorrow" shows, with the help of selected case studies, how 
organisations are achieving significant improvements in performance dirough ICT 

usage, how firms have used ICTs as an enabler for implementing business process re-
engineering (BPR, how telecommunication technologies are drastically changing customer 
service provision in die banking sector, and the impact of tclesendces in terms of spatial and 
organisational effects. The chapter also presents research results on die various impacts of 
electronic transactions and identifies electronic commerce as a key driver of die 
development of advanced communication systems. Indeed, a range of electronic commerce 
issues are examined from organisational, instimtional, and financial perspectives, including: 
die affect on business processes, what are the obstacles to furdier development, die 
problems, such as network security, associated widi die introduction of online payment 
systems, die role of intermediaries and how industrial structures are changing. 

As seen above, die development of die information society is bringing about significant 
changes in economic and social activities. Against this background, it is the responsibility of 



policy makers to implement measures to allow timely management of change. To support 
die policymaking process, it is dierefore essential to have access to reliable means to monitor 
die information society as it develops. The task of measuring diese developments is made 
extremely difficult by die rapid pace of advances in technologies, products and services in 
die ICT-related industries. The available data and statistics are in most cases ill-adapted to 
die rapid changes occurring in industry, such as convergence and die increase in production 
of immaterial goods. Furthermore, international coordination and organisation of data is 
required in order to help make comparisons between countries, as well as sectors, at 
different stages of development. 

hapter Four, entided "Monitoring die Development of the Information Society" is 
devoted to diese issues and discusses the need to develop accurate and reliable 
indicators to support die policy malting process. The difficulties of measuring die 

precise economic impacts of die information sector are examined. The European COINS 
project is presented, and some of die data sources at Statistics Canada and relating to die 
information society are examined. 

In order to give furdier guidance to the reader, each chapter is preceded by an executive 
summary, providing an overview of die issues discussed and conclusions reached by die 
audiors which follow. A selected bibliography is provided at die end of each chapter and 
the appendix contains a range of data and statistics on die information society. 

ì d 



The Bpiamics ©ff the 
Knowledge^Based Economy 

CHAPTER 



A key determinant of die economic system is its capacity to effectively and 
efficiendy distribute knowledge. This will in part depend on die openness of die 
system and die form die information, as die essential commodity of die 
knowledge-based economy, takes, in odier words die degree to which it is 

codified. Dominique Foray defines codification as die "process of conversion of knowledge 
into messages which can be dien processed as information and diat "codification is a 
strategic instrument available at certain costs for agents to pursue any strateg)'." Putting 
knowledge into a code enables knowledge to be shared widiin a certain group or it can be 
used to restrict its distribution. He looks at die microeconomic impacts of knowledge 
codification on technological learning and die institutional structure of innovative activities, 
and in particular how it affects die distribution of knowledge in innovation systems. 
Though diere are considerable difficulties in actually measuring codification activity, Foray 
argues diat 'as die use of IT as a means of processing, storage, retrieval and use of 
information intensifies, it can be safely assumed diat die codification of knowledge and die 
knowledge-base itself must be increasing at a significant rate. 

The changing role of telecommunications in die economy raises a set of fundamental 
questions, in particular to what extent IT and telecommunications contribute to economic 
growtii. Anna Cretiss analysis looks beyond die technological dynamics as a major cause for 
die restructuring of die télécoms sector, and examines the institutional and demand 
dynamics and die new economic relationships observed within the sector in order to draw 
conclusions on die broader societal impacts of die telecommunications sector. She adopts 
bodi a new micro-economic perspective in order to explore the factors affecting die new marketing 
and competitive strategies suppliers have to put in place in view of die technological, 
institutional and market dynamics die sector is facing, and a new macro-economic perspective 
which considers die use of telecommunications as a strategic input in production, increasing 
productivity, and consequendy, economic growth. Anna Creti concludes diat substantial 
time is required before die potential productivity benefit of diese technologies is realised 
because of the need to engage in parallel reorganisation of production and societal 
arrangements. The advantages derived from telecommunications technologies stem in 
particular from tiieir nature as interrelated technologies generating positive externalities 
which affect industrial performance and, via multiplicative effects, national performance. 

Charles Hulten explores die implications of investments in IT infrastructures as a policy 
instrument for economic development and job creation. I luiten argues in favour of die new 
"Public-Investment Economics" approach which involves stimulating die demand for 
labour by raising die marginal productivity of die workforce through increased spending on 
public infrastructure capital and human capital. In his discussion of different evaluation 
techniques, Hulten argues diat die extrapolation of results based on infrastructures which 



are clearly institutionally distinct ("die infrastructure hypersector approach") should be 
avoided, and diat infrastructure projects should be evaluated on tiieir individual merits and 
characteristics dirough recognised procedures such as cost-benefit analysis. This new 
approach can also help take into account important spillover benefits diat are felt beyond die 
individual sector or jurisdiction concerned. He warns diat even if IT investments have 
strong growdi externalities, die job creation objective may be frustrated by die fact diat die 
adoption of IT technologies may only raise die productivity of high-wage, high-skill workers 
and render die low-wage, low-skill \vorkers increasingly redundant, dierefore reinforcing die 
very effect diat such a jobs policy initially set out to reverse. 

Cristiano Antonella demonstrates how his research on changes in telecommunications 
usage as a result of innovation and die relationship between telecommunications cost share 
and marginal productivity levels tends to support die concept of interoperable and 
interconnected networks. He also shows how radical innovations in die usage of 
telecommunication services have drastically changed die role of telecommunications in die 
economy. Today, usage of telecommunications sendees is associated widi die opportunity 
to extract significant quasi-rents, he argues. Antonelli's analysis based on empirical evidence 
of die Italian case in die mid-80s confirms die significant difference between 
telecommunications cost share and marginal productivity levels. Antonelli obsei-ves diat die 
opportunity to reap transient quasi-rents has in ami pushed large users to innovate so as to 
become major players in die arena of technological change in telecommunications and 
information technologies. In such a context, he concludes, if telecommunications operators 
reduce dieir tariffs, users would draw considerable benefits and die consequent increase in 
demand and in revenue would more dian compensate for die impact of die tariff reduction. 

Hans van Meiji and Luc Soete focus on die intersectoral spillover effects of IT investment 
referred to in Charles Hulten's paper and seek to apply dieir spillover model to die 
knowledge field referring, like Foray, to die significance of die increased codification of 
knowledge. IT is identified as die key technology influencing all sectors of die economy. IT 
investments in particular are expected to have a considerable influence on die productivity 
level in every sector. However, so far, many empirical studies based on die production 
function approach have failed to identify a statistically significant relationship between IT 
and productivity. This is often referred to as the "IT productivity paradox". The audiors 
are able to exploit data based on French evidence (sectoral data from die INSEE, France) 
covering die period 1977-1992 in order to investigate this "lag" hypodiesis and to study die 
existence and magnitude of spillover effects related to IT and dieir influence on productivity 
growdi, by investigating die magniture of these spillover effects over time. The investigation 
is based on die audiors' spillover model whereby die productivity growdi of a firm is 
dependent on own R&D expenditures and diree kinds of spillover effects: "rent spillovers" 
related to investment and intermediary goods, and "pure knowledge spillovers". They are 
able to show tiiat, besides internal R&D, R&D spillover effects are important for 
productivity growdi, especially diose spillover effects related to IT capital goods (e.g. 
computers). Furdiermore, diey found diat die impact of IT spillover effects on productivity 
has spread in recent years in diose areas where higher levels of IT penetration in society have 
been observed, dius concluding diat the " IT productivity paradox" is vanishing 
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Timothy Fertouïhet discusses some of die key regulator)' and policy implications of die 
development of information infrastrucuires by examining, in particular, die impact of ICTs 
on market structures in die telecommunications and broadcasting industries, and analysing 
die consequences for regulation. Pie refers to a range of regulatory reforms diat have 
recendy been implemented in O E C D countries or which are currendy under discussion and 
sets die context for some of die policy issues raised by some of die odier contributors to 
diis publication. He refers to die impacts of convergence and globalisation on 
communications markets and how this is putting pressure on die formerly rigid and separate 
market structures and influencing changes in user demand patterns. He concludes diat 
faced with the need to adapt to a multi-network and multi-sendee environment, diere is 
akeady evidence to suggest diat the scope of regulation is changing and that it is possible to 
obsen re the convergence of regulation itself as content distribution becomes network 
independent. Pie points out diat die role of regulators must be to strike a balance between, 
on die one hand, providing appropriate market incentives to stimulate investment 
infrastructure and die development of applications, and on the other hand, introducing 
regulatory instruments to safeguard die new competitive environment, ensure pluralism and 
diversity of content, and provide adequate protection for citizens and organisations against 
various forms of content abuse. 

Using "the digital chain of multimedia", Christian ftlicas explores how die advent of 
multimedia is transforming industrial structures and corporate strategies. He looks in 
particular at industrial convergence and vertical integration in bodi die audiovisual and 
telecommunications sectors and obsen'cs that market trends point towards the emergence 
of a vertically integrated multimedia industry offering the consumer one-stop-shopping for a 
range of sendees. Micas identifies die software developers as playing an increasingly strategic 
role through their presence at different levels of the digital chain. In his sectorial analysis of 
die impacts of multimedia he identifies a number ot influential factors: die growdi potential 
of multimedia; die rising number of strategic alliances and cross-industry joint ventures 
aimed at sharing assets and investment in die face of liigh development costs and market 
uncertainties; die impacts of Internet growth in terms of the restructuring of firms' activities, 
die emergence of new business opportunities and increasing consumer choice. He observes 
a steady annual increase since 1994 in the total value of acquisitions which is likely to 
intensify as a result of télécoms liberalisation. In conclusion, he presents policy makers widi 
the dual challenge of fine-tuning anti-trust policies in a liberalised environment and, at a 
macro-economic level, responding to the often negative impact on jobs of firms directing 
finance into acquisitions radier than into more tangible investments. 

Je r ry Hausman and Tim Tardili' answer die question of how to value die introduction of 
new service in telecommunications. This question has potentially important economic 
consequences and equally important public policy implications. By demonstrating how to 
value new telecommunications sendees, die authors allow for a more reasoned approach to 
die necessary benefit-cost calculations which can help guide public investment in 
telecommunications infrastructure and also to evaluate the effects of regulation. They apply 
the mediodology introduced by the Nobel prize winning economist Sir J.R. Flicks. This 
economic approach uses market demand to value new goods and serivces since die market 



establishes what consumers are willing to pay for the new good or sendee. They examine 
die consumer welfare gains from the introduction of voice messaging sendees by local 
telephone companies in the U.S. beginning in 1990. By 1994, using this methodology, die 
authors estimate die gain in consumer welfare from these new sendees to be between $800 
million and $1.4 billion per year. Thus, very significant gains to consumer welfare can arise 
from die introduction of new telecommunications sendees. Government actions which 
eidier speed up or delay die introduction of these new sendees can therefore have important 
welfare effects on die economic welfare of its citizens. 

F ranc i sco Caballero Sanz and Amparo Urbano Salvador explore the economic rationale 
for die liberalisation of telecommunications infrastructures by examining die economic 
arguments for and against infrastructure competition. They points out diat in the U K 
market, despite large investments by cable T V operators, only a small fraction of die U K 
population has access to alternative infrastructures, wliilst O E C D empirical evidence shows 
diat die average price for lcased-line access to the Internet in countries with monopoly 
telecommunications infrastructure provision is 44% more expensive dian in countries which 
allow competition. The audiors consider the different approaches to the question of which 
market structure - natural monopoly or open competition - is best suited to creating an 
environment favourable to investment wliilst minimising social costs. They point out that 
diere is a growing consensus diat this is not an "all-or-nothing" question since the different 
components of die telecommunications network have different degrees of die "natural 
monopoly condition". The segment connecting each consumer to the network accounts for 
approximately 70% of the cost of the network and has a very low frequency of usage on 
average. Long distance connections present large economies of scale. But die distinction 
between these two generic parts of the network is changing constandy. Past certainties are 
dierefore being increasingly challenged and in such a changing environment, definitive 
answers can be elusive. 



Ei/mpeaii Gommìsaon 

Digital technologies are transforming die communications landscape from both an industrial 
and a policy point of view. It is now technically possible to provide telephone and content 
services (i.e. video, multimedia, on-line information sendees) point to point on a single 
network. The ability for broadband technologies to handle vast quantities of data at low 
cost is expected to foster growth in senice diversification. Consequendy, die arrival of 
"information infrastructures" means diat the formerly rigid and separate regulator)' 
frameworks for telecommunications and broadcasting, which were largely based on a single 
network-single sendee environment, need to be transformed into a system which is 
sufficiendy flexible to address die different characteristics of the bearer network 
(transmission and switching capacity), basic sendees (voice, access to databases and 
electronic mail), terminal equipment, and applications ("content"). 

Against diis background, die issue of what market structure can best facilitate the efficient 
delivery of communications sendees has drawn increasing attention from policy makers. 
Indeed, die communications policy environment is now changing dramatically with 
technological innovation giving rise not only to new sendees and equipment, but also to new 
entrants and alliances between companies with experience in a wide range of information 
industries including telecommunications, broadcasting, computer hardware and software, 
and publishing. Action is all die more urgent as industry looks to governments to create a 
stable and predictable environment in which fliey can invest and exploit die new business 
opportunities of die emerging multimedia sector. Meanwhile, O E C D governments are 
seeking to cooperate in order to realise their common vision of a global 'network of 

The ideas presunteci in this paper are those of the author anel elo not necessarily represent the official positions of 
:ithcr the ! European Commission or the O K O ) . 



networks' upon which die economic development of the planet will depend in die next 
century. 

In diis paper some of die key regulator)' and policy implications of die development of 
information infrastructures are discussed widi reference to a range of responses from 
O E C D countries. The aim is to present the regulator)' challenges, examine some of die 
consequences and trends, and to set die context for the policy issues raised by some of die 
odier contributors to diis publication. 

These regulatory changes have been nowhere more apparent in recent years dian in die 
telecommunications sector. Up until die late 1970s, several economic, technological and 
political factors contributed to a telecommunications environment diat could be 
characterised in most nations by "one policy, one system, one universal sendee" (AT&T 
slogan, 1907). The telecommunications sector was essentially in die public domain widi litde 
or no competition. The situation would characteristically comprise of a single state-owned 
telephone company widi exclusive rights to offer sendees to die public in a nationally 
delimited market. The only major regulator)' constraint faced by die monopoly operator was 
die obligation to provide a universal sendee (national coverage, affordable rates, free 
emergency calls, public telephones). 

Tltis regulator)' picture began to be questioned in the first half of die 1980s, both in Europe 
(die UIC, in particular) and in the US. The wisdom of maintaining a regulator)' system 
whose rules simply no longer applied to the newly emerging technological environment 
began to be challenged under die dual impact of increased c o n v e r g e n c e between 
computing, telecommunications, and broadcasting, and the globalisation of markets. 

Digitisation and convergence are effectively multiplying the number of services diat can be 
offered. H i e original set of complex rules were designed to ensure die so-called basic 
services only (essentially telephone and telex) and the application of diese mies to die 
management of an array of new sendees increasingly appears to be unrealistic and potentially 
detrimental to dieir full development. In short, die technological, economic, and political 
factors upon which die former regulator)' system had been based, were undergoing radical 
change. 

H i e expansion of international trade and the development of efficient and significandy faster 
and efficient mediods of transporting goods and sendees has heightened economic 
interdependence between nations and given rise to die globalisation of products and 
markets. In parallel, die industrialised economies have undergone a process of restructuring 
widi information intensive services taking over from agriculture and manufacturing as die 
dominant and fastest growing sector in die economy. As a result, a major proportion of 



international trade involves die exchange of information and knowledge in die form of 
electronic data which are not subject to die mies diat govern traditional international trade 
flows. Hie financial markets have already demonstrated die revolutionär)' effects of 
globalisation. Global communication networks have revolutionised die way die financial 
community works, and dieir impact on economic systems is growing. But finance is only 
die first sector affected by changes diat will gradually extend to almost every area of 
economic and social life. As die key mode of transport for information, 
telecommunications are playing a fundamental role in the globalisation of economic activity 
in general. 

In die future, it is widely expected diat demand for electronic commerce, believed by 
many to be die so-called "killer application", will drive die rapid development ofinformation 
infrastructures and spread dieir impacts across all sectors of die economy. Electronic 
Commerce will intensify die effects of globalisation by allowing SMEs in particular to extend 
dieir commercial reach to address global markets. 

Hie globalisation of business activity is driving die re-structuring of die télécoms sector 
itself. Business users operating internationally increasingly require the same 
telecommunication applications support diat tiiey receive at national level. In die past, large 
users of telecommunications services found it cost-effective to build and operate dieir own 
private networks to ensure reliable, Itigli quality network services. However, today, large 
multinational corporations needing to transfer large amounts of information around die 
globe, prefer to "outsource" diese activities on a 'one-stop-shop' basis to global operators 
able to provide seamless international communication networks rather dian being in die 
network business tiiemselves. Hiese developments explain die creation of "global alliances" 
such as die AT&T-Unisource "Uniworld" venture, BT-MCI's "Concert", and France 
Telecom, Deutsche Telekom and Sprint's "Global One" initiative. Telecommunications are 
dius being transformed from a supply- to a demand-led industry widi PTOs following dieir 
major customers into international markets and seeking greater regulatory freedom to meet 
user requirements nationally and internationally. 

Hie proliferation of ways to send, receive and manage information over telecommunications 
networks, and die resulting new products and services has indeed meant diat it is 
increasingly difficult for die public telecommunications operators (PTOs) to satisfy all types 
of users under traditional monopoly arrangements. 

Hiese developments have placed challenging tasks before policy makers at a time when 
greater récognition is being given to die importance an efficient telecommunications system 
can have in o\'erall economic development. Indeed, the major policy drive towards full 
liberalisation of die telecommunications sector obsen'ed over the last decade is aimed not 
only at providing a boost to the telecommunications industry by allowing die full 
deployment of international strategies, but to stimulate economic activity as a whole, and 
diereby promote growdi, competitiveness, and job creation well into die 21st Century. 



In die last decade telecommunications policy widiin O E C D countries has undergone a 
series of changes, mosdy involving die gradual introduction of competition into die sector, 
which can be divided into four phases as described in the box below. 

Box 1: Telecommunications Competition: Four Phases 
·.,·; 

In the eady 1980s the PTOs began to explore ways to extend dieir control over new emerging 
services (mainly value-added network seraces - VANS). These efforts triggered a process 
leading to die increased questioning of monopoly provision of telecommunications services; 

The second phase (1984-1989) is marked by the first efforts to introduce competition into the 
sector. These initial steps towards liberalisation were characterised by an increased requirement 
for PTOs to facilitate and tolerate competition for VANS and terminal equipment; 

The diird phase (1990-1994) has been characterised by the increase in independent regulatory 
control and the extension of competition to new sendees, in particular cellular services. 
Monopolies have been limited to infrastructure and real time voice services, with general 
acceptance that existing market structures need to change; 

The fourth phase (1995-1999) is likely to be marked by further liberalisation of infrastructures 
and voice services and the adjustment of the regulator)' framework in order to facilitate the 
smooth transition to the information society and the dynamic development of global markets 
for information infrastructures and multimedia sendees mid applications. 

In die coming years, furdier efforts to eliminate monopolies and quasi-monopolies will be 
undertaken. However, die regulator)' phase upon which we are embarked today is likely to 
be especially marked by die merging and reform of regulator)' frameworks governing 
telecommunications and broadcasting in order to bring them in line widi die realities of die 
new emerging market structures and allow them to lie adapted to new requirements 
associated widi die transmission and use of new information services and content. Above 
all, diis means removing die traditional regulatory model based on strict service boundaries 
and parallel non-substitutable networks and sendees and replacing it widi a new system 
which addresses die new challenges we face today wliilst leaving plenty of scope for 
flexibility as die landscape evolves in line widi technological, economic, and social changes. 

A first and crucial step involves, as wc have seen, the introduction of competition widiin and 
between die different communications-related sectors ("de-regulation"). However, die 
transition to die information society also requires the writing of new rules ("re-regulation") 
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which can help to safeguard the newly liberalised environment to avoid, for example, die 
emergence of private monopolies and discrimination, and to ensure diversity and pluralism 
in die supply of content to the public. 

Hiese safeguards may be all die more urgent if current trends in the media sector, where 
large-scale consolidation is being aggressively pursued (e.g. Disney-Capital Cities/ABC, 
Westingliouse/CBS, Time-Warner/Turner Broadcasting, Viacom/Paramount, 
Bertelsmann/Canal Plus/CLT), spread to telecommunications where consolidation on a 
global scale can already be obsen'ed (e.g. AT&T-Unisource, BT-MCI, France Télécom-
Deutsche Telekom-Sprint). Sooner or later, these entities are likely to join forces diereby 
merging production and distribution functions. This would result in die emergence of 
deeply vertically integrated global media and communications "mega-companies". Such a 
development may require regulators to reappraise anti-trust policies. 

Table 1 : Regulatory Issues for the Information Society 

Areas 

Telecommunications Infrastructure 

Telecommunications Sendees 

Broadcasting, Media and Content 

Issue 

Competition and Safeguards 

Interconnection and Open Access 

Ownership and Licensing 

Competition and Safeguards 

Universal Service 

interoperability 

Pricing 

Cross-Ownership 

Pluralism and Diversity of content 

Privacy, Security and IPRs 

Censorship 

In die media and broadcasting sectors, the advent of electronic media means that new 
regulations have to be drawn up to cover the production and distribution of interactive 
multimedia content. Current laws limiting cross-media ownership in particular will have to 
be revised in the light of die convergence of the telecommunications, computer and media 



industries, as new technologies open up new possibilities for bodi the production and 
distribution of programmes and liberalisation opens up the markets to new actors. Such 
legislation will need to strike a balance between safeguarding competition and pluralism in 
die media and at die same time take into account the imperative for industry to widistand 
fierce global competition and exploit die new possibilities opened up by technological 
convergence. 

H i e revision process has already begun in a number of countries. The former media 
ownership restrictions in die USA which stood at 12 TV stations and 25% national coverage 
were respectively eliminated and raised to 35% by the new Telecoms Act2. Restrictions on 
cable and broadcast network cross-ownership have also been removed by die new 
legislation. 

Several European governments are also reforming their media ownership rules. French 
legislation announced at die end of 1993 raised the percentage of issued shares one person 
can own in a T V company from 25% to 49%. The lifting of die 25% restriction was 
justified on die grounds diat it responded to the realities of the TV business: ownership 
restrictions were a barrier to the (global) competitiveness of firms and to competition in die 
market place. In die UK, a new Broadcasting Bill (amending the Broadcasting Act of 1990) 
is currendy before parliament. The amended bill, published in December 1995, sets out a 
proposed new regulator)' framework to amend existing media ownership rules to allow 
greater cross-holding between newspapers, television and radio companies, subject to 'public 
interest' criteria being satisfied. For example, the bill proposes to remove the current 2 
licence limit on control of independent television licences, which would be replaced by a 
television ownership limit of 15% share of the total television audience. At a European 
level, die Commission launched a policy debate on the question of pluralism and media 
concentration in its Green Papera published in December 1992 in which it assesses die need 
for Community action in die context of the Internal Market. 

The wide-scale use of information infrastructures for economic and social transactions and 
exchanges depends on die deployment of reliable systems that can guarantee security and 
privacy. Widiout 'air-tight' systems to guarantee the confidentiality of credit card 
information, transaction processing, inter- and intra-organisational communications, as well 
as an effective technical and legal framework for protecting personal data (e.g. medical data) 
irrespective of the medium used, many of the benefits of the information society could be 
lost. H i e security and integrity of network systems and an adapted legal framework for die 
protection of individuals as well as data, is the condition sine qua non for the development of 
commercial sendees on the Internet and electronic commerce in general. 

2 Title II, Section 202 "Broadcast Ownership" 

1 "Pluralism and Media Concentration in the Internal Market". < X )M(92)4,S(I final 



In democratic society where freedom of expression and protection of die individual are 
highly valued, regulators face die enormous challenge of protecting people and organisations 
from electronic crimes such as fraud widiout infringing on dieir privacy. Sophisticated 
encryption techniques already exist but raise questions about state interference on national 
security, crime prevention, or anti-terrorism grounds. Furdier challenges are raised by die 
global nature ofinformation and communication systems. As electronic commerce and new 
interactive teleshopping services take off, governments may be confronted widi an increase 
in electronic fraud often carried out internationally. These developments may require a re
appraisal of current legislation governing die detection and tracing of criminals, jurisdiction, 
and extradition arrangements. 

Efforts to introduce new legislation in diese areas are fairly advanced in Europe. The 
European Union has already issued a Directive on the protection of personal data.4. Hie 
Directive, which is to be applied independendy of die technique used (conventional or 
electronic), lays down common rules to be obsei-ved by those who collect, hold or transmit 
personal data as well as providing individuals who are the subjects of such data widi a set of 
comprehensive rights to protect diemselves against possible abuse. Aldiough diis general 
Directive applies to all sectors, a specific proposal for the protection of individuals and dieir 
privacy in die context of digital telecommunications networks and services (e.g. ISDN, and 
personal mobile communications) is now before die Council of Ministers. 

Hie widespread use of information infrastructures in modern societies will also present 
major challenges for die definition oí intellectual property rìghts (IPRs) which provide die 
right balance between protecting die rightful owners of content, on the one hand, and die 
free circulation of information and knowledge, on the other. In February 1996, die 
European Union adopted a Directive on die legal protection of databases5. Hie Directive is 
designed to protect diose who have invested considerable human, technical, and financial 
resources in die creation of databases from diose who copy, extract or use such content 
illicitly and at a far lower cost, giving rise to serious economic consequences. Hie Directive 
aims to grant databases copyright protection and protection by a new specific "sui generis" 
right. Hie Directive's provisions will apply to bodi electronic and paper-based databases. 

Liberalisation 
Hiere is widespread agreement diat the transition to an information society and die 
development ofinformation infrastructures will need to take place in a competitive market-

"* KU Directive 95/46/KC on the protection of individuals with regard to the processing of personal data and on 
the free movement of such data. 

Kuropean Parliament and Council Directive 96/9/CK on Legal Protection of Databases adopted on 11.(13.96 



based environment. But, as die experiences of countries such as die UK, Sweden, and 
Finland have shown, die introduction of competition in information infrastructures is a 
complex process involving a number of different steps including measures to facilitate 
multiple market entry, elimination of restrictions on cross-sector service provision (and a 
review of cross-sectoral ownership limitations), a review of existing policy and regulator)' 
frameworks, and die separation of facilities (infrastructure) regulation from sendees 
regulation. Hiere is also some question as to die effectiveness of new competition to bite 
into die incumbents' markets, particularly wliilst they remain dependent on interconnection 
widi die latter's own network. Htis raises furdier questions about how to calculate die 
correct level of access charges. 

Access Charges^ Costs and Pricing 

Hie vision associated widi information infrastructures proclaimed by government and 
industry alike consists of an interconnected "network of networks". Htis vision rests upon 
die development of suitable frameworks in which the principles and conditions for 
interconnection and equal access are defined: efficiency (cost-based access charges), 
transparency (terms and conditions for interconnection are made public and are open to 
scrutiny), and non-discrireisnaison (interconnection under equitable terms and conditions). 
Hie key issue for interconnection and upon which effective competition in information 
infrastructures depends, is die question of access charges. Hiese are die tariffs new 
entrants must pay to die incumbent for die conveyance of traffic and use of its network. 

Regulators are insisting on transparency and the unbundling of costs to facilitate die 
identification of interconnection and odder network component costs. However, in an 
integrated multi-network/multi-service environment it may become increasingly difficult to 
unbundle costs. Stimulation of end-user demand for the new sendees and applications of 
die information society will largely depend on pricing structures upon which costing will 
necessarily have an impact. Hierefore diversity in costing will need to be reflected in pricing 
strategies diat can be differentiated according to the characteristics of die application and its 
mediod of delivery (e.g. pay-per-use, time-based, or subscription schemes). 

Competi t ion Safeguards 

It is also recognised diat die new competitive environment cannot work effectively as a 
"free-for-all". Hie transition to a fully competitive environment requires an effective 
regulatory framework widi adequate safeguards designed to counter anti-competitive 
practices and ensure fair and dynamic competition. This process is complicated by die 
merging of a number of different sectors showing different market and regulator)' 
characteristics. Hie costs associated widi network expansion and upgrading and die 
consequent need to generate new revenue streams is leading market actors to diversify and 
vertically integrate. Infrastructure providers are diversifying into application areas (e.g. PTOs 
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entering video markets), and die content industries, in their efforts to control distribution of 
services and have direct access to customers, are diversifying into network provision. These 
tendencies may have serious consequences for market structures and competition -
especially since telecommunications (network provision) and broadcasting (applications) are 
sectors widi monopolistic or oligopolistic backgrounds. 

Regulators must dierefore decide whedier or not to allow telecommunications operators to 
enter odier market segments (e.g. video and entertainment services) and how to prevent 
diem from retaining exclusivity of access to networks for the provision of interactive 
sendees. On die odier hand, to what extent should cable TV operators providing telephony 
services be allowed to possess die content diey distribute? On the industry side, it is often 
argued tiiat vertical integration is necessary to help generate revenues to pay for cosdy 
investments in network and software upgrading and the development of broadband 
services. However, most governments and regulators agree diat allowing full vertical 
integration in an industry which, until recendy, had monopolistic market structures, is not 
conducive to a competitive environment and, furthermore, would counteract policies aimed 
at promoting diversity in applications development. In the early stages of competition, 
regulators are dierefore tending not to support integration without unbundling dirough 
measures such as accounting or structural separation, which can help to prevent bottlenecks 
and cross-subsidisation. 

Universal Service 

Anodier challenge faced by regulatory autiiorities is whether it is still feasible, in a 
competitive environment, to guarantee universal sendees - easy to implement in a single-
supplier environment, but considerably more complex in die new multi-operator/multi
service landscape. Htis gives rise to questions related to funding, implementation, and scope 
of universal services. Furdiermore, diere is a risk diat universal service obligations may 
constitute a new barrier to competition in the form of a cosdy burden on new (and 
vulnerable) market entrants. In terms of funding, the most common proposal is die 
establishment of a universal service fund to which all operators would contribute and 
payments would be re-distributed to compensate those who supply sendees in uneconomic 
areas. Another scheme would take the form of a entary charge added to die 
interconnection charge. 

Convergence between the telecommunications and audiovisual sectors is likely to contribute 
to pressure for existing regulator)' frameworks to merge, as it becomes necessary to include 
provisions governing content-based issues such as IPRs, privacy, security and censorship in 
telecommunications legislation and vice-versa (see Figure 1). This is already occurring in die 



United States where new legislation on telecommunications, contained in die 
Telecommunications Act of 1996, also includes provisions on media ownership6 and violent 
and indecent content7. Similarly, in die European Union, legislation plans are undenvay to 
extend existing regulations on privacy" and on broadcasting' so that diey can apply to digital 
telecommunications and new interactive sendees. 

In particular, regulations are having to be adapted because the concepts of point-to-point 
and point-to-multipoint communications are becoming less distinct today. As a result, die 
classification of new services such as video-on-demand, home shopping, and educational 
services cannot be considered as broadcasting, but rather are "narrow cast", even though 
diey are provided on die same transmission medium as television programmes. It is 
precisely diis issue which is at die root of an on-going disagreement between die Council of 
Ministers and die European Parliament (EP) over the revision of die E U Broadcasting or 
"Television widiout Frontiers" Directive.1" 

Figurei: The Regulatory "Melting Pot" 

Function 
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Regulation 

Distribution -* Service Provision -* 
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Private Networks 
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Safeguards 

Interconnection 
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Licensing 
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Media 
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Publishers 
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Software Producers 
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Data Protection 
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Censorship 

f' Title II, Suction 202 "Broadcast Ownership" 
7 Title Y - "Communications Deccncv Act ol 1996" 
H Proposal for an I :.\J Directive on the protection ol personal data and privacy in the context of digital 
telecommunications networks 

Revised HU "Television without frontiers" Broadcasting Directive, full adoption pending 
1(1 The disagreement over whether or not broadcasting rules (including broadcasting quotas) should apply to "new 
special individual call-up services", including video-on-demand and teleshopping, came to a head in February 1996 when 
the KP, on first reading, voted in favour of including new services in the Directive. The Kuropcan Commission is 
expected to launch a wide-ranging debate on the subject m its forthcoming (1996) (ireen Paper on new audiovisual 
services. 



Conclusions 

The task for regulators is to remove regulator)' obstacles preventing die fusion and 

interconnection of networks (public switched telephone network, cable television, 

broadcasting) and die merging of sendees based on different technologies and structures. 

They must also aim to strike a balance between, on the one hand, providing appropriate 

market incentives to stimulate investment in infrastructure and the development of new 

applications, and on die odier hand, introducing regulator)' instruments to safeguard die new 

competitive environment (e.g. abuse of dominant positions), ensure pluralism and diversity 

of content, and provide adequate protection for citizens and organisations against various 

forms of content abuse (e.g. privaq', security, IPRs). 

Among die greatest regulator)' challenges will be to transfonn two separately regulated and 

traditionally monopolistic or oligopolistic markets: telecommunications and broadcasting. 

Furdiermore, diese are markets diat have been characterised by intensive regulation in terms 

of market entry, limitations on sendee provision, and pricing. Such a major transformation, 

comprising of market restructuring, increased competition, and regulatory reform, will 

require broad political, public, and industry support. Different market conditions will also 

mean diat die various measures discussed above need to be introduced at different stages 

and to varying degrees of intensity, involving transition periods and fiiie-tuiiing to allow 

healdiy competition to take hold in what may be a long and drawn out process. 

As restrictions are lifted on die type of services offered on different infrastructures it is likely 

diat the different regulatory frameworks for broadcasting and telecommunications will 

merge. This would mean diat die different laws and regulations, and decisions on access, 

interconnection and regulatory safeguards widi respect to infrastructure investment, 

operation and service provision, as well as on die content of diose services (IPRs, security, 

privacy, pluralism, diversity), would be governed by a single undifferentiated decision making 

process and be subject to a single legal and regulator)' system. 

: ■ ' . : 



Research Fe/hw at lix Centre National'tie la Redxrdx Santifique (CNRS) Pam, Frame 

University of Western Ontario 

The process by which knowledge or information evolves and spreads dirough die economy 
involves changing its nature between tacit and codified forms. Typically, a piece of 
knowledge initially appears as purely tacit - a person has an idea. Often, diough, as die new 
knowledge ages, it goes dirough a process whereby it becomes more codified. As it is 
explored, used, and better understood, less of it becomes idiosyncratic to a person or few 
people, and more of it is transformed into some systematic form diat can be communicated 
at low costs. In some cases, as die principles underlying die piece of knowledge come to be 
understood, diey can be written down, and die piece ofinformation can be described as an 
instantiation, under certain initial conditions, of a general phenomenon. In odier cases, a 
procedure diat was developed to produce some end becomes routinized, and repeatable, 
which implies diat it can be broken down into component pieces, each of which is 
sufficiendy simple diat it can be described verbally, or embodied in a machine. This, again, is 
a process in which tacit knowledge becomes codified. 

There is currendy a significant convergence among economists interested in macro-
economic phenomena towards die argument diat the so-called "cumulative expansion of die 
codified knowledge-base" has serious implications, altering die form and structure of 
economic growdi and modifying dramatically die organization and conduct of economic 
activities (Abramowitz and David, 1996; Soete, 1996; OECD, 1996; Eliasson, 1990). If, on 
die odier hand, some audiors have explored the micro-economic implications of knowledge 
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codification, as entailing changes in technological learning and in the institutional structure of 
innovative activities (Arora and Gambardella, 1994; Dasgupta and David, 1994; Cowan and 
Foray, 1995; David and Foray, 1995; Ergas, 1994), the bridge from diose micro-economic 
changes to macro-economic facts is not at all clear. And even if more economists share the 
view diat "codification is becoming the essence of economic activity" (Steinmueller, 1995), 
some scepticism still prevails widi regard to the pervasiveness and revolutionär)' nature of 
this particular technological change. Indeed, it is rather difficult to know what is the actual 
magnitude and scope of diffusion of the tendency towards knowledge codification; who is 
bearing die costs and who is sharing the benefits of codification; and what kind of 
characteristics (in tenns of size, space, particular coordination requirements, and so on) a 
system must exhibit (whedier it is a firm, an industry, or a scientific community) in order to 
increase die value of codification for die organization and conduct of its activity. A last 
question, which in a sense dominates but also obscures the debate, is about the changing 
nature of the relation between codified and tacit knowledge. Information technology is now 
coming to dominate the technological paradigm to such an extent that it seems that die 
codification of knowledge must be increasing at a fantastic rate. After all, information 
technology is about processing, saving, and transmitting information or codified knowledge. 
This might be thought to suggest diat the ratio of codified to tacit knowledge is increasing." 
This, it is argued, conies hand in hand with die new "knowledge-based economy" which is 
budt on the cumulative expansion of the liase of codified knowledge. O n the other hand, 
some claim diat the disudbution of knowledge between tacit and codified has not changed. 
(See Senker, 1995, Dosi, 1996, for example.) It will always be true diat tacit knowledge is 
needed to use codified knowledge. Thus if diere is an addition to die codified knowledge 
base, diere must also be an addition to the tacit knowledge base by which agents can use die 
new codified knowledge and thus give it economic value. It is unfortunate, though possibly 
of necessity, that there is litde empirical evidence on either side of the debate. 

At least some of die difficult)· in the debate is that it has taken place before certain 
fundamental (temiinological) difficulties have been sorted out. 

A clear distinction must be made between the medium and the message. A message is 
expressed in a certain code (some language) and in principle can be stored, at least 
temporarily, on some medium, such as paper or a diskette. This does not deny diat diere is 
a relation between die types of languages, and thus the types of storable or codifiable 
information, and die nature of die medium. But it is worth cus anguishing clearly between 
diem in order not to conflate technological advances of very different natures. There are on 
die one hand for example, increases in storage capacities of a medium, or the development 
of new media; and on the other hand developments of new languages. Running togedier 
medium and message can also conduce to the neglect of advances in codification for the 
reason that no changes are visible at the level of media. One example here might be the 
development of quality assurance standards which today represent a significant example of 

11 (ìiven the obvious difficulties of measuring how" much knowledge exists, no matter whether codified or tacit, and 
particularly since it is not obvious that a measure could exist even in principle, it is not clear exact!)' what such a claim 
would actually mean or imply 



codifying knowledge, entailing simplification and rationalization of information systems, 
widiout involving new types of media. Traditional, existing media are used to hold 
information written in new forms about production processes in order to facilitate die 
transmission of diis infomiation among agents. 

There is a furdier confusion between advances in codification and advances in knowledge 
access and distribution through electronic network channels. In certain places, the best 
example perhaps being a library, the major changes over the last two decades concern not 
codification but radier die medium and means of access. Libraries are by definition store
houses of codified knowledge. In that sense they have not changed since Alexandria. What 
has changed is die technolog)' by which the information is stored (the medium in some, 
diough certainly not all, cases), and managed. A point to be made in this regard is that the 
most important way in which information technology lias affected libraries is not in die 
nature of codification but radier in the media of codification and thereby in die way in which 
die information is stored, retrieved and used. 

Missing from die debate on codification is a discussion of a particularly ambivalent aspect of 
its nature. The process of codification can be used to share knowledge collectively and to 
transfer it at a minimal cost among the members of a network. On the odier hand, it can 
also be used to maintain diis knowledge in the private domain if the code cannot be 
understood by odiers. In odier words, a code can senrc the objective of the marketing 
department of a company which wants its advertising messages to be read and understood 
by everyone; but it can also serve the objective of the traditional alchemist of the Middle 
Ages who has written a book of "secrets" as a way of allowing himself (or perhaps a select 
few) and no one else access to his past discoveries. "The esoteric language of alchemy was 
never intended to be understood literally, but was deliberately used to protect divine secrets 
and to guarantee dieir possession by a small circle of initiates" (Eamon, 1985, p. 324). Most 
frequendy putting knowledge into a code selves both objectives: sharing die knowledge 
among a certain group (of firms, of scientists) and keeping (intentionally or unintentionally) 
other agents out from die club. Thus, codification does not necessarily reinforce die public 
good character of knowledge. 

Finally, there are several different types of knowledge which can be codified '-. This variety 
in turn entails a diversity of codification forms, which are difficult to encapsulate within a 
general taxonomy. 

12 It is perhaps useful to use here the taxonomy of knowledge-type elaborated in Lundvall and Johnson. They 
differentiate between know-what (referring to knowledge about lacts); know-why (referring to principles and laws); 
know-how (referring to skills); and know-who (referring to the knowledge supporting indirect access to knowledge). 
Using this taxonomy, w'c can identify different loges and trends of codification (see I'orav and Lundvall, 1996). It is 
interesting to make a further distinction within the know-how category, between doing know-how (referring to the 
generation of consistent pre-established prescriptions tor action in specific contexts), understanding know-how 
(referring to the generation of plausible interpretations lor some tjuestions); and combining know-how (referring to lhe 
generation of a sequence of prescriptions allowing to reach some performances). If [he current codification movement 
on know-how takes the generic form ol expert-systems, there will be verv specific types of codification with regarei lo 
the particular kind of know-how to be codified. 
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In light of the difficulties listed above, we would like to propose a very supple (minimalist) 
definition: Codification is the process of conversion ol knowledge into messages which can 
be dien processed as information. This definition does not say anydting about die public-
private-collectivc nature of die codes. At diis level of analysis, all situations are possible; 
codification is a strategic instrument available at a certain costs for agents (or groups of 
agents) to pursue any strateg)'. That this infonnation will be kept secret, or fully disclosed, or 
shared among a certain group of people is, at diis stage of elaboration, not part of die 
definition. 

Considering diese difficulties, we will not enter die debate about die changing nature of die 
relations between codified and tacit knowledge. Rather, our inquiry concerns die incentives 
to codify knowledge, and the conditions under which codification of knowledge has an 
increasing value. In particular, we will argue that increasing the value of codification pre-
requires particular characteristics of the system of agents under consideration. Only "stable" 
systems, characterized by initial irreversible investment required to build a community of 
agents who can understand die codes, and having specific needs of communication, 
memory or coordination, will fullv realize die productivity potential of codification. Furdier, 
systems in which die knowledge environment is in flux often bear die costs of making 
codification possible for stable systems. We note also that the process of codification is 
likely to be a padi dependent one and diis implies that efficiency is not an intrinsic attribute 
of die codification of a certain type of knowledge, but is radier die result of die dynamics 
and emergent properties of die system under consideration. 



Researdj Fellow at CREST-Faboratoirv /¡Economie Industrielle, Frame 

The growing awareness of die changing role of telecommunications in die economy raises a 
set of fundamental questions. Aldiough technological dynamics are generally considered as 
die major causes for die restructuring of the telecommunication sector, an analysis of diis 
transformation process focusing only on technology would be misleading in trying to 
conceptualise the broader societal impacts of the telecommunication sector. At least diree 
factors can be regarded as prominent causes of the transformation of die sector: institutional 
dynamics - changing die market structure from a monopoly to a competitive market; demand 
dynamics - stemming from an increased awareness of users about the strategic importance in 
production of diese infrastructures; new economic relationships - characterising die vertical and 
horizontal structure of die telecommunication sector. We analyse die main implications of 
diese changes, in a new micro-economic perspective, regarding the new marketing and competitive 
strategies suppliers have to put in place in view of the technological, institutional and market 
dynamics die sector is facing; and in a a new macro-economic perspective, considering die use of 
telecommunication as strategic input in production, assuring productivity gains and, as a 
consequence, economic growdi. Some suggestions for new research directions, which link 
die micro and macro-economic effects of ICT adoption and use, are addressed in die final 
section of die paper. 

Oireet and indirect consumption network externalities, and compatibility among systems determine the 
more complex "market system competition": how expectations, co-ordination, and 
compatibility affect three basic clusters of decisions, i.e. technology adoption, network effect's 
internalisation, compatibility I standardisation. 



Technology adoption decisions are likely to be affected by the direct/ indirect network 
effects and dieir consequences for market size equilibrium. For example, die demand for a 
telecommunication network is a typical function of both its price, and die expected size of 
die network.. These are direct network effects. The presence of adoption effects profoundly 
affects market behaviour and performance. Since social marginal benefits exceed private 
marginal benefits die equilibrium size is smaller than the socially optimal network size, and 
die perfecdy competitive equilibrium is not efficient. In such a market we will be confronted 
widi die existence of multiple equilibria, even restricting attention to rational expectations 
equilibrium (Economides and IIimmelberg,1994). 

The concept of indirect network effect is best discussed for hardware/software systems, die 
typical system market where one consumer's adoption decision (to buy die system or not) 
has no impact on die odier consumers, given the prices and varieties of software available. 
In die market equilibrium, it is likely that inefficiencies explained in static hardware/software 
models are attributable to traditional market power, not to network effects. The situation 
will change if we allow dynamic effects, when die supplier cannot be committed to prices in 
advance and has to influence buyer expectations. The monopolist will lock-in die consumer 
promising low prices and raising diem after the purchase. Thus die basis on which 
consumers form dieir expectations of the software price becomes a critical issue for market 
performance (Katz and Shapiro, 1992 and Economides, 1994). But as with communication 
networks, problems of positive feedback effects and multiple fulfilled expectations 
equilibrium can arise. 

Bodi direct and indirect effects ha\'e welfare implications. One interesting question is how to 
decentralise the welfare maximising solution in the presence of network externalities. 
Clearly, die welfare maximising solution can be implemented dirough perfect price 
discrimination, but typically such discrimination is unfeasible. Subsidisation can be a 
remedy. For example, in die case in which hardware is supplied competitively at marginal 
cost, total surplus (profits plus consumer surplus) can in some circumstances be increased 
by offering hardware buyers a (small) subsidy. Flow can it be optimal ? The indirect network 
externalities arise because software is not priced at marginal cost. If all goods were priced at 
marginal cost, diese network externalities would merely be pecuniar)' externalities, and 
market equilibrium in the hardware/software market would be efficient. A small subsidy can 
also increase welfare for a good diat is complementar)' to the monopolist product. The 
ownership structure can help internalisation, but monopoly ownership will not reach full 
efficiency. Direct users transactions or joint ownership may also help. 

Social benefits and costs of compatibility, as well as the effects of compatibility on price 
competition, quality and innovation are important characteristics of "system goods". The 
analysis of social benefits and costs of compatibility is the basis to examine die private and 
social incentives to achieve "horizontal" compatibility (between two comparable rival 
systems) and "vertical" compatibility (between successive generations of similar technology) 
(Besen and Farrel, 1994). 
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For systems diat are incompatible, the focus of competition shifts from the overall package 
(including die network size) to the specific cost and performance characteristics of each 
component individually (Matutes and Regibeau, 1988). This general principle implies that if 
one firm has a distincdy superior overall package, including its products offering, its installed 
base and its reputation, that firm is likely to prefer incompatibility. However, if each firm 
has a superior component, firms may prefer compatibility and may spend resources to 
achieve it. Under some hypotheses (parallel vertically integrated firms, where each firm 
produces every type of die complementar)' products) profits and prices are higher in a 
regime of full compatibility. 

The standard literature of die "mix-and-match" model assumes that the utility from a 
component is added to die utility of a complementan' component and dien is accrued. 
However, in some network, including telecommunications, the utility of die composite good 
is not die sum of die respective qualities. Thus, significant quality co-ordination problems 
arise in a network widi fragmented ownership. " The lack of vertical integration leads to a 
reduction in quality. Note that diis is not because of lack of co-ordination between the 
bilateral monopolists in the choice of quality, since thev both choose the same quality level" 
(Economides, 1994). 

A clear implication of the network externality literature is that often we cannot move from 
one technology to anodier, from one standard to a better one, from one kind of network to 
a better one. Some dieoretical models focus on the excess inertia phenomenon, i.e. when in a 
system market users tend to stick with an established technology even when total surplus 
would be greater if they adopt a new but incompatible technolog)', because today's 
consumers may be reluctant to adopt a new technolog)' if they must incur in the switching 
costs. But also the opposite can happen: the market may be biased in favour of a new, 
superior but incompatible technolog)' (the insufficient friction, Katz and Shapiro, 1992). In any 
case, one key factor in determining whether a given market exhibits excess inertia or 
insufficient friction involves possible asymmetries in sponsorship between old and new 
technologies. 

One of the major areas of interest that can explain ICT effects on the national macro-
economic performance is the analysis of their productivity and growth effect. The 
telecommunication effect on development and growth can be considered in both the 
traditional neoclassical of growth and in the new endogenous growth theory. 

In die neoclassical model of growth, the standard production function is : 

Υ=Αεμ ίΚαΙ>α 



where Y is gross domestic product, K is die stock of human and physical capital, L is 
unskilled labor, A is a constant reflecting die technological starting position of society, 

and e represents die exogenous rate at which diat technology evolves. In diis specification, 

called die "Solow model", CX indicates die percentage increase in gross domestic product 
resulting from a 1 percent increase in capital. 

In die neoclassical model fi can be interpreted in many ways: as improvements in knowledge 
such as organisation routines, rearrangement of the flow of material in a factory, better 
management of inventory, or odier changes diat do not require knowledge to be embodied 
in new equipment. A different view holds diat changes in knowledge are embodied in 
equipment. 

In bodi cases, die ICT effect can be included as improvement in knowledge, embodied or 
disembodied in new equipment. ICT can be viewed as a "shift factor" of technological 

progress or as a determinant of die size of fi. 

Widiin die exogenous neo-classical growth model, the effect of ICT on die aggregate 
performance can be analysed in die following theories: 

<* die dieories stressing die role of telecommunications in die total factor 
productivity growdi, allowing a better national performance (Cronin and alii, 
1991,1992,1994); 

φ die dieories linking network infrastructure and regional performance (Capello, 
1994; Kellerman, 1993) 

The central issue from die viewpoint of die neo-classical analysis is diat die determinants of 
die size of fi, die rate of growdi of income per capita, is left exogenous, widiin the model. The 
new endogenous growth theory seeks to remedy diis question. 

The essence of many endogenous growtii theories is reflected in die equation Y = A K 
(Lucas, 1988; Romer, 1986). Here, A should again be understood as an expression 
representing factors diat affect technolog)', while Κ includes bodi human and physical 
capital; diis is achieved by invoking some externality that offsets any propensity to 
dirninishing returns. Investment (whedier physical investment by a firm, or human capital 
investment by a firm, or human capital investment by an individual) leads to an increase in 
productivity diat exceeds die private gain. This model leaves open die possibility diat an 
increase in die investment rate could lead to sustained growth if strong external economies 

were generated by investment itself so that OC in the Solow model becomes unity. It offers 
an interesting alternative to the dimirtishing returns and absence of any sustained impact on 
growdi that is characteristic of the simplest version of the Solow model. 



Widiin die endogenous growdi models, telecommunication infrastructure can be die source 
of external economies, lowering transaction costs of ordering, gadiering information, 
searching for services (Norton, 1992). 

Moreover, telecom infrastructure investments and the derived services provide significant 
externalities; their presence allows productive units to produce better. The importance of 
externalities increases as die information content of production increases, tiiat is, as die 
telecommunication intensity of die production process increases. 

The impact of improved communications infrastructure on die economy is similar to die 
impact of increased innovation. An improvement in die telecommunications sector is, to 
firms who use telecom services, akin to a shift out of dieir production function, as the 
exogenous growth model suggests. In addition, the endogenous growth model allows 
analysis of die social returns to telecom infrastructure investment. They are much greater than die 
returns just on die telecom investment itself. Many of die benefits of telecom investment 
are not attributable to die firm or to die sector-die lowering of transaction costs, die ability 
to search widely, die ability to control a greater span of productive activities. 

Since diis link exists between die economics of telecommunications networks and 
endogenous growdi, it is vety interesting to overview die most recent dieories which do a 
first attempt at explaining diis relationship. In particular, we will analyse Norton's (1992) 
model on transaction costs, telecommunication and growth. 

Using die "total factor productivity" approach13 , Croiiin et al. (1991, 1992, 1994) show 
diat a causal relationship between telecommunication mfrastructure and productivity does 
exist. Furdiemiore, analysis relying on a combination of sectoral translog production 
functions and inter-industry economics is employed to measure die magnitude of die effect 
of telecommunication infrastructure investment on aggregate productivity growtii rates. The 
audiors find diat die portion of aggregate productivity growdi due to improvements in 
telecommunications productivity and consumption efficiencies was about 25 per cent over 
die late 1970 to 1991 interval. Finance, transportation, trade, real estate and petroleum 
refining are among die individual sectors where telecommunications has significanti)' 
contributed to productivity growdi. 

What is new in Cronin's approach is the shift from the static view of telecommunications as 
a "general public good" toward a consideration of telecommunications as a production 
factor. The analysis of industry-specific telecommunications intensity1·1 provides insight into 

13 The term "liilat¡adorpnichiclirily tìrmvlh''is defined as changes in final output per unit of combined labour, capital 
and material inputs. It asseses the dynamic relationship between inputs(labour, capital, materials) and output, taking into 
account the joint effect of many factors, including new technology, economies of scale, the changing composition of 
the labour force and changes in the organization of production. The measurement of ΊΤ'Ρ can measure if 
telecommunications industry has improved its productivity and then lowered its prices. 

'"' The telecommunication intensity by industry is defined as millions of 1991 dollars purchased telecommunications 
as a percentage of total output. 
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die importance of telecommunications to individual industries and to sectoral and wide state 

productivity. 

In several regional development theories telecommunications is considered as an "engine 

for growdi". The first group of studies are the. general development theories, including bodi die 

export base dieory and die classical growth dieories. The second kind of dieories dealing 

widi regional growth and infrastructure develop the idea that infrastructure is the regional engine 

for growth, one of die most strategic production factors. The diird group of dieories refer 

to die development theories based on transport systems. 

Theoretically, telecommunications allow two kinds of "economic advantage". The first, in 

common widi odier kinds of infrastructure, is related to die fact diat infrastructure may 

generate various economic effects in terms of value added, productivity and employment. 

The second advantage stems from die nature of networks. They physically link different 

regions togedier, which benefit from those advantages generated by synergies among 

regions operating in different economic environments, by die availability of more 

information flows, by exploiting possible networkbased innovation, and by achieving 

previously unknown markets (Capello, 1994). This latter effect raises a problem: less 

developed regions can be excluded from leading die network and thereby from participating 

in die definition of die "rules of die game", because of their low capacity for exploiting 

network effects. IT may then also play a role in regional disparities. 

endogenous gröwtSt; f tie fri?: Λ cost the 

The transaction costs tiieory looks at firms as organisations in terms of efficient shortterm 

and longterm contracts; in practice these contracts are fairly incomplete, owing to 

"transaction costs"15. In die Norton paper (1994), the "transaction costs" are defined from a 

macroeconomic point of view, as simply the equilibrium gap between the buying and selling 

prices, due to die imperfect infomiation at which the market transactions occur. 

Norton's empirical analysis is a simple growdi regression for 47 countries from 1945 to 

1977. Growdi is related to standard variables (mean annual population growdi, standard 

deviation of real output shocks, standard deviation of money supply shocks, mean growdi 

of exports as a proportion of output...) and additional variables for telecommunication 

infrastructure. 

'" l'or the transaction costs theory, see I landbook of Industrial ( )rganixation, ed by Schmaleense, R. and Willig, R., 

vol 1 cha.3, NorthI Iolland, 19K9 Transaction Costs Kconomics, by ( ). Williamson; Tiróle, |.Thc theory of Industrial 

Organization, MIT Press, 19KH, cha. 1. Coasc and Williamson have distinguished four types of transaction costs, birst, 

some contingencies which the parties will face may not be foreseeable at the contracting date. Second, even if they 

could been foreseen, there may be too many contingencies to write in the contract. Third, monitoring the contract may 

be costly. Finally, enforcing contrasts may involve considerable legal costs. 



All die results of die Norton analysis are consistent widi die hypothesis tiiat 
telecommunications lower die cost of capital markets and perhaps diat die efficiency 
generated by lower capital costs is more important dian die investment ratio per se. When 
die telecom infrastructure variables are included in die regression, die data raise some 
important points regarding die previous research in the growdi literature. First, die 
convergence hypodiesis is not only more evident for the richer countries, but also diis 
hypodiesis is more robust when die telephone variables are included. Second, diere is a 
significant impact of population growth, widi a coefficient very near to 1.0, as implied by die 
neo-classical tiieory. Third, die inclusion of telecommunications lower the negative effect of 
die monetary instability on growdi. 

Suggestions for a new research direction and 

Up to now, as we showed in die review of the literature on network economics, two fields 
of economic dieories, i.e. telecommunications as die motor for economic growdi on the one 
hand, and network externality dieoiy on die odier, seem to be completely separated in die 
literature. Our suggestion is "a merger" of the two approaches, as an attempt to explain die 
micro-foundation of some important growth effects stemming from advanced 
telecommunication sendees. 

While product and process innovation emphasized in some strands of endogenous growdi 
dieory are clearly important contributors to long-term growth, so is die organisational ability 
to take full advantage of such innovations as emphasized by Schumpeter. Ironically, die new 
generation of growdi models relies on externalities and R&D at precisely die time diat a 
sense is emerging diat one of die important factors determining intermediate and perhaps 
long-term productivity growdi is organisational"'. Indeed, the earliest growdi models, which 
viewed fi as reflecting disembodied sources of productivity growth, conform more to die 
spirit of die new focus on organisation dian models emphasizing externalities. 

However, differences in organisation probably help to explain how a sustained difference in 
income levels can occur between two countries, even if capital (measured in whatever 
augmented fashion) is identical. On die odier hand, organisational structures are unlikely to 
explain differences in growdi rates, since countries widi very different structures have 
experienced similar declines in total factor productivity growdi in die post-1973 years (Pack, 
1994). 

ICT can represent one of this organisational factors that allows endogenous growth. If growdi came from 
R&D-based innovation alone, dien the major breakthroughs in information and 

l'or an analysis of the implications of organisational structure for productivity, see Stiglitz, (19KH). 
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communication technologies in the last two decades might have prevented the OECD-wide 
slowing of productivity growdi from occurring. David and Blum (1987) argue, however, diat 
substantial time is required before the potential productivity benefit of a new technology 
such as micro-computers is realized by the reorganisation of production and societal 
arrangements. 

The research direction we suggest can be regarded as part of die general dieoretical 
reflection on die role of endogenous technological change on the one hand, and on die role 
of telecommunications in economic development, on the other hand. The advantages 
derived from telecommunications technologies stem not only from die technological 
changes taking place in die sector or die availability of a public service, but also from dieir 
nature as interrelated technologies. This is because when a new subscriber joins die network, die 
marginal costs of his entry are lower dian the marginal benefits he creates for people already 
networked. This positive externality affects the itidusttdal perfonnance and, via 
multiplicative effects, national perfonnance. 

An interesting research direction is then to prove that telecommunications have a good 
contribution to economic growth. The literature on endogenous growdi theories based on 
innovation processes and die relationship between capital accumulation, investment and 
growdi will offer a framework in which the micro-economic model widi network 
externalities can be "imported" as micro-foundation of a macro-economic growdi dieory. 
In diis framework, die telecommunication networks are analysed as a particular kind of 
technological progress, because of die existence of diree effects (i.e. innovative processes 
effects, economies of scale, and network externality effects). Although the effects of 
innovative processes and economies of scale are similar, the nature of production network 
externality effects is more complicated, because their advantages stem from die difference 
between die marginal costs and benefits of being networked. This is not true for positive 
effects generated by innovative processes, or by economies of scale. Moreover, die network 
externality mechanism explains die investment process and the positive effects on die 
production function, via die productivity effect and the so-called network effect. In fact, 
telecommunications networks are not only characterised by consumption network 
externalities, but also generate production network externalities, since dieir advantages may 
be measured in terms of die perfonnance of die finns. 

Increasing returns stemming from production and distribution facilities widi significant 
indivisibility in dieir capacity, network externalities, economies of scale and interdependence 
among die system's component are die elements which suggest an interesting "bridge" widi 
the new dieories of endogenous growth based on innovation processes. 
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PmfessorofEconomics at tlx University ofTorino, Ita/)' 

Telecommunications constitute an essential component of the emerging information and 
communication technological system. New uses of telecommunications services are strongly 
associated widi die introduction and diffusion of new information and communication 
technologies. Innovative uses of information technologies are in fact more and more 
associated widi systematic networking of computers by means of telecommunications 
services. 

Our hypothesis is diat die output elasticity of telecommunications services is in fact much 
larger dian their cost share because the increase in the use of telecommunications services is 
strongly associated widi the introduction of new information technologies (Antonelli, 1993) 
so diat itself is a reliable proxy for die extent to which firms are able to command die 
introduction of the radical technological innovations in the production process, in the 
organization and in die product mix made possible by the diffusion of computers and 
telematics (Antonelli, 1988) 

A first attempt to assess empirically die effects of the uses of telecommunications services as 
an indicator of die introduction of new networking technologies can be based on die well 
known residual mediodology. It consists in estimating die residual of a standard growdi 
accounting procedure, based on the usual evaluation of the direct effect on output growdi of 
all increase in die capital stock and the workforce. The residual of output growdi, diat is die 
portion of output growth not explained by the increase of the two fundamental factors, can 
be attributed to all factors of increase in the general efficiency levels, as well as to errors in 
die measurement in die proper contribution of capital and labour to the increase of output. 
The next step consists in assuming that die changes in the levels of usage of 
telecommunications services can be considered a reliable indicator of die extent to which 



new networking technologies have been introduced and widi them of die broader positive 
effects on die general efficiency of die production function. Hence die residual can be 
"explained" by die changes in die uses of telecommunications services. 

Formally diis discussion leads to die following equations: 

(1) Yi(t)=Ai(t)(Ki(t)aLi(t)b) 

where Y = output of die idi firm in terms of added value at time t, K = capital used by die 
idi firm, L = labor used by die idi firm at time t, A = general efficiency parameter and a, b, c 
are die partial efficiency of respectively capital, labour of the idi firm. 

With a few passages total differentiation of equation (1) leads to: 

(2)(dY/dt)/Y= (dA/dt)/A + (a (dK/dt) /K+ b (clL/dt)/L + c (dITS/dt-n)/ITS) 

The residual generated by die empirical estimate of equation (2) can be considered a reliable 
proxy for die value of dA/dt which can be considered to be a dependent variable of ITS, die 
increases in die levels of usage of telecommunications sendees: 

(3)dA/dt=f(dITS/dt) 

A model of productivity growdi can be bunt on a standard Cobb-Douglas specification 
drawing on die technology production function approach elaborated by Griliches(1979). 
The Cobb-Douglas specification imposes a constant elasticity of substitution between 
inputs, but as Griliches notes it should not make a critical difference in estimating die 
marginal products of die factors considered.(Griliches, 1986:342) Widi respect to die 
technology production function our hypodieses lead to a specification which focuses 
attention on "telecommunications sendees" as a distinct production factor: 

(4) Yi(t) = Ai(t) (Ki(t)a Li(t)b ITSKt)^ 

where Y = output of die idi firm in terms of added value at time t, K = capital used by die 
ith firm, ITS = telecommunications sendees used by the idi firm , L = labor used by die idi 
firm at time t, A = general efficiency parameter and a, b, c are die partial efficiency of 
respectively capital, labour and telecommunication sendcesfor die idi firm. Widi a few 
passages total differentiation of equation (5) leads to: 

(5) (dY/dt)/Y= (dA/dt)/A + (a (dK/dt) /K+ b (dL/dt)/L + c (dITS/dt-n)/ITS) 

Widi diis methodology a direct value of the productive efficiency of telecommunications 
services, as measured by dieir product elasticity, can be direcdy computed and empirically 
estimated. 

Data on die usage levels of communications services direcdy by the productive system, for 
die Italian economy, have been gathered from die input/output tables for die most recent 



years available: 1985 and 1988. The communication industry, as traditionally measured by 
die input/output mediodology, accounts all expenses of industries to acquire die postal and 
telecommunications services. In die aggregate die ratio of postal to telecommunications 
services is 20%: hence we can consider die data on the interindustrial distribution of die 
extent to which firms use communications services a reliable indicator of die extent of usage 
of telecommunications services.(ISTAT 1988(a) and 1988(b)) To test our hypothesis 
equation (1) has been specified as follows: 

(6) log dY(1988-1985) = a + b log dK(1988-1985) + c log dL(1988-1985) 

where log dY is die natural logaridim of die growdi of added value in die years 1985-1988 
for die 30 sectors available in real terms; dK is die natural logaridim of investments in die 
years 1985-86-87; dL is die natural logaridim of absolute increase in total labour costs 
between 1985 and 1988 in real terms. The OLS estimates of equation (6), provide 
satisfactory results: 

(7) log dY(1988-1985) = 3.945 + 0.516 log dK(l988-1985) + 0.473 log 
(3.389) (7.479) 

dL(l 988-1985) 

R2 0.749; F = 47.162 

( t of Student between parentiieses ) 

The residuals have been computed. The distribution of die residuals across sectors can now 
be considered as a proxy for die distribution of die portion of die growth of output not 
properly accounted for by die two production factors: hence an indicator of die 
"unexplained residual" diat can be considered to be also the outcome of die increase of die 
general efficiency of die production process diat has been taking place in die years 1985-
1988. As already anticipated we put forward die hypodiesis diat die increase in die levels of 
usage of communications services can be now considered a reliable indicator for the more 
general level of adoption of new information and communication technologies and die 
complementary and interrelated innovations in die organization and in die production 
process of firms. Hence we have specified die following regression equation: 

(8) RE = a + b dCOM/dt (1985-1988) 

where RE are die residuals from die estimate of die production function of equation (6) and 
dCOM/dt (1985-1988) measures in natural logaridim die absolute increase in die levels of 
usage of communications services in die years considered across die 30 sectors. The results 
of OLS estimates of equation (8) read as follows17: 

(9) RE = -1.39 + 0.128 dCOM/dt (1985-1988) 
(2.196) 

17 t statistics for all independent variables are given in parentiieses. 



R2 0.116; F = 4.823 

( t of Student between parendieses ) 

The independent variable performs quite well statistically. Adjusted R squared reach die 
0,116 levels and die t statistics for die independent variable is 2.2. On die basis of diese 
results we can claim diat a significant portion of the residuals is strongly associated widi die 
increase in die levels of usage of communication sendees in the years considered. 

A more direct assessment of die "causal" relationship between die increase in die absolute 
levels of usage of communication services and die increase in die levels of output has been 
provided by die econometric estimate of a "technology production function". Now 
dCOM/dt (1985-1988) enters direcdy die equation, so diat we have: 

(10) log dY(1988-1985) = 3.153 + 0.491 log dK(1988-1985) + 0.398 
(6.805) 

log dL(l 988-1985) + 0.151 logdCOM(1985-1988) 
(3.205) (2.265) 

R2 0.797; F = 38.928 

Total variance explained reaches in tenns of adjusted R squared die 0.8 levels. All die 
variables are statistically significant in terms of die t statistics. More specifically it appears an 
important result when we focus attention on die estimated value of die elasticity of output 
growdi to die increase in die communications usage levels. The value of die estimated 
parameter is in fact 0.151 and it is significant at die 0.968%. This result confirms first diat 
the increase in die usage of communication services is strongly associated to die growtii of 
output, under die control of die rate of increase of die two basic production factors, and 
second it shows diat die marginal productivity of communication services, as a strategic 
intermediary input, is very Itigli. Third and most important, our results confirm diat a strong 
discrepancy between marginal productivity and cost share of telecommunications services 
for users exists. 

In sum our empirical evidence supports die hypodiesis diat lead-users in late eighties had die 
opportunity to earn significant quasi-rents (Melvin, 1969; Hulten, 1978). These results can be 
read in fact as an indicator of die extent to which the increase in die levels of usage of 
communication services can be considered as a reliable proxy of rates of adoption and 
effective implementation of the wide array of technological and organizational changes diat 
are part of die more general process of diffusion of new information and communication 
technologies (Antonelli, 1993). 
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Conclusions 

New information technologies should be regarded as a new emerging technological system. 
A technological system is characterized by Itigli levels of complementarity and 
interrelatedness among different technologies diat are at the same time product innovations 
as well as process innovations, organizational innovations and more broadly innovations tiiat 
change die production mix of firms and dieir markets. Such an array of technological 
innovations is characterized by a strong complementarity diat affects productivity levels. 
Telecommunications services play a strategic role in diis context: dieir prices and delivery 
conditions are likely to influence die more general patterns of adoption of die new 
technological system based on new information and communication technology and hence 
die overall levels of total factor productivity. 

Because of die significant discrepancy between die cost shares of telecommunication 
services and dieir Itigli marginal productivity, confirmed in our empirical analysis, it seems 
clear diat telecommunications services are used by firms as a radical innovation in die mix of 
production inputs, to induce a significant increase of die overall levels of output and total 
factor productivity. In fact users have become more and more active innovators in die 
telecommunications arena. 

In diis context die present characters of die organization of die innovation process and of 
die market structure of die telecommunications network in most European countries, where 
it is respectively based on Itigli levels of horizontal and vertical integration among switching, 
transmission and distribution for bodi data and voice communication and state-owned 
monopolies, are far from ensuring diat die conditions for dynamic efficiency in die 
telecommunications network are actually in place. In the United States however die 
centralized structure of networks is more and more under pressure. Here die increasing 
plurality and variety of operators risks to undermine die coherence of die network based 
upon interoperability and interconnectivity and the related advantages stemming from 
network externalities. 

The blending of diese two extremes can lead to a new model of network: "die network of 
networks". This is possible when plurality and entry in die network are enforced, but die 
conditions of interconnection and interoperability, both between networks and on die 
networks, are clearly defined. The network of networks can accommodate bodi die 
centrifugal and die centripetal forces diat we have analyzed and identified by allowing die 
variety of sources of innovation and yet preserving their coherence. So far die adoption of a 
network of network approach can enhance die implementation and diffusion of furdier 
technological and organizational innovations in telecommunication networks. 

In die approach implemented by die European Union, die model of die network of 
networks is based on die entry of a number of firms which are technically and 
organizationally complementary and compatible bodi in horizontal and vertical terms. 
Widiin the network of networks firms operate in a variety of differentiated markets which 
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have no entry barriers in tenns of differentiated access to die primary intennediary input 
such as basic infrastructure services. Ownership of the infrastructure of die network is 
characterized by non-exclusiveness. 

The network of networks can be considered as an integrated and yet pluralistic structure of 
specialized and complementar)' networks, which are eidier virtual and/or infrastmctural. As 
ownership rights on every section of the network are not exclusive, transfers and access and 
use can be considered as an intennediate productive factor which should be supplied to any 
service provider eidier in final or in intennediary markets. Hence some customers could be 
service firms which may be direcdy competing widi dieir own suppliers of intermediary 
services. 

The principle of non-exclusive ownership and mandated interconnection (See Antonelli 
1995c), togedier widi freedom of entry and die search for ex-ante technical and 
organizational compatibility, based respectively on mandator)' standardization (See Antonelli 
1994) and regulation, should encourage die formation, from the bottom, of an advanced 
multitechnological network which includes a variety of local multipurpose distribution 
systems, transmission systems using cables, satellites and fibers, signalling technologies 
based upon intelligent network. The network of network dius should avoid dominant 
positions being formed and die renewal of un-natural monopoly. 

Because die model of die network of networks values complementarity and compatibility 
between sections of die network and it guarantees the right to interconnection between 
networks and between sections of a network, it seems to provide die best way forward to 
introduce elements of technological variety, flexibility and competition into die system of 
traditional networks which have long been characterized by a monotechnological monopoly. 

In conclusion, it is possible to argue diat die model of die network of networks, as it is 
implemented in die European Union, offers die liest conditions which can lead to die 
transfonnation of die present structure of the telecommunication system so diat it becomes 
a flexible structure able to adjust every now and then to the stimuli produced by die 
evolution of demand and technology. The network of networks appears also as die 
institutional outcome of an intensive search for compromise between: i) die ovenvhelming 
pressure of network operators diat are traditionally strong state-owned corporations; ii) die 
attempt of large information equipment manufacturers to grab a share of die new promising 
market; iii) die increasing sensitivity of users to large and fast increasing telecommunications 
bills based upon tariffs far above unit costs. 
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Pwfessor of Economics, University ofAíaryhid 

The countries of die OECD have, as a whole, experienced rising rates of unemployment, a 
slowdown in die growdi of real wages, and a growing disparity between die wages of 
workers with different levels of skill or amounts of education. These problems are more 
severe in some OECD countries dian odiers, but they are pei-vasive. And, diey have created 
a policy environment in which the "jobs" issue has assumed a central importance. 

The rise of die "jobs" issue has inevitably generated a derived demand for policy solutions. 
Unfortunately, die usual tool kit of policy responses is almost empty. The traditional use of 
demand-side stimulus dirough deficit spending, and the use of supply-side fiscal incentives 
to promote investment, simply piles more public debt on a stock diat is regarded by many 
(particularly among inflation-fighters in central banks) as already excessive. Indeed, in many 
countries, a major macro policy goal is to attack the public debt problem by tightening fiscal 
policy, not loosening it furdier. Much the same can be said of "industrial" or "incomes" 
policies, which often lead to disguised unemployment and cosdy public subsidies. 

A more conservative solution is to follow fiscal and monetar)' restraint, while at die same 
time promoting productive efficiency in die market place by privatization, deregulation, and 
liberalization of international trade. This does not run afoul of die deficit problem, but has 
odier difficulties. Restructuring to achieve productive efficiency may cause severe 
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dislocations in die short and intermediate run, and thus worsen die problem of 
unemployment and stagnant wages among the very low-income workers that die policy 
seeks to help. This problem is exacerbated by the rigid labor markets of many OECD 
countries. 

With all diese problems, one solution to die "jobs" problem virtually jumps out of die policy 
makers' tool kit. This is die proposal to increase die demand for labor by raising die 
marginal productivity of the work force dirough increased spending on public infrastructure 
capital (roads, etc.) and human capital (worker training, education). This new "Public-
Investment Economics" is primarily focused on social-overhead types of investment, i.e., 
those categories of investment diat form a background for direct investment in die private 
sector. This new policy would, in effect, attempt to pick winners among different types of 
social-overhead investment, instead of trying to pick winners among different industries widi 
an industrial policy. However, unlike the old industrial policy, the new policy would largely 
complement die working of die market place radier than act as a substitute for it. 

The attractiveness of diis approach to the jobs issue is obvious. It attacks die problem of 
low wages and unemployment by making workers more productive, widiout increasing die 
net public debt - infrastructure investment financed by debt creates an asset on die national 
balance sheet diat offsets diat debt - and widiout direct interference with die private sector. 

These attractions are buttressed by studies which purport to show diat die return to 
infrastructure investment is much larger dian the corresponding return to business fixed 
investment - as much as 70 percent per annum in one study by David Aschauer,s, and even 
greater in some odier studies. According to Robert Reich, writing in die February 1991 
issue of die Adantic magazine,"His [Aschauer's] calculations imply diat a one-time increase 
of $10 billion in die stock of public capital would result in a permanent increase of $7 billion 
in annual [U.S.] GNP." Aschauer's results are sufficienti)' large diat diey can explain as much 
as two-diirds of die productivity slowdown in the 1970s and 1980s. 

In an era of slow wage growtii and high unemployment, any investment policy that promises 
better economic performance is welcome. Any policy that promises an immediate, massive, 
and nearly cosdess improvement is an invitation to action. This invitation was accepted in 
die U.S. during the presidential campaign of candidate Bill Clinton (Invest in America). 
Odier governments have reassessed dieir public investment policies with a view toward 
increased spending, and a European Commission White Paper called for a gready increased 
infrastructure commitment. 

Skeptics have challenged die magnitude of diese estimates, noting both econometric and 
intuitive problems (example: a 70 percent annual rate of return on a $1 million infrastructure 
project compounded over a 30 project life yields aknost $5 trillion!). Recent research, which 
corrects for some of die obvious statistical problems of die earlier literature, has tended to 

ιί! Public Investment and Productivity Growth in the Group of Seven, I iconomic Perspectives, I 'edemi 
Reserve Bank of Chicago, 13, 1989. 
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find much smaller rates of return to infrastructure investment. The newer estimates tend to 
be in line widi die return to private fixed investment, dius suggesting diat fears of a massive 
infrastrucmre deficit in die U.S. are exaggerated. The equality of rates of return also suggests 
diat implementation of die New Public-Investment Economics would, insofar as it leads to 
a dramatic increase in traditional public works spending, push die return to infrastructure 
below the return to odier types of investment. 

This should cool some of the ardor of infrastructure enthusiasts. Plowever, die new results 
should not be over-interpreted. Odier research has found selected instances of inadequate 
investment (e.g., in rapidly growing regions and in fiscally distressed cities). This, in turn, 
implies a selective role for traditional infrastrucmre investments as a pro-active policy. 

Implications of the Macro PoSicjf Environment 

Someone who is interested in information technology or in die telecommunications 
industry, and who has approached die subject from die standpoint of industrial organization 
may well wonder about die relevance of die macro-mfrastructure literature. The IT and 
telecommunications sectors are not exclusively, or even primarily, public sector functions in 
many OECD countries. Indeed, diey are increasingly (diroughout die world) private sector 
functions. 

Plowever, IT and telecommunications are ver)' much part of die emerging infrastructure 
discussion. When pressed for examples of die kind of investment envisioned by 
infrastructure advocates, telecommunications and advanced IT are often cited. This is pardy 
due to necessity. A second Interstate ITighway System in die U.S. does not excite much 
interest; indeed, environmental legislation has virtually blocked construction of roads in 
diose areas where congestion is die greatest. The possibilities offered by an information 
super-highway seem much more attractive. 

There are also good reasons for viewing IT investments as an integral part of a national 
infrastructure investment strategy. Telecommunications and associated IT services are often 
provided dirough networks which require large investments to establish, and which may 
dirow off important externalities. For these reasons, diis sector traditionally has been 
treated as part of die "infrastructure hypersector" in development economics (viz. die 1994 
World Development Report by die World Bank), and analyzed as social overhead capital. 
This report also notes diat IT investments represent a larger share of die infrastructure 
hypersector in developed economies, and in die highly developed economies of die OECD, 
die information super-highway is often cited as an alternative to conventional infrastructure 
systems like highways and air travel. Any macro assessment of "The Economics of die 
Information Society" needs to acknowledge this "infrastructure" policy environment. 
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It is one dting to acknowledge die role of telecommunications and IT investments in die 
larger infrastructure debate. It is anodier to translate this debate into operational policies for 
telecommunications and IT technology per se. In this regard diere is a risk diat a general 
enthusiasm for infrastructure investment as die solution to die jobs problem will substitute 
for hard analysis, not stimulate it. Indeed, die vety notion of an "infrastructure hypersector" 
invites diis substitution, since it implicidy suggests diat infrastructure systems share enough 
common features diat one may extrapolate estimated rates of return from one type of 
system to anodier. In fact, die "gestalt" approach to infrastructure policy tends to blur 
important institutional distinctions and, more dangerously, provides a cover for weak 
projects, especially diose diat are politically motivated. 

These dangers suggest diat every infrastructure project - IT or odierwise - should be justified 
on its own right, using accepted project evaluation procedures like, benefit-cost analysis, and 
not by a process diat imputes to each individual project an average historical rate of return, 
often inflated by endiusiasm, political opportunism, or boosterism. 

This said, it is also important to acknowledge the dangers that lurk on the odier side of die 
proposition. There are, indeed, many shared features of infrastructure investment, including 
some IT investments: diey are often congestible public goods ("clubs") and diey tend to 
come in die form of capital-intensive networks. The "hard" analysis of individual IT 
investments- at die project or industry level of detail - may miss important economic 
benefits because of diese characteristics. For example, the ambit of die benefits from a 
network investment is often wider dian die jurisdiction of die competent audiority. Sub-
national governments may be charged with the decision power over many roads, water-
treatment, and telecommunications systems, and may only count as benefits diose gains 
accruing to residents of dieir jurisdictions. Benefits that are more widely distributed may be 
ignored, resulting in under-investment. A similar remark applies to enterprises that operate 
and only consider benefits tiiat can be appropriated. 

This suggests diat hard micro-industry studies should be complemented widi corresponding 
macro studies. To do diis properly, the linkages between macro, meso, and micro effects 
need to be developed in a more persuasive form than is currently the case. My own research 
on diis kind of linkage (for die World Bank) has convinced me diat diis is an extremely 
difficult and complex task. The complexity arises, to a large extent, from die network 
feature of most infrastructure systems (roads and highways, telephone and telegraph, gas and 
electricity distribution, sewers and water distribution). Unlike private investment in plant 
and equipment, die productivity of any one piece of the network depends on die size and 
configuration of die entire network of interlocking investments. For example, die value of 
linking points A and B depends on whedier or not there are already links between point A 
and C, and between B and C. If diese already exist, a direct link may shorten die access time 
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between A and B, but it is unlikely to have the same impact as an entirely new link. 
Moreover, die value of a new link depends on its effects on the links widi odier points, as 
when a new link between A and Β alters die value of the existing Α-C and B-C links. 

The network feature of public infrastructure helps explain why there is such a large payoff to 
new infrastructure systems, and why this payoff diminishes as die network expands. The 
first network links constructed tend to be mutually complementar)' (and may be 
complementary widi odier inputs), and can dius have a very large payoff. But, die potential 
for large complementarities becomes exhausted at some level of network development and 
subsequent additions are (increasingly) substitutes for existing capacity. As diis happens, die 
impact of infrastructure on economic growdi becomes progressively weaker. This 
evolutionary process should be taken into account when using rates of return based on 
historical data to forecast die desirability of future investments. It should also raise a danger 
flag about die practice of comparing returns across different types of infrastructure systems 
diat are in different stages of maturity. 

To summarize, diere is a two-way link between die micro-economics of IT investments and 
die macro-economic infrastrucmre debate. Moving from macro to micro, IT and 
telecommunications capital are defined as part of die "New Fiscal Economics," and seen as 
policy instruments for economic development and job creation. Moving from micro to 
macro, diere is a suspicion diat micro analyses lead to under-investment because they miss 
important spillover benefits. This, in turn, leads to a "top down" approach project 
evaluation. This approach is valid if it is recognized tiiat die macro perspective should 
complement, but not supplant, traditional "bottom-up" approaches like benefit-cost analysis. 
The top-down approach is not valid if it replaces careful analysis widi loosely-reasoned 
optimism about die general value of infrastrucmre systems. 

One final warning is in order. Even if all die public choice and modeling problems are 
resolved, and it is established diat IT investments have strong growdi externalities, die 
"jobs" objective of die New Public Investment Economics may be frustrated. It is 
increasingly recognized diat die adoption of new technologies - particularly IT technologies -
may augment only die marginal product of high-wage, high-skill workers. Low-wage, low-
skill workers may, in fact, be supplanted in Itigli paying jobs, reinforcing die very effect that 
die jobs policy sought to ameliorate. 
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Reseanlxrand'Professor of economics at tlx Maastridrt Economic ReseanJ} Institute on Innom/ion aiiciTeénolo^ (MERIT) 

A crucial feature of die knowledge creation process is the existence of externalities or 
spillover effects. The existence of such spillover effects has been shown to be crucial for die 
long tenn growdi rate of an economy. Audiors bodi of die "new" growdi dieory (Romer, 
Grosman, Helpman) as well as diose widi a more evolutionary perspective on technological 
change (Dosi, Freeman, Nelson) have stressed diat die cluster of new technologies 
(Freeman, Clark and Soete, 1982) or general purpose technologies (Bresnahan and 
Trajtenberg, 1992) is expected to create important spillovers for die economy. This paper 
analyses die existence and magnitude of spillover effects related to die current general 
purpose technology: Information Technolog)' (IT). 

Following Griliches (1979), we first distinguish two types of research and development 
(R&D) spillovers. On die one hand, externalities may occur because downstream users do 
not pay die full value of die input. This type of spillovers can be called puns rent spillovers. 
Rent spillovers are "embodied" in purchased goods and therefore can lie measured by using 
die capital and intermediate inputs purchases matrix weights (Terleckyj 1974 and 1980, 
Wolff and Nadiri 1993). O n die odier hand diere exist knowledge spillovers: ideas 
discovered in one sector can be used by research teams in odier sectors. Knowledge 
spillovers increase die productivity of your own research efforts and may be related or 
unrelated to good purchases. Knowledge spillovers related to good purchases can again be 
measured by capital and intennediate inputs purchases matrix weights. We call diese input 
re la ted knowledge spillovers. Knowledge spillovers unrelated to good purchases or pyre 
knowledge spil lovers are considered to be dependent on die "technological" closeness of 
die sector. Griliches (1990) identified five possible methods to measure diis technological 
distance. We use here die one developed by Evenson et al. (1988) based on die Canadian 
cross-classification of patents by industries of "production" and industry of "use". This so-



called "flow-diru" or technolog)' flow matrix corresponds in our view closely to a measure 
of die technological closeness of sectors. Previous studies which measured spillover effects 
examined only one of die spillovers concepts. The major contribution of diis paper is diat 
we develop and measure an analytical framework which treats these diree spillover concepts: 
"pure rent spillovers", "input-related knowledge spillovers" and "pure knowledge spillovers" 
at once. 

The second major contribution is diat diese spillover concepts are being analysed for 
Information Technology. The magnitude of spillovers of a certain general purpose 
technology are expected to be large. According to Freeman and Soete (1987 and 1994), 
Freeman and Perez (1988) and David (1992) information technology corresponds today to 
die major new key technology pervasive accross all sectors of the economy. Investments in 
IT goods, for example computers, are expected to have a large influence on die productivity 
level in every sector. However, many empirical studies, who used die production function 
approach as we do in diis paper, have searched for the influence of IT on productivity and 
haven't found a statistically significant relationship.1'' In diis paper we investigate diis so-
called "IT productivity paradox" by splitting die various spillover effects into IT and non-IT 
spillovers. 

We use mainly French INSEE input-output and sectoral data covering die period 1977-92. 
The reason for doing so is purely pragmatic. French input-output data are probably among 
die best in die world, available at a relatively Itigli level of disaggregation, and regularly 
updated. 

This paper is organised into a number of sections. In the next section a limited version of 
die model including all spillover concepts is developed. Section 3 contains a description of 
die data and section 4 shows die estimation results. 

In this model die production function is represented by: 

Yj = Aj . F(Lj, Kj, Mj) = AJ.LKKJ /.( M)f 

where Y¡, A¡ and L¡ are respectively die output, die total factor productivity (TFP) and die 
labour input of industry j . The odier two inputs, capital (JC1)) and intermediate goods (M'¡), are 
measured in efficiency units. We measure diese purchased products in efficiency units to 
account for pure rent spillovers (quality improvements may not be reflected in price indices). 

Iy See, e.g. Lovenaan (1994), Morrison and Berndt (1990) and Hrynjnlfsson 1993 (review). 

2,1 In this section only a very limited version of the theoretical model is described, l'or the full model description see-
van Meijl (1995), chapter 7 and K. 
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The purchased amount of efficiency units by an industry is die number of physical units 

times an efficiency index. It can be expected diat die efficiency index and dierefore die pure 

rent spillovers are dependent on die amount of embodied R&D. 

The productivity generation process for an industry is: 

Aj = [v^'.Sf.Sl-j.S^ ].Rj 

Industries can increase dieir productivity by engaging in R&D (Ry is die R&D stock of 

sector/). The productivity of own R&D widi regard to die productivity generation process 

(expression between brackets) is dependent on die accessibility to a general knowledge pool. 

We divide die knowledge spillovers into knowledge spillovers diat are related to capital (S*j) 

and intermediate (SMJ) input purchases and "pure" knowledge spillovers diat are not related 

to input purchases (J)). 

The knowledge spillover variable related to inputs are associated widi die purchase of goods 

and are dierefore closely linked to die concept of pure rent spillovers. In an empirical study 

it is dierefore difficult to separate die influence of inputrelated knowledge spillovers and 

"pure" rent spillovers. We redefine die spillover concepts and include bodi "pure" rent 

spillovers and inputrelated knowledge spillovers in one concept called rent spillovers. The 

rent spillover intensities of IT and nonIT investment goods for sector j (RENTKITj, 

RENTKNj) are: 

RENTKIT, = LM-J-r , RENTKNj = 
Yj Y 

where Ii,¡ is die investment deliver)' of good i to sector j and η is the number of sectors. 

RENTKITj represents rent spillovers received from purchasing investment goods from die 

sectors diat produce IT goods. RENTKNj measures investment rent spillovers from 

purchasing all odier investment goods. 

Rent spillovers received by purchasing IT and nonIT intennediate goods (respectively 

RENTMITj and RENTMNj) are calculated in the same manner. The only difference is diat 

I,,i in equation (3) is replaced by X,j (the intennediate delivery of good i to sector j). 

The "pure" knowledge spillover variable unrelated to inputs is a weighted R&D stock of 

odier sectors R&D, industries "use" different amounts of knowledge from odier industries 

dependent on dieir technological distance from them. The IT and nonIT "pure" knowledge 

spillover intensities (KNOWITj, KNOWNj) for sector j are calculated as : 
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Σωϋ · R&D, Χ ω,,, . tf&A 
KNOWITj = — , KNOWN, = ** 

Yi Yi 

Tlie weighting factor wltich represents die technological closeness of die sectors i and j , CO¡j, 

is approximated by die Yale technology flow coefficients.21 

The equation to be estimated in diis empirical study is (for a full derivation see van Meijl 

1995):22 

(I? 
u π + !■»■ Ly + β-U + a, 

M_j_ R&D 
+ ρ. —— + p„ . KNOWIT, + p„ . KNOWN, 

+ p,„ . RENTKITj + p,„ . RENTKN, + p„„, . RENTMIT, + p„„, . RENTMN, 

where Km
=OL+$+G-\, Ϋ'■/ ' L¡, Κ,/ L¡ ,M¡/Lj are respectively die growdi rate of 

labour productivity, die growtii rate of die capitallabour ratio and die growdi rate of 

intermediate goodslabour ratio (it is also possible to express diis equation in terms of die 

capital productivity growdi rate). If we assume constant returns to scale (OC+ß+G=l) and 

optimal choices of factors of production, we can direcdy measure die TFP growdi rate by 

calculating die labour and intermediate good elasticities (a and σ) by die share of die costs 

of labour (wages and related charges) and intennediate goods in total variable costs. 

21 The available pool of "pure" knowledge spillovers (not related to input purchases) is constructed using the Yale 

technology flow matrix set up by Kvcnson et all (19HH), based on approximately 200.000 patents granted in Canada 

during the 197219H9 period. Canadian patent data are crossclassified by industry of manufacture and industry of 

potential use. The Yale matrix predicts technology flows to user industries, given the industry of manufacture of the 

patent. 
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22 Using the 'l'erleckyj (1974) transformation implies that we can use MtkD intensities in stead of the more difficult 

to obtain R&D capital stocks. With this transformation we estimate the rates of return in stead of the elasticities. 

I Iowevcr, the height of the rate of return of a spillover variable does not say much about the influence of this variable 

on the productivity growth of a sector, because the magnitude of this spillover variable can be low. Therefore we will 

normalize the various R&D intensities by dividing the observations bv their sample means. Instead of estimating the 

rates of return, wc estimate the rates of return times their mean value which is equal to the "cjuasiclasticity". This 

concept indicates the influence of a spillover variable with respect to productivity growth. We now illustrate this for the 

R&D variable which is the fifth term on the right hand side of equation (5). 

Instead of the rate of return, p, we estimate p" which is equal to p times R&D/ Y (sample mean of the R&D 

intensity) and therefore a "quasielasticity". In this paper we will estimate quasiclasticitics so that we can compare the 

influence of the various spillover effects. 
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The total factor productivity growdi is dien dependent on own R&D expenditures, "pure" 
or non-input-related knowledge spillovers from IT and non-IT sectors, rent spillovers 
embodied in purchased IT and non-IT intennediate goods, rent spillovers embodied in IT 
and non-IT investment goods, and an exogenous trend tenn. 

In diis paper we estimate die quasi elasticities of own R&D and die various IT and non-IT 
spillover concepts (see footnote 4). 

The importance of internal R&D, and IT and non-IT spillovers widi regard to productivity 
growtii will be assessed widi cross-sectional data on dtirty French sectors which cover die 
total economy (industrial as well as service sectors).2' These data are drawn from several 
sources. The core data are from French INSEE data. Production, gross value added, 
investment supply and input-output data are available in constant and current prices for 
1977-1992. Investment matrices are available in constant prices from 1977-1988. The SEC2 
database of EUROSTAT contains labour and investment demand data from 1967-1991. 
The total R&D expenditures by sector are taken from the OECD database (STAN). 

This database will be used to estimate die importance of IT and non-IT spillovers widi 
regard to productivity growdi. We identified three IT producing sectors. The first one is 
called "ITI" and produces "office and data processing machinery" which is classified as S27 
in die INSEE classification and N330 in the NACE-CLIO classification. The second one is 
called "IT2" and produces mainly telecommunication equipment (S291 or N344) and die 
dtird IT producing sector produces mainly electronic equipment (S292 or N345) and is 
called "IT3S". 

The IT producing sectors togedier represented an average of 1.87% of total actual 
production over die 1978-92 period. In 1978 diis percentage was equal to 1.48% and in 1992 
diis percentage had increased to 1.95%. Aldiough of litde direct importance in a production 
sense, the IT producing sectors perform 26.2% of the total R&D. This indicates diat diese 
small sectors provide an important contribution to the total amount of knowledge created in 
an economy. If spillover effects are present and significant, then die IT sector may be 
important for an economy. 

2 i Λ detailed description of these thirty sectors is given in appendix 1. The construction of the investment matrices 
for the period 89-92 and the construction of the capital stocks is described in van Meijl (1995). 
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R&D activities are very concentrated. The two largest R&D performers (transport and 
telecommunication equipment) perform almost 50% of total R&D and represent only 5.5% 
of total actual production. If we include more sectors it turns out diat die sectors responsible 
for 10% of actual production perform 74% of total R&D activities. 

100% , 

7 5 % 

5 0 % 

ΓΓ2 CHES TRA FAR MET ITI NMM INS ENG ELMS MAC RUB FOO IT3S FAM 

1̂ 1 OWN HAD S* KNOW U R K N I ' M m KKNTK 

Figure1: Shares of own R&D and the various spillover sources in total R&D used by a sector 

However, sectors perform not only R&D diemselves but also benefit from R&D 
performed in odier sectors. They receive knowledge via dieir economical (rent spillovers 
from investment and intermediate goods) and technogical ("pure" knowledge spillovers) 
networks. The magnitude and influence of own R&D and die various spillover concepts 
differ largely between sectors. Figure 1 shows die relative magnitudes of own R&D, and die 
diree spillover concepts for 15 French sectors (die magnitudes are constructed by a simple 
accounting mediod). Estimation results obtained by van Meijl (1995) showed die different 
influence of different knowledge sources for different groups of sectors; for die high-tech 
sectors own R&D and "pure"knowledge spillovers were significant, rent spillovers 
embodied in capital goods were significant for die service sectors and for die medium and 
low tech sectors rent spillovers of intermediate goods were significant. 

Figure 2 shows die relative magnitude of die six IT and non-IT spillover effects for 15 
French sectors (again diis is a simple accounting mediod, we estimate die importance of die 
spillover concepts in section 4). "Pure" IT knowledge spillovers are relatively important in 
die IT sectors diemselves and in die instrument sector (INS) and electrical machinery sector 
(ELMS). This can be expected as "pure" knowledge is especially valuable in industries that 
are technologically "close". 
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Non-IT "pure" knowledge spillovers are linked widi two odier technologically related 

clusters. First, die chemical cluster (CHES, FAR and CHTS) and second die mechanical 

cluster (MAC, FAM and MET). The black areas represent die IT spillovers in intermediate 

goods. These are important in, for example, die transport industry (TRA) and paper and 

printing industry (PAP). IT capital spillovers are relatively important in die service sectors 

(e.g. telecommunication sendees (TEL), financial sendees (FIN) and enterprise market 

services (SME)). 

In general we can say diat die magnitude of die various knowledge sources is different for 

each sector. The knowledge base for a sector is a mixture of different types of spillovers. It is 

important to recognise diat a sector is not isolated in die economy but is a part of several 

inter-related networks. An investigation of die importance of internal R&D perfonnance for 

productivity growdi must dierefore also take spillover effects into account, because besides a 

firms' own R&D expenditures, knowledge generated by other sectors is also important. 

25% 

IT2 CHES TRA FAR MET ITI NMM INS ENG ELMS MAC RUB FOO IT3S FAM 

s KNOWN ■ KNOW π m KKNTMN LJ ιιΐίΝΤΜΙΐ ™ IŒNTKN »S ΚΚΝΤΚΙΊ 

Figure 2: Shares of the various spillover sources in total R&D received 

Measuring die importance of die current general purpose technology, information 
technology, for productivity growdi is central in diis section. We investigate whether die 
various IT spillover variables contribute to technological change. In addition to die IT 
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effects, we measure die influence of internal R&D and die non-IT spillover effects on 

productivity growtii. 

The database in diis sub-section contains die mean \'alues of die variables over die period 

1978-1992 for 30 sectors. The correlation matrix which is given in table 1 shows diat die IT 

spillover variables have die strongest correlation with TFP growdi. Rent spillovers of IT 

capital goods show a correlation coefficient of 0.67 and "pure" knowledge spillovers and 

rent spillovers in intennediate IT goods ha\'e a correlation coefficient of 0.46 and 0.42 

respectively. These are all higher dian die correlation coefficients of own R&D and die non-

IT spillover variables. These correlation coefficients also give an indication of possible 

multicollinearity between explanatory variables. Possible candidates are marked widi an 

asterisk in table 1. There is a strong positive correlation, 0.96, between "pure" knowledge 

spillovers from die IT sector and rent spillovers embodied in IT intermediate goods. To 

avoid multicollinearity we add diese two spillover effects and create a new variable: RKIT = 

RENTMIT + KNOWIT 

Table 1: Correlation Matrix 

TFP 

Y 

R 

REMTKN 

REMTKIT 

RENTMN 

RENTWirr 

KNOWN 

KNOwrr 

TFP 

1 

0.42 

0.35 

-0.03 

0.67 

0.08 

0.42 

0.21 

0.46 

Y 

1 

037 

•0.17 

050 

0.05 

033 

0.38 

0.32 

R 

1 

-0.16 

-0.10 

0.17 

0.62' 

0.27 

0.61' 

RENTKN 

1 

-0.05 

-0.15 

-0.13 

0.08 

-0.12 

RENTKir 

1 

■0.18 

0.03 

0.08 

0.03 

RENTMN 

1 

•0.08 

0.60' 

•0.06 

RENTMIT 

1 

-0.08 

0.96' 

KNOWN 

1 

-0.04 

KNdwir 

1 

* possible threat of multicollinearity between explanatory variables 

It is apparent diat almost no correlation exists between own R&D, IT "pure" knowledge 

spillovers and IT intermediate rent spillovers, with the rent spillovers of IT capital goods. A 

possible explanation is diat sendee sectors widi Itigli investments IT capital goods do not 

perform much R&D diemselves. Less pronounced but still a possible caveat is die 

correlation coefficient of KNOWN and RENTMN, 0.60. We can again create a new 

variable: RKNT=RENTMN+KNOWN. 
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We turn to the estimates of the equations developed in section 2. The estimation results of 

equation (5) and the TFP version of diis equation are shown in table 2. Regressions 1 to 3 

show die results for die diree-factor TFP growth. In regression 1 we included "own" R&D 

and all die spillover concepts. In regressions 2 and 3 we add some concepts togedier, 

according to die mediod proposed earlier, to reduce the problem of multicollinearity. It is 

apparent diat rent spillovers of capital goods from the IT sector (RENTKIT) are highly 

significant in all cases. The estimated value of the quasi-elasticity is about 0.0037. The 

combined variable RKIT, which represents IT "pure" knowledge spillovers and rent 

spillovers of IT intermediate goods is also significant in all cases and has an estimated quasi-

elasticity of 0.0012. The various non-IT spillovers are insignificant. 

The estimated coefficients of equation (5) are given in regressions 4 and 5 We can make the 

following two general obsen'ations before discussing spillover effects: First, au equations 

indicate decreasing returns to scale, because the coefficient of die capital growdi (K) is 

negative. Second, relaxing die assumption of constant returns to scale improves, in almost all 

cases, die statistical significance of die estimated quasi- elasticities. 

Compared to die TFP growdi estimates die estimated quasi-elasticity of own R&D has 

become significant and its value is 0.0025. Widi regard to die spillover effects, die Itigli 

significance and Itigli value of die estimated quasi-elasticity of rent spillover effects on IT 

investment goods is again apparent. The influence of IT is measurable on an economy wide 

scale. These results suggest dierefore diat die "IT productivity paradox" has lost its 

"paradoxical" characteristics. 

Anodier interesting result is diat the rent spillovers of non-IT capital goods are significant. 

In die case of actual production die estimated quasi-elasticity is Itigli (0.0041-0.0048) which 

also implies a large influence of spillovers on non-IT capital goods. However, die estimated 

influences of die IT and non-IT spillovers are average values over die total period and don't 

say anydting about die development of die influence of the spillovers over time. It can be 

expected diat especially die IT related spillovers have become more important in die most 

recent period (diis hypodiesis is investigated in die van Meijl (1996) article tidat is included in 

diis volume). 

Tltis paper investigated the influence of information technology spillovers on productivity 

growdi. As in most odier OECD countries, die IT sectors are small in economic tenns. 

They only represent 1.87 per cent of actual French production. However in R&D tenns diey 

perform 26.2 per cent of total R&D (BERD). Our estimation results indicate diat besides 

internal R&D, R&D spillover effects are important for productivity growdi. Especially 

spillover effects related to IT capital goods turn out to be significant and large in magnitude. 
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Table 2: Regressions of the three factor TFP growth rate and capital productivity growth rate (actual production/capital), 

(t-ratio's in parentheses) 

CON UK 

gr. 

M/K 

9Γ. 

K 

gr· 

"own" R&D' RENTKN RENTKIT RENTMN RENTMIT KNOWN KN0W1T 
R' DW 

Dependent variable is the three-factor TFP growth rate 

1 

TFP 

2 

TFP 

3 

TFP 

-0.005 

(-1.16) 

■0.0029 

(-0.74) 

-0.0032 

(-0.83) 

0.0017 

(1.51) 

0.0013 

(1.11) 

0.003"" RRKir 

(4.16) 

0.0036 

(1.07) 

0.0021 

(0.65) 

0.0023 

(0.70) 

0.0040" 

(6.39) 

0.0037" 

(6.13) 

0.0037" 

(6.38) 

0.0026 

(1.70) 

0.0016 

RKNT' 

(1.34) 

0.0012 

RKNT 

(1.09) 

-0.0017 

(-0.88) 

0.0012' 

RKIT
1 

(2.37) 

-0.0007 

(-0.49) 

0.0023 

(1.66) 

0.66 

1.81 

0.65 

1.78 

0.66 

1.76 

Dependent variable is the capital productivity growth rate 

4 

5 

-O.0036 

(-1.16) 

-O.0033 

(-1.13) 

0.08' 

(1.79) 

0.08' 

(1.93) 

0.53" 

(15.84) 

0.53" 

(16.27) 

-0.34" 

(-7.66) 

-0.34" 

(-8.20) 

0.0025" R 

(4.03) 

0.0025" R 

(4.11) 

0.0048' 

(2.74) 

0.0047' 

(2.79) 

0.0037" 

(12.31) 

0.0037" 

(12.62) 

0.0015' 

(1.92) 

0.0014' 

(1.93) 

-0.0002 

(-0.16) 

0.0014" RKIT 

(5.88) 

0.0019' 

(2.68) 

0.002" 

(2.91) 

0.0015' 

(2.05) 

0.96 

1.86 

0.96 

1.87 

1 All R&D intensities are expressed in terms of actual production. 

2 RKN'I^RENTMN+KNOWN, 3 ]ΙΚΙΪ=11ΕΝΪΜΓΓ+ΚΝΟ\\Ί'Γ, 4 1UIKIT=R+RENTMIT+1<N0\V1T. 

*, ' * and *** Significant at the 0.10 level, 0.01 level and 0.002 level (two-tailed test). 



íctor Descriptie? 

AGR = 

ENG = 

MET = 

NIMM = 

CHES = 

FAR = 

CHTS = 

FAM = 

MAC = 

IT1 

ELMS = 

IT2 

IT3S = 

TRA = 

INS 

FOO = 

TEX = 

OTH = 

PAP = 

RUB = 

BUI 

COM = 

REP = 

HOT = 

TRS = 

TEL = 

OMS = 

SME = 

FIN 

NMS 

Agriculture, forestry and fishery products 

Energy sector 

Metals and ferrous and non-ferrous ores 

Non-metallic mineral products 

Basic chemical products and artificial and synthetic fibres 

Pharmaceutical products 

Para-chemical products 

Fabricated metal products (except machinery and transport equipment) 

Agriculture and industrial machinery 

Information Technology 1, Office and data processing machines 

Electrical machinery without IT2 and IT3S 

Information Technology 2, Telecommunication equipment, meters and measuring 

equipment, electro medical equipment 

Information Technology 3, electronic equipment, television receiving sets, 

sound reproducing and recording equipment 

Transport industry 

Precision and optical instruments 

Food, drink and tobacco products 

Textile, footwear and leather products 

Wood, cork and furniture and other manufacturing products 

Paper and printing products 

Rubber and plastic products 

Building and construction 

Commercial sector (wholesale and retail trade) 

Recovery and repair services 

Lodging and catering services 

Transport services 

Telecommunication services 

Other market services (e.g. health, recreational) 

Market services for enterprises ( e.g. lawyers, real estate, accountants, tax advisers, 

management consultants, computer and data processing services and market services 

of education and research) 

Services of credit and insurance institutions 

Non-market services 



European Commission 

Invariably, each major technological breakdirough generates vast industrial reorganisations. 
The same is expected to happen widi die advent of multimedia. The purpose of diis article, 
which is based on an analysis of die database ALLCOM24, is to understand how die 
development of multimedia could impact on die structuring of die infonnation and 
communication-related industries as well as on corporate strategies. We will particularly 
focus on die role played by alliances in die evolution of industry. 

Aldiough multimedia development is led by a logic of vertical industrial alliances all along die 
digital chain of information, die current trend is radier focused on horizontal acquisitions, 
inside a single market segment. This is in particular die case for the audiovisual sector and 
for die telecommunication sendees industry, spurred by the on-going liberalisation process 
and die need to roll out global networks. 

After having reviewed in section 1 how multimedia can transform die relations between 
companies from die information and communication sectors and impact on their strategy 
we will try to desenbe in section 2 the major trends in industrial alliances. 

24 AU.COM is a database developed by the author comprising of more than 1.700 industrial alliances in the field of 
telecommunications and multimedia-related industries, over a two year period at the I European Commission-lXi XIII. 
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The advent of digital technologies in telecommunications in die early 1980s led many 

analysts to announce die merging of computers and telecommunications industries. The 

recent spinoff of AT&T GIS (exNCR) from die AT&T group, after several years of 

financial difficulties, demonstrates that die change from technological convergence to 

industrial convergence does not obey written mies. The development of multimedia puts 

more pressure on die issue since it covers industries beyond information and 

communication technologies (ICT). 

1.1 Digital cont inuity and industrial convergence; pros and cons 

The advent of multimedia can be characterised by die endtoend digitisation of 

information, from its early period of creation to its display on a PC, a television or a game 

console. Each stage of die information process corresponds to a category of industry 

players, as shown in die following diagram. 

Diagram 1: The digital chain of multimedia: functions and industries 

1  Content 

Movies, TV, Music studio 

Multimedia software 

Books, newspapers, etc. 

6  Terminals 

Electronic business consu

mer & PC manufacturers 

OS & navigation software 

2  Packaging 

■ TVradio broadcasters 

• Publishers, editors 

■ Electronic info, services 

5  Telecom 
equipment 

• Private & public telecom 

equipment manufacturers 

• Datacom manufacturers 

3  Servers 

Computer manufacturers 

Content & Distribution 

management softwares 

4  Distribution 

services 
• fixed, mobile & satellite 

telecom network operators 

■ CableTV operators 

This approach is very close to die value added chain concept developed by Michael Porter25 

but is applied in diis case to a group of industries radier dian to the analysis of functional 

relations inside a company. Also, the representation of a vertical flow linking «upstream» and 
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«downstream» industries reminds us of the French notion of «filières de production» diat 
was in vogue at die end of die 1970s and at the beginning of the 1980s26. 

Aldiough it has been chosen not to follow at diis stage of our work the analytical frame 
provided by die two former concepts, it can be observed diat diere are classic input-output 
relations between neighbouring levels in our representation: this is typically die case in die 
field of audiovisual industries, the content being bought by the programmers/broadcasters 
and dien sold, as part of packages, to distributors (however in some cases die programmers 
pay to be distributed on very famous cable or satellite networks). Anodier classic input-
output relation is die one linking telecom equipment manufacturers and telecom operators. 

The input-output relations between die different levels of the digital chain have already led 
to die creation of vertically integrated industrial groups as we can observe in the audiovisual 
field . Some of die major US audiovisual groups such as Time Warner or Disney have dieir 
own studios, TV channels and distribution networks. In contrast, die model of vertically 
integrated industry in telecommunication is progressively breaking down widi die 
introduction of competition. 

It is interesting to point out diat a category of players appears at different levels: the software 
developers. There, we should make die distinction between multimedia CD-ROM software, 
application software (word processor, spreadsheet etc.), development tools (CAD/CAM, 
programming languages), operating systems and graphic interfaces (MS-DOS/Windows, 
Navigator etc.) The existence of central competencies in software development has lead to 
die appearance of companies such as Microsoft that are present on different levels of our 
presentation model. 

1,2 Opportunities and threats generated by multimedia 
Faced by the opportunities and threats generated by the new digital technologies, die firms 
have been reshaping dieir strateg)' in a relatively short period of time to keep and enhance 
dieir competitive advantage. The following table presents the majo r opportunities and 
direats generated by multimedia for die different industries participating in the digital 
in fonnation chain. 

-e for more information about his concept: | TOI .I ''.DANO, « I propos tics /ì/ièrcs ¡mliislricllc.r», in Revue d'Economie 
Industrielle, n°7, 197H 



Table!: Threats and opportunities generated by multimedia: a sectorial approach 

Industry 

Audiovisual production 

Audiovisual broadcasting 

Electronic information 
services 

Cable-TV networks 

Telecom operators 

Software developers 

Network equipment 
manufacturers 

Computer manufacturers 

Opportunities 

•Valorisation ol copyrights through new 
media services 

•Multiplication of available channels 
capacity (fiber optic, digital TV satellites 
etc.) 

•Hype on interactive on-line content 

•Increasing installed base of PC's 
equipped with modem 

•Development of two-way services on 
cable networks: cable-telephony, video 
on demand, Internet services etc. 

•Traffic increase generated bv multimedia 
heavy files 

•Video broadcasting on telephony 
infrastrucmre (ADSI.) 

• Increasing need to manage digital 
interactive content (development. 
storage and distribution, navigation and 
presentation tools) 

•Network infrastructure modernisation 
required to go multimedia 

•New growth cycle based on servers and 
multimedia home PCs 

Threats 

•Introudction of digital technologies in the 
creation process (cost and learning) 

•Reallocation of traditional financing flows 
(advertising, premium TV etc.) in a context 
of herxian spectrum profusion 

• Internet based broadcasting 

•Internet 

•1 Iigh costs required to go multimedia 
(multimedia servers, switching facilities) 

•Digital TV satellite, video on telecom 
infrastructure (.ADSL, ITITI etc.) 

•New entrants using alternative infrastructures 
and technologies (from cable-TV networks 
to fixed wireless telephony) 

•Internet-based long distance telephony 

•Competition between emerging de-facto 
market standards 

•Compression technologies delaying 
investments in high capacity hardware 

•Competition between public networks and 
LAN equipment manufacturers 

•Consumer requirements tor low cost 
terminals (<500 USS) 

•Competition from consumer electronic 
terminals (TV set) 



Several lessons can be drawn from this table: 

• For most of die industries, multimedia represents an important growdi 
potential. 

• Vertical complementarities to exploit this potential are very important: content 
owners need new distribution networks to get more value from dieir 
catalogues, new multimedia content will increase telecommunication traffic and 
will prompt households to buy more sophisticated terminals. 

® Getting revenues from this new developing markets implies massive 
investments in die development and the acquisition of new digital technologies, 
multimedia servers, intelligent and broadband networks, but also to get new 
technological and commercial know-how. The uncertainties diat still remain 
about die new markets and consumption patterns regarding multimedia create 
very favourable conditions for the constitution of strategic alliances to share 
risks. 

• The success of Internet, on which not many people would have bet only 18 
months ago, is disturbing die activities of most of the different categories of 
actors but is generating in die meantime huge opportunities. For instance, die 
Internet pricing bypasses die telecommunication long distance sendees activity 
but creates an important market for the backbone networks. Internet 
represents an important competition for the big electronic information services 
such as CompuServe or America On-line but increases their attraction by 
setting bridges in between. To a certain extent, Internet is increasing the 
freedom of choice on the customer side and is leading to a reallocation of 
revenues for die firms, 

: 

Alliances, going from cooperation agreements to acquisitions and mergers, mm out to be 
one of die favourite solutions chosen by firms to prepare for the new infonnation age. To a 
certain extent, we can say alliances are becoming the new paradigm of corporate strategy, 
especially for die firms involved in the information and communication sector. In diis 
section, we will pay particular attention to alliances supported by financial links such as 
majority and minority interests acquisition and joint-ventures. 
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2.1 Acquisitions and minority stakes 
The majority and minority interest acquisitions constitutes the strongest category of 
company's alliances. They correspond to die need to strengthen strategic links (eg: BT's 20% 
acquisition of MCI or Deutsche Telekom and France Telecom's 20% acquisition of Sprint), 
to consolidate die activity (acquisition of Turner Broadcasting by Time Warner), to get a 
specific know-how or leading technology (acquisition of Loms IBM) or to diversify activities 
(MCA acquisition by Seagram). 

The table below presents a sectorial breakdown of 193 acquisitions and minority stakes in 
infonnation and communication industries from 03/93 to 06/96. 

Table 2: Major world-wide acquisitions and minority stakes realized in the multimedia 

related industries during the period 03/93 to 06/96* (US$ million) 

Telecom services 

Audiovisual industry 

Cable-TV 

Softwares 

Datacom 

Telecom equipments 

Computers 

On-line services 

Total 

1994 

14,792 

20,168 

9,930 

2,743 

1,120 

2,435 

382 

1,715 

53,784 

199S 

17,945 

40,716 

10,535 

5,537 

1,853 

458 

1,372 

124 

78,538 

03/93-06/96 

96,197 

72^35 

34,902 

11,054 

7,494 

4,059 

2,533 

2,170 

230,744 

+ Alliances' dates correspond to their public announcement rather tiran to their implementa tion 

Source: Allcom 

We can observe a growing trend of acquisitions and minority stakes since 1993. However, 
die annual sums are gready influenced by the «mega deals» that contribute in some cases to 
more dian 50% of the totals for a given year. Many of them are located in the USA. 
Neverdieless, die evolving market conditions are very favourable to die continuation of diis 
trend: die liberalisation process in the field of telecommunications and cable-TV is 
playing a particularly important role. In die USA, the new Telecommunications Act of 1st 
February 1996 has started to generate a new wave of very important deals. Few weeks after 
its adoption by die US Congress, five regional telecom operators are involved in acquisition 
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and merger transactions superior each to US$ 10 billion: US West announced die acquisition 
of Continental Cablevision for an amount of US$ 10.8 billion, SBC Communications and 
Pacific Telesis announced their merger in a US$ 16.7 billion deal as well as Bell A dan tic and 
Nynex for a US$ 20.5 billion transaction. In Europe, the progressive liberalisation of 
telecommunications services is also generating important deals, but more in the forni of 
minority stakes. 

The second most active industry in terms of acquisitions is the audiovisual sector, especially 
in die USA. The biggest acquisitions and mergers since 1994 were: 

• Januar)^ 1994, acquisition of Blockbuster by Viacom : US$ 8.4 billion 

• July 1994, acquisition of Paramount Communications by Viacom: 
US$ 9.6 billion 

• May 1995, MCA (Universal Studios) sold by Matsushita to Seagram: 
US$ 5.7 billion 

• August 1995, acquisition of CBS by Westinghouse: US$ 5.4 billion 

® August 1995, acquisituion of Capital Cities ABC by Disney: 
US$ 19 billion 

• September 1995, acquisition of Turner Broadcasting by Time Warner: 
US$ 7.25 billion 

• Avril 1996, merger of CLT and Bertelsmann TV broadcasting activities: 
US$ 6.4 billion 

The logic of acquisitions in die audiovisual sector obeys traditional capitalistic factors: 
concentration strengthens transaction power vis-à-vis distributors and generates economies 
of scale and economies of scope. Multimedia contributes to hasten diis process of 
consolidation: die new available channel capacities offered by die infonnation 
superhighways will require more programmes to be broadcasted, new content production 
facilities and more agressive marketing strategies. 

The rush on creative activities concerns also the software industry. From 1994 to 1995 the 
total of acquisitions in diis sector has been multiplied by two, amounting to US$ 5.5 billion. 
The specificity of diis business lies in diat as soon as they become popular, software 
becomes very quickly a de facto standard, operating a key function in the customer's 
information and communication system. Replacing it is technically difficult and very cosdy 
because many past investments rely on its technical specifications. Also is it better in many 
cases for a group to buy a software developer rather than try to impose its own product on 
die market. The most significant acquisition of a software developer during die years 1994-
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1995 was diat of Lotus by IBM which totalled US$ 3 billion. Flowever, diis investment, 
which was mainly justified by die market leadership of Lotus in this area widi its software 
Lotusnotes, is jeopardised by the success of the Internet which also provides access to 
groupware. 

In die hardware industries, die acquisition trend is characterised by the low dynamism of die 
telecom equipment industry diat has reached an optimal stage of consolidation, after 
several years of concentration to cover very heavy R&D costs in digital switching and 
transmission technologies. The datacom equipment industry is the most active hardware 
industry in tenns of acquisitions. Datacom (data-communication) covers all the 
communication hardware for Local Area Networks (LAN) and for their interconnection to 
die public network or to odier LANs. Most of the industry in diis area is US-based. This 
industry has been boosted by the growing connectivity needs of PC users and die 
domination of die client/server network architectures. This business has generated many 
start-ups and some of diem are now overtaking the US$ 1 billion landmark: Bay Network 
(Synoptics-Wellfleet merger), 3Com, Cisco, Cabletron. The biggest deal of die datacom 
industry is die acquisition of Sttatacom by Cisco for USS 4 billion in April 1996. Bodi of die 
companies are American. 

The electronic information services industry is characterised by die world-wide 
domination of two US companies, CompuServe and America O n Line, and of course the 
advent of the Internet. Besides the two world-wide generalist electronic networks, many 
transactions have been realised in the market segment of specialised corporate databases. 
The USI 1 715 million total for die year 1994 is largely explained by die US$ 1.5 billion 
acquisition of die US company Mead Data Central (MDC) by the European Reed Elsevier. 
M D C is die editor of the legal databases Lexis and Nexis. 

2.2 Other categories of r 
A growing number of joint-ventures have been registered in die past years. The success of 
diis kind of alliance in information and communication industries can be explained by 
several factors: 

* It is better not to "go-it-alone" wliilst uncertainties remain regarding 
technology, markets and regulation. 

® The need to share die digital technologies development costs. 

• Gadiering of key assets diat would have been impossible to obtain alone: 
Financial investment capacities, commercial know-how, technical know-how, 
access to local markets etc. The mobile sector provides some good examples of 
such alliances combining different competitive advantages. 



The financial quantification of joint-ventures is very difficult because die investments, when 
diey are announced, are always spread on several years and are subject to important 
modifications. 

A typical category of alliance generated by the development of multimedia are diose based 
on experimentation, also called test-beds or trials. Experimentations generally gather all die 
players of die digital chain and are in many cases lead by the companies diat sell the services 
direcdy to die end users: telecom network operators, cable-TV operators, premium TV 
broadcasters. Multimedia experimentation is the last step before launching a new service. 
They allow die testing of technolog)' and die customer's reactions vis-à-vis die new 
interactive services. Widely publicised since the second half of 1993, they all lag six mondis 
to one year behind schedule because of technical problems which made costs prohibitive. 

The following table provides a synthesis of the different alliance's objectives between die 
different industries participating in the digital chain of multimedia. 
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Tab)e3: The different goals of cross-industry alliances 

C o m p a n y Β - T a r g e t 

Audiov i sua l 

P r o d u c t i o n 
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B r o a d c a s t i n g 
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I n f o r m a t i o n 
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O p e r a t o r 

T e l e c o m 

N e t w o r k 

O p e r a t o r 
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providers 
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Conclusion 
The existence of strong input-output economic relations between the different industries 
participating in die digital chain of information, as well as die important set of alliances 
gathering key competences, clearly favour die development of a vertically integrated 
multimedia industry. Packages including multimedia interactive content, Internet access, long 
distance, local and cellular telephony should have die favour of die consumer because diey 
offer one stop shopping, discounts and can be marketed through a single solid brand image. 
Players having the best marketing and technical skills, deepest pockets and experience of 
competition are die best positioned to win huge market shares. 

However, the industry has not yet reached diis stage, due particularly to technical problems 
delaying die availability of new products and services and to a lack of information regarding 
demand characteristics. Meanwhile, die current acquisition trend, favoured by the release of 
competition, is radier focused on horizontal concentrations leading to the emergence of 
global players especially in audiovisual and telecommunications sectors. The strengdiening 
of market share on a given level of the digital chain is turning out to be the prerequisite for 
die implementation of vertical strategies. It increases the cash capacities to fund the heavy 
investments required by multimedia and secures investment by reducing consumer choice. 
The Microsoft on-line strategy, developed from a quasi monopoly on die PC operating 
system market, provides a good example of the synergy between horizontal dominant 
position and vertical strategy. 

Aldiough it is quite clear now that die development of multimedia will be mainly led by die 
private sector, public audiorities will be soon faced by two important issues arising from diis 
new situation: 

1, The importance of fine tuned antitrust policies in a liberalised environment: die 
formation of dominant positions, aldiough required by cosdy digital 
technologies, can hamper die development of new services. Horizontal 
botdenecks appear more threatening dian vertical concentrations, die latter 
following the logic of the digital chain of information. 

2 . The increasing allocation of firms' investment capacities in majority and 
minority acquisitions rather dian on tangible assets might be job cosdy at the 
macroeconomic level. In die short range, acquisitions do not create jobs (radier 
the opposite) and do not impact on die odier industrial branches as generally 
tangible investments tend to do. The question is to know if positive effects 
resulting from diese massive branch reorganisations will overcome negative 
short-term effects 
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Much public discussion has centered on the evolving "information super highway" as well as 
die many new services which may be offered as high capacity fiber optic transmission 
networks are extended into die telecommunications infrastructure. In the U.S., Pacific 
Telesis has begun construction of a fiber optic network which will reach 80% of California 
households by 1998. Numerous cable companies, e.g. Time Warner, have announced plans 
to upgrade dieir current coaxial (coax) based networks to combined fiber/coax networks. 
This increased transmission capacity will allow many more channels of entertainment, high 
speed access to information, as well as new two way interactive services. 

H o w can society establish die value of these new services and increased choices? This 
question has potentially important economic consequences and equally important public 
policy implications. Because of the network structure of telecommunications, public policy 
has always played a large role in its production and regulation. Indeed, in die majority of 
O E C D nations, basic telecommunications services are provided by the public sector. In 
countries such as die U.S. and Canada, very strict regulation (which is only slowly being 
loosened) has limited die ability of companies to compete freely in telecommunications. By 
demonstrating how to value new telecommunications services, we allow for a more 
reasoned approach to die necessary benefit-cost calculations which can help to guide public 
investment in telecommunications infrastructure and also to evaluate die effects of 
regulation. 

The introduction of new telecommunications sendees can lead to very large gains in 
consumer welfare. We consider the introduction of voice messaging services by local 
telephone companies. These services were introduced in 1990. By 1994 we estimate die 
gain in consumer welfare from these new services to be between $800 million and $1.4 
billion per year. 
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Sir John Hicks (1940) made one of die first attempts to develop die dieory of the evaluation 

of new goods. Hicks stated diat for rationed goods die index numbers need to be altered so 

that die price used would lead to die amount of the ration. This higher price can be 

considered die "virtual price" which when inserted into the demand function leads to die 

observed amount of rationed demand. For new products Hicks stated diat die "virtual" 

price for periods in which the goods did not exist would "just make the demands for diese 

commodities (from die whole community) equal to zero". Given die demand function we 

can solve for the virtual price and for die expenditure function (or die indirect utility 

function) and do correct evaluations of social welfare without needing to use the index 

number formulae discussed by Hicks. 

We adopt die modern approach of using expenditure functions. In period 1 consider die 

demand for die new good, xn, as a function of all prices and income, y: 

xn = g(Pl >···,Ρη1.Ρη>Υ)· (11) 

Now if (die good were not available in period 0 we solve for the virtual price, ρ n, which 

causes the demand for die new good to be equal to zero: 

0 = Xn = g(p1 ,, Pn1» Ρ wY)· (L 2) 

Instead of using die Marshallian demand curve in equations (1.1) and (1.2), we use die 

income compensated and utility constant Hicksian demand curve to do an exact welfare 

evaluation. In terms of die expenditure function we solve the differential equation from 

Roy's identity which corresponds to die demand function in equation (1.1) to find die 

(partial) expenditure function: 

y = e(pl ,..., pn1, pn, ul). (1.3) 

The expenditure function gives die minimum amount of income, y, to achieve die level of 

utility ul which arises from die indirect utility function which corresponds to die demand 

function of equation (1.1) and die expenditure function of equation (1.3). To solve for die 

amount of income needed to achieve utility level ul in die absence of die new good, we use 

die expenditure function from equation (1.3) to calculate: 

* * 1 

y = e ( P l ,·■·, Pn1» P n » u ) · (I ·4) 

* 
The change in consumer welfare when the price decreases from the virtual price level, ρ n, 

1 . * 
to die actual price level, pn, keeping utility at die level u is y  y. The techniques of 

Hausman (1981) or Vartia (1984) in the parametric case or the method of HausmanNewey 
* 

(1995) in die nonparametric demand function case are used to compute y . 
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« cstiîîîatioii øf trie oemanü turwe an« 
Expetidityre Function for Woice ¡Messaging 

In 1994 local telephone company (LEC) voice messaging demand in die U.S. exceeded 7 
million subscribers. LEC provided voice messaging offers advanced voice mail features 
dirough die local central office switch. In addition to die usual voice mail features, odier 
features include die ability to receive messages while die line is odierwise in use, partitioned 
mail boxes for various family members, and a broadcast facility to a group of numbers 
which is useful for organizations or for schools. Voice messaging, along widi on-line 
information services, has been die great success story of enhanced services offered in the 
past 15 years. The average mondily price of LEC voice messaging service in 1994 was 
approximately $8.00. We now estimate die demand curve for voice messaging using 
aggregate state level panel data over die period 1991-1994. 

Data on demand for BOC voice messaging was available for 14 states over a 4 year period, 
1991-1994. These states were in the Midwest and West regions of die U.S. The left hand 
side variable is die log of demand in units of subscription while die primary right hand side 
variable, log of price, was deflated using die CPI. A log-log demand specification was used. 
Fixed effects for each state were included, as well as state specific time trends to allow for 
die growdi in demand of voice messaging as potential customers become increasingly aware 
of die service. Furdiermore, voice messaging was introduced at different time periods so 
diat each state could be at a different point along a diffusion curve which is captured by die 
state specific time trends. To account for potential joint endogeneity of demand and price, 
we use die Hausman-Taylor (1981) approach of prices from different markets as 
instruments for prices in a given market. The results for a fixed effects specification 
estimated by bodi OLS and IV are given in Table 1. 



Table 1: Panel Data Instrumental Variable Estimates 

OLS IV 

1 Log of Monthly Price 

2 Log of Income 
■ ■ : ■ : ■ ' 

3 Log of Population 

4 Intercept 

5 Other Variables: 

State Fixed Effects 

State-Specific Time Trends 

Number of Observations 

Standard Error 

2 
R 

-0.821 

(0.243) 

4.912 

(0.407) 

0.945 

(0.066) 

6.790 

(0.541) 

46 

0.0515 

0.9998 

-1.607 

(0.634) 

4.80! 

(0.418) 

0.960 

(0.068) 
: ν 
7.255 

(1.672) 

48 

0.0490 

parentheses. 

As demonstrated in Table 1, die value of die demand elasticity for diis IV estimate is greater 

(in magnitude) dian die corresponding OLS estimate of the demand elasticity. This increase 

in die demand elasticity is consistent widi die use of an instrument which removes joint 

endogeneity of die price variable. 

The IV fixed effects specification fits quite well, widi die standard error estimated to be 

0.049.27 The estimated price elasticity is -1.61, widi an asymptotic standard error of 0.63. 

Thus, die estimated t-statistic is 2.56, which indicates quite a precise estimation. To estimate 

exact consumer welfare which arises from a new telecommunications service, we also need 

to estimate die income elasticity. We use die estimated fixed effects for each state and use 

rninimum chi square estimation to find die income elasticities.2" The results are given in 

Table 1. We estimate a relatively high income elasticity of 4.81 (s.e. = 0.42) and a population 

elasticity of 0.96 (s.e. = 0.068). While die estimated income elasticity is relatively large, die 

27 In terms of an R2 measure for an OLS regression, the R2 would be 0.999, although this measure is not 

appropriate for an instrumental variable estimator. 

2K Minimum chi square (or minimum distance) estimation is similar to (il.S estimation, see Malinvaud (1971) or 

Rothenberg (1973). We estimate the model in two steps to ensure that the price elasticity, which is the primar)' 

parameter needed for consumer welfare calculations, is consistently estimated. See I lausman-Taylor (1981) for a further 

discussion. 
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result is to be expected since voice messaging is likely to be a superior good, and our 

consumer welfare results are not particularly sensitive to the estimate. 

Once we have estimated die demand function for voice messaging, we now turn to die 

expenditure function to estimate die value of \^oice messaging to consumers. To estimate 

die overall effect on consumer welfare, we use an exact consumers surplus approach using 

die expenditure function for die log linear demand curve. First, we use die expenditure 

function calculated in Hausman (1981), equation (23): 

e (ρ, u) = [(l-8)(u+Ap'a/(l + a)) ]' <'■*> , {1χ) 

where A is die intercept of die demand curve, a is the price elasticity, and d is die income 

elasticity estimate. The compensating variation is calculated from equation (2.2) where y is 

income: 

CV = i — —  y f ρ, χ,- ρ„ XOj 

~(1 + α ) > 2 (2.2) 

For die case of a new good, the expenditure function from equation (2.1) is used to calculate 

die compensated (Hicksian) demand curve, and the "resenration" or "virtual" price is 

calculated; see Hausman (1994). Using the consumers surplus formula from equation (2.1) 

we estimate the consumer welfare from voice messaging services provided by die LECs to 

be between $800 million (a.s.e. = 312) and $1.4 billion (a.s.e. = .428). Thus, new 

telecommunications services can create significant value for consumers. Government 

actions which eidier speed up or delay die introduction of these new services can have 

important welfare effects on die economic welfare of its citizens. 
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There is a generalised consensus nowadays that the provision of telecommunications 
services should take place under competitive conditions. Throughout the world, 
liberalisation processes are being released on the traditional monopolies of PTOs which 
have been providing telecommunications services for decades. 

The liberalisation of telecommunications has sparked a good deal of theoretical work to 
study competition conditions in markets of final sendees where there is a common network 
provided by one network operator and other suppliers of sendees have to interconnect and 
use die same network in order to provide the final sendee. The most significant body of diat 
literature considers die problem of pricing access to the network for competitors or die 
leasing of lines by the network operator. In the case of liberalised infrastructures, die 
problem arises when different operators have to interconnect their networks, offering inter
operable networks to other companies using them to provide final sendees. 

2<) The ideas presented in this paper are those of the authors and do not represent in any way the position of their 
employers. 



That strand of die literature has produced interesting pieces of work widi practical 
implications for die industry such as Baumöl and Sidak (1994) and Lafont and Tiróle (1995). 

However, most of diis work has not taken into account the impact of access pricing (and 
odier problems diat appear when one firm supplies an intermediate input to its competitors 
downstream), on die development of the network. The large majority of diese dieoretical 
models are essentially static and do not look into the implications of access pricing and die 
interconnection of networks on some dynamic issues such as investment and the rate of 
growth of die network capacity available for competition in the provision of final services. 
These dynamic issues are very important as determinants of competition in die supply of 
telecommunications sendees. Entry will largely depend on the capacity available and its price. 
Odier questions such as die level of investments carried out by network operators to 
maintain die networks operational or die quality of the infrastructure made available to 
competing sendee providers are also important determinants of competition conditions in 
practice. 

In addition, diese dynamic issues are extremely important for the development of the 
information society. If network operators do not cany out the necessary investments, 
botdenecks can appear in die provision of sendees that will slow down demand for new 
services and in fact, delay die arrival of the information society. The rate of increase in die 
number of users of new sendees is also dependent on the prices of those new sendees. 
Competition in die provision of sendees to consumers will drive prices down and speed up 
die diffusion of new sendees. 

Furdiermore, decisions on pricing access to networks are not independent from die 
decisions to carry out die necessary investments to increase the capacity available to 
competing service pro\tiders. W i e n firms fix access prices, they are indirecdy determining 
die degree of entry by downstream competitors, and therefore, die capacity demanded. O n 
die odier hand, when diey decide die capacity made available to other sendee providers, diey 
are detennining die maximum output level of final sendees downstream and to a certain 
extent, the price of diose sendees as the latter depend on how much competitors will be 
willing to pay for access to the network. 

From die point of view of competition, die issue of capacity availability is as important as 
die problem of access prices or the existence of non-discriminatory access. If network 
operators are not ready to ea rn out die necessary investments to make sufficient capacity 
available to odier service providers, in quantitative and qualitative terms, diere will not be 
effective competition in the market place. 

This paper aims at discussing some of the problems that arise when pricing access to 
networks and die size of the network are considered as variables simultaneously determined 
by die network operator. The recent literature on access pricing relies on die idea diat 
incumbent network operators will use access prices as a strategic variable to influence 
competition conditions in die downstream market for final telecommunications services. 



High access tariffs could deter entry by new competitors. Cross subsidies could help to keep 
diem at bay by lowering die prices of sendees open to competition to deter entry. 

However, diis presumed behaviour of traditional operators and network owners is based on 
die assumption diat capacity for new entrants is not a strategic variable for the operator. For 
instance, little is known about die optimal strategies open to network operators when diey 
decide at die same time about access prices and the total capacity made available to 
competitors. In tiiat setting, an alternative strategy to keep potential entrants from becoming 
effective competitors might be limiting die size of the network to leave diem no room to 
compete. Moreover, we do not know much about the behaviour of the entrants, which is 
also essential to learn about the performance of the industry. Will they accommodate die 
conditions established by the incumbent? Or, will thev undercut the incumbent in order to 
gain market share? 

All diese questions are extremely important to learn what can be expected in terms of 
performance in die markets for liberalised sendees and to better re-regulate diose markets. 
But diat is not all. If die behaviour of die network owner and operator leads to a poor 
performance in terms of entry and competitive prices in the market for telecommunications 
services and in terms of die rate of growtii of die network -and dierefore, die development 
of die information society-, one could also question the economic rationality of die 
monopolistic condition of die network operator. If the existence of a single network owner 
and operator hinders die overall performance of the sector, one could question die 
persistence of a natural monopoly in die telecommunications infrastructure. The social 
advantages of having just one network would have to be compared with, and might even be 
offset by, die social burden derived from the poor market performance due to the strategic 
behaviour of die network owner. If the net effect is negative in terms of social welfare, die 
existence of network duplication might be justified. Moreover, this could foster entr)' and 
die development of die information society. In that case, the natural monopoly in 
telecommunications infrastructure would be questionable and the liberalisation of network 
infrastructure would be justifiable on economic grounds. 

In die following sections we shall explore these issues from different perspectives. Firsdy, 
we shall look at the empirical evidence from the European Union and OECD countries. 
Given that die deregulation of telecommunications sendees has gone ahead of the 
liberalisation of telecommunications infrastructure we can see how access prices and 
network expansion ha\'c evolved when the network operator has faced competition in die 
markets for sendees. Secondly, we shall look at some new theoretical work shedding light 
into die strategic choices open to network operators who have to face competition 
downstream and decide on access prices and capacity constraints at die same time. Finally, 
we shall review some arguments recendy put forward for and against the consideration of 
telecommunications infrastructures as a natural monopoly and dieir liberalisation. 



The European experience in die process of liberalisation of telecommunications is quite 
illustrative of die response by die traditional monopolistic PTOs to die new competitive 
environment for service provision when infrastructures remain under die control of a simple 
operator. 

After the progressive liberalisation of different telecommunications services, it was 
considered diat competition in the newly liberalised markets could be ensured by die joint 
application of standard competition mies and the so-called "Open Network Provision" 
directives. The Open Network Provision directives of the E C were introduced in 1992, 
before die review of die liberalisation of telecommunications. Those directives did not 
question the monopolistic provision of infrastructures. They established that the network 
operator should facilitate access to competing sendee providers under non-discnminatory 
conditions. For instance, directive 9 2 / 4 4 / E E C requires that leased lines be offered on a 
cost-oriented basis. The "natural monopoly" arguments for the minimisation of die social 
costs for the provision of telecommunications infrastructure were not challenged at diat 
time. It was assumed diat die opening of sendees to competition could be ensured by die 
application of die O N P directives and an effective enforcement of Directive 9 0 / 3 8 8 / E C for 
die application of competition to die telecommunications markets. 

From a legal and economic perspective, diis was considered an optimal solution. O n one 
hand, a single network to be shared by all sendee providers would ensure a minimum social 
cost and avoid "wasteful duplications ol infrastructure". On the other hand, competition 
rules could assure diat prices of final sendees to consumers would be kept down. O N P 
directives and the application of articles 86 and 90 of the Treaty would take care of market 
conditions in die intermediate market for leased lines. Basically, it was considered that as 
long as there were no discriminatoiy access conditions and access prices were not abusive, 
overall market performance would be satisfactory. 

Widi some local differences, the logic of diis market arrangements was based on die 
anglosaxon legal doctrine of "essential facilities" and its economic counterpart. Third Party 
Access (TPA). A development of Antitrust practice, the essential facilities doctrine has been 
at the origin of a common approach in the regulation of different public utilities such as gas, 
telecommunications, electricity and railways, where free and non-discriminatoiy access to 
networks was essential to ensure competition. 

However, the logic of T P A and O N P underestimates, in our opinion, the potential impact 
of die strategic behaviour of the network operator. Recent empirical evidence from the EU 
and die O E C D tends to support our point of view. 
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In die Green Paper on die liberalisation of telecommunications infrastructure, die 
Commission published data about the conditions prevailing in the markets for 
telecommunications leased lines in European countries. Table 1 below reproduces data from 
die first part of die Green Book showing how rental prices for leased lines diverged 
considerably between Europe and die USA in a ten to one proportion. Widiin die EU, 
prices of leased lines were significandy higher in diose countries widi liberalised 
infrastructure like die UK and diose maintaining a monopoly in that industry segment. 

Table 1: High Capacity Leased Circuit Prices in ECU (at 1.1.94)M 

E U half circuits 

Β 

DK 

D 

GR 

E 

F 

IRL 

I 

L 

NL 

Ρ 

UK (BT) 

UK (MCL) 

EU 

EU Total circuit pricc37 

US 

Rental to nearest EU 

21,793 

17,658 

27,889 

26,15 

30,192 

24,185 

4,0273:> 

27,685 

16,739 

18,700 

21,117 

10,0413G 

8,817 

20,461 

40,922 

4,60138 

Rental furthest E U 

29.380 

19,865 

33,422 

33,174 

30,821 

31,815 

30,312 

33,769 

27,170 

24,933 

3L777 

40,778 

23,958 

29,901 

59,802 

6,236 

source : Coopers & l.ybrand, 1994 

34 Rental charges are in ecu for monthly rental of a 2 Mbit/s line on 1-year contracts. Some- TOs offer discounts for 
longer term contracts. High volume discount shemes offered by some TOs have not been taken into 
consideration. 
Note : these tarriffs are subject to change and therefore for further details refer to national regulator)· authorities. 
Irish circuits to the UK arc distance-dependent. The charge is made up of a fixed cross channel charge and a 
mninlink which is distance-dependent. Λ link from Dublin lias been taken in this instance. 
BT's charges to Ireland are distance-dependent and the cost is for a link from 1 .ondon to Nefyn, the UK charging 
point, with an approximate distance of 340 km. 

37 Sum of two EU average circuit halves. 
Figures represent ΛΤ & T's charges for a 1.5 Mbit/s circuit (Tl) from New York to Washington (320 km) and 
from New York to Chicago (1,100 km) 
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But die performance of monopolised networks did not differ just in terms of access prices. 

One of die main arguments presented by the Commission for the liberalisation of 

infrastructure was die lack of availability of the basic infrastrucmre over which liberalised 

services are operated or provided to third parties. High prices and limited availability of 

network capacity were considered responsible for the delays in "the widespread 

development of high speed corporate networks in Europe, remote accessing of databases by 

bodi business and residential users and die development of innovative services (such as tele-

banking, distance learning, etc.)". 

These views had already been expressed in the report on "Europe and die global 

Information Society". A high level group chaired by Commissioner Bangemann 

recommended to "accelerate die on-going process of liberalisation of die telecom sector by 

opening up to competition infrastructures and sendees still in the monopoly area; removing 

non-commercial political burdens and budgetary constraints on telecommunications 

operators, and setting clear timetables and deadlines for the implementation of practical 

measures to achieve diose goals". 

Furdier empirical evidence about the unsatisfactory performance of monopolised 

telecommunications infrastrucmre markets has been recently provided by die OECD. 

Taking die market for die provision of Internet sendees, the OECD working party on 

telecommunications and information sendees policies has been able to provide evidence on 

die market performance in OECD countries. This interesting study shows diat die average 

price for leased-line access to die Internet in countries with monopoly telecommunications 

infrastrucmre provision is 44% more expensive dian in countries widi competitive provision 

of infrastrucmre. These conditions in the intermediate sendee market are reflected in die 

prices for final services. On average, Internet Access Provider's prices for dial-up sendees are 

nearly three times less expensive in countries with telecommunications infrastrucmre 

competition dian in diose widi monopolistic markets. For a basket of 30 hours per mondi 

of dial-up Internet access (i.e. public switched telecommunication networks plus Internet 

Provider charges) seven of die eight countries widi infrastrucmre competition are below die 

OECD average while 12 of die 17 countries widiout infrastructure competition are above 

die OECD average. 

The OECD study gives also interesting information related to anodier aspect of die 

performance of die market for access to networks. They indicate diat diere is a danger tiiat 

monopoly PTOs, by maintaining high underlying charges for capacity, could restrict die 

growdi of dial-up and leased line Internet access sendees until diey are ready to enter die 

market or because diey view some new Internet sendees as threats to traditional sources of 

revenue. The persistence of monopolistic conditions at the infrastrucmre level could dius 

hinder die development of die information society. 
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Table 2: Ranking Internet Access Provider Charges (Dial-up), August 1995 

OCDE Countries 
(Infrastructure competition exist in 
shaded countries 

Autralia (November 1995) (2) 
UK 
N Z 
Finland 
US 
Netherlands 
Canada 
Iceland 
Sweden 
Australia (November 1995) (3) 
Spain (November 1995) (5) 
Norway 
Switzerland 
Portugal 
Autria 
Australia (August 1995) (3) 
Japan (November 1995) (4) 
France 
Greece 
Mexico 
Denmark 
Turkey 
Italy 
Belgium 
Japan (August 1995) (4) 
Germany 
Ireland 
Luxembourg 
Spain (5) 

OECD 

Infrastriicturé; Competition 

N o Infrastructure Competition 

20 hours per 
month (1), 
US$PPP 

10.45 
14.67 
15.26 
18.85 
20.64 
21.13 
15.96 
24.35 
25.10 
29.41 
35.10 
35.69 
46.95 
42.25 
59.32 
51.74 
53.04 
61.37 
77.39 
80.41 
67.48 
72.97 
79.08 
108.36 
109.57 
108.06 
153.49 
154.65 
218.96 

6735 

33.97 

83.05 

30 hours per 
month (1), 
US$PPP 

16.54 
14.67 
15.26 
18.85 
20.64 
21.13 
27.96 
24.35 
25.10 
29.41 
35.10 
53.07 
55.95 
67.25 
59.32 
77.21 
86.19 
91.39 
77.39 
80.41 
99.64 
117.97 
117.82 
108.36 
109.57 
162.09 
153.49 
154.65 
345.01 

83.94 

38.66 

105.25 

Average 

13.49 
14.67 
15.26 
18.85 
20.64 
21.13 
21.96 
24.35 
25.10 
29.41 
35.10 
44.38 
51.45 
54.75 
59.32 
64.48 
69.61 
76.38 
77.39 
80.41 
83.56 
95.47 
98.45 
108.36 
109.57 
135.08 
153.49 
154.65 
281.99 

75.65 

^ . 3 2 

94.15 

Possible extra 
charge based 

on usage 

YES 

YES 

Source : OECD 

1. Includes 20 or 30 calls of one hour duration ad connection (or set up charge) spread over 36 months. 

2. Netspace price for non-commercial users in November 1995. 

3. Acay price in November 1995 and in August 1995. 

4. InfoWeb price for November 1995 and Tokyo Internet for August 1995. 

5. Abaforum price for November 1995 and lîUnet price ofr August 1995. 

6. Kxcludcs all PTO charges for dial-up access. In other words the prices shown are just those of the lAPs. Shaded 

countries allow ¡nfrastruture competition. 

7. OHC1Î average excludes Australian an Spanish data for November 1995. 



Theoretical work on the joint determination of network capacity and access prices has not 
been carried out until recendy. In a paper in die process of publication, Urbano and odiers 
(1996) have set up a game theoretical model where a firm enters a network industry where 
die incumbent can choose die access price for the sendees provided to the new entrant, die 
capacity of the network and the price of a final sendee downstream supplied in competition 
widi die new entrant. The incumbent network monopolists acts as a leader, accommodating 
for die entry of the new competitor in order to maximise his own profits if it cannot avoid 
entry. For simplicity, it is assumed that the network owner and the entrant produce just one 
single final sendee. 

The outcome of diis setting is not a trivial question. Given diat the monopolist has two 
choice variables, a priori, it is not evident whether he will raise the access price or limit die 
capacity available to die entrant or both. Furthermore, the question becomes more 
interesting if we consider a key element underlined in the O E C D study: die relative 
efficiency of die incumbent and the entrant. 

The model assumes diat, considering the prospects of entry, die incumbent network 
monopolist chooses a capacity level for himself and for the entrant, and an access price for 
die services delivered to the entrant for the use of die network. When fixing die optimum 
values for diose variables, die monopolist takes into account the impact of diat decision on 
his profits in the market for die intermediate sendee and in die market for the final service 
supplied in competition with the entrant. The resolution of the model shows a variety of 
possible outcomes,™ widi a quite unsatisfactory industry perfonnance in most cases. 

a) The c a s e of the relatively efficient network monopolist 

If die network monopolist is efficient or does not have a strong marginal cost disadvantage 
as compared widi die entrant, he will choose an access price not too high in order to 
implement a "judo solution". In a "judo" equilibrium, the incumbent sets a large capacity and 
the entrant a small capacity. This solution captures the image of a small firm using its rival's 
large size to its own advantage, and relates direcdy to the Gelman and Salop (1986) model of 
"judo economics". Their model deals with the incentive of a cost-disadvantaged entrant to 
keep its scale of operation small, when the cost-advantaged incumbent is assumed to have 
enough capacity to serve die entire market. The entrant first decides upon a scale of 
operation, and a price to charge. The incumbent then follows widi its choice of price. Thus 
die entrant is a price leader. Gelman and Salop show that it is optimal to choose a capacity-

™ As a matter of fact, there are different possible equilibria in this model. I lowevcr, we will concentrate here just 
on those strategies that are dominant for the monopolisi, winch are those thai it will actually implement depending of 
its relative efficiency with respect to the entrant, l'or a detailed explanation see l libano et al. (1996). 
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price pair which will deter die incumbent from undercutting or matching prices and which 
gives die entrant positive profits. 

In terms of die model by Urbano and odiers, diis type of solution implies a high capacity for 
die incumbent monopolist and a much smaller capacity for the entrant. Neither firm will 
operate close to full capacity and prices for the final sendee will be quite high because die 
incumbent behaves "almost" as a monopolist in the residual demand left by die entrant, 
which, given dieir relative dimensions, is quite big. Nevertheless, die price of die incumbent 
will be higher dian or equal to die price of die entrant. 

The model predicts diat in diis case, die monopolist may cross-subsidise charging an internal 
price for the usage of capacity below marginal cost to foster die provision of final services. 
Thus, diere is die risk of discriminatory behaviour and cross-subsidisation between die 
provision of access to die network and die provision of final services by die monopolist. 

b) THte case of the relatively inefficient network monopolist, 

In diis situation, die "judo" solution may not be die profit maximising strategy for die 
incumbent monopolist. If die marginal cost of supplying die final service is quite high for 
die incumbent network monopolist, its choice of capacity will fall relative to die capacity 
choice for die entrant. This implies a smaller residual demand and much lower profits. In 
diat case, die profit maximising strategy is to choose a very high access price and to reduce 
industry capacity considerably, i.e. to reduce its optimal choice of capacity for himself and 
for die entrant. This solution allows die monopolist to remain as provider of final services 
despite entry and competition in diat market. However, this will be a relatively passive type 
of competition and prices will remain relatively high. With diis strategy, die monopolist 
remains active in die final service market, even if it is a liighly inefficient firm. In diat case, its 
capacity and output will be quite small, but die entrant will not be able to price him out of 
die market. 

In diis case however, diere is no risk of cross-subsidisation between die provision of final 
services and die provision of access to die network. 

Thus, economic analysis shows diat when die strategy space of die incumbent monopolist 
includes bodi access prices and capacity choices, die perfonnance of an unregulated 
monopolist will not be optimal. There are several dieoretically possible outcomes in diis 
setting. However, none of diem is satisfactory from die point of view of competition in die 
final service market nor in terms of die development of the network. In die case of an 
efficient monopolist, die capacity choice gives a relatively large network size, but die impact 
of entry is quite limited as prices for die final services remain high. In fact, these high prices 
will act as a limit to die expansion of the sendee. On the other hand, if die incumbent is 
quite cost disadvantaged, it will restrain die growdi of the network and competition will not 
be very active eidier. More importandy, die access price will be quite high and diis will 
discourage entry and die development of markets for new services in die Information 
Society. 



These results have been obtained in a highly stylised model and presents die very first 
analytical results about diis problem. Much more research is necessary in diis area to confirm 
or qualify diese results in a more realistic model incorporating a really dynamic decision 
making framework. However, diis game dieoretical setting enables one to draw some 
interesting insights about die choices open to die incumbent monopolists who can decide 
on bodi access price and network capacity. 

télécommunications infrastructures 

The empirical evidence reviewed above, die recent learning from economic analysis and to a 
very large extent policy developments, have opened die debate in favour and against die 
liberalisation of telecommunications infrastrucmre. This debate has already produced several 
interesting papers arguing in favour and against the economic rationale for the liberalisation 
of telecommunications infrastructures. 

J.M. Harper, a former manager and member of the BT Board has published several works 
arguing in favour of a monopolistic stams for telecommunications infrastructures.1' He 
claims diat infrastrucmre competition works against consumers. Based on die UK 
experience, he argues diat die telecommunications sector has been die subject of so many 
technological and organisational changes diat it is difficult to isolate die real impact of die 
liberalisation of services and infrastrucmre. 

As regards competition in local telecommunications, he claims that diere are economic and 
technical reasons against die liberalisation of infrastrucmre. Despite die large investments 
carried out by entrants in die UK cable television market, nowadays, only a small fraction of 
die UK population has access to alternative infrastrucmre different from BT's. Moreover, 
die development of public broadband requires very substantial investments. Replication of 
networks and die difficulty to predict demand and the returns from investment diat 
infrastrucmre competition entails will probably delay development of broadband networks. 

Underlying diese economic arguments diere is a central proposition: die necessary 
investments to update die network and to develop die sector are very cosdy and a monopoly 
in infrastructures will help to raise profit expectations to carry out investments at a socially 
desirable rate32. 

See for instance I Iarpcr (1990), (1994) and (1995). 

12 Similar arguments have been put forward by other authors in the context of other public utilities. See for instance 
M. Boiteux (1996) for the case of electricity in I'Vance. 



From a technical point of view, Harper argues diat die liberalisation of infrastructures poses 
problems in terms of the interconnection of die networks and the quality of the service. He 
argues diat die new technologies pennit to benefit from greater economies of scale dian die 
old ones, hence reinforcing the case for a natural monopoly in the provision of 
infrastrucmre. 

According to Harper, die optimum market structure for die sector would be one where: 

• a series of competing unregulated companies of roughly similar size retail die 
inland services, no one of which operates in more than one city or region; 

• die inland network including distribution plant is run by a separate single 
regulated operator whose role is to provide network facilities on a fair basis to 
die retailers; 

• die retail role of diis network operator is confined to international services 
bodi at home and overseas. 

On die opposite side of die spectrum we find audiors like Adam D. Thierer who maintain 
diat diere is not such a diing as a natural monopoly, at least in telecommunications. Thierer 
gives a historical explanation of how AT&T reached die "stams of a natural monopoly". 
When die original Bell patent expired in 1894 and until 1913, diere was a rapid increase in 
die number of telecommunications operators in different parts of die USA. Quoting figures 
from Brock (1981), Thierer reports that die number of competitors grew to over 3.000 and 
by 1907, die non-Bell firms were operating 51% of die telephone business in local markets. 
This had a very significant impact on prices and output. Between 1880 and 1920, die 
number of average daily calls per 1.000 population multiplied by 100 and die number of 
telephones per 1.000 people grew from 1.1 to 123.9 during the same period. At diat time, 
nobody claimed diat telecommunications had a natural monopoly character. 

World War I and die nationalisation of telecommunications gave AT&T an opportunity to 
consolidate its monopolistic position. The introduction of rate regulation and 
geographically-averaged rates are presented by Thierer as key elements to disincentive and 
later eliminate any form of local telephone competition. The creation of die Federal 
Communications Commission and the passage of the Communications Act in 1934 worked 
in die same direction by requiring "to make available, so far as possible, to all people of die 
US a rapid, efficient Nation-wide and world-wide wire and radio telecommunication service 
widi adequate facilities at reasonable charges." 

This historical account seems to contradict die economic argument for natural monopolies. 
Despite die initial advantage enjoyed by AT&T in terms of scale of operations, die years diat 
followed die expiring date of the Bell patent showed active entry by small operators in many 
states and cities. Presumably, die potential scale economies would have allowed AT&T to 
get rid of entrants. However, die number of entrants continued growing between 1894 and 
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1913. According to Thierer, die consolidation of the monopolistic position of A T & T seems 
to have been more die consequence of political and regulatory developments dian die result 
of die working of economies of scale. 

In diis paper we have tried to raise a question mark about die economic case for die 
consideration of telecommunications infrastrucmre as a natural monopoly. The early 
economic papers putting fonvard ideas for die deregulation of utilities like Demsetz (1968) 
did not question die natural monopoly stams of die networks. 

We have shown several historical, empirical and theoretical arguments raising some doubts 
about die economic rationality of keeping competition away from telecommunications 
infrastrucmre. In practice, public audiorities are introducing infrastrucmre competition to 
different degrees in an increasing number of countries. 

However, it is far too early to draw conclusions based on sound economic reasons. 
Evidence seems to indicate diat we are working in a world of "second best solutions" and it 
is quite difficult to carry out clear-cut comparisons in terms of social welfare in diat context. 
The duplication of networks does have an impact in terms of social costs. It implies die 
extra allocation of resources from odier sectors. But infrastructure competition seems to 
have beneficial effects in tenns of competition and individual market performance. 
Therefore, diere is a clear trade-off in tenns of costs and perfonnance for die economy as a 
whole, widi a net effect very difficult to evaluate. 

After die liberalisation wave that die sector experienced in the last two decades, diere are an 
increasing number of voices calling for a reconsideration of liberalisation in certain areas. 
The need to invest to develop the Information Society is put fonvard by some as an 
argument in favour of maintaining a network monopoly. Some people tend to identify die 
existence of a trade-off between competition and the rate of advent of the Information 
Society. According to diem, it is necessary to waive the application of competition mies to 
diis sector because odienvise it would not be attractive to invest in die building of telecom 
infrastrucmre. In our opinion, diis approach is flawed for the following reasons: 

• The first reason is diat die maximum possible rate of investment and growtii 
of the infrastrucmre is not necessarily die social optimum. The opportunity 
cost of investment funds in that or in any other activity can only be righdy 
established if there are no distortions of competition. Thus, introducing 
distortions of competition in the telecommunications sector can lead to a faster 
growdi of die sector but at an excessively high social cost. 



Secondly, competition can actually help to foster investment in the sector. 
Lower and undistorted equipment prices are indispensable for the 
development of infrastrucmre. This applies not only to equipment and capital 
goods, but also to sendees. Low prices for leased lines and lower tariffs for 
intennediate services can lower costs of final sendees and hence spur demand. 

Finally, die accumulation of profits in die hands of network owners is not a 
sufficient condition to have high rates of investment in infrastrucmre. Large 
profits can lead to slack payments, wasteful spending and inefficient 
performance unless die discipline of competition can help keep the finns lean 
and efficient. 

Neverdieless, die evidence coming out from the current debate on the pros and cons of die 
liberalisation of telecommunications infrastructure seems to suggest that diis is not a "all-or-
notliing" question. There is a growing consensus that the different components of die 
telecommunications network have different degrees of the "natural monopoly condition". 
The segment connecting each consumer to the network accounts for approximately 70% of 
die cost of the network and has a very low frequency of usage on average. Long distance 
connections present large economies of scale. But the distinction between these two generic 
partes of die networks is changing constantly. In the near feature, the boundary of die high-
tech network will move much closer to the final customer than today. Technology is 
modifying cost conditions in the local loop and this will also change the "optimum" size of 
local networks. 

In this changing environment, it is hard to look for definitive answers to die issues diat we 
have examined above. Past certainties are constandy being challenged and die natural 
monopoly condition of telecommunications infrastructures cannot be an exception. 
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How much wil l It cost ? 
Pricing, Costing, Investment 

CHAPTER 



I n order to design a regulatory framework widiin which an efficient market 
environment can emerge, agreement needs to be reached on access pricing mediods, 
which up until now have been based on radier minimal and simplified concepts such 
as cost-orientation. Given die wide variety of final sendees expected to develop in 

the information society, one may wonder whether simplified access pricing rules are able to 
accommodate die wide diversity of network services that may be associated widi die wide 
range of final products. Against this background, Yves S m e e r s seeks to answer die 
following questions: Will access be offered widi die necessary diversity and widi adequate 
pricing? Can die cost orientation constraint provide sufficient guidelines for a monopoly 
and its regulator to create die necessary variety of network sendees and to price diem 
adequately? Smeers provides a brief overview of the different access rules, widi each rule 
presented as composed of a cost component and a mark-up. He dien argues diat it may in 
principle be necessary to go beyond cost accounting in order to arrive at economically 
meaningful cost concepts and proposes a mediodology which may help to overcome some 
of die deficiencies of die pure cost accounting approach and deal widi die diversity of 
network sendees and final products. Ide proposes to differentiate access in terms of 
equipment and functions and to distinguish products according to priority and reliability of 
network services. 

Cristina Murron! discusses the main issues surrounding the definition of die universal 
service obligation (USO) in a competitive environment based on the results of her research 
in die UK. She identifies die USO as an umbrella term comprising a number of different 
essential elements including: extensive geographical coverage; averaged residential tariffs; 
public telephones; and, targeted subsidies (e.g. for low income users, special users, free 
emergency calls). On the basis of empirical research, Ms. Murroni begins by identifying 
those individuals and groups who would most benefit from a USO and examines a number 
of important socio-economic questions raised by its provision, including: democracy; 
network externalities (social benefit to die customer not recognised in private context); and 
die two-way links diat exist between network development and G D P . She dien focuses on 
die costing of USO and how this will vary according to different tariff structures employed 
for different users and different locations, as well as the difficulties in defining "affordable" 
prices. She concludes diat only targeted schemes can maximise access for particular groups, 
particularly die low income or needy (e.g. reduce connection charges, improve user control, 
revise disconnection policies) and diat USOs should be unbundled (i.e. different policy 
targets for each obligation, different tools, different measurements). 

Tadashs Ituriyama presents his analysis of four scenarios for infrastructure investment 
requirements in Japan: mobile communications, the Internet, die common Public 
Telephone, and Video communications (video phone, video conferencing, video-on-



demand). He obsenres diat die telecommunication market in Japan is being driven by high 
demand for die Internet, high demand for mobile communications, and effective use of die 
existing narrow-band Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN). Demand for broadband 
ISDN is still quite flat and a number of ambitious investment plans for fibre to die home 
(FTTH) and universal optical fibre coverage have been announced in anticipation of rapid 
demand for optical communication in die future. However, diese estimations have since 
been revised in die light of high growdi in demand for die Internet and mobile 
communications Kuriyama concludes diat, due to die introduction of new technologies, 
costs for telecommunications infrastructure are decreasing, and diat computer-based 
communications are set to overtake telecommunications sendees, which are burdened by 
personnel costs (and regulation). He predicts diat die Internet boom will die down widiin 
die next 5 years and diat Internet users will switch to using high-speed optical fibre 
networks. Pie forecasts diat if a 6% upgrading policy is adopted, penetration of die new 
telephone system (based on optical fibre networks) would be 60% by 2010. He estimates 
diat 100% coverage by 2010 would cost around 10 trillion yen. 

David Luck, discusses die results of research aimed at developing likely evolution scenarios 
for broadband residential networks in Australia over die coming decade. The emphasis is 
on die demand conditions, widi die technology assumptions being used primarily to inform 
estimates of die prices of alternative services. The research involves analysing household 
spending patterns and developing a spreadsheet based model to examine die economic 
viability of providing different services, including distributive services (pay TV), centralised 
interactive services (pay TV on demand), and generalised interactive services, on a range of 
delivery platforms over die coming decade. Luck draws a number of conclusions on die 
likely policy issues for government in particular in relation to competition and equity. He 
identifies a number of areas of possible concern including the problem of conditional access 
systems in a multi-service/multi-carrier environment, and the pricing of new sendees. Luck 
also raises die question of equal access to new services, particularly for those living in rural 
and remote areas. It has been estimated that the cost to the Australian government of 
subsidising access to a cable network for rural and remote communities could amount to 
over $AUS 1 billion per year. This compares widi the current USO cost estimate for 
standard telephony of between $AUS 100 million and SAUS 200 million per year. 

Sharon Giliett compares cable vs. ISDN as infrastructures for delivering faster Internet 
access to residential users. Based on case studies of two early U.S. deployments, die paper 
develops a capital cost model for each technology. Results from the models show die 
superior economics of the cable approach. For example, 4 Mbps Internet access over cable 
can provide die same average bandwiddi and thirty-two times the peak bandwidth of ISDN 
access for 40% less capital cost per subscriber. The economy of the shared-bandwiddi 
approach is even more evident when comparing die cost per subscriber for each bit per 
second of peak bandwidth: $0.30 for the 4 Mbps cable sendee vs. close to $16 for ISDN. In 
addtion, cable-based access can support full-time Internet connections. Despite cable's 
advantages, ISDN-based access is more widespread. The paper describes barriers to 
deployment of cable-based Internet access. It finds that the closed market structure for 
cable subscriber equipment has not been as effective as the open market for ISDN 



equipment at fostering die development of needed technolog)'. Furthermore, monopoly 
control of residential communications infrastructure limits business opportunities for 
Internet service providers. The paper concludes with policy recommendations intended to 
reduce diese barriers and foster more widespread and affordable high-speed residential 
Internet access. 

Baie Stahl provides a critical survey of a number of proposals for pricing Internet transport 
services. As a benchmark for comparing diese proposals, he begins widi die dieoretical ideal 
of optimal dynamic priority pricing. His simulation modeling suggests that diis approach 
may indeed be practical. Stepped-pricing is introduced as a simplified approximation to 
dynamic optimal pricing tiiat might be much easier to implement in die near term. By 
making users face die approximate social cost of usage, it would provide much better 
incentives for efficient resource allocation dian any other scheme such as flat-rate pricing. 
The two serious shortcomings of flat-rate pricing are its inability to discourage demand 
during times of congestion and to redirect demand away from congested servers. Staid also 
finds that smart-market proposals have serious flaws both dieoretical and practical. The 
goal of public policy should be to promote the full realisation of the potential benefits of die 
network for society as a whole. Where the entire network is owned and operated by a 
government entity, diat entity could (and should) directly impose the best approximation to 
socially optimal pricing as is feasible. In countries with privatised networks, economists and 
network experts know very litde about how the private market will preform, but it is unlikely 
diat socially optimal pricing will prevail. Stahl concludes that to prevent a tragedy of die 
commons, a well-designed effective public policy such as regulation and/or taxation will be 
required. 



Piofeaorctt t/xFatj/lty of Applied Stiernes oftlx Citlmk Ummsity ofLoiutsn, Bckjitm 

Access to die network is a key element of competition in industries such as 
telecommunications, electricity, natural gas and rail transport. Networks, or parts of them are 
commonly considered as natural monopolies and hence regulated. Regulation is rarely if ever 
perfect and economic dieory does not provide a unique recommendation as to how to 
design it. Idiis may have consequences on the liberalisation process; first, in die presence of 
several contending dieories, agreement may only be achieved on some radier minimal 
concept such as "cost orientation". Second, because cost may itself receive different 
interpretation, divergence can develop as to which cost notion to exacdy apply. 

Assuming diat access pricing is indeed important for the efficiency of die final product 
market in die telecommunications industry7 (and in other network industries for diat matter), 
a natural question is dien whedier departing from the more sophisticated access pricing 
mediods, and /o r from die more economically meaningful cost notions may be detrimental 
to die overall efficiency of the market. In particular, given the wide variety of final services 
diat is expected to de\'elop in die information society, one may wonder whedier simplified 
access pricing rules are able to accommodate the wide diversity of network services that may 
be associated widi die variety of final products. In other words, will access be offered widi 
the necessary diversity and with adequate pricing? Can the cost orientation constraint 
provide sufficient guidelines for a monopoly and its regulator to create die necessary variety 
of network services and to price them adequately? These questions shape the structure of 
diis paper. 

The second section provides a brief overview of the different access rules. Each rule is 
presented as composed of a cost component and a mark-up. The difficulties of appraising 
diese two components are discussed in section 3. It is pointed out that it may in principle be 
necessary to go beyond cost accounting in order to arrive at economically meaningful cost 
concepts. In particular, it is argued that engineering models may overcome some of die 



deficiencies of die pure cost accounting approach. Additional difficulties may arise to deal 
widi die diversity of network sendees diat may have to accompany die diversity of final 
products. These are introduced in two steps. In section 4, one first distinguishes 
differentiation of access in terms of equipment and functions. It is then argued that the 
notions recalled in section 2 and 3 can be extended to this differentiation of network 
services. A mediodology is proposed for doing so. A second type of product differentiation 
is introduced in section 5. It deals widi priority and reliability of network services. This new 
extension furdier complicates die problems of access pricing and ways to tackle diis issue are 
examined. These different aspects are put in perspective in the conclusion of die paper. 

Access pricing has been extensively examined in die open literature (e.g. Cave (1994) or 
Laffont and Tiróle (1994) and in various studies undertaken by the Commission (e.g. 
W I K / E A C (1994)). As a background to diis paper we shall categorise these pricing schemes 
as follows : 

1*1, The references marginal cost pricing 
Marginal-cost prices (MC) constitute the benchmark for all public utility tariffs. Aldiough 
diis pricing mediodology is welfare maximising and solely based on costs, it is widely 
accepted diat it cannot be used by a network operator (TO). Indeed, because of economies 
of scale and scope, marginal-cost prices fail to cover total network costs. This drawback is 
furdier enhanced when universal service or public service constraints are imposed on die 
T O . 

Marginal costs can become impossible to measure when, as often in networks, equipment 
capacities are indivisible. Marginal costs can then be substituted by incremental costs (IC). 
Short run incremental costs (SIC) only account for the variable costs of die sendee. Long 
run incremental costs (LIC) take account of die investments necessary for supplying some 
services but do not necessarily encompass all the costs of the T O . For the sake of 
simplification, we shall consider in the following that short run marginal (SMC) and 
incremental costs are equivalent. In the same way, we suppose that long run marginal (LMC) 
and incremental costs are identical notions. 

i „2, The alternatives 
O n e can define a pricing rule as the sum of a marginal or incremental cost and a mark-up. 
What is included in die mark-up depends on the underlying economic dieory. Three rules 
are commonly mentioned in order to determine access prices capable of meeting die TO's 
budget constraint (including die cost of universal sendee obligations). 
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Fuläy distributed cost (FDC) pricing allocates die access deficit following an arbitrar}' 

accounting rule. According to Ardiur Andersen (1994) diis approach is favoured by 

National Regulation Audiorities (NRA) and TO who also seem to have little knowledge of 

dieir marginal cost. It is tiius unlikely diat FDC will reflect an adequate price signal. 

Ramsey prices select die markup so as to cover the access deficit while minimising die 

distortion of economic efficiency. Ramsey pricing allows for cross subsidisation but 

constraints can be introduced in order to avoid them (Spulber (1989)). 

Price caps are based on die idea that the firm should be allowed to maximise its profit 

under die constraint diat some prices or some weighted combinations of prices remain 

widiin certain limits. Ramsey and price cap are equivalent under certain conditions 

(Amstrong et al (1994)) aldiough dieir economic interpretation is quite different. They are 

also computationally related. 

Efficient component pricing rule (ECPñ) (see Baumöl and Sidak (1994)) sets die markup 

to die marginal loss or, similarly, to the opportunity cost incurred by die TO in providing 

access to its network. 

Whatever die pricing rule, cost concepts are involved  in principle, marginal cost,  in 

practice, incremental cost. The markup also requires information on demand. 

2Λ, Costs calculation 

All pricing rules mentioned in section 2 involve a cost concept. The Commission 

recommends diat adequate accounting mechanisms be investigated but accepts die recourse 

to many cost notions (EC(1995a)). Following OFTEL (1995) we distinguish two costing 

mediodologies namely die "top down" and "bottom up". 

A "top down" methodology 

Cost Accounting underlies FDC. The mediodological drawbacks of die approach are well 

known: arbitrary cost allocations convey poor economic signals that may hamper efficiency. 

The larger die proportion of costs allocated on an arbitrary basis, die less adequate die 

signals, except if die allocation rules are rooted in Activity Based Costing (ABC). The idea of 

ABC is to deepen die understanding of die causal relations between activities and costs. 

Activity Based Costing allows one to transform some allocated costs into attributable costs, 

hence reducing die need to resort to arbitrary allocations. Needless to say dtis does not 

apply to die costs of universal and public sendee obligations which are by nature not 

attributable to the activities diat cause them. 



Even a perfect Activity Based Costing, that is to say, one where all costs can be transformed 
into Embedded Direct Costs (EDC) would not suffice to construct die adequate price 
signals. The reason is a behavioural one: marginal and/or incremental costs which constitute 
die cost component of economically justified prices assume that die cost function results 
from an optimisation process. This is justified in a competitive world but not in one where 
network services are provided by natural monopolies. In other words, die necessary efficient 
behaviour is not implicit in Activity Based Costing and diere is no reason to believe diat it is 
adopted by die TO. Some further step is dius warranted in order to arrive at the adequate 
price signals. 

A "bottom up" methodology 
The "bottom up" approach is based on engineering models and assumes that one optimises 
widi respect to relevant parameters: demand, material costs, sendee quality. This provides 
die optimisation framework necessary in order to derive marginal and/or incremental costs. 

The optimisation of die network traditionally consists of two sub-models namely die 
optimisation of die interconnection network (e.g. Gavish-Neuman (1989), Gavish-
Altinkemer (1990) or Altinkemer-Yu (1992)) and the optimisation of die local loop (e.g. 
Gavish (1982)). This differentiation is rooted in die structure of the networks. It can be set 
in relation to access to die local loop on the one hand and to the interconnection network 
on die odier. More generally, one should consider that engineering optimisation models 
should be called upon to determine the marginal or incremental costs of any part of die 
activity which retains a character of natural monopoly or which is not subject to 
competition. As shown in Gable and Kennet (1994) these models can even be invoked in 
order to explore die character of natural monopoly of the activity. 

2„2= Mark-op calculation 
The computation of die mark-up to be added to costs requires information on demand. 
This is generally considered to be a vety difficult task, (e.g. WIK/EAC(1994)) especially in 
die telecommunication networks where the demand for the new products of die 
information society is not known. In contrast, others (e.g. Laffont and Tiróle (1994)) have 
argued diat firms know somediing about demand when they introduce new products and 
price new and old products. Implementing the more complex rules may thus not be such a 
hopeless venture. We shall not discuss the matter here but simply assume diat some firms or 
regulators may wish to go beyond the pure cost oriented approach and deal widi die mark
up problem dirough a formal procedure. The following can dien be stated. 

A "top down" methodology 
Suppose an accounting description of die TO diat consists of an EDC model of die TO 
and die residual unattributed costs (including die costs of the universal and public service 
obligations). It is possible to use die available demand information in order to expand diese 
models in order to construct an implementation of the Ramsey/price cap or of the ECPR. 



Tliis will provide at least some assessment of die mark-up associated widi a given pricing 
rule. 

A "bottom up" methodology 
The same can be said for the bottom up approach to the extent that engineering models of 
die TO can be expanded to encompass the avaüable demand information necessary to 
derive Ramsey/price cap or ECPR prices and be complemented by a budget constraint. 

3,1. Structuring Access Rules 
Network services differ by die access mies that govern them and hence do not constitute an 
homogenous product. There may dius be a set of different network services supplied by a 
single infrastructure and die system that controls tliis infrastructure (see Deutsche 
Bundespost Telekom (1994) for an example of tliis diversity of sendees). 

It is well known diat die introduction of a range of products, togedier widi dieir pricing, can 
be subject to monopolistic behaviour. One can dius claim that the access rules diat define 
die range of network services offered on the market should also be regulated. We look at 
diis problem dirough die notion of product differentiation and suppose diat die TO and die 
NRA decide on a set of network sendees to offer. 

Suppose first diat die differentiation referred to in the abo\^e example can be entirely 
specified in terms of access to certain facilities and/or services. The problem can dien be 
structured as follows. It is generally admitted that network sendees should be unbundled in 
order to remove market power from the TO. Tliis implies defining a set of elementary 
network sendees diat can be obtained separately from the TO. By analog)' widi die 
treatment of product differentiation in production dieory we formalise diis decomposition 
dirough die notion of a "bill of sendees". Each network service is decomposed into 
elementary services. Each elementary service requires the use of some function of die 
network infrastructure and managing system. We suppose diat diese can be defined on die 
basis of components of die intelligent network (IN). 

Tliis approach, which has been extensively developed in production management, involves 
developing a nomenclature of sendees and resources. Tliis fits very well widi Activity Base 
Costing. Indeed, in diis formalism, the costing of a sendee can easily be obtained from die 
cost of each of its components through the bill of sendees. The costing of an elementary 
service results from the use of all capacities necessary for producing diat elementary service. 
Finally, capacities, whedier of the infrastructure or software type, should be defined by 



referring to die OSI framework for standardisation purposes. Attempting to construct such 
a network sendee decomposition dierefore appears to be the first step of a cost analysis of 
these services and a natural way to undertake an ABC. 

3,2, Adapting access pricing 
The introduction of product variety as presented here can be readily incorporated in die 
different access pricing rules, at least in principle. 

Adapting cost calculation 
The introduction of product variety in the sense defined above should improve die 
accounting approach by ttansforrning it from the FDC to die EDC. It complicates die 
engineering model approach but also improves its realism. 

The "top down " costing: as indicated above, die decomposition of a network service into 
elementary services and die measurement of die utilisation of the infrastructure and control 
facilities by diese sendees constitute an implementation of the Activity Based Costing. This 
decomposition also defines die irreducible access deficit diat will need to be allocated 
dirough a mark-up. The limitations of the approach are the lack of optimisation behaviour 
necessary to define marginal and/or incremental costs and the lack of mechanism to price 
die use of facilities at dieir capacity limits. 

The "bottom up " approach, in principle, die decomposition of network services and dieir 
utilisation of infrastructure and control capacities can be imbedded in die engineering 
optimisation models mentioned above. However the task may turn out to be extremely 
complex in practice. 

Adapting the mark-up 
Because we are now dealing widi differentiated products, die possibilities of substitution 
between them need to be taken into account, whether one is dealing widi a Ramsey/price 
cap or an ECPR. It can be expected diat diis information will indeed be very difficult to find. 

4.1. Structuring Access Rules 
Network services are not only described by their structure and their use of infrastructure and 
functional facilities. They also have a dimension of quality that can be defined by priorities 
and/or reliability. We refer to it as defining product variants. The question is dien how much 
should one price a higher reliability or a higher priority. Tliis relates to die congestion of die 
network and is dius of a radier different nature than the variety of sendees discussed in die 
preceding section. The problem can be described as follows. It is possible to account for 



reliability and priorities by introducing criteria diat imposes certain quality constraints of diis 
type on the services (see Mc Lean and Sharkey (1994a) for an example of diis type of 
representation). The verification diat diese criteria are met can only be done by simulating 
die queues in different places of the network. Tliis in turn involves a modelling of die 
routing operation and of die queue management policies at the different facilities. These 
operations may change widi die technolog)' but their nature will not: what is needed is a 
representation of queues in a network and a verification diat die management of diese 
queues at die existing facilities will allow one to meet the reliability and priority criteria. 

4.2, Adapting access pricing 

As before we successively consider die possibilities of adapting die computation of die costs 
and mark-up. 

Adapting cost calculation 
The "top down " approach, congestion phenomena are externalities and hence not really 
amenable to accounting measurements. In contrast, the bottom up approach can still be 
envisaged. 

The "bottom up" approach, diere exist engineering models diat explicidy consider 
different differentiation of network sendees (e.g. Neuman (1992). The extent to which diey 
can be developed so as to provide a sufficient representation of marginal or incremental cost 
of products of different reliability and priority levels is not clear. 

Adapting the mark-up 
There does not seem to be any hope to expand the accounting approach to deal with mark
up of die Ramsey/price cap or ECPR type for product variants. In contrast engineering 
models diat encompass a representation of die queue management of the network can in 
principle be extended to account for demand information and are dius amenable to 
Ramsey/price cap and ECPR. Obtaining die relevant information may be quite a venture. 

Competition should have a much more dramatic role in telecommunications dian in odier 
network industries. It is indeed the development of a whole range of new products and not 
only price reduction diat should result from allowing new operators to access network 
facilities. Given diis importance, it is embarrassing to note how litde we know on die real 
operations of access and in particular on the importance of adopting sophisticated access 
pricing rules or rough approximation diereof. Given die importance attributed to die 
information society, waiting for die market to show us the result of a possibly inadequate 
regulatory or legal decision may not be a wise attitude. 
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There are some reasons to be doubtful as to die final outcome. The more economically 
justified rules seem to be out of favour because of their complexity. In cost orientated 
pricing, die least economically justified mediod, namely FDC, is reported to be die 
dominant approach. If FDC or somewhat more sophisticated cost oriented rules prevail, it 
seems useful to explore die extent to which they can depart from more economically 
justified approaches. In odier words, do we get something significandy different by being 
more sophisticated? The objectives of tliis paper are to sketch some benchmark diat die 
FDC rules could be submitted to. More appropriate cost causal accounting analysis 
constitutes an improvement. One should know whether die results are significandy 
different. Even diis more sophisticated approach does not meet all desired properties. The 
construction of engineering based approaches for computing marginal and/or incremental 
costs is an alternative approach. It is probably foolish to try to impose diese mediods to all 
TO, but it could be useful to check in a few cases the extent to which diey may differ from 
FDC oriented prices. Why not also try to assess the access deficit and hence die possible 
importance of die mark-up? Finally die benchmark could also be conducted in more 
complex situations where a set of network sendees exist and can differ by reliability and 
priority characteristics. 

•toe 



ReseanJi Fellom at tlx Institute of Public Poky Reseanh, London 

Telephones play an increasingly important role in our lives. Back in 1972, only 42% of 
British households had a telephone. In 1996, widi penetration rates over 90%, we are likely 
to use telephones for booking and purchasing goods and services, finding out about die 
weadier or sport results, and talking to distant colleagues and friends. Fax and modems 
allow us to share data and images along die same telephone wires. The advent of wireless 
telephony has shown mobile users - currendy around 5 million in die UK - die importance 
of being widiin reach at any time diey choose to do so. To most of us, life widiout 
telephones is inconceivable. 

However, for many people in die UK, die telephone is still an unaffordable luxury. 
Telephone penetration rates are significandy lower in the poorer socio-economic groups. 
Over a quarter of households headed by an unskilled manual worker do not have a phone, 
compared to 2% in die professional group. At die bottom end of die market, as much as 
forty percent of households who earn between £50 and £100 a week do not have a 
telephone. The lack of telephone sendees is today explained by poverty more dian any odier 
factor. 

It is widely accepted diat all should have access to telephony, and that operators should be 
charged widi a universal service obligation. But what does universal sendee mean? 

The concept of Universal Sendee Obligation is dynamic: it has changed over time, and will 
continue to do so. In Europe die public policy goals of telecommunications were seldom 
formally defined and specified. The main concern was that of ensuring widespread national 
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network coverage, and ensuring that citizen who lived in distant and rural areas were not 
disadvantaged and left at die margin of society. Tliis committed die operator to pass all 
homes in die country radier dian to connect any given percentage of households. Following 
liberalisation of télécoms markets, and the transition from public to commercial provision, 
universal obligations were clearly formulated and included in operators' licences. In die 
United States die Communications Act of 1934 set the public policy aim of providing all 
American people widi telecommunications at an affordable price, diereby establishing an 
active approach to die concept of USO from die onset. 

In die U K Oftel recendy defined USO as "the requirement to provide consumers with direct access to a 
switched telephone network, and the ability to make and receive voice calls, at a reasonable price". The 
specific requirements imposed on BT are: 

• "to meet all reasonable demand for basic telephone sendee, including rural 
areas" 

• implementation of a residential light user scheme 
9 provision of special telephony services to the hearing impaired 

• free emergency calls 

• free directory services for die blind and disabled, and 
• provision of public phones 

We refer to USO to encompass a number of different policy issues, which are often related. 
Today's policies are aimed at ensuring diat neidier income, nor disabilities nor location 
prevent citizen from accessing die telephone network. 

A central point to all definitions is die recognition that "some" telecommunications services 
would not be offered by die P T O widiout a specific obligation, because diey are 
unprofitable. There will always be customers whose costs are above average, or whose 
spending on telecommunications is too low to make their connection to die network 
profitable. The definition of USO provides a line below which die operator would find it 
uneconomic to serve die customer. General regulation rules determine die costs of 
provision and die potential revenues that operators can extract from users, so the issue of 
USO cannot be viewed independendy from the general regulatory regime. Plowever, several 
variables in die definition of USO will affect the point at which die line is drawn. For 
example, die definition of the sendees included in the obligation makes a crucial difference. 
If USO is imposed for die simplest possible sendee, like receive-only voice telephony, 
relatively few users will be considered uneconomic to connect, once the revenues diey 
generate (increased traffic in dieir direction) are taken into account. The more basic die 
service, the smaller die number of customers who would not be connected widiout a USO. 

Also, identical services can appear more or less profitable depending on how dieir costs are 
measured and /or dieir revenues projected. What types of costs are taken into account? 
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What time frame is assumed? The assumptions made will influence die definition and degree 
of onerousness of USO. 

Why are we worried about USO? 

In die early days of competition in telecommunications, new entrants concentrated in die 
business and trunk segment, where tariffs and potential revenues are higher. The local loop, 
die wiring diat links users in a given area to a local switch, remained an expensive and 
unprofitable business. Conventional wisdom about the economics of die local loop has 
changed in die 90s. The increased importance of delivering entertainment to die homes have 
sparked commercial interest in owning access to the mass home market. Technological 
changes have began to bring down die costs of a local network. Cable companies and 
mobile operators have started to nibble at the "natural monopoly" in die local loop in die 
UK. Convergence of odier service industries into télécoms and increasingly slim margins on 
die trunk business promise to bring more competition in die local loop. 

But die local loop remains a part of die network where competition is slow to develop, 
where regulation is necessary and where universal sendee questions are most pressing. 
Regulation can gready influence the extent to which effective competition spreads to die 
local loop. USOs are an important part of the regulatory framework: a monopolistic 
provider can fund USO services from a single undifferentiated stream of revenues widi no 
need for a clear identification of die costs. In a liberalised market, die costs of providing 
each type of service and social obligation need to be spelled out so diat die costs of meeting 
social obligations are identified accurately and fairly shared between operators. A competitive 
environment requires a clear statement of the policy goals, so diat each single task is 
specified, its cost defined and die costs allocated fairly and efficiendy. In the short and 
medium term it is possible to charge only the incumbent firm widi USO as a means to 
promote entry of competitors. But, in the long term tliis arrangement may unfairly burden 
die incumbent firm charged with USO, as competition naturally results in new entrants 
concentrating on die most profitable segments of the market. 

Unless die principles of universal sendee are clear, a tension can arise between die 
commercial interest of new entrants, who will favour prime locations and customers, and 
die public interest, which points towards widespread availability. Regulation must ensure diat 
affordable access is available to all who request it and that the means by which universal 
service is achieved are reviewed. 

USO is a response to needs of economic and social nature. There are therefore a number of 
different dimensions to it, each a solution to a single policy concern. USO is used to 
maximise network extension, capture network externalities and to fulfil social goals. 
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The policy of ensuring extensive, or "universal", geographical coverage is designed for 
the promotion of a ubiquitous roll out of the network, which would not occur at die same 
rate or to die same extent widi a free market. In a mature market, where network coverage 
has reached the majority of households, tliis requirement imposes a small burden on the 
industry. The bullí of investment has been sunk and additional connections add relatively 
little to die common costs. Conversely, in markets where network development is far from 
completion, tliis requirement can be very cosdy. Widespread access to basic voice telephony 
also satisfies die objective of security, in diat it enables access to emergency services and to 
incoming calls, including die possibility of receiving warnings of anticipated potential harm. 
Tliis policy aim should be monitored widi given target penetration rates, which may be set 
on a regional as well as national basis, to ensure that regional differences are smoodied out. 
In Great Britain, die national penetration rate hides important regional differences: die 
percentage of untelephoned households in the North is over twice as liigh as in die Soudi 
East 

Offering residential sendees at geographically averaged prices responds to the policy aim 
of promoting fairness and reduce unjustified inequality which arise from location and 
distance from die centre. This policy is increasingly called into question, as prices closely 
related to costs are die basis for effective competition. Sendee providers charged widi 
geographical averaging are exposed to cherry-picking by competitors who are not so 
obligated. Furdiermore, regional disparities in die prices of odier utilities have shown diat 
geographically specific pricing is feasible. Abandonment of tliis policy would constitute a 
movement away from die goal of promoting social justice, and is likely to lead to the same 
(sparsely populated) areas being penalised, with all utilities relatively more expensive. Tariffs 
should stay uniform diroughout die each operator's licensed area, but not necessarily across 
different classes of customers. 

Installing and maiiitaining payphones in most public locations offers an important, 
aldiough arguably inferior, substitute for universal residential provision. A portion of die 
total traffic generated by public phones is originated by people who do not own a 
telephone. Cave however points out diat while those who substitute callboxes for home 
phones are mosdy in low income groups, payphones are increasingly being designed 
exclusively for credit card holders. Additionally, the price of calls originated from public 
phones is significandy higher dian the standard tariff applied to residential lines. Phe number 
of coin operated public phones mav become a more appropriate measure of tliis social 
obligation in the future, and the evolution of payphone call charges ought to be monitored. 
Mercury's withdrawal from the payphone market in late 1994 suggests that payphone 
provision should remain part of USO. 

Offering targeted subsidies to particular customers is designed to fulfil die prime social 
objectives of reducing inequality, promoting democracy and increasing opportunities. 
These subsidies are usually aimed at low-income groups (e.g. Lifeline in die US or the Light 
User Scheme in die UK), die elderly and the disabled. Hiere are four million deaf people in 
die U K today, and ten million are hearing impaired. Tliis group of users is bound to increase 
in size as the population ages. The design of targeted subsidies becomes of paramount 



importance to ensure diat social equity is not neglected when the industry is forced to 
improve efficiency. Penetration rates among target groups of users should be the focus for 
monitoring progress in tliis policy area. 

Calculating the costs of USO 

We believe that supervision of USOs should be a leading task of the regulator. The 
regulator should provide a definition of the different USOs and specify the quality standards 
diat are expected in télécoms sendee at any level. Without a clear definition of quality, 
affordable universal service can be an academic concept. As liberalisation promotes entry of 
more efficient firms, which should dierefore be able to achieve USOs at lower costs dian the 
incumbent, it is sensible to award USO on the grounds of efficiency rather than tradition. 
The different goals of USOs should be allocated with the firm who is best able to match 
dieir estimated costs - at specified levels of quality - or even undercut diem. USOs should be 
measurable, their achievement and costs periodically monitored and put out to tender. Tliis 
will enable a clear and dynamic vision of die impact of competition upon industry costs, as 
well as a firmer standing point for future discussions about extending USOs to more 
advanced sendees. 

A major step towards efficient managing of USOs is calculating its costs. Once die actual 
expenses required to achieve USOs are established, it is possible to devise the best way to 
provide diem. Differences in costing mediodologics can yield significant variations in die 
estimates. Differences arise from the selection of different hypothesis about what drives die 
costs of sendee provision and about people's behaviour, for example about the way users 
who drop off the network will substitute for die telephone line diey no longer have. Policy 
criteria - and realistic data availability - guide the choice of mediodology. The main 
variations in costs concern: 

• the time horizon chosen - long tenn vs. short term costs. Universal service is 
concerned widi die long term gains of an integrated society, hence the time 
frame employed should be die long run. 

• the viewpoint employed - users who would join the network with USO vs. 
users who would drop off without it. One assumption is diat "uneconomic 
customers" would never be connected by an efficient operator in a free market 
environment, and hence the cost of serving them amounts to the cost of 
connection, maintenance and operation of their lines. Fully Distributed Costs 
(FDC), which include costs directly caused by the relevant service and a share 
of the common costs attributed to it, are an example of tliis type of costing. 
Alternatively, one can look at the sums saved if unprofitable customers were 
disconnected, and calculate the so called Avoidable Costs. 

• the way common or joint inputs are attributed to a given service - are 
common costs to be included or would they be there irrespective of USO 
customers? 



• the way revenue Hows are attributed- cost estimates must be related to die 
revenues raised by the customer targeted bv USOs. Revenues are given by the 
actual bill paid by die customer, die incoming calls, and die impact of die 
positive externality generated by die customers upon all remaining ones on die 
network. There are many ways to estimate the size of diese diree components. 
Also, any customer who is no longer on the network may use odier lines 
(work, friends or relatives) and diis substitution effect must be taken into 
account. T o obtain a fair estimate of die earnings side, dien, total revenues 
(outgoing and incoming calls) must be corrected by replaced calls - again bodi 
outgoing and incoming. The net revenue thus obtained is called Avoided 
Revenue. 

Cave suggests a costing mediodology diat compares avoidable costs with avoided revenue to 
obtain net USO costs. The rationale for adopting avoided costs rather dian FDCs is given 
by die fact diat die U K (and European) telephone network is already rolled out, and most 
common costs are already met before die relatively small number of unprofitable customers 
is connected. A network which is still in a stage of development is characterised by much 
higher costs (economies of scale ma)' not be fully exploited and common costs are shared 
among a smaller number of customers) and therefore increasing the number of customers 
would require cosdy investment in die network without a proportional increase in revenues. 
Costs are likely to change in time as network roll out takes place, and universal sendee 
becomes less expensive and easier to achieve. 

Providing se rv ice to t h e needy 
Any scheme aiming at maximising access among those who cannot afford it, must analyse 
die specific needs of diese users. Targeted subsidies are more efficient than generalised cross 
subsidies, but may fail to pro\dde an effective solution if they are not designed appropriately. 
In die USA, Cain and Macdonald showed diat when the focus is on die 'borderline' class of 
customers who might drop off the network, many of the normal assumptions on demand 
for access to the telephone network no longer hold. 

In die UK, a study by the Poliq' Studies Institute (1995) challenged the common view that 
households without telephones were never connected to the public network. In fact, nearly 
half the 'untelephoned' did have a telephone before, and they have either been disconnected 
(17% of those who no longer own a telephone) or have decided to do without telephone 
services. Disconnection policy, and the way users who have difficulty in paying the bills are 
handled by the P T O charged with USO, should be evaluated as an important part of die 
obligation. 

Difficulty in managing telephone bills is the most frequenti)' mentioned reason for not 
having a telephone; it was also die most common reason for giving it up, if diere used to be 
a telephone. A well designed scheme for maximising access among the needv should focus 
on spending ability rather than usage patterns of the target group. People who find it 
difficult to stay on the telephone network need a system to help them control die costs of 
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telephone (for example call barring), and limit the extent to which a change of situation (i.e. 
becoming unemployed) or an unprecedented high bill (the children calling premium 
services) may lead to disconnection. 

During die transition to a multi-operator market, there may be grounds to require die 
industry to set up an information line, \da the regulator or the consumer association, to 
advertise particular schemes or tariffs aimed at low telephone spenders. Increased awareness 
of die existing range of services and tariffs can only benefit competition, by improving 
consumer response to die competitive interplay of telephone companies, in a service area 
where consumer inertia can be a significant barrier to entry 

Universal service is a dynamic concept, and the composition and extent of the USO will 
dierefore always be a matter of judgement. We have referred above to voice telephony. 
Plowever, odier sendees will, in time, become part of the USO basket. As die use of 
advanced telecommunications becomes an increasingly important part of everyday life, more 
and more people are able to access such sendees. Democracy and equity demand diat no 
citizen is unduly penalised dirough exclusion from such sendees. But USO for broadband 
services now is a very expensive commitment and a poor answer to the rise of an 
information rich-information poor divide in society. Public-funded projects to develop 
socially useful applications and IT education address this problem more effectively dian 
universal availability of advanced transmission technolog)'. 

A first-step selection mechanism can help identify sendees that should be candidate for USO 
and simplify consulting processes in die future. The provision of new services should be left 
to die industry, in the first instance. Market forces will indicate the direction where 
technolog)' is leading and where people are willing to spend their money. Only when 
particular services are widespread and commonly used, their availability becomes an issue on 
democracy and equity grounds. The extent to which sendees are taken up by unsubsidised 
subscribers offers a useful indicator, or 'trigger', of when such sendees should become 
candidates for die USO, while active programmes of public investment and education can 
stimulate early take up. We propose that when particular services satisfy die following three 
criteria: 

• are accessible to 70% of subscribers and at least 50% of eligible users have 
taken diem up, 

• are characterised by network externalities, and 

• are not substitutable with alternative sendees of comparable qualities, 

such services should be considered for inclusion in the USO of telecommunication service 
providers. 
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In recent developments, OFTEL has implicidy adopted a similar stance, by proposing tiiat 
basic \'oice telephony should be interpreted today as "...individual access to the telecommunications 
network via switches capable of providing voice telephony, with free services of itemised billing and selective call 
barring, and some supplementary services available (such as call diversion and call waiting)"". The digital 
sendees mentioned are now available to the majority of UK population and are adopted by 
most customers who live in areas sen'ed by digital switches. There is no valid substitute to 
the ability of managing costs provided by itemised bills and call barring. The real object of 
USO, is hence the underlying sendee of basic telephony via digital switches. It is tliis basic 
service diat allow full use of telephony sendees, and permit better management of people's 
time (dirough widespread bill paying facilities via touch-tone phones, for example) and 
money (the services mentioned above), while satisfying all three criteria proposed. 

'OPTEL 1995. p. 



Pioßssor of Economie SUtìstia at Tolxikji University, Faail/y of Economics, in Sentia/ Jipan. 

In Japan, die information-communications industry is expected to play an important role. 
Developing an interactive/broadband information-communications network is a project 
requiring much time and money. In diis paper, we build an econometric model to explain 
demands and supplies for interactive/broadband telecommunication services, and estimate 
die amounts of investment required to construct the infrastructure and evaluate practicable 
private investment and indispensable public financial aids. 

The amount of investment costs to construct B-ISDN in japan were estimated as being 
from 33 to 90 trillion yen before 1993 (tables: 4, 5, 7, 8, 10). After 1993, estimates arc from 2 
to 53 trillion yen (tables: 3, 12). MPT (the Ministry of Posts and Telecommunications)(1993) 
advocates a 33 trillion yen plan ( 21 million Single Star SS systems and 54 million Passing 
Double Star PDS systems plan). It estimated 123 trillion yen telecommunication related 
markets and the creation of 2.4 million jobs. Wc analyze die 33 trillion yen plan. In 1994, 
Internet and mobile communication demand began to rise. MPT(1995) forecasted 32 
million cellular and 38 million Personal Handy Phone P H P subscribers. 

In our model, widi a given demand, investment winch satisfies demand is estimated. Using 
the learning curve function of the price of facilities and equipment , the effect of mass 
production is considered . Demand for mobile communications (cellular, pocket pagers and 
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PIIP), Internet, conventional telephony, and interactive/Broadband ISDN are estimated. 
We consider only diree kinds of B-ISDN demands (Video Conference VC, Visual Phone 
VP and Video-On-Demand V O D ) and die switch from old media demand (conference 
with more than 30 minutes traveling, face-to-face meeting or interview widi more dian 30 
minutes traveling and rental video). The switch of media from conventional to new can be 
realized if die cost of die new media is lower than that of the old. A comparison of costs 
includes direct costs to use, the information transmission efficiency of die media, and die 
loss of die opportunity cost due to traveling. 

Four cases are compared to help understand the effect of die policy which promotes die 
installation of optical fibers in telephone system facilities. Case 1 concerns installing 
conventional metal wire line when updating common public telephones. Case 2 concerns 
installing optical fibers in die neighborhood of the resident when updating (6% updating 
rate). Case 3 concerns die increase in video conference, visual telephone and V O D widi an 
increasing consciousness of quality time by people. Case 4 concerns the MPT's Policy to 
construct telecommunication infrastructure before 2010. It corresponds to a 20% updating 
rate. 

Demands for telecommunication sendees are estimated as follows. (1) Macro Indexes such 
as population, working age population and number of household are estimated from die 
Ministry of Welfare's "Estimates of the future population, 1991". (2) Demand for mobile 
communication and Internet users are estimated with the help of logistic regression models. 
Their saturation levels are 106 and 30 million. (3) The number of business and residential 
telephone subscribers are assumed to be proportional to die working age population and die 
number of households respectively. (4) Shifts to B-ISDN are calculated under die same 
annual growdi rate (3.1%) for wage , income and G N P and die two times of present 
telephone sendee charge for B-ISDN. (5) The required facility investment are calculated 
from die product of die unit cost of die facility investment per subscriber and die number 
of new and updating subscribers. In the public telephone system, diree patterns are 
considered when updating die line; using the conventional metal line with 250 thousand yen 
per subscribers, installing fiber optics 'PDS' system( 363 thousand yen) in the neighborhood 
of die resident and installing B-ISDN(the SS system with 702 diousand yen). (6) The 
parameters for calculating telecommunication sendee revenue are estimated from present 
average values. Gross revenue is composed of the sign-up fee, the basic charge and time 
charges. Consumption of sendees and the price of sen'ice charge rate are assumed to be 
constant over time. 



The tables below summarize die results of our analysis. (1) In 2010, Japan will have 678 
trillion yen GNP, 126.3 million population, 55.8 million households, 50 million residential 
subscriber and 15.9 million business subscribers. (2) Future investment will be made in 
response to die Internet and mobile communications for which demand is rapidly 
increasing. The demand for die Internet will come to an end in a relatively short period, but 
one for mobile communications will continuously increase for a relatively longer period. 
Most investment will be for mobile communications. The two demands can produce 
surplus funds which may be appropriated for a telephone system replaced by an optical 
communication system. (3) Investment for B-ISDN will accelerate from about 2000. (4) If 
a wire line is renewed by optical cable, the investment will be less after 2010 , compared to 
die case of replacing widi a wire line. (5) Infrastructure building for optical communication 
will penetrate about 60% with 6% updating policy. (6) The value of time will increase for 
people widi large commuting time, and die time-saving limits on mobile communication and 
popularity of handling die Internet will lead demand toward B-ISDN. Consequendy, from 
about 2005, demand will largely shift to B-ISDN. (7) But the building of infrastructure to 
cope widi Japanese economic and social difficulties will not be in time for 2010. 'Plie 
infrastructure accelerating policy will begin after present Internet and mobile communication 
booms. Its financial cost will be from 10 to 30 trillion yen depending on policies. 
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Table 1 GNP, Population and Subscribers ( trillion yen and million) 

GNP Population Household Pop Work Subscriber Sub b Sub b 

¡1996 442.6 125.1 45.3 86.9 58.0 40.8 17.2 

J2000 500.1 125.9 48.4 86.2 60.4 43.4 17.0 

J2005 582.6 126.6 52.2 84.2 63.4 46.8 16.6 

12010 678.6 126.3 55.8 80.9 66.1 50.1 16.0 

Table 2: Mobile Communication 

Subscribers unit cost (cellular) Investment capital stock revenue 
million thousand yen billion yen billion yen billion yen 

1996 

2000 

2005 

2010 

total 1969/2005 

18 

34 

60 

83 

416 

276 

192 

158 

31 

1,494 

960 

686 

11,729 

1,795 

7,022 

8,358 

8,329 

2,155 

5,659 

7,969 

9,072 

55,823 



Table 3: Internet 

Subscribers Unit cost Investment Capital stock Revenue 
million thousand yen billion yen biMon yen billion yen 

1996 

2000 

2005 

2010 

Total 
1996/2010 

3 

22 

30 

30 

120 

38 

30 

28 

37 

120 

59 

37 

1,109 

98 

475 

693 

722 

2,256 

6,117 

6,708 

6,656 

87,553 

Table 4: Video Conference, Visual Phone and VOD (thousand ) 

1996 

2Ö0Q 

2005 

2010 

! Video 
| Conf. 

case 
1,2 

17 

36 

1,740 

4,570 

Video 
Conf. 

case 
3,4 

17 

36 

2,046 

4,903 

Visual 
. Phone 

case 
1,2 

3 

8 

26 

79 

Visual 
Phone 

case 
3,4 

3 

8 

47 

777 

VOD 

case 
1,2 

41 

141 

3,091 

5,688 

VOD 

case 
3,4 

41 

141 

5,542 

13,002 

SS 
% 

case 
1,2 

.1 

.3 

8 

16 

SS 
% 

case 
3,4 

.1 

.3 

12 

27 

PDS 
% 

case 
2 

6 

26 

43 ; 

53 \ 

PDS 
% 

case 
3 

6 

26 

33 

31 

PDS 
% 

case 
4 

6 

40 

67 

66 
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Table 5: Unit cost of SS-system and PDS-system (thousand yen) 

|ll||liffc. ' 

1996 

2 0 0 0 

2005 

2010 

mm 

7 ; ::|
 :
:
: :

:
 : 

llllltl 

case-1,2 

2,654 

2,150 

850 

649 

case-3 ' 

2,654 

2,150 

749 

561 

case-4 

2,654 

2,150 

749 

561 

case-1,2 

470 

310 

263 

244 

case-3 \ 

470 

310 J 

285 

285 

Table 6: Average investment expenditure per year (billion yen) 

470 

273 

231 

230 

■ : .
:

, ; . , , . . ; . : : . : . . . . . . . . : ; . ; . ■ . . . . ; ■ . . . . : . . . - , , . . , , , . . , . . ■ . : : : : ; . . . ■ 

1996/2000 
: ■ ■ " ■ ■ ■ ■ " ' ■ ■ ' ■ ' ■ ' ■ ■ ■ ■ : ■ ■ ' ; ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ - . ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ 

2001/2005 

j 
¡2006/2010 

¡Total 1996/2010 

Case-1 

1,183 

1,862 

1,833 

24,396 

Case-2 

1,475 

1,721 

1,907 

25,521 

Case-3 

1,467 

1,448 

1,486 

22,007 

Cnse-4 

3,217 

2,137 

1,806 

35,798 
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Table 7: Capital stock (billion yen) 

J2000 

¡2005 
j 

2010 

¡2025 

Case-1 

15,837 

20,459 

23,695 

28,573 

Case-2 

17,121 

. 20,516 

23,730 

27,976 

Case-3 

17,079 

19,649 

22,258 

30,624 

Case-4 

17,082 

18,861 

21,822 

32,971 

7 ■■■.:':■■■' 

Table 8: Average annual total revenue (billion yen) 

§1996/2000 

¡2001/2005 

; 2006/2010 

¡Total 1996/2010 

Case-1,2 

3,961 

4,725 

6,927 

78,074 

Case-1,2 

inclntemet 

.;,;;; 9,837 ';':7\ 

L· 12,312 

'■'.. '. 17,0D 

195,816 

Case-3 

3,960 

4,911 

7,402 

81,377 

Casc'3 

inc.Interner 

9,837 

12,684 

'■'." ■ ψ'^-' ■' i
:
' 

202,422 
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Throughout 1994, Australians asked when pay TV would finally reach our shores. Since die 

launch of Galaxy 7T^in January 1995, that question is likely to become: 'Is the information 

superhighway just around the corner?' 

The CFP tackled tliis question by examining ways that the new pay T V networks (which are 

essentially oneway) are likely to evolve towards twoway, fully interactive broadband service 

provision. 

The research was based on die premise diat while the promise of digital convergence is 

revolutionary, its introduction will be evolutionär)'  with the implication that a careful 

examination of current forces for change would help in anticipating future developments. 

The main aim of the project was to assist die Australian Government in its current review of 

die more competitive communications regulator)' regime it put in place in 199192. It is 

clearly important dia t any review is based on the most realistic possible assessment of die 

market environment, and the forces that arc likely to help shape it in die coming decade. 

Tiie approach essentially involved developing a structured framework for comparing die 

costs of technologica l ly feasible future n e t w o r k s with the revenues they might 

reasonably be expected to earn. 

Λ model linking net present values (NPV at a 15 per cent discount rate) of revenues and 

costs was used to identify likely evolutionary pathways for residential networks. Because it 
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utilises a liigh level approach, the model precludes examination of specific business ventures. 

Neverdieless, the model was used to provide insights into the following sorts of questions: 

» What factors will most strongly influence the riming and extent of cable 

network rollout from urban areas to rural and remote regions? 

* What kinds of networked sendees are likely to become available to different 

parts of Australia over the next decade? 

® Can two broadband network rollouts be commercially justified in some 

regions? 

Since a prime interest of the study was to examine the rollout of sendees from urban areas 

to more remote parts of Australia, a geographic classification of five areas was used. These 

areas were based largely on household density (a key cost determinant, particularly for cable 

platforms, because die cost of laying cable in remote areas would be very much greater dian 

in urban areas). The classification was inner urban, outer urban, provincial towns, rural, and 

remote. 

The timeframe for die analysis was 1995 to 2005. Tliis was divided into three market 

phases, corresponding in the shortterm, to the rollout of cable and wireless pay TV 

networks (19951997), in the medium te rm, the in t roduct ion of interactive services 

(19972000) and, in the longterm, the introduction of switched broadband communicative 

sendees (20002005). 

Four technology platforms were considered, namely: 

® direct broadcast satellite, DBS; 

c* multipoint distribution system, MDS; 

* hybrid optic fibre coaxial cable, HFC; and 

* asymmetric digital subscriber line, ADSL. 
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To model demand for die new sendees, the CFP examined Australian Bureau of Statistics 
(ABS) household expenditure data, and defined four demand scenarios based on diose 
bundles of sendees whose delivery will become technologically feasible as network 
technolog)' evolves. The data were used to derive estimates of the upper bound of spending 
available for allocation to networked sendees on the basis of substitutability (that is, die 
'contestable' expenditure). 

The contcstability analysis suggested that the expenditure pool for pay TV sendees is 
currendy around $50 per month in metropolitan areas (on the basis of current spending on 



home entertainment media like VCRs) but less dian two-thirds of tliis elsewhere in Australia. 
This is shown in Table 1. 

Table 1: Maximum monthly contestable expenditure estimates, by demand scenario and 

market area 

r — — — 
t Demand scenario 

(SAUS) 

i t Pay TV 

2. Interactive home recreation 

3. Interactive home transactions 

4. Communicative home video 

Inner 
urban 

50 

66 

18 

65 

Outer 
urban 

51 

74 

22 

73 

Provincial 
cities 

35 

62 

16 

62 

Rural 

32 

61 

16 

62 

32 

59 

15 

61 

Source B'l'Cl·; (1W4). 

Aldiough die four sets of expenditure estimates offered a useful input to the modelling 
exercise in a form diat could be aligned with cost estimates, die contestability approach 
could not indicate how many households are likely to subscribe to die services over time. So, 
to model revenue growth over time, bodi revenue and cost variables were linked to an S-
shaped diffusion cun'e which is characteristic of commercially-successful products. This 
diffusion cun'e is typified by a slow initial take-up by 'early adopters', followed by a period of 
rapid diffusion into the mass market, followed by slow approach towards a market 
saturation level, which in die case of VCRs (the product whose growtii parameters were 
used in the CFP model) could be around 90 per cent. 

Costs for the other three platform networks would be less than those for PIFC but 
neverdieless would also be substantial. litis diffusion curve is fundamental to die modelling 
process, since die madiematical function that generates this cun'e is linked to both cost and 
revenue variables, hence changes in both supply and demand over time, and in different 
market areas, can be simulated. The cost and revenue streams for a particular demand 
scenario are themselves functions of many input variables. Costs are a function of: 

starting ¿me of the roll-out of the platform and its rate; 

number of households taking up the sendee (diffusion rate); 

market size of each area; 

rate of change of bodi the number of households in each market and die 
infrastructure component costs; and 

cost-scale factors for each market area. 



Revenues are a function of: 

• rate of service diffusion; 

• connection, subscription, usage and transaction-based charges; 

• type of service (distributive, centralised interactive or communicative); 

• rate of "chum" of subscribing households, i.e. assumed to be 15 per cent; and 

• levels of revenue contribution from advertisers. 

While die contestable expenditure approach sought to address the question of where die 
money might come from in die household budget to pay for new networked services, a 
separate analysis of individuals' time use patterns addressed the parallel question of where 
die time would come from for people to use proposed new services. The results suggested 
diat diose widi die most time available to consume these services tend to be diose whose 
labour market status means diat diey have lower incomes (for example, retired or 
unemployed people). Tliis 'time rich, cash poor' group which is likely to seek new ways of 
spending time on entertainment sendees was noted to be larger than the 'time poor, cash 
rich' group of higher income managers and professionals, who might be more interested in 
ways of saving time and becoming more productive through use of networked information 
services. 

In general, die expenditure and time-use analyses both point to large uncertainties in 
estimating the rate of growdi of sendees which have not previously been available in 
network forni, such as home shopping and telecommuting. In diese cases, widespread 
market take-up would require significant social and behavioural changes, which would be 
unlikely to be rapid. 

Estimates were made not only of die costs of connecting households using each delivery 
platform but also a range of odier costs involved in providing networked services (diat is, 
operating and maintenance costs, management and advertising costs and, very significandy, 
program costs). 

The cost to connect all Australian households to the new sendees would be huge. 
Specifically, the likely costs of a hybrid optic fibre coaxial cable (HFC) network to deliver 
services to all Australian households (including customer premises equipment) were found 
to be as follows: 

® $25 billion for the initial distributive network; 



around $5 billion for an upgrade of the network to deliver centralised 
interactive sendees (such as video on demand); and 

around $11 billion for a further network upgrade to provide limited 
communicative services (such as video telephony). 

For die PIFC network, the bulk of die cost (60 per cent) was found to relate to rural and 
remote households (which comprise only 30 per cent of households). 

Costs for the odier three platform networks would be less than those for H F C but 
neverdieless would also be substantial. 

A PIFC network is not likely to be economic, even in high-density urban areas, if based on 
pay T V revenue alone. Given the huge costs involved to cover rural and remote areas, a 
roll-out to diese areas would be extremely uneconomic. 

DBS and MDS are likelv to be able to provide profitable pay TV sendees in urban and some 
provincial areas, but the modelling indicates diat it a cable network was rolled out in some 
areas, these odier platforms would be reduced in these areas and, in die longer terni, diey 
would probably serve only niche markets. 

ADSL would not be economic, but could serve an interim function for Australia's major 
telecommunications company, Telstta in serving outer urban areas in die period before H F C 
is rolled out to these areas. 

Results of sensitivity tests on a number of the variables used in the model suggest that the 
results were most sensitive to penetration level assumptions: the initial take-up level, the final 
samration level and die growth rate of the curve, particularly in the earlier years. The above 
results were based on the assumption of an initial penetration level of 5 per cent. For the 
HFC rollout, an initial penetration level of 25 per cent with an ultimate saturation level of 62 
per cent would be required to yield a more promising economic oudook. 

These penetration rates are much higher than achieved for pay TV sendees in other 
countries, which suggests that for PIFC to be successful there probably will need to be a ven' 
large 'pent-up' demand. 

Even though a PIFC network is shown to be uneconomic if based on pay TV revenue alone, 
neverdieless die model's results indicate that revenues would cover more than 80 per cent of 
costs and diat an increase in revenue of 20 per cent would yield a more positive economic 
picture, even with an initial 5 per cent take-up rate. 



It is likely that it will be feasible in the near future for I IPC to cany both telephony and 
video signals. The economics of such an integrated network would be different for 
Australia's incumbent local telephony provider, Telstea, than for a new entrant, as Telstra 
already receives basically all local telephony revenue as well as the bulk of current trunk and 
international call revenue. 

Telstra's strategic imperative would thus be to retain its telephony revenue. For new entrants 
die major attractions will be the prospect of additional revenue plus less reliance on Telstra 
for interconnection. Because of diese different stoitegic positions the two situations were 
examined separately. 

In t h e ca se of o t h e r c a r r i e r s , on the assumption diat 70 per cent of pay T V 
subscribers would also take telephony, and assuming a 20 per cent discount on current 
telephony charges (as indicated by some overseas experiences), the additional telephony 
revenue looks likely to make cable rollout viable. Thus while neither pay T V or telephony 
alone look likely to offer sufficient revenues, combined provision would do so. 

It is dierefore feasible diat a dual PIFC rollout in inner urban areas could be economic, given 
reasonably high penetration rates (for example, an initial take-up of around 20 per cent for 
each of two providers). 

Simple calculations indicate diat even if odier carriers take telephony revenue from Telstra, 
dien so long as Telstra can avoid die loss of even a quite small proportion of telephony (for 
example 3 per cent) in inner urban areas by laying an HFC cable, it would probably be 
economic to do so. 

If Telstra were to roll out HFC cable for strategic reasons related to protection of its 
telephony revenues, then a rollout by more than one carrier might still be viable widi slighdy 
lower penetration rates dian diose modelled (for example, a 20 per cent initial penetration 
rate). 

The modelling indicated diat for urban areas, at least in the short term, a number of different 
deliver)' platforms could potentially serve the Australian pay TV market. In addition, die 
strategic role of telephony revenues points to the possibility of a rollout by more dian one 
carrier in some densely-setded urban areas. 

Modelling results also show diat interactive seivices such as video-on-demand are unlikely to 
be widespread even in inner urban areas until around the end of the decade. Two-way, fully 
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communicative broadband services are likely only towards the end of die ten year forecast 
period. 

For non-metropolitan parts of Australia, die huge costs involved mean diat HFC networks 
are unlikely to be rolled out for many many years. In addition, die results suggest tiiat some 
people in rural Australia would be unlikely to receive services on a purely commercial basis 
even via wireless networks for many years. Centralised interactive and communicative 
services are very unlikely widiin die forecast period. 

In die foreseeable future, dierefore, only homes in inner urban areas have die prospect of a 
fully communicative network, or what is widely termed the 'information superhighway'. 
This finding suggests diat issues related to new forms of 'information poverty' are 
likely to arise in the community in die coming decade. 

A key concern to the Government could be possible threats to competitive access to die 
new networks by service and content providers. Widi die development of interactive 
services, diere is likely to be a large number of service and content providers seeking access 
to die networks, and diis is likely to require sophisticated access and pricing (interconnect) 
rules. One particular area of possible concern regarding access is die possibility of tying up 
access dirough proprietär)' encryption interfaces, or conditional access systems, in die 
customer set-top unit. 

Pricing of die new services could also become a major concern to die Government. While it 
is likely diat economies of scope will arise between telephony and video and odier services 
which will legitimately enable a reduction in prices, neverdieless die possibility of cross 
subsidies between services, and predatory pricing of particular services, should not be 
ignored. In die short term, while die networks are being rolled out, telephony services might 
be used to subsidise die new services. But once die networks are established, die reverse 
might occur and cross subsidising of telephony sendees might be used to stave off 
competition from potential wireless telephony providers as diis technology develops. 
Prospects of die latter will increase widi digitisation of video and odier services. Video, data, 
sound and voice will be largely indistinguishable on the new digital networks and it will 
become difficult or impossible to maintain die current pricing structure for diese services on 
an integrated network. 

Equity, particularly access to die new information services for those living outside urban 
areas will be a concern. While terms such as the 'information rich, information poor society' 
are useful in focusing public debate, die outcomes of extensive new communications 
networks will be affected by more dian just access to new technology (for example, die 
ability of people to use networked information and in particular die degree to which people 
not in die primary labour market will have access to ongoing training, will be crucial). 
Neverdieless, lack of network access for diose living in rural and remote areas clearly has die 
potential for exacerbating existing urban-rural divisions. The cost will be an important 
factor. 
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The cost to government, however, of subsidising access to a cable network for rural and 
remote communities could amount to over $1 billion per year. This compares widi die 
current USO cost estimate for standard telephony of between $100 million and $200 million 
per year. 

The BTCE research points to die difficulty of defining a new universal service obligation 
which might supersede die current obligation to provide a standard telephony service; cost 
considerations aside, diere is no obvious successor. In addition it would be difficult to 
identify die benefits. 

What is clear, diough, is diat a growing range of consumer issues is likely to arise, including 
privacy, consumer protection and die special access needs of disadvantaged groups. 
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Estimating Demand for New Networked Services to the Home 

Public debate on new networked services has tended to focus on 'supplyside' issues (ie die 

technologies and dieir costs). In order to take a genuinely economic approach to exairdning 

network evolution, die scale of demand also needs to be estimated to help form a picture of 

where die money might come from in the household budget to pay for new networked 

services. 

This approach proved problematic for the BTCE. Not only are die factors affecting demand 

for new services complex and uncertain, but significant demographic information such as 

gender and occupation are not available in a form suitable for inclusion in die BTCE model. 

A specific problem was that cost estimates were necessarily at the household, rather than 

individual level, so for example, aldiough the demand for interactive video games might be 

expected to be strongest among die key market sector for today's computer games (ie males 

aged 1524 years), households generally consist of several people, each of whom has 

distinctive demand patterns. Also, evidence diat household size and composition are 

changing in most developed countries confirmed diat it would be difficult to estimate how 

any single market sector's demand would translate into perhousehold revenues. 

Qualitative input to the demand scenarios was dierefore also sought, as an adjunct to die 

modelling exercise. Tliis supplementär)' information was based on analysis of data on daily 

time allocations by different demographic groups to activities which might be affected by 

networked service delivery (eg current time allocation to freetoair television viewing, which 

might be available for pay TV viewing). 

Joint consideration of expenditure and time use data for each scenario highlighted die 

distinctive demand patterns which might emerge for people classified broadly as 'time rich, 

cash poor' (eg diose who are unemployed or retired) and diose who are 'time poor, cash 

rich' (eg diose in managerial or professional occupations). In BTCE (1994) it is noted diat 

entertainment is likely to be die major service application for die 'time rich, cash poor' who 

might be expected to welcome new ways of spending time. Information services, possibly 

offering new ways of saving time, are also likely to meet widi demand, but from die smaller 

group of 'time poor, cash rich' individuals. 
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Principal'oj'Victory ReseanJ], USA 

Plie Internet is a network of networks that interconnects computers around die world, 
supporting bodi business and residential users. In 1994, a multimedia Internet application 
known as die World Wide Web became popular. The higher bandwidth needs of tliis 
application have highlighted die limited Internet access capabilities available to residential 
users. Even at 28.8 Kilobits per second (Kbps)—the fastest residential access commonly 
available at die time of diis writing—die transfer of graphical images can be frustratingly 
slow. 

Providing faster residential Internet connections through cable and ISDN networks involves 
technology, economic and policy issues. Based on case studies of early U.S. commercial 
deployments of each technolog)', diis paper demonstrates diat die shared-bandwiddi 
architecture of cable networks enables diem to provide more cost-effective and full-featured 
Internet access dian die dedicated-bandwiddi architecture of ISDN.35 The paper briefly 
describes die technologies involved and discusses the capital cost models used to compare 

34 This research was supported by ARPA's "Interface Technologies for Networked Computing" project, number 
N()()174-9.VC-()0.Vi; Siemens Corporation; and ARl'A's "Design and Development of Distributed Video Systems" 
project, numbcr#l;3()M]2-92-C-0t)19. 

35 The cable case study is based on PSI Cable, an Internet access service jointly developed by Continental 
Cablevision and Performance Systems International (PSI) for deployment over Ι'ΎΓΝ-upgradcd cable plant in 
Cambridge, Massachusetts. The ISDN case study is based on Internet access sen-ice sold by lnternex Information 
Services, Inc. in the "Silicon Valley" area south of San I'rancisco, California, based on ISDN telephone circuits available 
from Pacific Bell. Both sen-ices were introduced in the spring of 1994. 
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cost-effectiveness.M Results are dien presented quantifying cable's ability to provide die 
same average bandwiddi and higher peak bandwiddi at lower cost dian ISDN. 

Despite diis result, die realization of cable-based Internet access has been limited compared 
to ISDN. The paper concludes widi a discussion of the barriers to cable-based Internet 
access, and recommends policies to encourage the cable alternative. 

Plie capital cost models are based on die engineering cost model mediodology described by 
Reed.17 They consist of a series of spreadsheet-style equations expressing die relationships 
between die different technological cqmponents required to deliver Internet access over 
existing cable and ISDN infrastructure.3B By attaching cost data to each component, the 
total capital cost of each type of access can be compared. Since die equations are 
parameterized by variables such as residential housing density and die average bandwiddi 
needs of customers, sensitivity of the results to variations in die input parameter values can 
also be tested. 

The works by Reed and odiers (referenced above) focus on die question of integration: if 
cable or telephone companies were to construct a single "Integrated Broadband Network" 
in the future, would it provide economies of scope or scale? This paper addresses a related 
but different question: do die architectural differences between existing cable and telephone 
networks make eidier one a more cost-effective Internet access medium today?3'' The costs 
of infrastructure diat already exists are not included in die analysis; capital investments are 
included only if diey are specifically needed to support die Internet access application.4" 

1- Market eternane! 

Demand for residential Internet access is assumed to come only from homes diat already 
have computers. In die U.S., die fraction of computer-owning households is estimated at 
about 1/3" Thus a service penetration level of 100% means diat 1/3 of all households in 
the community have chosen to subscribe to the sendee. 

3f' Operating costs and pricing isseus are outside the scope of this paper but remain useful areas for further 
research. |Bailey and McKnight, 1995| reviews the opening literature on Internet pricing. 
37 See |Rccd, 1992| , pp. H-9, and |Rccd, 1993| . p. 1. See also [Johnson and Reed, 1990| and ISirbu, Reed et al., 
19K9| . 
3S 'l'he models were developed using the program Demos ("Decision Modeling Software") from tumina Decision 
Systems, Inc., t o s Altos, ('.A. Demos provides an object-oriented graphical user interface to spreadsheet-style data 
manipulation. 
3'' In so doing it continues the exploration of architectural differences in |( ìillett, l.ampson et al., 1994| and 
|Tcnncnhou.sc, l.ampson et al., 1995| , but with a narrower focus on cable and ISDN as the infrastructures, and Internet 
access as the application. 
4,1 In the sense that it isolates the incremental investments needed to support Internet access, this paper also builds 
on the work described in |Mitchell, 199l)| for telephony. 
41 See |Pearl, 19941. and |/.iegler, 1995| . 
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2* Traffic model 

Since cable LAN bandwiddi is shared among users, die statistical properties of user traffic 
will determine how many users can successfully share each LAN. Clearly, die more 
subscribers can share a LAN, die lower each subscriber's cost. Unlike a cable LAN shared 
by a group of subscribers, ISDN connections consist of point-to-point circuits terminating 
in multiplexers located at die Internet Point of Presence. 

Given diat die intent of die model is to compare cable vs. ISDN, die analysis begins widi 
die assumption diat die average bandwidth seen over die cable plant must be equivalent to 
ISDN's (approximady 120 Kbps). This level of average bandwiddi must be available to all 
active users during periods of peak usage. The model investigates values of 10, 20 and 30% 
of users active during die peak usage period. 

*S*S*K 

Figure 1 compares die cost per subscriber to provide the 500 Kbps and 4 Mbps cable 
services and die 128 Kbps ISDN sendee, as a function of die penetration level42 

$1,000 

0.10 0.20 0.30 0.40 0.50 0.60 0.70 0.80 0.90 

Fraction of Computer-Owning Households That Subscrib 

i'iguie 1: Average cost with original parameter settings43 

42 Note that the vertical axis represents average cost for any given penetration level; the curves do not represent 
trajectories, i.e. the marginal cost to move from one penetration level to another, liach penetration level represents the 
same number of subscribers across all 3 services, (liven the assumption of 1501) homes per neighborhood cell, six cells 
(i.e. 9001) homes), and one-third of homes with PCs, each 5"« increment m penetration represents an additional 150 
subscribers. 
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The greater economy of bodi cable services relative to ISDN is immediately evident in 

Figure 1. Beyond initial penetration levels, die 500 Kbps cable service can provide die same 

average bandwiddi and four times the peak bandwidth of the ISDN sendee for about half 

die cost per subscriber. Furdier, for only slighdy more than the 500 Kbps cost (but still 

about 40% less dian die ISDN cost), the 4 Mbps cable service can provide diirty-two times 

die peak bandwiddi of ISDN, again for die same average bandwiddi. 

Normalizing die cost per subscriber by die level of peak bandwiddi provided by each 

technology, as illustrated in Figure 2, shows cable to be even more of a bargain. From diis 

perspective, each Kbps of peak bandwiddi provided by the 500 Kbps or 4 Mbps cable 

service costs one-eighdi or one-fiftiedi as much, respectively, as each peak Kbps provided 

by ISDN. 

$25.00 -,-

$20.00 - ■ 

$15.00 -■ 

$10.00 - -

$5.00 

$0.00 

■ I2S Kbps ISDN 

■ 500 Kbps cable 

- 4 Mbps cable 

0.00 0.10 0.20 0.30 0.40 0.50 0.60 0.70 0.80 0.90 

Fraction of Computer-Owning Households That Subscrib 

1.00 

Figure 2: Average cost per Kbps of peak bandwidth 

Figures 1 and 2 demonstrate the central hypothesis of tliis paper: die shared cable 

architecture can provide die same average bandwidth and higher peak bandwiddis much 

more economically dian die dedicated ISDN architecture. 

43 These parameter settings are: an urban residential density of 1500 homes pvr neighborhood cell; an intermediate 

community size of fi cells; 20% of subscribers actively using the service at periods of peak usage; a minimum of 120 

Kbps of average bandwidth per active user during the peak usage period; 100"/o efficient cable 1.ΛΝ. |(ìillett, 1995| 

discusses these parameters in more detail.; surprisingly, changes in these parameter values were found to have not much 

effect on average cost (see pp. 136-147 for the details of the sensitivity analysis). 
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A potential problem with cable is also evident in Figures 1 and 2, however. Because of die 
small number (4) of upstream channels available, die 500 Kbps cable service is limited to 
serving only 60% of potential subscribers under die original parameter assumptions for 
traffic flow (i.e. 120 Kbps of average bandwiddi and 20% of subscribers active). As Table 1 
shows, diis limit is quite sensitive to die traffic model, for bodi die 500 Kbps and 4 Mbps 
cable services. Table 1 also shows diat whatever die actual traffic turns out to be, die 4 
Mbps service is a better bet for avoiding penetration limits.44 

Table 1: Cable penetration limits 

Percent active (%) 

20 

IU 

20 

Average band-width (Kbps) 

120 

120 

120 

60 

30 

A significant portion of die cost shown in Figure 1 is contributed by die equipment 
purchased for each subscriber.45 This result suggests diat expected reductions in subscriber 
equipment costs over time should have a significant effect on die total cost to provide 
residential Internet access. Thus imprcrvemeiits in subscriber equipment are a key area on 
which to concentrate RékD energy. 

This result also shows diat die telephone industry's current approach of letting subscribers 
buy their own equipment reduces capital risk significandy for die Internet and/or 
infrastrucmre provider. This point is reinforced by Figure3, which illustrates how low 
average cost falls widiout subscriber equipment. 

44 Improvements in digital technology have already increased the LAN bandwidth achievable over the 6 MI Iz TV 
channel spectrum, to 10 or even 30 Mbps. Such increases lift penetration limits, by allowing the same number of 
channels to serve more customers. ISDN's penetration limits are more subtle; ISDN was originally conceived as a 
replacement for analog service, but in practice most subscribers purchase it as an additional sen-ice. If enough 
residences do tliis, new pairs will have to be installed in the local telephone distribution plant. 

4sSee |Gi11ctt, 1995| , pp. 119-128. 
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— 128 Kbps ISDN 

— 500 Kbps cable 

-G 4 Mbps cable 
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Figure 3: Average cost without subscriber equipment 

Figure 3 suggests diat die financial entry barrier is actually quite low when subscriber costs 
are eidier excluded (for example, subscribers purchase their own equipment) or deferred (for 
example, operators purchase equipment for subscribers on a "Just In Time" basis). 

Figure 3 also shows diat die difference between the average costs of the cable and ISDN 
technologies is not purely a matter of differing subscriber equipment costs. As subscribers 
are added, ISDN requires additional boxes and circuits to multiplex additional point-to-point 
connections. Cable's shared-bandwiddi approach , in contrast, incurs much less overhead to 
add more subscribers. 



In summary, cable-based Internet access has die following quantitative advantages over 

ISDN-based access: 

The shared cable architecture can provide the same average bandwidth 

and higher peak bandwidths much more economically than the 

dedicated ISDN architecture. As Table 2 shows, 500 Kbps Internet access 

over cable can provide the same average bandwiddi and four times the peak 

bandwidth of ISDN access for less dian half the cost per subscriber. Even 

more impressive, 4 Mbps cable access provides die same average bandwidth 

and 32 times die peak bandwiddi of ISDN for 40% less cost per subscriber. 

The economy of die cable-based approach is most evident when comparing 

die per-subscriber cost per bit of peak bandwiddi: $0.30 for die 4 Mbps and $2 

for die 500 Kbps cable services—versus close to $16 for ISDN. However, die 

potential penetration of cable-based access is constrained in many cases 

(especially for the 500 Kbps service) by limited upstream channel bandwidth. 

While the penetration limits are quite sensitive to several of die input parameter 

assumptions, die cost per subscriber is surprisingly less so. 

Because more of the cost of the cable approach is contributed by 

subscriber equipment, more investment can be deferred until demand 

materializes. This property minimizes die clticken-and-egg problem diat is so 

characteristic of local access infrastructure deployments. It is also encouraging 

because subscriber equipment costs are based on digital technology and can be 

expected to decline. 

Table 2: Summary comparison of cable vs. ISDN Internet services 

Kconomics 

Average cost per average Kbps 
7-

 :
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Average cost per peak Kbps 

Bandwidth 

Connectivity 

Penetration scalability 

Commercial availability 

Cable 

500 Kbps: S.S.20 / 4 Mbps: S10.03 

500 Kbps: S2.00 / 4 Mbps: S0.3I) 

Peak of 500 Kbps or 4 Mbps 

I '"ull-timc 

Penetration limits, especially for 

500 Kbps service 

Cambridge, ΜΛ 

ISDN 

128 Kbps: $16.70 

128 Kbps: $15.65 

Peak of 128 Kbps 

Part-time 

J .imitc-d free wire pairs and switch 

capacity for additional ISDN service 

Several regions in U.S., Europe 

Cable also has die following qualitative advantage over ISDN: 
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Cable's dynamic sharing of bandwidth readily enables full-time Internet 
connections, while ISDN access is limited in practice to a dial-up model 
of only part-time access. Applications built for the Internet's peer-to-peer 
architecture work more naturally over a hill-time Internet connection. For 
example, a subscriber with only part-time access would have difficulty hosting 
his or her own page on the World Wide Web. 

Despite cable's advantages, Internet over ISDN is currendy much more widely available in 
die U.S. dian Internet over cable. The following technolog)', business and policy barriers 
hinder die deployment of cable-based Internet access: 

• Cable modem technology is immature. Few (if any) products are currendy 
available diat combine all die features needed to make large-scale deployment 
feasible, including a price aimed at residential customers, and reliable operation 
with automatic monitoring and maintenance capabilities. Achieving reliable 
two-way data transmission can be a significant technical challenge, given that 
the primar)' focus of most cable plant engineering is on downstream TV 
transmission.46 

• The market for cable-based data networking equipment (including 
cable modems) is less developed than the ISDN equipment market. In 
contrast to telephone equipment which is generally bought by individuals, cable 
equipment is purchased in large batches by cable operators. This pattern has 
contributed to a much more narrow array of price points and feature sets 
available in cable data networking equipment. In addition, most business 
customers cannot use cable-based data networking and therefore cannot help 
bootstrap equipment sales for die residential market. 

• Cable operators are not common carriers. Through discriminator)' pricing, 
cable operators exert tight control over what content is transmitted dirough 
dieir channels. If a monopoly cable operator does not believe diat selling 
Internet access is die most profitable use of a channel, diere is litde opportunity 
for an entrepreneurial Internet sendee provider to prove diat operator wrong.47 

The following policy changes are therefore recommended to help reduce diese barriers: 

4f' further research is warranted on this issue, for example, what is involved in making the cable plant more 
reliable for data and how much would it cost? Can subscriber equipment economically compensate for plant 
impairments? What kinds of monitoring and test capabilities are most useful? 

47 Telephone companies were hardly the first to use then' networks to offer Internet access. Only now, as the 
economic value of commercial Internet access has grown increasingly obvious, have telephone companies begun to 
enter this business in competition with the Internet service providers who have been using the telephone networks all 
along. Presumably, cable operators will catch the same spirit despite their traditional focus on only the video 
entertainment business. 



Encourage open markets for subscriber equipment. Subscribers 
purchasing dieir own cable interface equipment can lower the cable operator's 
financial risk in offering Internet access. Tliis business model has proved 
viable for ISDN-based Internet access, purchased by many telecommuters (for 
whom die cost of equipment is generally borne by employers) and small home-
based businesses. It would also help foster technological development of data-
over-cable equipment, including cable modems. 

Encourage greater access to cable channels by non-video information 
providers unaffiliated with cable operators. As Pool and Johnson have 
argued, application of common carrier Stanis to the already-developed cable 
industry is an impractical goal.4" U.S. federal cable law does, however, provide 
two alternative fomis of independent access to channels: "commercial use" 
and "public, educational, or governmental use," or so-called PEG access.4'' 
Where diese alternative fomis of access are available, their use for residential 
Internet service should be allowed. In some cases, achieving diis policy can be 
a simple matter of interpretation. For example, die use of PEG channels for 
Internet access is appropriate given the Internet's use for public 
internetworking as well as access to government information repositories and 
educational institutions, including K-12 schools.1'" 

If followed, diese policy recommendations will help to make cable-based Internet access a 
more widely available option. That in turn will help make fast, full-time access more 
available and affordable to all residential users of die Internet. 

4R See |Pool, l'J83| , pp. 155-88, and ¡Johnson, 19'J4| , pp. 60-63. Opposition comes both from the courts and the 
cable industry. 
''' PUG and commercial access are described in 47 USC §531 and §532, respectively. Both of these forms of access 
are limited to small numbers of channels and may not be available in all areas, since they are subject to state and local 
pre-emption. 
s" The current rules governing PKG and commercial use access are relatively new, since The Cable Television 
Consumer Protection and Competition Act of l'J'J2 changed the relevant law. The I'CC could strengthen the 
commercial leased access provisions by. for example, requiring public disclosure of price schedules and non
discriminatory pricing of commercial leased channel access. Such a re-interpretation is especially important for data 
services, since they are unfamiliar to most cable operators and therefore unlikely to be implemented if left entirely to the 
cable operator's judgment. 
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The number of people who have acquired Internet connectivity is doubling every year. 
Furdier, die bandwiddi requirements of future multimedia applications such as video 
conferencing and movies-on-demand are orders of magnitude greater dian current uses 
(which are predominanti)' text-based). While bandwidth capacity is increasing dramatically 
(from 56 Kbps a decade ago to 45 Mbps currendy and 1 Gbps in die near future), it is 
doubtful diat capacity growdi can keep up with demand growth, and in any event serious 
botdenecks will remain at die connection pipelines to the backbone. Hence, key resources 
are and will remain scarce for the foreseeable future. Plow should diese scarce resources be 
allocated? 

Economics, being the study of resource allocation problems, can provide answers, and the 
standard economic answer is to create markets and let prices allocate die scarce resources. 
Plowever, the economic answer for die Internet is a bit more complicated. First, since most 
of die costs are sunk into infrastrucmre, die marginal cost of Internet data transport are 
essentially zero, so if Internet resources were private goods prices should be zero. Note we 
have separated die process of data transport from the process of producing the information 
content of die packet being transported, and we are focusing in diis paper on die former. 
Second, Internet resources are public goods and consequendy congestion is a potential 
negative externality. Marginal-cost pricing of public goods can lead to a "tragedy of die 
commons" in which die common resource is overutilized, causing avoidable losses for die 
whole society. When negative externalities are real possibilities, prices should exceed die 
marginal cost of production by die marginal social cost of the congestion, in which case a 
consumer uses the resource if and only if their private benefit from use exceeds the social 
cost of diat usage. Tliis is the dieoretical economic argument underpinning virtually all 
proposals for usagebased pricing of Internet resources. Differences in how to implement 
tliis dieoretical ideal separate the different proposals. 
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2.1 Dynamic Optimal Pricing 

The economic foundations for optimal congestion pricing arc deeply routed, going back at 
least to Pigou (1928) and Vickrey (1969). Tliis economic theory was first applied to 
computing environments by Naor (1969) and Mendelson (1985). Stahl and Whins ton 
(1991, 1992) and Gupta, Stahl and Wltinston [GSW] (1995a) extended these single-server 
models to network computing environments and investigated its practicality using 
simulation. Subsequendy GSW (1995b-d) applied their network models to die Internet. 
Recendy, Mendelson and Whang (1994) have also developed a very similar network model 
of optimal congestion pricing. 

At die center of die GSW approach is a general madiematical representation of a computing 
network, a model of price and time sensitive user demand for services, and a stochastic 
model of traffic flows and buffers. It is shown that a socially optimal allocation of scarce 
network resources can be achieved by imposing optimal priority pricing at each site of potential 
congestion. The optimal prices depend on the traffic flow at die site, die size of die packets, 
die priority class, and die social cost of time. The latter can be econometrically estimated 
from die sensitivity of traffic to actual price and throughput time fluctuations at die site. A 
practical decentralized mediod of determining optimal prices in real time is proposed. A 
simulation model is constructed diat demonstrates die feasibility of diis proposal. 

In GSW (1995b-d), die simulation model is calibrated to represent die Internet and to 
compare die historical free-access policy with die theoretical optimal pricing. This calibrated 
simulation suggests that widiout effective management of die Internet (as provided by 
efficient pricing), congestion and misallocation of resources could cost die economy 
hundreds of billions of dollars of lost benefits per year. Tliis same simulation also 
demonstrates diat die potential social gains of optimal pricing, if sought solely from capacity 
expansion could have a capital investment cost exceeding the social gains. Thus, we argue 
diat congestion is a very real concern and not just a dieoretical finepoint. 

In die GSW vision a typical user deciding whedier and when to access an Internet service 
would be presented widi a menu of options including the monetary cost and (when relevant) 
expected diroughput time for each option. The options would specify a priority class, and 
could also include a security/anonymity level, minimum guaranteed qualities, and 
contingency options such as "submit die sendee request when the cost falls below %h". The 
user would dien select die most preferred option. A personalized smart agent could 
automate the user's decision process based on previously specified user preferences. 
Frequenti)' updated price and time information would come from the user's access provider. 
Smart agent software could serve diis function also, gathering infonnation from posted 
prices of transport providers and network congestion status reports. 

The user would not receive a bill from each node and link of die network, but would radier 
receive one bill from Iris access provider for the posted price of that access provider for die 
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sendee requested.51 In turn, the access provider would receive a bill from die transport 
providers to which it is connected based on posted prices and actual usage. Each network 
transport provider need keep accounts only for the adjacent providers to which it is 
connected, not die individual users. In the vertical direction, each telecommunication carrier 
(such as AT&T, MCI, Sprint) need keep accounts only for the networks (such as PSI, 
AlterNet, ANS, etc.) to which it provides IP transport. This disaggregated pricing and 
billing approach mirrors die wholesale pricing practices in most industries. Ultimately it is 
die responsibility of die access providers to charge the user and to cover its costs vis-a-vis 
the transport providers. 

Capital investment decisions can be gready improved by the imposition of optimal priority 
pricing. First, as demonstrated in GSW (1995d), imposition of priority pricing alone may 
generate more benefits at much less cost than capacity expansion. Second, widiout priority 
pricing since the physical resource allocation is inefficient, the observed congestion can be a 
bad signal about which parts of die infrastructure should be expanded first. By imposing 
optimal pricing first, the distribution of network traffic can change significandy revealing a 
different ranking of die botdenecks. Thus, widi optimal pricing, capital investment can be 
focused on projects that will produce die greatest benefits. 

While die general model deals widi potential congestion anywhere in a computing network, 
in practice the most likely sites of congestion are the 56 or less Kbps pipelines to 
information content providers, their local area networks and servers. Thus, in die near tenn 
while we still have excess capacity on die backbone, optimal congestion pricing will be most 
effective for these botdenecks. Plowever, as data-intensive real-time video uses grow, 
congestion could very likely become a serious problem on the backbone as well, in which 
case optimal priority pricing will become a valuable tool for resource allocation throughout 
die Internet. 

2.2 Stepped^Fricing by Fac ï \ 

Optimal dynamic pricing specifies prices at each facility and for each moment in time, 
priority class, and job size. Potential administrative complexities of tliis ideal make it 
worthwhile considering simple approximations to the ideal. 

Congestion can be measured in terms of expected delays, or the percentage of bandwiddi 
capacity unitization. The optimal prices are a smoothly increasing function of bandwidth 
capacity utilitization. One approach would be to approximate tliis smoodi function by a 
step function: i.e. a partition of bandwidth capacity utilization into exhaustive categories 
(such as 0-50%, 5075%, 75-100%), and a price for each category. We will call diis "stepped 
pricing". 

Eveiy such categorical scheme would have an "uncongested" category, and one or more 
congested categories. In die uncongested categon, the price would be set equal to zero, 

"'' Recall that we are dealing with network transport services nnlv. The user might well receive bills for the content 
of the data transported from many independent content providers. 



since die marginal social costs are essentially zero. In the congested categories, die price 

would be an average of die optimal dynamic prices for the range of congestion in diat 

category. In a twocategory scheme, there would be just one nonzero price at each facility. 

The best way to specify congestion categories and prices could be investigated theoretically 

and via simulation modelling. What would be the best way to improve the efficiency over 

diat of a simple twocategory steppedpricing scheme? Would societal benefits be increased 

more by going to a threecategory scheme, or by introducing a twopriority system? 

Edell, McKeown and Varaiya (1994) present a specific system for metering traffic and billing 

users widiin TCP protocols. A test of this system based on the BayBridge gateway 

demonstrates diat die system is practical. TCP traffic data from the University of California 

at Berkeley reveal diat timeofday usage pricing could decrease peak loads due to the shift of 

email and bulletinboard traffic to offpeak times. More importandy, if prices were to van' 

dynamically in response to congestion, the efficiency of the network could be increased 

dramatically. Thus, a fairly good approximation to dynamic optimal pricing may be practical. 

Cocchi, Shenker, Es trin and Zhang CSEZ (1993) pose the general problem of designing a 

sendee discipline and a pricing scheme that maximizes timeaveraged user benefits. A service 

discipline is a mechanism implemented by the network operators to assign jobs to specific 

service classes (such as besteffort, virtual connection, guaranteed minimum delay, etc.), and 

Λ pricing scheme associates a price (by bandwiddi usage) to each service class [see also Shenker, 

1995]. CSEZ specifically investigate a standard twopriority sendee discipline. Theoretically, 

there is an optimal allocation of user demands to each priority, and there are prices for each 

priority such that each user facing those prices will voluntarily select the socially optimal 

priority. Using a simulation model, CSEZ demonstrate that optimal priority prices can be 

found diat significandy increase the benefits over single priority discipline and the 

corresponding usage pricing.52 

CSEZ do not present a computational algorithm for these prices, so we cannot assess die 

practical feasibility of diat crucial task. From die madiematical model, it appears that a 

central audiority would need vasts amounts of proprietär)' information from die users about 

die value of each class of sendee, but the users have incentives to misreport diat 

information. 

52 CSI''./, require the revenue collected under the two alternative to be the same. Since access charges can be 

adjusted to make up differences in usagebased revenues, this restriction is not necessary. II the optimal singlepriority 

pricing scheme raises more (less) revenues than the system needs to cover fixed costs, then why should the twopriority 

scheme be constrained to generate the same surplus (deficit) of revenues? The preferred economic analysis would 

impose no revenue restrictions and would solve any resulting surplus/dclicit problems separately. Any revenue 

restriction will muddy the comparison of the benefits of twopriorities versus onepriority, and will cause the prices to 

differ from the socially optimal level. Further, unlike GSW, CSIÍX model the user demands as inelastic with respect to 

cost; Shenker (l'J'J5) acknowledges the importance ol'elastic demand. 
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These priority prices are "static" in the sense that they do not var)' with the dynamic state of 
the network. There will be times when the network is badly congested and high priority 
users will be paying too litde. Moreover, in contrast with optimal dynamic pricing by facility, 
die CSEZ scheme effectively has a high priority choicer paying a premium at every facility 
even if only some or none are congested. 

Parallel to the research described above, MacKie-Mason and Varian (1995) have proposed a 
different approach to implementing optimal congestion pricing. Radier dian using 
econometric mediods to estimate die social cost of congestion, they propose a mechanism 
in which die users have incentives to state their true willingnesses to pay for faster service. 
This can be accomplished by an incentive-compatible auction [or smart market). 

Suppose diere are a fixed number of jobs that users want processed in a given time interval 
and everyone would like dieir job done sooner than later. In what order should die jobs be 
done? Let each person submit a monetar)' bid for the right to have their job processed. 
Submitted bids are ordered from die largest to the smallest, and the jobs are processed in 
diis order. The price paid by every processed job is the bid of the first job not processed 
during die alloted time inten'al. If all jobs are processed, the price is zero. It is optimal for 
every user to bid die true value of the job no matter what the other users do. T o see diis, 
note diat bidding more will increase your chances of having your job processed only in diose 
cases where die price you pay turns out to be greater than the true value of your job, and 
bidding less will only decrease your chances of having your job processed widiout affecting 
die price you pay. 

MacKie-Mason and Abarían propose that the Internet operators run smart markets for 
packets at every potential site of congestion. Each user includes a bid in die header of every 
packet. The network gateways cany out the sorting at frequent periodic inten'als. Under 
diis scheme, every packet would suffer a one period delay while packets are being queued 
and bids sorted, before proceeding to the normal routing and transmission function. 
Besides diis deadweight loss of time, there are other theoretical and practical problems widi 
diis approach. 

The efficiency properties of die smart market pertain to a static situation in which (1) all 
potential users are present at die auction, and (2) the value of the job is not contingent on 
any odier market. Both of these assumptions arc violated in a dynamic stochastic network. 
First, obsen'e that to work in real time, bidding must be confined to fixed intervals of ¿me; 
hence, jobs that arrive later, even nanoseconds later, have no influence on the current price. 
In contrast, the fully optimal congestion prices depend on the extra delay imposed on all 



future arrivals. This "generational" bias will cause inefficiencies in resource allocation just as 
citizens in a republic may squander natural resources because die unborn cannot vote. 
Second, die value of having a packet transmitted is contingent on having other related 
packets transmitted along diverse padis in the network. N o matter how a user allocates bids 
among die diousands of packets that comprise a single Internet transaction, ex post regret 
will be rampant. Sometimes almost all packets will get through widiout incurring any 
significant charge but the last crucial few will get dropped, so the user will wish die bid had 
been concentrated on the packets that encountered congestion. Other times a few crucial 
packets will get dropped first (but after all others have begun their journey), and die user will 
have wasted bids on die later, now wordiless, packets. Of course, we could imagine an 
elaborate accounting system to ameliorate these probems, or we could imagine a dynamic 
bidding process in which each packet could communicate widi die odiers so as to 
coordinate dieir bids as ever)' packet proceeds through the network. Bodi of these fixes are 
clearly impractical. 

By far die predominant forms of pricing currendy in practice are combinations of 
connection-only and flat-rate pricing. The connection-only fee is usually based on die 
bandwiddi of die user's connection for a contracted period of time, with discounted rates 
for longer term contracts. Recendy, some frame relay networks offer a Committed 
Infomiation Rate (CIR) on top of a low maximum bandwidth connection fee. Users who 
stay widiin the CIR are guaranteed uninterrupted transport sendee, but if they exceed the 
CIR, diey receive best-effort sendee only. 

In addition to diese fixed connection fees, many providers charge a variable fee based on 
active connection time (e.g. A O L and Prodigy). Since there is a positive correlation between 
connection time and bytes transmitted, one could view connection time fees as an indirect 
measure of bandwiddi usage. However, it is important to recognize diat connection time is 
not an accurate measure of bandwidth usage, and it obviously does not discitiriinate between 
a real-time video session and an email session. Plence it does not confront the user widi die 
correct social cost of Iris specific usage. 

Flat-rate pricing consists of a fee for bandwidth usage that does not vary with the level of 
bandwiddi usage nor die current state of congestion. CompuServe offers flat-rate pricing, 
and N e w Zealand and Citile have experimented with flat-rate pricing for their international 
link. 

Since flat-rate pricing is a usage-based scheme, it can potentially improve the efficiency of 
die resource allocation over diat which would prevail under non-usage based schemes. The 
model of GSW could be modified to solve for die best flat-rate prices by imposing diis as a 
feasibility constraint on die optimization problem. Alternatively, die GSW simulation model 
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could be calibrated to represent the time-averaged stochastic flows (over say a month or a 
year) and dien take die time-averaged optimal congestion tolls as an approximation to die 
optimal flat-rate prices. GSW (1995c) did tliis ¿me-averaging of die dynamic prices at each 
server in die network, then imposed diese prices. They found that per-packet prices for 
each server did indeed improve the efficiency of the network, but not nearly to die extent 
achieved by dynamic optimal pricing. 

Part of the reason for the disappoinmig performance of per-packet pricing by server was die 
lack of a component that depends of the size of the "job". Optimal pricing imposes much 
higher prices for large jobs than for small jobs since large jobs would impose 
disproportionately longer delays for the users whose jobs arrive after large jobs. Optimal 
non-linear pricing causes a reallocation away from the large jobs towards die small jobs. 
Plowever, widiin die backbone where packet sizes are standardized (especially ATM), 
shouldn't optimal pricing be a single per-packet fee? The answer is diat die fee should be 
based on the number of contiguous packets at the bottlenecks, which in the GSW 
simulation was at die LAN senders. 

If Internet traffic were fairly uniform - characterized by an average flow with a relatively 
small variance and standard sized non-contiguous packet streams - then a well-coordinated 
layered regional system of flat-rate pricing might achieve much of the maximum attainable 
efficiency. Plowever, Internet traffic is anydiing but uniform. It is characterized by frequent 
irregular bursts of contiguous packets, and the variance in flow tends to increase more dian 
proportional to the average flow. In such an environment, there are huge potential 
efficienq' gains from better resource allocation during and between bursty periods. These 
gains can only be realized by dynamic optimal pricing. 

Wang, Peha and Sirbu (1995) propose a two-part pricing scheme that consists of a flat-rate 
for usage up to a guaranteed bandwidth and an surcharge for best-effort service beyond die 
guaranteed bandwiddi. They solve for profit-maximizing prices radier dian socially optimal 
prices. While they suggest an algorithm for computing their solution (a network-wide fixed-
point), whether it will work in practice is unclear. Using net user benefits as the objective 
radier dian profits, one could solve for socially optimal two-part prices. Plowever, since die 
price paid for bandwiddi usage is independent of the state of congestion in the network, diis 
scheme will not provide die necessary incentives for efficient usage. 

A classification of services and assignment of priorities to those classes has been proposed 
whereby individual users are asked to voluntarily choose the appropriate classification. Tliis 
choice would be recorded in die Type of Sendee field of the IP header, but prices would not 
depend on the choice. The effectiveness of tliis scheme would depend on each user 
selecting the correct category, even though they have clear incentives to always choose the 



class associated widi die highest priority. Recognizing tliis incentive compatibility problem, 
it is suggested diat occassional inspection of the packet streams and T O S field coupled widi 
penalties for false classification could be used to enforce compliance. Plowever, it is not 
clear how such an inspection/enforcement system would be implemented nor how effective 
it would be. Odiers [e.g. Kelly (1995)] have proposed that optimal prices could be posted 
but not charged, and diat diese "virtual" prices could act as guidelines that induce users to 
modify dieir demands voluntarily to bring about an efficient allocation of network resources. 

We believe it is extremely naive to assume that individual users will act in die best interest of 
die whole system when that conflicts with their private interests. Tragedies of die commons 
are very real phenomena, and the Internet could become another tragedy. 

The ownership structure of the network determines die kinds of public policies diat are 
pertinent in die obvious sense diat widi public ownership pricing policies could be imposed 
direcdy, while widi private ownership regulator)' policies are needed to influence pricing. In 
eidier case, we highly recommend simulation studies of alternative public policies before 
implementation. 

The simulation model of GSW is a first step towards developing an adequate model of die 
Internet for policy research. That model captures the network hardware and basic services, 
but must be extended to include ownership status, proprietary information services and for-
profit service providers, and information brokers. Widi each of diese levels, a pricing 
structure must be specified diat could include bandwiddi fees for servers and brokers, access 
fees and secure access code/protocols for user classes, and usage fees based on workload 
and priority class. These intertwined pricing structures must be coupled widi an 
accounting/collection system diat is cost-effective. 

Pricing and performance (delay) data must be available to users. In a non-cooperative 
private market, entrepreneurs are likely to collect tliis data and make it available (for a fee). 
The présense of pricing structures will create significant incentives for the development of 
software (such as smart agents) to use tliis information to minimize the acquisition costs of 
sendees for individual users. Competitive pressures will force brokers to provide effective 
decision support sendees. 

The frequency and timing of price changes will be important, but we have tittle a priori 
grounds for predicting diese characteristics. For instance, will a leader emerge that sets 
prices first, widi odier (smaller) players following? Will players post prices simultaneously or 
sequentially (what order) as in Maskin and Tiróle (1988)? Alternative regimes will need to be 
studied to deteiTnine die effectiveness of specific polices as a function of the price/timing 
regime. 



Game dieory, on die one hand, appears to be ideally suited to studying diis market game. 
Unfortunately, classic game dieory has virtually no predictive power in diis complex dynamic 
environment. As illustrated in die previous section, even an extremely simplified 
competitive network model may have no pure-strategy non-cooperative equilibrium. On 
die odier hand, permitting intertemporal strategies unlcaches die "Folk Theorms" of game 
theory which say diat virtually any behavior is possible.51 A more promising approach is 
evolutionary game dieory,54 in which players are endowed widi computable decision 
processes ranging from simple mies to sophisticated strategic drinking and who learn from 
experience. 

What will players assume about user expectations of waiting times? Will die player's models 
of users incorporate user forecasting based on published reports, past observations and 
expectations, and current posted prices? Will players assume that other players will continue 
their past pricing unchanged, or will diey attempt to anticipate how die odier players will 
react to recent experience, observed prices, and network stams? What time horizon will 
players use in forecasting and choosing dieir strategies? How quickly will players adjust dieir 
prices (or how long is a "period")? These are but a few of the crucial issues diat must be 
addressed in building a model for public policy analysis. 

The economic stakes are sufficienti)' Itigli so undoubtedly considerable private research will 
be devoted to devising profitable strategies for die real game. We are interested in 
anticipating how die real players might behave, and what public policies should be adopted 
to protect die common resource aspect of die Internet. A central research agenda item 
would be to determine what (if any) dynamically stable strategies arise. Simulation is die only 
practical way to pursue diis question. 

During such simulation runs, profits, delay costs, net benefits and efficiency losses can be 
measured. Alternative public policies concerning price regulation, taxation, vertical and 
horizontal mergers can be incorporated into die model and simulation runs can be used to 
determine die impacts. Does die policy tend to stabilize or destabilize die system? Wiio are 
die winners and who are die losers? Are capital investment incentives distorted or 
corrected? 

We have provided a critical survey of a number of proposals for pricing Internet transport 
services. As a benchmark for comparing diese proposals, we began with die optimal 
dynamic priority pricing proposal of GSW, since it conies closest to the theoretical ideal. 
GSW have used simulation modeling to argue diat their approach is practical, so why should 

53 1-ncdman, 1971; I'udenberg and Maskin, 1'JH6; Abreu, 1988; and Dutta, 1991. 

54 l-'or example, see van Damme, 1991; Mailath, 1992; and Stahl, 1993. 



that not be everyone's first choice? Putting aside die regretably many criticisms due to 
misunderstandings of die GSW proposal, legitmate questions can be raised about die 
administrative costs of implementing their scheme and die lack of smart agent software to 
perform die vital functions.55 Widiout die latter, users may strongly object to die uncertainty 
and fluctuations of dynamic prices. Stepped-pricing by facility was introduced in diis paper 
as a simplified approximation to dynamic optimal pricing tiiat might be much easier to 
implement in die near term. By making users face die approximate social cost of usage, it 
would provide much better incentives for efficient resource allocation dian any odier 
scheme such as flat-rate pricing. The two serious shortcomings of flat-rate pricing are its 
inability to (1) discourage demand during times of congestion, and (2) redirect demand away 
from congested servers. 

Smart markets, which are efficient mechanisms for resource allocation in static 
environments, lose dieir efficiency properties in stochastic dynamic environments. 
Furdiermore, in a network, a user's value associated widi one packet depends on what is 
happening to all odier packets of die user throughout the network, and diere appears to be 
no practical way to adapt smart markets to such a network environment in real time. 

The goal of public policy should be to promote the full realization of die potential benefits 
of die network for die society as a whole. In a country where the entire network is owned 
and operated by a government entity, diat entity could (and should) direcdy impose die best 
approximation to socially optimal pricing as is feasible. In countries widi privatized 
networks, we know very litde about how die private market will preform, but it is unlikely 
diat socially optimal pricing will prevail. To prevent a tragedy of the commons, a well-
designed effective public policy (such as regulation and/or taxation) will be required. 
However, we strongly recommend simulation studies of alternative public policies before 
dieir implementation. 

We have a current project to develop prototypes of these smart agents. 
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CHAPTER 3 



C hanges in die structures and processes widiin and between organisations, and the 
advent of new forms of business entity, are altering die relationships between 
organisations. In diis chapter, die various aspects of such organisational and 
inter-organisational impacts of die introduction of Information and 

Communication Technologies (ICTs) and die proliferation of electronic transactions are 
explored. 

Alain Dumort examines whedier ICTs can foster a new wave of products and services 
capable of sustaining lasting growdi and job creation and under what social conditions. He 
begins by discussing die uncertainties surrounding die impact of information infrastructures 
on employment and die need to base analysis on long-term assessments. He refers in 
particular to die so-called 'network effect of ICTs,wltich can help diffuse productivity gains, 
improve firms' market reach and multiply benefits across the entire economy, including job 
creation in die longer term. However, despite die creation of jobs in die most dynamic and 
largely liberalised sectors of die telecommunications market (e.g. mobile communications 
and value-added services), diere is no guarantee diat die benefits of telecommunications 
liberalisation and increased competitiveness will compensate for die negative direct impacts 
of rationalisation and of labour productivity increases achieved mainly dirough die 
substitution of labour with capital in die former telecommunications monopolies. He 
argues diat job creation across die economy is also dependent on BPR and on a significant 
overhaul of business strategies and socio-economic structures. He concludes diat die first 
priority for governments must be to create a favourable legal, technical and financial 
environment including die adaptation of labour and social security legislation to allow greater 
flexibility, die promotion of adequate training and technological awareness for employees, 
and die launch of catalytic pilot experiments which can help boost the supply and demand 
for advanced communications services. 

Using die results of an extensive OECD survey of firms of different sizes and from a range 
of industrial sectors, Georges Femé discusses how organisations are achieving significant 
improvements in performance dirough ICT usage. The effects of economic recession, new 
forms of competition and changing patterns of demand mean diat firms are increasingly 
turning to ICTs and flexible manufacturing systems as key enablers in die re-organisation 
and rationalisation of business and production processes to achieve ever higher levels of 
productivity, flexibility and customisation. Coordination of ICT adoption was recognised as 
a crucial factor in achieving effective integration of new technologies, but often encountered 
only limited success due to institutional rigidities. In the services sector, significant 
adjustments in administrative processes have been achieved through computerisation of 
marketing and management. In some cases (in particular banking and insurance) die Itigli 
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productivity gains achieved in diese information-intensive sectors made it possible to retain 
the workforce at the cost of massive training and re-ttaining efforts. In terms of effects on 
employment, despite evidence from die case studies which demonstrates diat ICTs per se 
have not caused lay-offs when corporate policies promoted training and adaptation, there 
was widespread feeling diat technological solutions provided a substitute to job creation and 
made it easier to reduce staff and liberate resources required for investments, diough new 
employment has been generated in some cases by outsourcing. Those most affected by job 
reductions tend to be the administrative personnel and middle-management The economic 
recession is considered die major factor in job suppressions, but ICT have made it possible 
not to create new jobs when expansion resumed. Femé also notes diat die die introduction 
of ICT applications by government agencies can have a knock-on effect on dieir private 
partners, generating informatisation tiiroughout die economic and social fabric. 

Yurnso Imamwa's research, based on a number of case studies, focuses on die Japanese 
experience of BPR which has required significant structural reform of die Japanese economy 
using ICT, dramatic changes in traditional Japanese corporate management systems, and 
deregulation measures. However, die employment effects of BPR in Japan have been less 
dramatic dian elsewhere since Japanese management has been keen to maintain employment 
levels to achieve "common value" among employees dirough long-term contracts. BPR is 
implemented in order to reduce production costs by reducing time and materials and coping 
widi changing market needs. Imamura reports how the NKK Steel Corporation envisages 
using die Internet for die purchase of raw materials enabling diem to establish just-in-time 
systems for steel materials and to optimise the level of raw material inventory and stabilise 
die product supply. Imamura reports diat Yokogaiva Electric was able to reduce its stock term 
by diree mondis to 16 days by re-engineering its information systems. They effectively 
introduced network-based computing to improve communications between sales, R&D and 
production and to establish a cost-efficient production management system. Imamura's case 
studies serve to demonstrate diat wliilst die positive impacts on employment are less 
evident, BPR using ICT has lead to clear improvements in productivity which can revitalise 
the economy, giving rise to growdi and new business opportunities. He emphasises diese 
benefits radier dian exploring die impacts on employment which, as Ferne points out, may 
take considerably more time to be felt, especially in cases where ICT adoption has not been 
accompanied by appropriate BPR measures, or die latter have come up against institutional 
obstacles. 

Ian Courtney illustrates how telecommunication technologies have drastically changed 
business practices in die banking sector in the UK. He discusses die changes in die retan 
banking sector in terms of re-structuring of the industry, changes in work patterns and skill 
requirements, and how banks have identified die use of die telephone and ICTs as a means 
to reduce costs whilst mamtaining high levels of customer service. He describes how the re
structuring of retail banking in die UK following de-regulation of die financial services 
sector in 1986 gave rise, on die one hand, to diversification in die range of services offered 
by banks (e.g. insurance, mortgages, etc.) which was necessary to increase income levels and, 
on die odier hand, a dramatic programme of cost reductions involving die re-organisation 
of die local banking network into satellite banking groups and die closure of local branches. 
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litis clustering has enabled management and supervisory functions to cover a much wider 
customer catchment area. Another consequence has been the complete re-stxucturing of 
employment in die banking sector with a considerable drop in permanent staff (9% decline 
in full-time male employment between 1986 and 1993), a significant increase in part-time 
employment (12 000 increase in part-time employees between 1986 and 1993) and die 
introduction of 'flexible' contracts. Courtney illustrates how the use of ICTs as a medium 
for sendee provision has facilitated diis process widi reference to the First Direct bank case 
which involves intensive use of ICTs. In terms of recruitment requirements, he notes tiiat 
emphasis is being placed on behavioural (personality) skills and die ability to be adaptable 
and flexible in response to changing working practices, rather dian on specific banking skills. 

Ranald Richardson examines die organisational and spatial changes in employment 
opportunities occurring in die office-based sendee sector as a result of developments in ICT. 
Using a number of case studies (British Airways, Quarterdeck, international, and Hoskyns Group 
pic) he illustrates how telephony is being used today as an important strategic business tool, 
particularly in die area of customer sendees, which can be delivered more cost-effectively via 
die telephone. In die case of British .Airways, distribution and mediation costs have been 
dramatically reduced as booking and enquiry operations are being brought in-house widi a 
focus on direct (tele)sales. One of die most significant effects observed is die increase in die 
locational flexibility of firms. By allowing production to be separated from consumption, die 
use of ICTs has enabled many firms to seek out locations in regions where production costs, 
particularly labour costs, are low, and dien 'export' sendees to more wealdiy regions, creating 
employment and investment opportunities in peripheral regions widi often Itigli rates of 
unemployment. Richardson also shows how die introduction of teleservices is giving rise to 
horizontal and vertical integration processes as firms cut out intermediaries and place 
diemselves 'closer to die customer'. However, die emergence of new specialist dtird party 
telesendce firms is leading to a counter-trend towards the blurring of sectoral boundaries as 
call centre workers handle customers from a range of different sectors. Richardson cites die 
increased routittisation and standardisation of front office and customer service functions as 
a key factor driving die introduction of telesendces, observing that these functions, which 
are now being supported by die telephone, are being concentrated into "call centres" located 
at one or a few sites radier dian at multiple branch offices close to die customer as was the 
case in die past. 

Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) using die existing network is already established today as 
the major vehicle for commercial transactions in some industry sectors. However, open 
networks such as die Internet are now becoming another space for commercial activity not 
only for business to business activities but also for direct transactions between businesses 
and consumers. Electronic transactions are beginning to have a significant impact on the 
structure of organisations and industry. The increasing demand for electronic transaction 
practices is also creating the momentum for die growth of the network infrastrucmre itself. 
Laurent Guile argues diat die use of electronic transactions for commercial purposes will be 
die key (drivers of demand for advanced communication networks. He compares the 
broadband requirements of transaction sendees with diose of TV-like entertainment 
services. He argues diat TV service requirements can be met by cable TV, hertzien, and 
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satellite networks which are dramatically cheaper to use than the telephone network. From 
diese observations Gille concludes that commercial electronic transactions, radier dian 
home entertainment services, will drive demand for broadband networks. He observes diat 
transaction-based (data exchange) services are on die increase due to an evolution in demand 
from products to integrated services or "packages", leading also to the development of 
intermediation and die emergence of new intermediaries in an increasingly globalized 
market. Integrated sendees are based on transaction process centres (IPCs) able to instandy 
process and transmit Itigli volumes (capacity) of data in a variety of formats using intelligent 
network functions. 

Maintaining growdi and proliferation of electronic ttansactions is subject to die introduction 
of reliable and operational payment schemes on the open network, in particular die Internet. 
Kertji Ito carries out a review of the available technologies and systems such as 'DigiCash' 
and the 'e-cash' system (based on die setdement of accounts via die Internet), 'CyberCash', 
'First Virtual', and 'Mondex' (smart card-based), as well as looking at various adaptations of 
existing financial systems such as telecom billing systems, encrypted credit cards, and credit 
card-based intermediary sendees. He considers some of the key requirements of such 
systems in terms of security, convenience, and cost, which differ according to die network 
environment - closed (e.g. American Online, etc.) or open (e.g. Internet). In die open 
network environment, the payment system should ensure security (e.g. dirough encryption) 
and provide individuals widi IDs that make mutual confirmation of identification possible. 
On die odier hand, on closed networks where individual users make a contract to use die 
network, payments are only made between a gateway sendee provider (i.e. network-
operator), member consumers and member IPs. 

It has been argued diat, in die absence of major advances in the techniques available to 
secure networks, electronic commerce will fail to expand globally to encompass all sectors of 
die economy. Robin Mamsell claims diat the security of information systems is the 
organisational issue. In die future it is expected that a variety of means of encryption, 
audientication, public-key cryptography box and reliable certification procedures will offer 
real hope of extending private networks into the public domain. Ms. Mansell argues diat 
diis hope is unlikely to be fulfilled in the absence of widespread changes in institutional 
practice. Issues of security and privacy in advanced network environments are as such 
matters of management, social ethics and public policy as they are matters of technology. 
Many of die key problems and debates are concerned widi the institutionalised means of 
establishing and maintaining trust relationships among those involved in information 
exchanges and electronic transactions. A wide range of social, economic and political issues 
surround encryption debates. She argues diat die outcomes of these debates, and diose in 
odier countries, will shape die environment in which new legislative and regulator}' 
conditions emerge. Ms. Mansell reviews developments in the use of a range of technical 
means of securing advanced information and communication networks and assesses their 
implications from die perspective of suppliers and users of applications. The paper is based 
on recent research which assesses the economic and social impact of moves to implement 
open generic network environments for business transactions and electronic commerce. 
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The institutional implications of the expansion of electronic commerce are also considered 
by Takashi Uchida. Faced widi the fact that a kev feature of electronic commerce is diat it 
is not confined to national boundaries, his paper focuses on the provision of an international 
institutional environment for electronic transactions. His analysis is based on diree types of 
electronic commerce which he identifies as: closed E D I or electronic transactions associated 
widi closed networks between specific corporations (e.g. manufacturer and retailer); open 
E D I , whereby corporations can select transaction partners from a range of unspecified 
corporations widiin a network (e.g. worldwide raw material procurement in manufacturing); 
and consumer transactions occurring widiin a network (e.g. Internet-based and electronic 
mall-type consumer transactions). Among the issues identified by Ucltida are die problems 
associated with audientication, the standardisation of communication and business 
protocols, and damage attribution. However, the borderless character of open network 
transactions means that measures to deal with such disputes adopted by individual countries 
are hardly appropriate. Ucltida suggests that in addition to exchanging information on die 
content of laws in individual countries, a forum needs to be established in which to debate 
die unification of standards. Finally, Ucltida discusses the issues raised by the arrival of 
completely new transactional techniques such as the electronic negotiable instrument (e.g. 
electronic bills of lading, which are already at the trial stage) and electronic money. Ucltida 
argues in favour of die establishment of international fora in which to debate an appropriate 
response to diese extremely complex issues. 

Direct contacts between producers, consumers and users will become commonplace as die 
popularity of electronic commerce rises. However, J irø Kokuryo challenges die popular 
notion that electronic commerce removes the need for "middlemen" and argues in favour of 
die 'business platform' model. In his paper, Kokuryo, presents his research into the role of 
intermediaries or platform businesses in electronic commerce in the context of open 
computer networks, such as the Internet. His dieory is based on the observation that die 
increased opportunity for transactions between formerly unknown trading partners increases 
die need for intermediaries. He explains that intermediaries have an important role to play 
in matching buyers and sellers who do not know each other and therefore have no basis of 
trust. Kokuryo identifies a range of key functions for intermediaries in die electronic 
marketplace: (1) provision of a partner-search function; (2) creation of trust among trading 
partner; (3) evaluation of economic value; (4) provision of standardized interfaces; and (5) 
integration of functions. According to Kokuryo, these functions would be performed by 
"platform businesses". He notes diat business platforms have a role to play in cases where 
firms need to make ad-hoc electronic ttansactions with a formerly unknown ttade partner by 
creating a situation in which all trade partners have prior contractual relations with die 
platform business if not direcdy with eachother. A number of impacts of platform 
businesses and open computer networks were considered in the context of two Japanese 
case studies. One of the key impacts is that die creation of global relationships via computer 
networks and the rising cost of domestic procurement is prompting Japanese firms to 
review their traditional policy of maintaining exclusive networks of local vendors and 
distributors, known as keiretsu "closed network of firms". 
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European Commission 

In die past, the development of water, transport and energy infrastructures deeply modified 
die patterns of socio-economic development and growth in Europe. The same is happening 
today widi the deployment of information infrastructures (or information superhighways) 
which consist of advanced communication networks delivering at a high-speed new 
interactive multimedia services. Tliis phenomenon will have far-reaching consequences as 
regards qualitative changes in die organisation of all human activities, whedier in die 
professional, private or institutional sphere, dius leading to the emergence of a new model of 
socio-economic development referred to as die "information society". 

From an economic standpoint, the development of information infrastructures is generating 
economies of scale and scope5" which, through the elasticity of offer and demand5'·1, will 
progressively modify manufacturing processes, consumption patterns and the societal 
modalities of wealdi redistribution. This spread-out effect across die entire economy is 

~*c' The opinions expressed in this article do not necessarily reflect the Ieuropean Gimmission's official point of view 
57 With the assistance of Denis Baresch, H.C.-lXl XIII 
18 Kconomics of scale are factors allowing for the reduction of production costs per unit in relation to market size; 
economies of scope are factors allowing for the diversification of production with no proportional increase of costs. 
19 Price-elasticity refers to the correlation between price and demand for a specific product; wage-elasticity refers to 
the correlation between households' income and their demand lor a given product. 
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known as die principle of economic externalities. The resulting productivity gains are 
expected to stimulate investment and consumption. 

Tliis dynamic process is taking place against the background of globalisation and 
liberalisation of die \vorld's economy which, from a European point of view, bodi 
increases competitive pressure from die outside and opens up new market opportunities 
abroad. 

The overall assessment of diis socio-economic revolution can only be done in die long-term 
and by taking fully into account the uncertainties entailed by economic forecasts. Hence, die 
full effect on growdi and employment of the deployment of a new generation of 
mfrastructurcs has to be measured over at least a per iod of 15 years''". 

While diere is no doubt diat information infrastructures will boost global wealdi, dieir 
impact on employment remains uncertain. However, past experience shows diat any 
important technological leap results in die destruction of redundant professions and tasks 
while at the same time prompting the appearance of new activities and jobs, bodi direcdy 
through die emergence of new products or sendees and indirectly through the dissemination 
of productivity gains throughout die economy. 

The key ques t i»« then is whe the r informatio« and cammurtícatíofii» t echno log ies 
pCTs) c a n and will foster a pew w a v e of p roduc ts and se rv ices c a p a b l e of 
sus ta in ing last ing growth ana Job creat ion as was the case in die past for instance widi 
TV sets or household appliances. 

The massive computerisation and automation of businesses launched in die 
restructuring impact leading to competitive gains mosdy through die substitution of capital 
to human labour. But given dieir strong economic externalities, ICTs are likely to have a 
more positive macro-economic impact than stand-alone information technologies (ITs). 

The so called "network effect" in particular differentiates ICTs from ITs. Indeed, die 
network effect of new on-line multimedia products and sendees allows to remove 
constraints of time and space both as regards market reach, the localisation of production 
and die dissemination of innovation, thus leading to a multiplying effect across die entire 
economy. For small and medium-sized cnteiprise (SMEs) for instance, which play a leading 
role in temis of wealdi and job creation widi over 65'/» of European employment, die 
network effect will enable diem to expand beyond their traditional - usually local or regional 
- markets. 

Yet diere is no guarantee diat the network effect combined with die positive indirect impact 
on employment of die liberalisation of telecommunications (through lower prices leading to 
higher consumption as well as die stimulation of innovation, investment and die emergence 
of new services) and the greater overall competitiveness triggered by the penetration of ICTs 
in all businesses will compensate both die negative direct impact of the rationalisation of 

"'Telecommunications and Growth": Ceronm, Gillcran, I Icrbcrt, 1-cwitski, 'Telecommunications Policy, December 1993. 
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former telecommunications monopolies and the increase of die productivity of labour in all 

sector of die economy achieved mainly through the substitution of human labour widi 

capital. 

The fundamental paradox today is that of an economy that creates more wealdi dian ever 

before but fosters recordhigh unemployment levels, thus questioning die capacity of our 

competitionoriented and technologically sophisticated production system to create a 

sufficient amount of stable jobs61. Furdiemiore, the place and role of work itself are 

questioned'·
2 
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The evolution of tasks and qualifications increasingly puts lessqualified workers at a 

disadvantage and increases "technological unemployment". At die same time, more 

productivity gains will be achieved dirough yet more cuts in the workforce. But mere re

engineering and outsourcing seldom pays off in die absence of a sound enterprise strategy 

which also includes a social dimension. Hence, businesses who only rely on job cuts to boost 

productivity often have difficulties to respond to fastchanging markets due to a shortage 

and poor management of human resources. 

ICTs do indeed prompt the adjustment of work organisations towards greater flexibility 

and decentralisation as well as flatter hierarchies, thus modifying the nature of work 

relations. A striking example is teleworking, whether at home or in telecentres, which is 

likely to affect a worker's identification widi his or her employer since work isn't related to a 

specific place (office or factory) anymore. Teleworking at home also blurs die strict 

separation line between work and private life, a trend which is furdier reinforced by die 

progressive decline of fixed working schedules. 

ICTs are also likely to reinforce die trend which appeared in die 1970s towards increased 

flexibility and precariousness. Yet greater flexibility while avoiding precariousness can be 

achieved dirough die adaptation of the legal framework governing relations between 

employers and employees. 

Automation of the most labour intensive and repetitive tasks could also contribute to the 

development of a more qualifying and gratifying work environment Tliis, however, 

requires diat employees, in particular the lessqualified ones, are offered adequate taining 

opportunities to adapt to die new work organisation and be able to perform new tasks. 

61 "Work for All or Mass Unemployment"  Chris Freeman and l.uc Socle, Pinter Publishers, 1994; "Technologic, 

Kmploi et Productivité"  O K C D / D S T l . 1994, 1995. 

62 Numerous essays and conferences have addressed the issue, for instance: "Quel Avenir pour Ie 'Travail en 

Kuropc"  Carrefour de l.uud. Octobre 1995, "L'Avenir du 'Travail"  Revue Iesprit, AugustSeptember 1995; 

"Rethinking Work"  K.ric Briton, Kcopla,, 1994. 



So far, die structural adjustment which is taking place in the informationrelated sectors, i.e. 

telecommunications, computers, consumer electronics and content, has led to important job 

cuts. Public telecommunications operators for instance have axed 7.5% of dieir workforce 

between 1982 and 1992ω. The liberalisation of the European telecommunications sector in 

1998 is fostering yet anodier structural adjustment which is likely to have a furdier negative 

impact on die sector's employment. 

There is also a threat of job délocalisation. While the transfer of manufacturing to 

economically lessadvanced countries where the workforce is cheaper and social and 

environmental legislation less constraining is common knowledge, there is less focus on die 

délocalisation of services and nonmaterial tasks. Yet tliis is routinely done by European or 

US firms for data acquisition, insurance services or airline booking in countries who have 

cheaper yet qualified workers such as India, die Philippines or die Caribbean. 

But die risk of délocalisation should not be overestimated as the cost of labour is not the 

determinant c iteria of competitiveness for a growing number of activities in the 

knowledge economy. Indeed, cultural proximity between die employer, its increasingly 

qualified employees and die clients is essential for tailormade products and services. 

In die framework of an appropriate environment, in particular as regards die qualification of 

workers and die availability of public sendees as well as transport and communications 

infrastructures, ICTs can also contribute to re-localise jobs in Europe. That concerns 

bodi new sendees and traditional industries dianks to productivity gains and die network 

effect'4 

At die end of die day, employment seems to be the fundamental stake of the global 

information society, both as regards the amount of created jobs and their "quality". 

Tliis dimension can not be entirely left to the invisible hand of the market. Hence, political 

decisionmakers cannot spare the quick launch of an indepth prospective reflection on die 

future of work, especially as regards its content, duration, distribution, modalities and 

societal role65. 

w The figure takes into account the jobs created m the area ol new telecommunications services, for instance 

mobile telephony. OKCD, December 1995. 

64 'The ¡OINT Study (see reference next page) mentions the example of TOPCOM, a Kreuch company specialised 

in the telemarketing of herbal and cosmetic products. 'This marketing method has multiplied the sale of products by a 

ratio of one to five compared with traditional mail orders. As a result, five new jobs created m relation to the 

"immaterial" generate one new job in manufacturing. 

fo "I.e Travail dans vingt ans"  Report of the Commission chaired by lean Boissonnat and prepared by the T'rench 

Commissariat Cenerai du Plan, Documentation Française, 1995 
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Direct job creation in the short to medium-term is already talting place but probably at a 
slower pace dian was initially expected. Tliis results from the interdependence of die 
multimedia market widi odier markets. 

As regards the interdependence with publishing and audiovisual, a study realised in 1994 
by "Recruit Multimedia" in Britain stresses that 60% of firms in the content sector convert 
existing products to die multimedia format. Tliis suggests that die multimedia sector may, at 
least in the short term, recruit people more by transfer than by actually creating new jobs. 

In die telecommunications industry, die setting up, management and maintenance of 
networks requires highly-qualified workers. This concerns equipment manufacturing 
(switches and optical fibre), software production (conception, development and updating) 
and network engineering. In spite of expanding markets, equipment manufacturers suffer 
from growing competition, the resulting diminution of margins of profit, and a Itigli 
substitution of labour widi capital. As regards software, the rate of product replacement is 
Itigli (one year in average) and die possibility of achieving productivity gains by substituting 
capital to labour more limited, a situation which is more favourable to employment. 

New jobs are mostiy being created in the most dynamic segments of the 
telecommunications market which have already been largely liberalised, in particular 
mobile telephony, satellite communications, value-added sendees for multinational 
corporations, etc. These jobs are a direct result of the emergence of new services and the 
intensification of competition. 

Many jobs are also expected to be created in sectors whose fast growtii is direcdy triggered 
by die convergence of the information-related industries. So far, diis trends can mosdy 
be witnessed in die USA widi a rapidly emerging "copyright" industry (software, audiovisual, 
electronic publishing), which already constitutes a important pole of activity and job 
creation, and die production of digitised content. 

In the medium term, the growing transmission capacity of communicat ions 
networks is likely to boost activity and employment by opening up new ways of 
offering sendees widi no geographical limits. Telematic networks could for instance offer 
European public sendees an opportunity to sell their know-how and expertise in odier 
countries, for instance in Eastern and Central Europe6''. 

Two recent French studies confimi die driving effect on the economy of the deployment of 
infomiation infrastructures. The Théry Report'7 considers that the revenue of 
communications traffic will generate a threefold revenue in on-line sendees. As for the 

'·'' "|ob Opportunities in New Tele-Activities" (JOINT Study) · CKSIA. 199d.(Rcport for the K.C. DO XIII) 
r'7 "Les Autoroutes de l'Information" - Ministerial repon of (i. 'Théry. Documentation Française, 1994 



Breton Report'", it emphasises diat the amount of jobs created in France in connection to 
new on-line sendees could range from 170,000 to 370,000 at the horizon 2005. Yet some of 
diese new jobs would in fact correspond to transfers. 

The dissemination throughout the economy of Itigli productivity gains fostered by ICTs will 
also indirectly generate new jobs in all sectors of activity in the longer term. The 
macro-economic effects of information infrastructures has been evaluated in some 
countries. The US Administration for instance estimates that the implementation of its 
National Information Infrastructure (Nil) plans in the context of telecommunications 
liberalisation6'' will result in an additional 0.5% growth per year and die creation of over 3 
million jobs by 2005. In Japan, die Ministry of Posts and Telecommunications claims diat 
die use of broadband networks in all sectors of the economy will lead to die creation of 
about 2.4 million new jobs by 2010. 

The forecasts of diese government reports might prove a bit overblown as they are based on 
optimistic economic growdi scenarios and may be mainly oriented towards sending a strong 
political message. Plowever, the capacitv of advanced communications services to create new 
activities and jobs was confirmed at European level by a report commissioned by die 
European Commission which comprises case studies in Austria, France, Germany and die 
UK70. It suggests diat under certain conditions - proper re-engineering of business structure 
and overhaul of business strateg)' -, on-line sendees can foster the creation of jobs across die 
economy. 

Even if die creation of new jobs is expected to progressively compensate die destruction of 
jobs in the medium to long-term, there remains the prospect of a job deficit in the short to 
medium-term. Furthermore, as a result of the redundancy of certain professions and tasks, 
most new information-related jobs will not be created where the old jobs have been 
destroyed, hence die crucial challenge of readapting laid-off workers. 

This means diat the mutation of the productive system bears a socio-economic cost. 
It will be up to government to minimise this cost and render it socially bearable. Steps 
must dierefore be taken to facilitate die transition from die old employment system to die 
new one. But bandaging die wound with unemployment benefits is not enough. A priority 
must be to speed up the transition from one system to the other so that we enter the 
job creating phase as quickly as possible. 

Furthemiore, positive measures must be taken to stimulate die creation of jobs dirough 
sectorial support mechanisms and incentives. A wider offer of training schemes will also 

flK "Les 'Téléservices en France: Quels Marchés pour les Autoroutes de l'Information" - Oovcrnmcnt report of 
'Thierry Breton, Documentation Française, 1994. 
w 'The new LIS 'Telecommunications Act was adopted on February <S, I99fi. 
7,1 Report on "Iemployment 'Trends related to the Use of Advanced 'Technologies" - 'Tele Danmark, PRKST, ITA, 
1995, shows that the use of telematics has allowed to create jobs in some Danish economic sectors in recession, for 
instance textile, clothing, paper production and publishing. 



play a crucial role in helping people adapt to die new jobs. So will support to alternative 
activities71 such as community services as well as environment and public interest works. 

4* Professional små Social Ciualificatïorts 

A key trend in die European job market is the growing level of required qualifications. 
In addition, die vast majority of jobs in manufacturing and services now require basic 
computer skills while as much as one third of positions in manufacturing necessitate 
advanced computing knowledge. 

Whatever the considered sector, die introduction of ICTs in die workplace will modify roles 
and competencies, dius leading to a reconfiguration of all activities, whedier at die 
management, manufacturing or marketing level. The introduction of advanced services will 
require die combination of new skills and qualifications, including adaptability, polyvalence, 
critical dunking, communication, conceptualisation, technical and intellectual processing of 
information, autonomy and team work. 

These skills form a core of social qualifications which will progressively gain momentum 
over technical and specialised qualifications, even diough the latter will still remain a key 
factor of professional integration. 

Training systems must take these new requirements into account by emphasising die 
human relation dimension, in particular by teaching collaborative work in groups or over the 
network, die capacity to analyse and understand user needs, and die development of critical 
dunking. Just as essential is die capacity to rapidly locate and exploit relevant information 
and die ability to acquire new skills and know-how on a life-long basis. 

Past industrial mutations show diat die economies who adapt the more readily to die new 
technology also enjoy die greatest benefits. Adaptation refers in particular to die quick 
deployment of die infrastrucmre underpinned by the new technolog}' as well as die overhaul 
of die manufacturing process, consumption patterns and the modalities of wealdi 
redistribution. This suggests diat boosting growth and employment will depend on 

71 White Paper on "Orowth, Competitiveness, Kmploymcnt - 'The Challenges and Ways Fonvard into the 21st 
Century" - pAiropcan Commission, 1993. 
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Europe's ability to carry out a continued adaptation of its socio-economic structures 
to the fast evolving technologies72. 

The take-off of die new ICT market in Europe will result from a collective effort focusing 
on key technical, legal and financial factors, as well as life-long training and die launch of 
experiments in real conditions. 

The first priority is to create a favourable legai, technical and financiai environment. 

The creation by January 1, 1998 of a new telecommunications environment in die 
European Union will remove a key obstacle to die rapid deployment of advanced networks 
and services. Its first pillar will be die liberalisation of infrastructures and sendees which will 
trigger private sector investment in die deployment of infrastructure as well as competition 
amongst incumbent companies and newcomers which will foster a greater offer of services, 
lower prices and higher quality. Its second pillar will be the setting up of a regulatory 
framework introducing a sufficient level of market harmonisation, for instance as regards 
interoperability of services, iiiterconnectivity of networks, licensing procedures and 
standards. 

This new regulatory framework will also emphasise die social dimension, especially as 
regards access of all European citizens to die infomiation superhighway dirough universal 
service and a balanced deployment of infrastructures diroughout die Union's territory to 
promote socio-economic cohesion amongst all regions. Other important issues which will 
be addressed include die protection of personal data and privacy, system security and 
integrity, die protection of copyrights and intellectual property rights, and the adaptation of 
media ownership to convergence. 

As regards labour and social security legislation, it will have to be adapted on die basis of 
a close concertation between employers and worker representatives to allow for greater 
work flexibility while avoiding discriminations in terms of income, social protection and 
precariousness. 

A special emphasis must be placed on improving innovation systems as a nation's 
capacity to innovate as well as assimilate and exploit innovation largely detenriines its 
economic development and its ability to create jobs. The focus here must be on SMEs 
which, unlike big corporations, often lack awareness of die latest innovations, the ability to 
access it and exploit it as well as die capacity to diemselves innovate. 

The second priority ss to promote adequate training anö technological awareness of 
employées. 

Europe suffers from a severe shortage of certain categories of highly-qualified 
personnel. An adequate number of ICT specialists must therefore quickly be trained. 

"Kmployment, Unemployment" - OKCD, 1994. 
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Unfortunately, while expertise exists, training is often too expensive. Economies of scale 
could be achieved at Community level by interconnecting companies and training 
organisations. 

As regards SMEs' access to teleservices and distance training, it could be improved by 
die intervention of a new layer of "intermediary professions" capable of analysing dieir 
needs and orienting dieir demand towards an appropriate offer of sendees. 

The promotion of life-long training and the reconversion of workers could help foster a 
positive attitude of workers towards technological progress and changes in die workplace, 
dius leading to a more qualifying and gratifying working environment, reducing 
technological unemployment and boosting competitiveness. 

As broad consensus emerges across die industrialised world on die necessity to broaden 
access to life-long education and training for everybody, die Commission published in 
December 1995 a White Paper entided "Teaclting and learning - Towards die Cognitive 
Society" which proposes ways dirough which institutions involved into die provision of 
education and totining in Europe could furdier diis goal. 

The third priority concerns the launch ef pilot experiments. 

A dynamic of offer and demand of advanced services must be triggered by die promotion of 
real-scale experiments. Public authorities, whether at a local, national or Community 
level, must act as a catalyst by supporting the establishment of partnerships with 
industry and research centres. This approach would also facilitate die participation of 
SMEs and less-favoured regions to national or cross-European projects. 
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Itformcáon, Computer and Communications Policy Diitíon, OECD 

1« Business Sf rategy 

AH firms had suffered to a large extent from die contraction of business activities starting at 
die end of die last decade. Constraints were roughly die same for die public service, in this 
case a Customs Department, as a result of budget cuts. 

Major restructuration efforts were dius undertaken everywhere to reverse a trend 
characterised by important drops in sales and a greater cost-awareness. The focus, in most 
cases, was on abandoning low profit activities, efforts to improve customer services, 
development of new products, penetration of new markets, and upgrading of the core 
production technologies. A major feature of die period was also rapid growdi of 
investments and R&D. Sales picked up again around 1993, and market shares increased 
significandy. 

Profound re-organisation was seen as a natural consequence of these strategic goals. 
Globalisation was a crucial consideration for all firms, usually implying decentralisation and 
creation of establishments in new locations, as well as rationalisation of operations world
wide and efforts to rationalise investment and marketing decisions. In one country whose 

73 'The case studies coverd three manufacturing companies (agricultural machinery, motor vehicles and chemicals), 
six service-oriented corporations (insurance, multimedia, finance) and a public service (customs). Most corporations 
were approached as groups with a global reach. 'The exceptions included the subsidiary of a producer of agricultural 
machinery, mostly active in sales and maintenance, as well as firms in one Member country where the first stages of 
informatisation are not yet completed . 
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networking infrastructure remains at a very early stage, and while die focus of industrial 
efforts was on developing die IT platforms required for data processing, international 
competitive pressures were especially effective in some services (for example multimedia or 
supply of IT management systems) to foster a search for higher levels of quality and 
effectiveness, often based on die development of networks involving suppliers as well as 
clients. 

On die manufacturing side, however, diese new trends have met many obstacles: lack of 
positive response, if not opposition, to technological change; strong traditions of autonomy 
in departments and units; vertical and hierarchical communications patterns diat cannot be 
easily overcome to establish smoodi flows of infonriation between all levels and locations. 
One exception where major applications stemming from die new Information and 
Communications Technologies (ICT) were rapidly and effectively implemented turned out 
to be die chemical group - probably due to die fact diat modern chemical industry is rooted 
in scientific concepts that provided a readily available general framework for effective data 
processing and simulation at all levels, based on combinatory chemical analysis. 

The situation was very different for private services. Decreases in revenues also generated 
internal adjustments widi downsizing and focusing on core business to cut expenses. But the 
mid-90s turned out to be a period of drastic change, widi new competitors and new forms 
of competition at all levels and - most importantly - in new areas. In diese information-
intensive branches, die diffusion of ICT applications had a revolutionary impact on 
operations and products. This led to increasing diversification of activities and global 
extension of activities. The "in-house" culture turned out to be most receptive to 
technological change, in spite of its impact on die quantity and profiles of jobs. Differences 
could be found, however, reflecting die size of die firms: in smaller firms, die need to 
maximise returns on ICT investments prompted diversification and growth - dius 
generating die creation of new jobs. 

There was anodier dimension in die case of public services such as Customs: The 
strategies for die development of new structures and die introduction of new technologies 
had to take account of possible impacts widi traditional private partners and adjust to the 
pace of change acceptable by die majority. Also, strategic changes could only be 
implemented dirough policy changes diat are necessarily slow. 

2„ Technology ana Production 

In large manufacturing groups, an over-riding goal was to re-organise production processes 
in order to achieve ever higher levels of productivity and flexibility. Central objectives 
assigned to diese efforts included flexibility, greater proximity of operations to markets, 
better horizontal co-operation, integration of functions world-wide, extension and 
acceleration of market-oriented activities, and increased employee motivation. 
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The availability of ICT was usually seen as a necessary condition for success in diese efforts 
and required harmonisation of technological choices at all stages, from production to sales, 
and including new modes of management ("just in time" inventories) as well as more clear-
cut functional specialisation widiin die groups. 

One of die developments diat were to affect direcdy the core processes widiin industry 
stemmed from die globalisation of markets diat challenged large firms as well as smaller 
ones that were under die growing pressure of foreign competition. It was dius generally 
recognised diat new forms of competition combined widi changing patterns of demand to 
require tiiat products be increasingly niche-oriented. This prompted die adoption of flexible 
manufacturing systems, making possible more and more sophisticated forms of 
customisation and enrichment of die scope of products offered to customers Thus, it was 
no longer a question of simply improving production: success would also be determined by 
die logistics of deliver}' and distribution. Also, die attractiveness of ICT was all die greater in 
view of die fact diat flexible technologies would help adjust to fluctuations in an increasingly 
unpredictable economic environment. 

Co-ordination of ICT adoption was dius recognised in all diese firms as a crucial factor in 
achieving effective integration of new technologies, but often encountered only limited 
success. In addition to die institutional rigidities noted above, die accumulated heritage of 
past investments turned out to be a source of sluggishness that delayed local decisions and 
affected local technological choices to prevent full harmonisation.Of all die manufacturing 
groups covered by die study, die chemical corporation was by far the most effective in 
overcoming diese difficulties. 

In Customs, die potential importance of ICT was fully recognised by the end of die 1980s, 
and steps were dien taken to take advantage of diese new tools to improve operations and 
reduce costs and constraints on partners. Objectives were gradually diversified, in line widi 
the expanding opportunities to use common carriers networks for automation of 
operations. Strategic goals assigned to die informatisation drive included productivity and 
output gains, better client service, development of new capabilities for new tasks, greater 
effectiveness, and production of data for decision-making. Tliis new view of ICT as a 
strategic resource for die improvement of die sendee became a compelling force for all 
partners who had to adapt, follow die new padi thus designed for diem, and bear die costs 
of diese adjustments. 

The same strategic considerations ranging from market segmentation to greater skill and 
economy in die management and exploitation of inventories - were also recognised by die 
private services. Specific features, however, were also at work: the strategic nature of ICT 
could be more readily recognised and accepted because data processing and information 
dissemination are in fact what die business is about in diese groups. The "pursuit of 
efficiency" as die key to competitiveness is die ability to take advantage of ICT applications 
to achieve ever higher degrees of efficiency and design new products. 
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Here again, customising and targeting mixes of products to address die whole national 
market - or, in die case of die larger more internationalised groups, the global market, have 
become die mie. Past investments, however, mm out to be an asset radier dian a handicap. 
A broad range of options in insurance, or large "information warehouses" in multimedia, 
represent crucial resources for future exploitation dirough new media, development and 
diversification. In such a challenging environment, restructuring and achieving a more co
ordinated use of resources is also much easier dian in manufacturing. 

On-going changes are dius very rapid and keep pace widi technological changes, such as die 
growing availability of advanced networks diat provide test beds for new products. 

The limits to expansion in many business areas or new locations result from die regulatory 
environment - in particular high telecommunications tariffs - or die unavailability of die 
powerful tools required nationally and internationally, such as fully adequate networks or 
internationally accepted electronic commerce tools. It is hoped diat diese obstacles will be 
rapidly removed and in die meantime diversification and alliances widi strategic partners are 
pursued systematically at national and international levels. 

In spite of die evidence, most manufacturing firms did not explicidy acknowledge diat ICT -
or new technologies in general - might be responsible to some extent for labour cuts, and 
mainly see die economic recession tiiat began at the end of the previous decade as die single 
source of job destruction. This reluctance in recognising the impacts on employment tiiat 
may have stemmed, at least pardy, from die introduction of new technologies may be linked 
to die fact diat die first stages of ICT integration are far from over. Explicit recognition of 
die resulting disruptions might have a powerful negative effect on industrial relations. This 
assessment might be reinforced by die fact diat several firms declined to be surveyed, on die 
ground diat "die subject is much too sensitive". 

As noted above, it is undeniable tiiat die chain of events diat led to die current in-depth 
restructuration of die manufacturing sector stemmed from adverse economic circumstances. 
In some cases, firms recognise diat die impacts of economic difficulties was all die greater 
because the previous neglect of ICT was a factor in die loss of competitiveness. 
Subsequendy, however, die availability of ICT created an expectation of rationalisation and 
competitiveness which triggered die modernisation process. In addition, diere was 
widespread feeling diat technological solutions made it easier to reduce staff and liberate 
resources required for investments. 

A number of consequences could be easily seen widiin die manufacturing sector. The 
number of employees fell sharply everywhere in just four years at die beginning of this 
decade, in percentages ranging from 20 to 50% in one case, widi die largest cuts in office 
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staff who were often die first to be exposed to die infoimatisation process. At die same 
time, all firms achieved Itigli productivity gains that can often be linked to die output 
increases achieved dirough more efficient numerically controlled processes. 

Concomitant changes have deeply affected the work-force. Greater effectiveness, for 
example, makes remaining staff available for new tasks. Significant changes in work 
organisation (linked to die introduction of flexible production as well as computer-aided 
management and sales, etc.) have also taken place. The elimination of low-profit or irrelevant 
activities has promoted outsourcing and new partnerships facilitated by electronic networks, 
and has led to the creation of new job opportunities outside die firms concerned. At the 
global scale, die combined forces of new marketing efforts, new partnerships and gains in 
overall efficiency have in fact safeguarded - if not increased - the overall volume of 
employment widiin die companies studied. In most cases, however, diis is not die case 
widiin die O E C D area. 

All diese developments obviously do not have ICT as a unique cause. It remains diat diese 
technologies - with dieir expanding data processing and networking capabilities - can be 
viewed as die enabling technology that made diese initial steps possible. In most cases, 
however, die informatisation process is still very far from completed in die manufacturing 
sector. 

O n die services side, ICT applications have exercised even more profound impacts. Tliis is 
die case, for example, with Customs, where productivity (in terms of number of transactions 
diat were dealt widi) increased 16% in die period 1991-1994 thus making it possible to cope 
widi expanding activities: Electronic long-distance data-processing affected direcdy die 
movements of tangible goods and products, and fostered the expansion of international 
commerce. There has been a continuous effort to adjust processes towards an increasingly 
paperless environment. Job suppression started in the early 1990s. Some employees were-
ltired by new firms, but many private sector jobs and firms disappeared as a result of 
speedier ("just in time") processing of data. Overall, job losses are estimated to have 
outstripped job gains. 

In private services, an era of rapid technological change began at the end of die last decade, 
widi job descriptions adjusted rapidly - at times after a quarter century of inaction. Updating 
of tasks, elimination of duplication of efforts, suppression of intermediary steps, and 
decentralisation of decision-making became the new corporate "rules of die game" 
implemented widi computerisation of marketing and management. In diis sense, "tele-
working" from die office (radier dian necessarily from die home) has become a dynamic 
force in die re-organisation of business world-wide. 

In some cases (in particular banking and insurance), however, the Itigli productivity gains 
achieved in diese information-intensive sectors made it possible to retain the work-force at 
die cost of massive training and re-training efforts. This reflected the view that "knowledge 
of die job is more important than technical skills". Yet there was a steady decline in the ratio 
of administrative personnel, widi an expanding volume of business. Tliis illustrates die 



erosion of die white collar population in many existing sendees - while some new 
employment were generated by outsourcing. New firms emerged to develop sendees and 
software, and older firms sought new roles in data processing and accounting. They dius 
replaced some of die middle men and intermediaries that were no longer needed widiin die 
firms. 

Significant differences of oudook came to light, reflecting die different sizes of firms. In die 
larger groups, die prospective reduction of jobs (as a result of lay-offs or, in die longer-term, 
of stability of die volume of die work-force) may have been a strategic factor in favour of 
ICT investments. Smaller firms were below die threshold that would make such savings a 
significant consideration but, on die other hand, had to search for new oudets to maximise 
returns on investment. There was a definite tendency for smaller firms to be more 
innovative in dieir search for profitable ICT applications. 

In die larger firms, ICT per se have thus not caused lay-offs when corporate policies 
promoted training and adaptation. They have, however, provided a substitute to job 
creation, facilitated organisational reforms and decentralisation. The recent recession (rather 
dian ICT) may have been die major factor in job suppressions at die time, but ICT made it 
possible not to create new jobs when expansion resumed. The bank investigated, for 
example, had roughly die same number of employees as in die mid-1980s in spite of die 
spectacular expansion of its activities. 

This was accompanied by a re-definition of sales activities and relations widi clients, widi 
more aggressive commercial behaviour encouraged. Salaries were also often affected when 
local regulations made it possible to implement new rating systems for job performance, 
rewards for merit, and various incentives. 

New problems have emerged in human resources management for bodi die manufacturing 
and die services sector. One overall concern, for example, is die lack of potential recruits 
widi die profiles required for higher-level management responsibilities in die new global 
techno-economic environment. 

Odier difficulties result from die changing structure of die work-force in all sectors, which 
must be recognised to grasp die magnitude of the training challenges that many companies 
must address. 

In manufacturing firms, a strong technical culture facilitated the introduction of new ICT 
applications to a certain extent. Greater effectiveness in the use of die new tools, however, is 
still hampered in many cases by traditions that focus on the processing of goods radier dian 
of information. Co-ordination and re-organisation are difficult for diese reasons. Also, many 



firms or units remain content to improve existing activities and pay little attention to die 
opportunities for creation of new products and sendees. 

O n die services side, on the odier hand, it has become indispensable during die last decade 
to acquire a technical capability that was often lacking. Tliis profound shift in die structure 
of human resources generated a dualism widiin the staff, widi a technology-oriented "ICT 
community" and a marketing-oriented "ICT users community" tiiat are not always fully 
integrated. As a result of diis difficult interaction, technological choices do not always take 
fully into account die actual needs and abilities of management, production, marketing, etc. 
This generates waste, delays, and failure to anticipate the organisational implications of new 
applications. 

In addition to die need to prepare staff for new tools, new tasks and greater flexibility, diese 
general difficulties also require various fomis of training. Sizeable efforts have been launched 
to develop and provide the relevant training programmes. The magnitude of die resources 
allocated to training in global groups is difficult to assess precisely, due to the profusion of 
local initiatives that are not controlled centrally. In some manufacturing and service firms, 
diese resources are reported to be as Itigli as 6% to 7% of total sales. There is a great deal of 
interest in harnessing die more recent technologies (such as virtual reality) to these training 
efforts and new service providers have emerged in diese areas. 

'íH::'s.'r* 

In some countries, collective bargaining and regulations have not allowed as much flexibility 
as desired by the firm in dieir wages policies. The crucial concern here is the need to account 
for die new flexibility, adaptability and productivity-oriented efforts required of the staff. 
Wherever adjustments could be made, salaries now include the basic pay, merit pay and 
incentive pay. 

The possibility of implementing such schemes has become a crucial consideration in die 
decisions to locate or re-locate establishments in various countries. Tele-working also 
provides an easy way to circumnavigate local regulations and recruit personnel to work 
under competitive conditions. 

All diese findings underline the key importance of ICT in the structural adaptation of firms 
world-wide. The introduction of the technologies in question, however, has not always been 
recognised as a crucial strategic effort that calls for careful planning and decision-making. 



In spite of verbal acknowledgement of die principle, there is litde evidence in die groups 
studied - except in die chemical area -that such is actually the case. It has been difficult in 
diese cases to identify clear group strategies for IT application. The basic mies applied are 
limited to encouraging technological choices diat maximise independence from proprietary 
systems and promote ICT uses deemed to foster greater profitability. There is only vety 
loose co-ordination, widi lack of integration of the various information systems. Important 
applications being introduced in a more integrated way - frequendy at die initiative of 
important clients or partners - extend to marketing and electronic commerce in order to 
automate transactions, but their structural implication have not usually been drawn. 

Globalisation is in fact often viewed as a centrifugal force that makes co-ordinated 
approaches difficult. This is far from being die case in die chemical group and in services, 
where Information processing and on-line access and distribution are major strategic tools 
and fully recognised as such. A major policy decision has often been to carefully limit 
outsourcing in diis area. The goals are to raise productivity and improve services, eliminate 
paper, and provide all staff widi easy access to information. 

These developments are direct consequences of advances in global telecommunications, 
which have progressively created a new environment with new opportunities, decrease of 
paper, etc. Operations did not change significandy in the 1980s, but the present decade 
witnesses momentous changes. 

Impacts then went beyond management to affect delivery and nature of products on die 
basis of specifically tailored electronic platforms conceived to achieve global integration and 
more rational use of resources (including human resources). The location of adrninistration 
and management became indifferent and could make possible a global re-allocation of 
strategic functions. Relations with the various partners such as banks, government agencies, 
suppliers and service providers, etc., became automatic while on-line services were 
increasingly available for clients. 

Application of ICT prompted reviews of all practices and led to re-definition of policies and 
controls. The corporations rapidly gained in sophistication, gradually changing from passive 
buyers to active seekers of technological solutions with direct influence on developments by 
producers and suppliers. These new trends provided for die establishment of permanent 
relationships with all kinds of partners, widi trust progressively built in to encourage new 
forms of more effective interaction, such as long-term procedural arrangements widi 
customs or transporters, or the provision of access to inventories for suppliers. Global 
networks of co-operation dius emerged, with partnerships based on the use of common 
electronic platforms. 

The initial investment required for the development and implementation of such networks 
may be very Itigli, but operating costs are minimal. The closed networks of diis type thus 
acquire a dynamism of their own. Once launched, they become very attractive for 
prospective partners, and each new member makes the network even more attractive. Such 
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networks have already attained significant size at global scale, and become new economic 
actors to be taken into account. 

When firms refer to government policies as a major factor in die current adjustment 
process, it is usually because legislation and regulations are felt to establish conditions diat 
affect the competitiveness of business activities. 

In addition to die domestic "rules of die game" relating to salaries, a broad range of 
regulations are at stake, ranging from working conditions to environmental protection and 
including taxation. The new global information infrastrucmre has significandy increased die 
scope of options available to corporations to take these constraints into account and 
circumnavigate diem dirough re-location or tele-working. The latter is still exceptional, but 
clearly represents an important strategic option for the future. 

One essential area in tliis respect relates to die telecommunications regime. The provision of 
global sendees will take it into account, and will favour national systems that allow maximum 
competition at all levels, in particular for the finance and multimedia industries. 

Government policies may thus have non-deliberate negative effects on the diffusion of new 
technologies at national level. Thev may also, however, represent an important factor in die 
promotion of change. 

The informatisation process of government agencies usually has an enormous impact and 
has influenced die private sector in many countries widi respect to the choice of more open 
standards and technological solutions. Furdiermore, in some cases, and very much like large 
firms, important government agencies can exercise enormous influence on dieir private 
partners. Tliis was die case widi Customs, and probably also applies to a number of odier 
government activities as diverse as taxes, the judician institutions, land use registries and 
many regulaton' bodies. The introduction of ICT applications in diese spheres generates 
waves of informatisation throughout the economic and social fabric. 

In one country where networking was still embryonic, government agencies were lagging far 
behind die leading edge of die private sector in terms of ICT platforms and networking. 
There is little doubt that efforts to develop ICT applications, in particular network-based 
applications, in government agencies would represent a strong incentive - perhaps a 
compelling one - for private finns to re-design dieir processes accordingly and thus become 
better prepared to face up to foreign competition and expand at international level. 
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The pressure towards adaptation of the core production and organisational processes in 
manufacturing is relendess and even bound to become greater when multimedia 
technologies open new opportunities for management and trade. Globalisation has akeady 
led to re-deployment of offices and plants, creation of subsidiaries, new products for new 
market segments, work around the clock, establishment of new partnerships, use of 
electronic commerce to reduce formalities and delays at all levels, creation of paperless 
environments, etc. ICT dius challenges established practices and lead to "re-arcltitecting" of 
die operational process in industry, based on the mainframe computer as an operational 
tool, die PC to implement job-shop processing or customs solutions, die network for 
company-level rational use of resources. 

A new phase has begun, calling for more systematic modernisation of top management in 
order to meet the challenge of combining diis broad range of new technical capabilities with 
strategic direction. 

The changes to come are expected to be at least as great as the recent ones widi respect to all 
staff functions, including simplification of management, new types of marketing approaches 
and networks based on electronic relations widi customers, new emphasis on individual 
performance, structural innovation and creativity, product quality. Coping widi die human 
dimensions of diese changes will prcwe essential for the competitiveness of die company as 
well as for die countries concerned. 

It has been generally acknowledged in the firms visited that a stabilisation of employment in 
industry and services is unlikely in diis light. Future job destruction would affect in particular 
sales jobs to be by-passed by new communication flows between customers and die 
company; and middle-management supervisory and administrative jobs currendy 
representing die majority of employees in many corporations. It might well be that 30 to 
40% of current white collar jobs will become redundant. One consequence of diis new 
pattern of work allocation would affect current career profiles (die bottom-up career). Firms 
are akeady trying to cope widi tliis problem, as in die case of die bank where new recruits at 
die most junior levels are now expecting to have post-secondary education degrees. 
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Miinagiitg Dimlor]cpan Users Awaatìon oflnfomiaùon Syslems 

The Japanese economy peaked in 1990 and dien rapidly fell into recession. Aldiough it 

showed a sign of recovery in 1994, it took a downward turn again in earlyl995. All agree 

diat in order to promote sound recovery, it is necessary not only to maintain die current 

exchange rate, but more importandy to promote deregulation and structural reform of die 

Japanese economy. 

According to many economists, the necessary factors for structural reform are aggressive 

utilization of IT in industry and die growtii of die IT market. The table below compares die 

relationship between GDP and IT investment in japan and the US. 

' Fiscal Year 
Ì 

peil lsl i i lsgi i l 

! 1985 -, 

1988,., 

j 1990 

1993 

I 1994 

Real GDP 
Growth 

%:ofIT; 

investment in 

total ecjuipments \ 

investment 

Real GDP 
Growth 

%ofIT 

investment in 

total equipments 

investment. 

5.0 

6.2 

4.8 

0.2 

0.5 

ï: 12.5 

18,0 

17.2 : . 

18.0 

19.0 

3.2 

3.8 

1.3 

2.2 

*3.4 

i:> 5 

18.8 

19.9 

248 

26.1 

(*Privatc IT investment is estimated 3.0".ι from the previous veni' in 1994 based on the |UAS survey. Source:Annua! National 

Kconomic Data'1'able by Kconomic Planning Agency and Survey of Current Business by LIS DOC) 
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In Japan, when die real GDP growdi rate dramatically decreased from 4.8% in 1990 to-02% in 

1993, die ratio of IT total investment to equipment investment increased only 4.6%. In 

comparison, in die US when die real GDP growth fell 66% from 1988 to 1990, IT 

investment ratio increased 28%. The report published by MITI (Ministry of International 

Trade and Industry) called "Program to Revitalize Industry Dynamism Utilizing 

Information Technology" pointed out that the electronics and IT industry lost die 

opportunity to expand die market because diey did not make an effort to foster new 

technologies during die recession. 

Application of new IT such as multimedia, Electronic Commerce, CALS, and high-speed 

digital communication lines are die critical factors that bring reengineering and structural 

reform to die industry 

Economists point out tiiat Japanese industry requires the following changes: 

• Incentive-oriented employment system for capable employees 

• Investors-oriented management 

• Shift of manufacturing facility overseas 

• Protection of citizen life and environment 

In addition to the above reforms, diey called for use of new IT such as Internet. These 

reforms require a drastic change in traditional Japanese corporate management systems and 

challenge for corporate managers. Deregulation also requires challenging efforts not only by 

bureaucrat but business managers. 

Many managers realize from their experience diat the current recession is rooted in 

structural factors. As a result, an increasing number of corporations initiated challenging 

projects to utilize IT for survival. Plowever, many corporations have no experience in 

applying IT to BPR (Business Process Reengineering) although diey have experienced in 

applying IT to traditional business process. 

Japanese management has been hesitant to introduce American methods direcdy in BPR 

because it is the top priority for Japanese management to maintain employment for dieir 

workers. 

Japanese management's effort to maintain employment reduces the effects of BPR. As seen 

in die table below, Japan's unemployment rate remained much lower than the US which was 

in a relatively healthier economic state. 
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( Japi 

¡ 2.8 

I 2.1 

2.5 

! 3.0 

in 

Um 

USA 

7.0 

5.5 

6.8 

■mf úoymentRate 

UK 

11.0 

5.9 

III 10.2 

Germany 

7.7 

6.2 

8.8 

1 France 

10.4 

8.0 

11.7 

(Source: Overseas Labor White Paper 1 'J'J5) 

It is doubtful diat die low unemployment rates can be sustainable in die future,and diere are 

management questions about die significance of BPR. In realityjt is said diat many Japanese 

corporations retain more employees dian diey need ,and some corporations introduced early 

retirement incentive measures widi increased retirement aEowance. 

When Japanese corporations implement BPR, diey reduce die excessive labor by not filling 

the position held by retired employees or by reallocating employees in die newly created 

business.There are many cases that diey evaluate excessive labor deductively by BPR and 

plan reallocation of diat labor to new business de\'elopment. Of course, BPR's objectives in 

Japan include not only reallocation of labor,but production cost reduction and coping widi 

changing market needs. 

3.1 Yamaha's Entry into the Electronics industry 

Yamaha Corporation is well known as the world largest manufactures of music instrument 

including pianos and electronic organs. It also succeeded in leisure and sports industry such 

as motor boats, skies, rackets, and golf clubs. As seen in the table below, Yamaha has 

expanded die scope of its business by entering new markets and dividing die company into 

business units. 
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Sales Percentage of Yamaha Corporation 

! Year 

1980 

1985 

1994 

Music 
Inst. 

59.5% 

45.8 

38.5 

Electronic 
Inst 

0 

11.7 

18.9 

Audio/ 
Furniture 

8.4 

10.9 

7.6 

Sports 
Deiise 

11.6 

13.9 

7.5 

Electronics 

4.7 

6.9 

20.2 

Total 
mil$ 

2,975 

3,574 

3.161 

Yamaha Corporation also experienced the decrease in sales and profits due to recession 
since 1990. However, dieir electronic device business has grown and is expected to be close 
to 30% of all sales in 1995. 

The share of a magnetic hard-disc head (announced 1989) increased to be die second largest 
in die world as use of multimedia technologies and PC expanded. Yamaha has promoted die 
R&D in new materials and gained Itigli market shares in semiconductor lead frames, 
magnetic materials, and electrode materials. 

The investmen in electronic device businetss in 1994 takes up 60% of $200-million 
investment that die company made for plants and equipment. Yamaha positions dieir 
electronic device business as die key for the strategically important multimedia business. 

The number of employees has decreased from 11,000 in March 1993 to 9,000 in September 
1995 by not hiring new employees due to profit decrease since 1994. However, die number 
of employees working in electronic device business increased from 780 in March 1991 to 
1,600 in September 1995. Most of them were reallocated from the odier business units. 

3,2 Steel Industry Bett ing EDI 

The Japan Economic Journal announced in February 1996 diat NKK Corporation will use 
die Internet for purchasing raw). NKK will establish just-in-time systems for steel materials, 
aiming at optimizing the level of raw material inventory and stabilizing die product supply 
using die Internet to monitor die stams of overseas mines and raw material shipping stams 
(i.e. die location of tankers). 

NKK will communicate via e-mail on the Internet with all business partners such as trading 
companies and shipping companies.Information collected in die purchasing department at 
NKK headquarters will be forwarded on the leased lines to steel plants. NKK imports 120 
types of raw material including 30 million tons of iron ore and coal annually from abroad. 
The number of trips of tankers reaches 250 annually. In die past, NKK used fax for 
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communicating widi business partners on the raw material information,but it was difficult to 
consolidate die information; and, consequendy, diere had been mistakes in determining 
purchasing time.This new way of purchasing raw material via Internet will enable die most 
appropriate inventory level and reduce the number of employees in purchasing. 

The Japanese steel industry is forced to achieve drastic cost reductions and improved 
productivity because diey are facing fierce price competition from foreign competitors 
(mosdy East Asian steel companies) in domestic and overseas markets today. 

In order to improve their productivity, they arc spending much efforts to define standards 
of business protocols needed for transactions, and they have been proceeding diis 
standardization together widi other steel companies in Japan,users, and distributors. 
Standadizing business process, Japanes steel companies are executing reengineering of their 
informatiom system, as follows. 

• They have started implementing electronic commerce in order to share 
information widi steel makers, resellers, distributors, and users. They dtink 
shareing information widi associated companies is a key factor to improve 
productivities of dieir transaction and production and cut down die cost of die 
operation. 

® They are implementing the system based on the concept of CALS to define 
standerds for information regarding plant equipments for their improving 
productivity and cost reduction of maintenance and purchasing. 

• They are installing wide band networks and expanding service areas coverd by 
dieir networks. 

• They are adapting object oriented technologies to develop business object so 
diat they expect to shorten the time frame to develop application and cut down 
die cost of its development. Developing business objects is also expected to 
work well for standardizing business protocols. 

3,3 Yokogaw:*:: r "' * l tion 
Yokogawa Electric Co. has been a one of the world leaders in the manufacture of 
technologies for electronic measuring instruments and control equipment for chemical 
plants. 

Yokogawa Electric has faced increased competition in the overseas market widi die 
movement to build new plants overseas by Japanese petrochemical, steel and chemical 
industries as well as price competition with imported products in domestic markets due to 
die appreciation of the Japanese yen. 



Yokogawa Electric has been employing IT to improve efficiency in various aspects of 

businessjiicluding costcutting from late 1980's. However, as seen in die table below,market 

changes progressed faster dian its efforts, and its profit has fallen. 

Since 1990,Yokogawa Electric has implemented BPR by applying information systems and 

succeeded in changing die corporate structure. As a result, its profit has increased since 

1993. 

($mill.) 90 f 91 92 f 93 94 95 

| Revenue 1,990 2,028 1,840 / 1,803 y 1,712 1,720 

: SalesProfit 126 ^ * 5 2 :,■: 22 7,7 ÍQ:.Αϊ; 23 25 

The objective of BPR for Yokogawa Electric was to increase its productivity. In order to 
realize diis, Yokogawa Electric tried to reduce business processes (from processing orders to 
collecting payment) and to improve productivity among white-collar workers. 

Plant instruments (measurement control equipment) and electric measuring instruments are 
usually made in small lots and in variety of types. Yokogawa Electric believed diat it is 
necessary to accept customization requests of its products to gain customers' satisfaction. 
Since sales, R&D, and production departments did not share the information, sales people 
had to spend a substantial amount of time to coordinate R&D and production before 
closing a deal. 

Yokogawa Electric focused on product standardization and reducing inefficiency in business 
transactions in order to cut costs. It reached the conclusion that it is necessary to improve 
communications between sales, R&D, and production and to establish a cost-efficient 
production management system. The top management decided to introduce IT aggressively 
to realize die objective. The budget for IT investment increased as indicated below. 

IT investment vs. sales revenue at Yokogawa Electric 

89 7 90:7m 91 92 93 94 95 

0.6% 1.4% 1.4% 1.3% 1.2% 1.1% 1.0% 
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Considering that die average IT investment ratio against sale revenue in Japanese 
manufactures is 0.6%, die ratio shows Yokogawa Electric's strong expectation in IT as it 
increased die ratio even when its business was not profitable. 

Yokogawa Electric focused on network computing that enable use of infomiation 
systematically across sale, R&D, and production. The restructure of die system aims die 
following business reengineering: 

• Defining the market strateg)' and product strateg)' that meet dynamic changes 
in die market. 

• Speeding up die process for new product development 

• Reducing die business processes from order receipt to payment collection 

• Improving design quality for plant engineering and reducing die time for 
design and development. 

They introduced cHent/server systems across production, R&D, sale, and administration, 
which led to the creation of a corporate-wide business database and a management 
information database, and diat diey extended the network globally to have a common 
master file for its products around die world. In addition, diey developed global EDI 
systems by adopting EDIFACT, which is die international standard for EDI protocols, and 
plan to evolve diis system into global CALS. 

By information sharing, production loads were leveled and the inventory-checking period 
was reduced from diree mondis to 16 days. The implementation of BPR increased die 
productivity of white-collar workers. The excessive labor created by increased productivity 
was adjusted by not filling die positions held by retired employees or by reallocating 
employees in die newly created business in 1993 including die system integration business 
and information equipment business. 

One characteristic of Japanese management after World War II was the life-tirne 
employment system. Many managers emphasized the importance of having the common 
valueamong employees, which was achieved dirough long-term employment contracts. 
The current recession forced corporations to increase dieir productivity by improving and 
reforming their business processes, but the corporations who were not able to reallocate 
dieir excessive labor could not realize effects of the reform. Consequendy,they introduced 
an incentive program for early retirement and an incentive-oriented salary scheme (reviewed 
annually) in order to increase productivity of individual employees instead of changing die 
system of inefficient life-time employment. The reallocated employees also had to confront 
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die problem of low labor mobility derived from the current retirement system in Japan 
which provides disincentives for workers to leave their company, and dierefore discourages 
most employees to change jobs. 

According to die survey on salaried workers at large corporations conducted bya bank, 30% 
responded ¿hat diey were willing to change jobs if they were satisfied widi die benefits 
offered. This indicates die possibility tiiat die labor market can bemore mobile, and die life
time employment system will be surely reevaluated. Howeverit is also true diat die life-time 
employment system gave corporations a motive to maintain die employment during die 
recession. As previously explainedjt is not acceptable in Japanese society for profitable 
companies to lay off their workers as done in die US. There is no one clear answer for 
which system is better. It depends ondie value perception of die society and people in that 
society. 

It does not seem meaningful to discuss whedier IT will create new jobs. However, diere is 
no doubt tiiat IT will create productivity improvement. The new business creation and 
productivity improvement through IT will revitalize die society and develop new 
perspectives. Whedier or not management should link improving productivity to laying off 
their workers depends on die standpoint of each corporationand on die level of efforts 
made by employees. The government should only focus on proceeding widi deregulation. 
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Tliis paper investigates the circumstances in which electronic information processing has 
been used by one firm to alter the shape of an industn'.Traditionally a career in banking has 
been considered one of die most secure. However die first half of the 1990s has seen die 
sendee sector experience the same processess of labour shedding and restructuring 
experienced by die manufacturing sector in the first half of the 1980s. 

A programme of pro-competitive financial sendees legislation has resulted in die 
introduction of new market entrants, particularly from mutual organisations which have 
historically served die lending market for house purchase. Faced by diis prospect and 
handicapped by overcapacity, weak margins and uncompetitive cost structures, die banks 
were in a poor position to respond to die challenge posed bv new rivals. A typical reaction 
was to re-organise local retail branch networks into "satellite banking groups" involving a 
restructuring of management and supendsoiy functions over a wider geographic area and 
customer base. However diese changes have been accompanied by job losses, which 
according to the banking trade union amount to over 100,000 in the last 5 years. 

As banking ordiodoxies disappear a different and more complex forni of inter-firm 
competition has emerged. In the new model success is frequendv determined by die ability 
of firms to exploit economies of scope and meet highly discriminated consumer preferences. 
For die banks tliis has spelt a number of harsh lessons. Customer surveys indicated 
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declining levels of satisfaction amongst account holders combined with increasing 
expectations of service. 

The case study indicates how a new "green-field" site banking operation has moved to 
exploit sophisticated network and switching technologies and to carve out new channels for 
dealing widi account holders from a single location. In the process die bank has modified 
die geography of banking provision while enhancing customer sendee and broadening die 
scope for "cross-selling" customised financial products. The features of First Direct's 
operation emphasise the value to the business of Information and Communication 
Technologies (ICT) and human assets. 

The case study also provides some important lessons for government agencies involved in 
local employment promotion. Not only is die bank's experience being emulated by odier 
banks, but it is also leading to new customer sendee jobs being created widiin industries as 
varied as computing, car repairs and airlines. 

At die start of die decade a Financial Times leader (Financial Times 16 November 1990) 
summarised die prospects facing die industry in stark terms: 

'Virtually all the world's traditional industries....have gone through major re-structuring in the last two 
decades as changing markets have caught up with....outdated capacity....Today it is the banking industry which 
is suffering from the same problem". 

Richardson (1993) has shown how legislative changes introduced by die Financial Services 
and Building Society Acts of 1986 "resulted in a rapid interpénétration of ltidierto discrete 
markets wddtin die financial sendees sector". One result was an intensification of 
competition between die "big four" Itigli street banks (National Westminster,Barclays, 
Lloyds and Midland) and die building societies. Richardson (1993) has shown how die 
bank's operating efficiency suffered by comparison widi the building societies. Cost/income 
ratios amongst the "big four" ranged between 60% and 70% in contrast to die Abbey 
National Building Society which had a ratio of 45% at die time it exchanged mutual status 
for banking stams. 

Typically die response of die banks consisted of two courses, one of diese was to increase 
revenue by moving into non-traditional markets, such as mortgage lending. The odier was to 
embark upon a dramatic programme of cost reductions. The most visible sign of diis has 
been die restrucmring of die banking network into centralised "satellite banking groups" 
accompanied by die closure of Itigli street branches. In the case of die "big four" diis 
amounted to a reduction of over 20"/» between 1986, when banking de-regulation was 
introduced, and 1993. 



Odier noticeable consequences have been changes in employment and operating practices. 
Table. 1. shows how die "big four" reduced staff by 10% between 1986 and 1993. 

Table 1 : "Big Four" Banking Employment 

IMofmtiol Xí/f>ctmir\ate-r 
iNdu.üii¿u \v cbiiifuuiatcXï 

j IJtoyds 

I Barclays 

Midland 

TOTAL 

Source: British Hankers Association. 

1986 

75,100 

49,400 

82,200 

47,500 

254,200 

1990 

85,900 

58,600 

84,700 

;. 47,100 

276,300 

1993 

72,200 

44,900 

68,700 

42,400 

228,200 

Plowever these aggregate figures conceal a deeper trend, namely a shift to part-time 
employment, often at die expense of full-time male employees amongst management and 
supervisory grades within local branches. For instance data from the British Bankers 
Association reveal diat for die industry at large (the "big four" plus die Bank of Scodand, 
The Royal Bank Of Scodand, Standard Chartered, TSB Group and since 1990 Abbey 
National) part-time employment grew by exacdy one dtird between 1986 and 1993. Over the 
same period full-time male employment declined by a little over 9% from 121,800 to 
110,400. 

At die same time as staff redundancies and branch closures were being announced new 
management practices were being implemented. The industry was taking die opportunity to 
introduce a new younger management cadre who were judged to be amenable to changes in 
management culture and more adaptable to the new competitive conditions. 

The dilemma for die banks was that there existed considerable customer resistance to diese 
changes. Market Research (see for instance Henley Centre 1994) revealed diat of aü die main 
retail industries die banking sector faced the greatest demands for improvements in 
customer service and tiiat advancements in customer sendee were valued as more important 
than lower prices. Conventional wisdom alleged that a main contributor to tliis state of 
affairs was die decline in die role of the mature branch manager figure and his (for it was 



normally a he) replacement by an immature and geographically distant new recruit located in 
a "satellite banking" site. 

The reality was diat much of diis received wisdom was in fact myth. From their own reseach 
one bank established die following findings: 

* Only one in four customers had ever met dieir branch manager; 

* Only one in two customers knew die name of dieir branch manager, 

The most important banking relationship was between the customer and die bank teller. 
Aldiough Ulis was of declining importance because very nearly half of all individual cash 
wididrawals were carried out via automated telling machines. 

In die face of a continued erosion of dieir market share and a poor profits performance die 
industry faced a cross-roads. How was it to deliver efficiency improvements while avoiding 
repetitions of die charge diat it was complacent about continued declines in public service. 

First Direct is part of die Midland Bank one of die United Kingdom's "big four". When it 
was launched in 1989 it had two stated objectives: 

• to arrest die decline in die Midland's market share and profitability; 

** to support business banking , one of the Midland's core business activities. 

First Direct provides die full range of sendees and products that are available at branch 
banks e.g savings and cheque accounts, credit cards, mortgages and insurance. What 
distinguishes it from traditional branch banking is that it offers services twenty four hours a 
day, seven days a week over die telephone. 

The banking sector has been amongst die most avaricious consumers of ICT (previous 
studies of ICT applications in banking include Hepworth, Green and Gillespie 1987 and 
Morgan and Courtney 1994). Not all of diis represented a wise investment. For instance 
Cole and Palmer (1991) have commented diat "die industry has had a gigantic appetite for 
technolog)', which it has hardly digested, but the productivity of such investments is 
remarkably low; so low that it not have been tolerated in other more financially and 
managerially diciplined industries". 

The distinctive aspect of First Direct is the way in which three key technologies have been 
integrated widiin die organisation to automate and systematise operations. This has been 



achieved by tracking information flows and processes in order to reduce costs and increase 
customer service. The titrée key technologies in question are: 

» Automated Call Distribution; 

• Computer Telephony Integration; 
# Intelligent Networks. 

The combination of diese technologies ha\'e resulted in impressive productivity 
improvements. Staff can avoid spending the initial 15% to 20% of the call identifying die 
caller and can also achieve higher levels of courtesy. Other benefits include reduced call 
charges and reduced call queuing time.In addition customer information held on "host 
computers" enables First Direct to identify opportunities for cross-selling by using "data 
mining" techniques. 

In many respects die defining feature of First Direct is in the field of recruitment policy. It 
has eschewed a policy of seeking employees with prior banking experience. It is perhaps 
highly significant that an idealised staff profile might include time previously spent widi one 
of die United Kingdom's most successful retail groups, Marks and Spencer or employment 
as a nurse! 

Commenting on the emphasis die Bank places on personality Kevin Newman, First Direct's 
Chief Executive stated "we recruit from behavioural skills radier dian banking skills, because 
you can acquire banking skills dirough training" (Financial Times 19 August 1994). 

It is no exaggeration to suggest First Direct has changed the landscape and geography of 
banking provision. All members of die "big four" and most financial sendees institutions 
employ similar technologies and customer seivice strategies. Direct customer 
communication via die telephone is becoming the financial services industry norm radier 
than dian exception. It has contributed to a model of industry compettion where firms 
differentiate diemselves on die basis of sendee as much as price. In die case study ICT has 
also enabled systématisation and automation to occur and alter the range and deptii of 
banking tasks traditionall)' undertaken by labour. 

It is apparent that ICT and in particular the roll out of the intelligent network infrastrucmre 
is contributing to a recasting of die geography not just of retail banking but also customer 
sendee and support functions more generally. 



In die United Kingdom BT forecasts that freephone and local call rate traffic growdi of over 
25% per annum over die period between 1994 and 1997 will result in die generation of 
additional annual revenues of £\ billion. From tliis BT has estimated diat over 150,000 jobs 
will be created in telemediated customer sendee and support activities by the end of die 
century. 

Subject to die availability of connectivity to the intelligent network, die geographic location 
of customer service and support activities seems to be largely determined by die availability 
and cost of labour. Tliis is a prospect that has not been lost on Government economic 
development institutions diroughout Europe. Many of these are engaged in die promotion 
of die competitive labour cost attractions and potential of their particular locations for 
customer service occupations. 

Prompted by new market conditions, brought about by regulatory changes in bodi die 
financial services and telecommunications industies, die firm in die case study has responded 
by building a corporate architecture around ICT. Plowever widiin die setting of die 
Information Society die view of die United Kingdom's contemporary banking sector is of 
an industry where knowledge is vested in die hands of a small minority; namely inteUigent 
network software designers. 
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It has been clear for some time diat firms across die globe are having to come to temis widi 
an increasingly competitive business environment. The reasons behind diis new 
environment are well documented and include, liberalisation and deregulation, die 
emergence of new players and markets, increasingly sophisticated customer demands, and 
rapid changes in technology. 

In diis new competitive climate firms have been forced to develop new goods and services. 
They have also been forced to evolve cost-effective, innovative mediods of producing and 
delivering diose goods and sendees. Information and communications technologies have 
come to play a key strategic role in diis process and, therefore, in die batde for competitive 
advantage. In die 1970s and 1980s 'leading edge' firms used diese technologies to strengdien 
internal communications and organisational structures or to develop partnerships widi odier 
firms, forming networked firms (Runge and Earl, 1988; Keen, 1988). In the 1990s firms are 
widening dieir focus, and are now using these technologies to develop new interfaces widi 
die customer. Moreover, such behaviour is no longer limited to a small number of 'leading 
edge' exemplar firms in advanced 'information intensive' industries. 

Ultimately, it will be die emergence of truly interactive and user-friendly multi-media 
technologies which will revolutionise die producer-customer interface. However, in the 
current competitive environment firms cannot afford to wait for such technologies. Instead 
diey are exploiting developments in office and telephone network technologies to deliver 
customer services cost-effectively, \da die telephone, and it is somewhat ironic that just as 
commentators are pronouncing die 'deadi of telephony' (Gilder, 1993) firms are increasingly 
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turning to diis medium as a business tool and introducing 'teleservices' (Richardson, 1994a). 
There are a number of reasons for die current popularity of telephony as a customer sendee 
delivery mechanism: 

• telephony itself has been transformed dirough information technology and die 
emergence of digital exchanges and 'intelligent networks' have radically 
transformed its functionality, reliability and performance; 

• telephony costs have fallen rapidly and new customcr-oaented sendees such as 
toll free, local call and premium services, have been introduced, utilising die 
intelligence in public networks; these new sendees encourage further use of the 
telephone; 

• telephone penetration is Itigli in die key markets of die advanced industrial 
economies, bodi wddtin businesses and in die home, and potential customers 
do not need to invest in expensive hardware or software; 

• most people are famikar widi die telephone and have few problems using it — it 
may well be diat consumers can adapt to new uses of this familiar technological 
artefact (e.g. touch-tone) more easily than to completely new technologies; 

• complex and relatively rich information can be communicated over the 
telephone and clarification and recapping can take place in real-time, with 
follow-up instructions sent by fax or e-mail if necessary; 

• on a similar point, many firms suggest tiiat a far higher number of sales can be 
generated or sales opportunities converted by a well trained telephone agent 
dian by existing interactive technologies (or by those on die horizon), the 
argument being tiiat people still want an element of human contact. 

This paper focuses on the organisational implications of the growdi of telesendces. It is 
chiefly concerned widi new possibilities for new spatial divisions of labour, both at the 
national and international level, resulting from die growth in telesendces. The paper also 
touches upon die impact of diese new forms of organisation on die distribution of power 
within sectors. 
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Teleservices do not represent a discrete new sector of employment. Radier die term 
describes a new way of dekveritig services to (business and consumer) customers. It is 
growing across a range of industries and a number of functions are becoming 'telemediated'. 
These include: 

Sales 

Marketing 

Technical Support 

Appomtmenî Setting 

Lead Generation 

Customer Eüciwiries 

»iiarfeet Re-s>«'íareft 

Reservations 

Order Taking 

S3emSmrslïÈ|» Renewal 

Brochure Fulfilment 

Wlieii face-to-face interaction is replaced by the telephone there is obviously less need for 
'production' to be located physically proximate to the customer. So, for example, we see die 
removal of functions from branch networks — banks, insurance brokers, travel agencies. 
These tasks are dien concentrated in one or a few sites where firms can achieve economies 
of scale in terms of capital expenditure and labour utilisation, can better control die labour 
process, and can ensure uniform quality of sendee. What is tending to happen in teleservices 
is die industrialisation of service activities, with die standardisation and routinisation of die 
labour process. We are seeing die emergence of 'customer sendee factories' — in industry 
parlance, die call centre. 

Anodier result of firms being able to separate sendee production from s e n k e location is 
tiiat die 'locational repertoire' of firms are expanded. Firms no longer have to locate 
production close to markets and can, therefore, search more widely for die most cost-
effective production inputs, notably labour. Given appropriate digitised, 'intelligent' 
telecommunications networks, which can host non-distance tariffed sendees, such as toll 
free and local call rate dialling, firms have a wide range of locational options. 'Plie degree of 
locational mobility will vary from firm to firm depending on a number of factors, including; 
die type of labour required — certain skills may only be available in a limited number of 
labour markets; labour market regulation — regulation may mean diat there is less 
differentiation in labour costs across space within particular national territories; die nature of 
die product — some products may require local knowledge which cannot be captured and 
transported; existing real estate portfolios may make it economically sensible to continue to 
locate at existing sites. Even allowing for these caveats, however, it is clear diat a large 
number of firms are reorganising the production of their telephone operations, 
concentrating them into one or a few sites and then seeking out the most cost-effective 



locations from which to service customers by telephone. This is happening both widiin 

national territories and on an international basis (Richardson, 1994a and 1994b). 

The growdi of telesendces is also implicated in both horizontal and vertical integration 

within and across industrial sectors. Several trends can be identified. First, firms which have 

traditionally relied on intermediaries for sales or customer support (e.g., airlines, computer 

manufacturers) are now dealing direcdy with customers via the telephone. Data on 

customers is now seen as a strategic asset which can both be used for a firm's own planning 

and as a product widi a re-sale value. The emergence of new cost-effective delivery channels 

such as teleservices allow diese firms to cut out the intermediar)' and to capture more 

information on die customer. This has profound implications for power relations widiin 

individual sectors. Second, firms are moving into new sectors via telesendces, potentially 

undercutting existing players. Tliis is clear, for example, in UK financial sendee markets. 

Third, dtird-party outsourcing specialists are emerging in telesendces, thus offering 

organisations the option to hitherto 'core' functions, litis option has been exercised by 

several organisations in the UK including local and national government. Tliis outsourcing 

process begins to blur sub-sectoral boundaries and again raises questions regarding sectoral 

power relations. 

The paper now turns to look at short, firm-based, case snidics which illustrate some of diese 

points: 

British Airways 

The UK's major airline British Ainvays has always relied heavily on télécoms to allow 

potential customers to make enquiries or bookings. ΒΛ is now focusing closely on direct 

sales, however, in order to lower costs and to build direct customer relationships. BA is 

using new technologies to cut out die intermediar)' and bring operations 'in-house'. The 

company is dien using its increasingly strong competitive advantage widiin the travel filiere 

to place pressure on, for example, travel agents to reduce commission charged. 

BA has also used new technologies to separate production from consumption. In die UK 

die company has regionalised its telesales operations, opening or expanding offices in several 

UK provincial cities, wliilst down-sizing its London operation, despite the fact that over 85 

per cent of its customers are based in the South-East of England. By regionalising its 

telesenice operation away from die tight labour markets of the South East BA has reduced 

costs. First, from lower labour turnover and thus lower training and recruitment costs, 

saving die company around £2 million per annum. Second, from lower wage and associated 

costs, typically £3,000 to £4,000 per annum, per worker. The labour force in the regions is 

also said to be well-motivated, and die market for highly skilled staff is less competitive Since 

1989 the workforce at Pleathrow has been reduced from 900 to less than 100, whereas in 



Newcasde, in NordiEast England, die workforce has grown by around 600 in die same 

period. 

BA uses local call rate services provided over BTs intelligent network. Callers pay only die 

local call rate regardless of where diey are telephoning from. Β A divides die country up into 

six sectors for diese calls, and BT's intelligent network routes calls generated from widiin 

diose sectors to a nominated call centre. If that centre is busy the call will flow to die next 

centre. Not all calls go to die nearest centre, for example, calls generated in die south of 

England, but outside die Greater London area, will go to Glasgow in the first instance. If for 

any reason die operation gets out of kilter, for example, a fire or a strike at any centre, BT 

can simply reconfigure die lines. 

BA's telesales operation, aldiough located at five sites, can be seen as a 'virtual single office'. 

Central control extends to die preparation of a 'national roster'  the number of staff 

required at any site at any time. Activity can be equalised across regions. For die customer 

die service is the same regardless of which centre he/she reaches. 

For die UK's provincial cities the type of decentralisation of work from the 'core' soudieast 

region illustrated by BA case clearly has implications for employment. Newcasde, for 

example, has seen die emergence of around a dozen call centres in the last five years with 

employment at around 1,500. Odier provincial cities such as Leeds and Glasgow have 

shown even more rapid growdi, each employing well over 2,000 in large call centres. Most of 

diese call centres sene a national and, in some cases, an international market. 

Quarterdeck fatemaitørrøu 

The US firm Quarterdeck International designs and manufactures a range of software 

products for PCs, most significantly a memory management software package, and has 

production sites worldwdde. Quarterdeck sells its products dirough a network of agents 

widi principal offices in London, Dusseldorf, Paris and Barcelona — the agencies are located 

in accordance widi die largest markets. The company operates in the massmarket end of 

software and looks to sell to large companies. 

Quarterdeck set up a telemediated technical support operation for its products at Dun 

Laoghaire, near Dublin, in die early 1990s, the first such operation in Ireland. The centre 

offers telemediated technical support to clients diroughout Europe. The Irish site also 

services offices on bodi seaboards of die US, outside their office hours. 

Each of the company's product lines is allocated a telephone number. If a problem arises 

customers call dieir nearest agent  for example, a German, Scandinavian or Eastern 

European customer will call Dusseldorf. These calls, however, are not answered at diese 

centres, but are 'gathered' by the software in the private exchange and passed, via leased 

lines, to Dun Laoghaire The firm's network hosts voice, tax, a bulletin board, and a call

back fax, where customers can ring up and request a fax back (i.e. customer is paying for fax 

transmission). Twelve multilingual technical support personnel deal with the calls. Each 



member of staff speaks four or five languages. The technical support staff are 
knowledgeable about die firm's products and have access to several databases including die 
firm's own database in US and in Ireland. 

As in die BA case diis example illustrates how functions which have traditionally been 
carried out face-to-face are being performed at a distance over die telephone. It also 
represents a firm taking an aspect of production in-house. This trend has been common in 
die past few years in die computer industry. Quarterdeck is a relatively small firm and retains 
sales agents diroughout Europe. For other larger firms such as Gateway and Dell, however, 
the importance of intermediaries is declining, as direct sales capture a larger share of die 
market. Tliis case study also illustrates die potential for firms to sell products and offer 
customer services across international boundaries. The ability to separate production from 
consumption dirough ICTs allowed the company to take advantage of low production 
costs, but still penetrate wealdiy core markets. Quarterdeck chose Ireland primarily because 
of its inexpensive, but well educated, graduate population. Other important factors were 
government financial incentives and Itigli quality, competitively priced, telecommunications. 
Odier teleservice firms have also been attracted by these factors. By Spring 1996 diere were 
around 35 teleservice firms, operating on an international basis from Ireland. Most of diese 
were US firms attacking European markets. About half were in the computer sector. 

Network technologies and odier ICTs have been used as a strategic resource by major firms 
in organising dieir internal operations for some time. It appears diat such companies are 
now beginning to use diese technologies to develop 'telesendces' to replace or complement 
face-to-face interaction widi customers. Tliis paper has illustrated that diese developments 
are leading to changes in die way in which production is organised. Firms are concentrating 
telephone functions at one or a few sites radier than at multiple branch offices close to die 
customer. Once production is separated from consumption firms are better able to take 
advantage of a wider range of locational options. The empirical evidence presented in diis 
paper suggests diat many firms are seeking out new locations in regions where production 
costs, and particularly labour costs are low, and then 'exporting' sendees to more wealdiy 
regions. 

Teleservice firms have a number of locational requirements. First, the necessary 
telecommunications infrastructure must be in place. For some firms tliis may only mean 
timely access to leased lines at a competitive rate. Odier firms may, however, require more. 
Links to an intelligent network hosting sendees such as toll free, local rate and premium 
dialling may also be important as diey help to generate calls from across a national territory, 
or across national boundaries. Second, a well qualified, reasonable cost, workforce. Generally 
speaking teleservice firms will want to cherry-pick from a large pool of labour. Firnis 
generally tend not to be too concerned about formal qualifications. On the whole diese are 



not highly skilled jobs as die knowledge tends to be embedded in die technology. What is 
required, however, is die ability to interact widi die customer, whether in order to sell 
product or assist widi a problem. Third, firms will often expect a range of financial or odier 
incentives of die kind usually associated with manufacturing employment. 

It is clear from die case studies reported in diis paper that opportunities exist for less 
favoured cities as a result of die rise of telesendces. Call centre work is not homogeneous, 
however, and different firms will require different skills, depending on die nature of die 
product and die markets served. It is likely diat die more complex the tasks and die higher 
die skill requirements die closer to core regions firms will locate. As Ireland shows, however, 
there may be opportunities for non-core regions to attract higher order functions requiring 
technical and linguistic skills. Neverdieless, less favoured areas should consider carefully die 
nature of die tasks being relocated before offering generous packages. On die one hand low 
skill tasks will be die first to be overtaken by new technologies or by competition from lower 
cost sites. On die odier diey may represent useful experience in using new technologies on 
which a region can build and a cost-effective way of upgrading skills which might not be 
available from odier local sources. 
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Sirius, Frana 

The market represents an extremely complex mechanism. Economists have frequendy 
insisted on die role diat information plays in die functioning of markets. But die market is 
not a simple meeting place where supply and demand encounter die exchange of 
information: the market is also a production site, production of advanced and complex 
commercial functions diat enable transactions between economic agents. These commercial 
functions are continually enhanced due to two important phenomena tiiat characterize today 
die articulation of supply and demand: 

• products are no longer sold, but serviced 

• products are more and more die result of assembly rationales radier dian 
transformation rationales. 

Products, whedier diey be goods or sendees, are less and less delivered and more and more 
serviced. The difference is not just one of form, but corresponds to a profound evolution of 
demand. The transaction tiiat formalized die transfer of property, die sale of goods or die 
provision of a service, was often limited to a simple sale. Whereas, exantining current 
markets reveals diat transactions today involve not only a sale, but also die provision of 
numerous services tiiat accompany tiiat sale. The guarantees given more or less traditionally 
on die functioning of goods have dius been complemented by insurance and assistance 
services, which make it possible to sell not only the merchandise, but also a guarantee for its 

74 Tliis paper was originally written for the 1 'J<J5 report of the ID/VI'li l'oundation anel is reproduced here with 
IDATK's kind permission 
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use. Forms of payment have been extended to include all kinds of credit, of exchange, of 

ownership modakties. The availability of merchandise or sendees has been largely extended, 

to all hours of die day or night, pemianently and at any location. Products must be provided 

rapidly (die notion of urgency) and everywhere (the notion of space-time coverage). 

Tliis evolution is particularly evident in information products and services: die myriad forms 

of financing, insurance, assistance, logistics, etc. make it possible to associate goods and 

services in multiple, different packages to form more and more customized products. Each 

product put on die market today is more and more a combination of diverse components 

(goods and services). Supply dius consists, not only of refining these combinations, but of 

enriching die associated products in order to increasingly globalize the need diat is 

addressed. Industry, whedier material or immaterial, is no longer required to transform, but 

to integrate. 

Tliis globalization of demand is manifested in numerous sectors and is the object of a more 

and more integrated offer: die tourism sector, in advance as concerns these globalization 

phenomena due to die considerable increase of tour operators, must confront diis growing 

globalization by means of an ever-greater customization of its offer. The services provided at 

a certain place, a certain time, widiin a certain context, are potentially adaptable to the 

circumstance (a vegetarian meal on an airline flight, multiple options within an organized 

tour, etc.). In die real estate sector, innovative maintenance offers demonstrate die 

integration of increasingly varied repair functions; operators now offer a complete 

household maintenance or improvement sendee, for whatever kind of artisan might be 

needed. This type of evolution is also beginning to appear in the domains of ttaining, healdi, 

family management, etc. 

Markets are being segmented, just as are production activities. The acquisition of goods or 

services requires an information process, the acquisition of information on available offers, a 

process of comparison, of assessment widi respect to die purchaser's needs. Traditionally, 

die organization of markets, die market hall, die shopping street faciktated tliis selection 

process for die consumer. Widiin diat form of organization, it was, in die end, die 

distributor tiiat represented die suppliers. From now on, faced with an ever more diversified 

offer, which complexifies die possibilities of comparison and selection on die part of die 

consumer, and faced with die consumer's increasing demand for globalization, die latter 

tends to delegate the choice, die selection of the product, to an intermediary whom he 

mandates for that purpose. This process of dividing markets is accompanied as well by an 

evolution of die consumer, who, formerly customer, is becoming user: it is no longer 

enough to transmit to him the ownership of a product, one must also guarantee its use and 

die adequation to his needs. In place of die initial market, several markets have been 

substituted: one market between die users and die new inteimediaries, one or more markets 

between diese intermediaries and die producers. The integration of sendees dius multipkes 

die number of markets, due to die range of combinations introduced by die integration 

mechanisms. 
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The rationales diemselves at work on diese markets are evolving: die traditional commercial 
relationship (which presupposes an evaluation of price vs quality) is giving way to a 
relationship characterized more by confidence ki a representative (which presupposes an 
evaluation of use vs understanding of needs); diese representatives will dius try to obtain a 
quakty label for their interventions and thus new evaluation mechanisms appear. Today, die 
role of financial managers presupposes relationships largely based on confidence; diis 
situation is being generalized to insurance, for example, where it is more and more difficult 
for a company or an individual to decipher an insurance contract. New intermediaries are 
appearing, known as risk managers, who are die intermediaries between die insured and die 
insurance companies, who do not act as distributors of diose companies' products, but who 
intervene under mandate of dieir clients (and are dius remunerated by die latter). 

Markets dius call for a twofold evolution: 

• globalize die service and at the same time customize it 

• go from an ownership rationale to a user rationale where it is a matter of 
accompanying and assisting the customer throughout the life of die product, 

• go from a commercial relationship to a richer type of relationship where 
confidence is of knportance: die complexity of die gift, for a long time studied 
by anthropologists, is resurfacing under modem commercial forms. 

Tliis is what we have called "servicing the product". 

Thus, die production system is less and less required to distribute products, but must 
address more and more generic consumer functions: moving from place to place, 
communicating, housing, health care, child raising, entertainment, etc. widiout these 
functions being exclusive. On the contrary, they are destined to overlap, interpenetrate, or 
complete one anodier, according to the situation, perception, habits and taste of die 
consumer. 

In addition, die enrichment of die inteimediary operations leads to a more and more 
meshed production system: each producer diat integrates a commercial function must 
integrate products corning from odier partners and must, himself, sell his products to odier 
producers that integrate often similar components in a different way. A chain rationale 
which corresponded to production mechanisms consisting of successive transformations of 
materials is succeeded by a network rationale which corresponds to production mechanisms 
consisting of die integration of products; in such a system, each producer is at die same time 
customer and suppHer of die odier producers, and the linearity of die chain is no longer 
maintained. 

The exchange process is becoming a producer of relationships; the transaction has a cost, 
which increases as the functions increase in complexity. Productivity is no longer die 
prerogative of production alone, it now concerns the exchange process: die evolution of 
transactional mechanisms leads to no longer drinking only of production functions, but also 
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of transaction functions. The consequences of that transformation are great: thus, it is 
urgent to add to production accounting, especially of the macro-economic type, a 
transaction accounting, which alone today would make it possible to reflect and act - widi 
full knowledge of die facts - on important dimensions of our socio-economic systems. 

Markets traditionally form nodes in die economy. The market produces the meeting of 
supply and demand: that meeting is traditionally connected with a time and a place. Today, 
places take form which integrate a greater and greater supply of products, diat estabksh a 
stronger and stronger commercial relationship and that little by ktde prescribe what is to be 
consumed. The development of diese new forms of distribution/consumption is giving 
bkdi today to what we could call transaction processing centers (TPCs), which produce 
marketplaces diat are immaterial, virtual and accessible from any place, at any time, just like 
central purchasing agencies (that are concerned widi distribution or more specific sectors 
like buying pubkcity space), and centralized reservation systems, expecially powerful in die 
ak transportation sector, veritable transaction processing centers are being set up in 
numerous domains, often fomied around existing businesses. 

Consumer credit, associated eidier widi retailing (Cofinoga of the Galeries Lafayette group 
or Finaref of La Redoute), or with the banking world (Cetelem of die Paribas group), 
assistance businesses, which are generally associated widi insurance companies, pubkshers 
and large pubHc unities, are all developing or akeady possess processing centers diat allow 
them to manage die complexity of modem transactions. 

Each one has its own type of transactional mechanism: the "card issuers", diose diat issue 
credit cards (banks and financing companies, distributors, telephone companies, etc.) handle 
accounts tiiat diey try to mobilize for the largest possible range of transactions; die 
"assisters", who open files diat generate complex sendees; the "informers", who associate 
tliek services with more and more diverse types of transactions. The integration of 
increasingly diverse products in diese different categories of transactional mechanisms leads 
to die association of numerous types of skills: by developkig transactional centers where die 
transaction becomes more and more generic, more and more businesses overlap dieir 
distribution activities; and since die latter represent a growing portion of their added value, a 
veritible black hole has been created by die current mutation of transactional mechanisms: 
die reconfiguring of distribution's gravitational fields could be considerable. Aldiough it is 
true diat integrated trade has not supplanted specialized trade, and that catalog sales have not 
replaced retailing, die redistribution of roles has nonetheless been considerable. The notion 
of trade name is bekig disconnected today from the circuits to which it has been attached 
and is becoming multi-circuit, giving birdi to processing poles for trade information which 
go to forni transaction processkig centers. 
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The notion of processmg center seems quite characteristic of the new networked 
configurations of die production system, which substitute for the linearity of former models, 
die radial form of the meshed model. Town centers and shopping arcades were akeady 
examples of diese places where meetings were faciktated, where everydting attractive, 
symboHc and collective that society can offer takes form. A corollary of die globalization 
phenomena, die notion of center (sometimes called base, as well) is emerging in many 
sectors: leisure centers, health centers, training centers... These centers are numerous - there 
can not be a unique center - and diey polarize the places where exchanges occur. Back 
offices for die physical centers, front offices for the immaterial centers, diese transaction 
processing centers - which just as telephone exchanges on telecommunications networks, or 
freight centers on transportation networks, or stations and harbors of all sorts on odier 
communication networks - assure die interconnection, the interfunctioning, the routing and 
die processing of what ckculates. 

The TPCs which process die flow of kiformation have neverdieless dieir own specific 
knportance. In effect, die digital kiformation constitutes an easily processed commodity , 
which can generate significant values. Each transactional center is first built on die fact diat it 
monitors considerable transactional data relative to products for which it assures the 
ckculation. The stocking and processing of die mass of transactional data allows a very fine 
analysis of die markets which can be rendered profitable eidier internally or externally. 
Internally, valorizing can come from an increasingly fine targeting of clientele, enabling the 
customizing of offers: in tliis way, American telephone companies, by analyzing die 
communications initiated by their customers, can propose advantageous terms to certain 
customers and thereby secure dieir loyalty to the telephone company , as well as finding new 
customers dirough sponsorship. Externally, some of the information proceeding from die 
activity of transactional centers can be sold to dtird parties, for example, information on die 
frequency of breakdowns per type of automobile, which results from die processing of 
requests for assistance by large assistance companies, or die sale of pharmaceutical products 
by area, which results from die compilation of sales managed by pharmaceutical distributors. 

That capacity to master die adequation of supply and demand, acquired ktde by Utde by die 
TPCs, gives diem - beyond dieir role of organizer of intermediation, of exchange (a role tiiat 
we could quakfy as metamediator) - a veritable arbitrator's role vis-à-vis the markets. The 
emergence of that polarization of economic networks is thus accompanied by profound 
transformations of die relationships between economic players. The subcontracting of 
vertically-organized businesses is replaced by the reticular contracting of networking 
organizations. Today, it is undtinkable for more and more professionals to not affiliate 
diemselves widi transaction processing centers which increaskigly condition die access to 
markets. Garage owners affiliate widi automobile assistance centers, artisans affiliate wddi die 
central agencies that are appearing in die maintenance sector, medical auxiliaries affiliate widi 
medical assistance centers widiin die context of new sendees offered by die latter, and 
information providers affiliate in die same way, dius giving bkdi to new subordinations. 

The capacity of diese TPCs to process information, which is now mainly digital, coupled 
with die evolution of demand towards the globalization of the consumers-users' 
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expectations, is tending to rapidly expand die scope of intenention of these centers. Thus, 
when a subscription to an economic daily is coupled with a banking service, when a 
radiotelephony service is coupled wdtii a traffic assistance service, or when an insurance 
contract includes an assistance sendee, what appears is die extended superposition of skills. 
These TPCs now produce die most diverse packages of commodities and die traditional 
distributors of goods and services find diemselves selkng not only thek own production, but 
also tiiat of odiers. We dius witness the emergence of a veritable interniediation crystal 
where banks, insurers, assistance providers, as well as retailers, public utikties (whose activity 
consists for a large part in distributing), telemarketing, information companies, and even 
pubkshers cohabit. 

Modern markets are becoming electronic, virtual, immaterial, and represent colossal 
investments and power: die cost of an akkne reservation system attains bilkons of dollars. 
These TPCs are going to increase ki number, differentiate, approach diek clientele from 
diverse angles, while integrating products in new and different ways: a process of dividing 
markets is taking form which accentuates the meshing of diese centers, which constitutes 
the interconnection of markets. Distinctions among skills are disappearing, widi die 
emergence of new, hard to answer questions, like those concerning professional 
responsabikty, traditionally associated widi lines of buskiess: should diese responsabikties 
now be associated widi markets, what is die circulation of risk diat is brought on by diis new 
type of economy? 

The Intermediation Crystal 

"Information 
providers" 
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Capable of integrating more and more complex functions, transactions wik also modify die 
boundaries of pubkc services. This observation can akeady be made in die social realm, 
where the cost of processing a social intervention, once defined, is probably inferior when 
provided by an assistance company dian by a social organism. The development of different 
types of financing, die multipkcity and complexity of interventions to be deployed, 
necessitate more and more transactional mechanisms (mobilizing means, services, 
measurements, billing, verification of rights, reimbursements, compensations, etc.), which 
noncommercial services will find more and more difficult to provide. The customization of 
services, which can be provided by large WCs, opens in parallel important possibikties for 
adapting to each person die aid and assistance required. 

Thanks to new telematic tools, die power of TPCs makes it possible to envisage a real 
freeing of exchanges (no doubt accompanied by a degree of deregulation), with, of course, 
die impacts linked to die fluidity of the circulation of values that we have mentioned: it is 
not as much a question of densifying die exchange sphere as of extending it, making 
interchangeable die values which are not such today. The example of skill clearing houses, 
which are being set up in certain countries, illustrates these new mechanisms of exchange 
where it is becoming possible to exchange an hour of labor corresponding to a certain skill, 
for an hour or more of labor with a different skul. 

These new exchanges, based on a modern notion of barter, illustrate as well die question of 
multiplying scales of value: money often remains die unavoidable unit of comparison of 
values, and dius of diek inevitable compensations, but could cease to be die universal 
standard. Widi die example of local skill exchange trading systems, it can easily be imagined 
diat a hourly accounting be substituted for a monetary accounting, with conceivably, certain 
skills being "wordi" more hours dian odier skills. Each exchange, each TPC would manage 
in fine die accounts, in a unity of value diat could be proper to that exchange. Of course, die 
globalization of exchanges presupposes a single standard to compensate die global 
ckculation of values, but die recourse to specific measures constitutes no doubt a way of 
differentiating die TPCs, all die more pertinently in that the exchange widi customers can 
integrate monetary relationships (for example, providing information, consuming, each unit 
consumed giving die right to new consumptions). 

Each trade name creates or adheres to a demonetized bonus system: free ak miles attributed 
by akline companies today represent die archetype of the couponing practices which 
distribute bonus points for all sorts of purchases. Current alliances among major retailers, 
financial players and telecommunications companies could confer tomorrow the role played 
today by mileage on telecommunication sendees (calls), for small purchases. 

In such contexts, what will become of the notion of value? Will purchasing power be 
measured by die yardstick of multiple accounting units, units of weight and volume, 
monetary units, temporal units, units of information or communications, by points, miles or 
tokens of all sorts? The choice of diese new units, the question of their measurement, diek 
correspondance, die way public audioritics will have to redefine fiscal concepts, are all 
questions diat remain open. But, beyond the new forms diat are going to give rise to new 
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markets, it is die value of labor and purchasing power which may conceivably be called into 
question if we are not careful: wiU not die power of certain transaction processkig centers 
and die globalization of markets diat they may bring about induce a devastating deflationary 
process? 

The mutation of transactional mechanisms that is taking place today in our economies leads 
us to wonder what will be the role that they could play in the phenomena of economic 
osculation. The hypothesis which could be advanced depends on the coordination which is 
necessary between die progress occurring in the productive sphere and the progress 
occurring in die transactional sphere. In general, any progress ki production leads to or 
accompanies a mutation of demand, of consumption, of uses: they must be accompanied by 
substantial mutations of die exchange mechanisms. In other words, progress depends at 
certain periods on die freeing of productive forces, but it necessarily depends, at certain 
odier periods, on die freeing of exchange mechanisms which allows die production to 
spread widiin a new environment. 

In addition to production cycles, it would therefore be well to wonder about possible 
exchange cycles: die question today concerns the contribution of information and 
communication technologies to growdi. Of course, fhek role and thek impact on die scope 
of production are considerable; but, there is much more at stake as regards diek potential 
contribution to die evolution of transactional mechanisms, which is, ki any case, an essential 
factor for thek full contribution to the improvement of the productive sphere. 

Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs) are probably not die primary driving 
force for die evolution of transactional mechanisms: technical progress can only be grafted 
onto more fundamental mutations of economies and societies. However, it can accelerate a 
movement which vehicles considerable transformations of our standards, our values, our 
regulations. If die process of demateriakzkig markets, which is akeady well engaged, seems 
unavoidable, it is becoming urgent to examine aU kicidenccs of diat evolution and to set up a 
means to measurement (a transaction accounting) which will prove indispensable to control 
die process. The fluidity of values, die capacity of value flows to produce values (whereas 
until now we were involved in a reverse mechanism where die production of values 
generated die flow of values), die multiplication of scales of value, the disappearance of 
skills, die putting into circulation of risks, the new issues of opening and closing ... all die 
phenomena induced by die evolution of transactions, show the abundance of problems to 
be addressed. 
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Mdümey<&C, Tokyo 

Today, the number of on-line PC service subscribers in the U.S. — die most advanced 

market in die world — has akeady reached 7 million, and 30-40 million people worldwide are 

using services on die Internet. Even in japan, a far less developed market, on-line services 

are rapidly gakting subscribers. The number of individual subscribers to on-line services, 

such as NIFTY-Serve and PC-VAN, has grown at nearly 50% over die past 2 years and has 

now reached more dian 2 million subscribers (there is no overlap between users of bodi 

services). In addition, die number of Internet users has grown rapidly since some on-line 

services launched connection services for individual users ki 1994. 

Widi die increase in die number of kidividual users of οη-lkie sendees, traditional off-line 

transactions — diat is, sales of information, sendees, or products to individuals or households 

dirough face-to-face sales activities — will also be available on-line. Since electronic networks 

provide consumers widi access to a wider range of IPs (Information Providers: 

Services/goods, kiformation), on-line sendees are expected to continue to grow rapidly. 

From die \tiewpokit of service/product providers, the advantages of diis new on-line 

channel are enormous. They do not need to pay shop rent or labor, or piinting/mailing 

costs. Furthermore, they have obtakied a new channel that targets consumers who value die 

greater convenience, wider range of products, and competitive prices of on-line services. 
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When kiformation on a service or product is delivered from one party to anodier on a 
network, payment transactions should also be made on-line. A new payment system is 
rcquked for on-kne payment transactions since cash or credit card payment mediods are not 
feasible (die customer's audienticity cannot be confirmed by his signature). Many general 
merchandisers and department stores have not yet entered the electronic home shopping 
market because on-kne payment systems are not yet established. 

Requ i rements for on-line payment s y s t e m s : 

» Securi ty 

The most important requkement is to obtain the security needed to make payments over a 
network, given tiiat hundreds of diousands of people are using that network. O n the 
Internet, users can deliver information across national borders. If you deliver any 
'defenseless' information, it can be viewed by any user and could be modified before 
reaching its destination. 

Thus it is critical to establish a security system that can prevent hacking or abuse of 
information before payment information is delivered over networks, especially over die 
Internet If a Itigli security level is secured, electronic financial transactions can be made. 

* Payment c o s t 

The second requkement is to set a level of payment which is both profitable and acceptable 
to the user. Traditional payment methods — including bank transfers, credit cards, and 
checks — involve payment processing activities at banks, credit card companies and shops. 
The cost of diese processing activities is not direcdy proportional to the volume of sales. 
Even in die case of on-line transactions, the setdement process of a credit card costs more 
dian Y100 per transaction. The types of on-line transactions vary wddely, from payment for 
information (several hundred yen per transaction) to more expensive purchases dirough 
home shopping (tens of diousands of ven per item). There will be strong demand for 
information, which costs only several hundred yen per transaction. Due to the present 
economics of setdement processing diese transactions, which will probably become die 
mainstream of kiformation delivery sendees, will not be profitable. 

* Providing value for t h e ose r 

The payment system should be accessible to all users. Currendy cash or credit card payment 
options are available for ordinary purchasing. Credit cards can only be used by people over 
18 years old. However, many users are children. 

Second, on-line payment systems should enable anonymity. Given die rapid expansion of 
new information intermediaries, such as video and Dial Q2, adult entertainment senices 
will almost certainly be available. People using such sendees will probably choose payment 
options which allow them to remaki anonymous. 



Information providers also have a set of requirements. Anyone can sell kifomiation to 
diousands of users on a network. However, when people want to sell information or a 
smak software vendor wants to seU its own kinovative product, how can they collect money? 
The safest option, with no risk of lending loss, is a credit card. However, it is difficult for 
individuals or small companies to become a member shop of a credit card company under 
die current off-line credit card system. 

In networked markets in cyberspace, where commercial transactions are made between 
unspecified numbers of IPs and the general pubkc, the establishment of electronic payment 
systems wik furdier fuel die Multimedia Revolution. To faciktate recent developments in 
multimedia, it is deskable that payment systems should have a broad user base, guarantee 
anonymity and be available to smaker IPs, in addition to the fundamental requirements of 
Itigli security and profitable payment costs. 

To respond to these requkements, technolog)' start-ups have been rapidly generating new 
ideas in various areas. For example, new payment systems diat have attracted much 
attention from die media include 'DigiCash', 'CyberCash', 'First Virtual' and 'Mondex.' 

Much trial and error is involved in establishing an optimal payment system for on-line 
transactions. Many payment options arc now available. They can be divided into two 
groups: appkcation of existing financial systems and totally new systems developed 
specificaky for on-line use. 

Application of existing financial systems 

• Utilization of telecom billing systems (phone, VAN, etc.) 

• Credit card 

• Encrypted credit card 

• Credit card-based intermediary sendees between credit card companies and 
users/IPs 

Systems developed specifically for «rs-ilrse use 

• Ε-cash (open): can be used between kidividuals and corporations and 
converted to money 

• Ε-cash (closed): can be used only in a specific community, and issimilar to 
using a prepaid card system 
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{ a ) Util ization of t e l e c o m billing s y s t e m s 

As for on-line transactions of information, telecom sendee providers have been undertaking 
bilkng activities for IPs, uskig the existing billing systems for phone /VAN. The most 
notable examples are Dial Q 2 and Videotex. In particular, Dial Q 2 has attracted much 
media attention for its bilkng system which leverages a phone company's billing system. 
Under tliis system phone companies charge thek subscribers for usage of Dial Q 2 services, 
in addition to line charges. Tliis system was convenient for both users and IPs, and die 
volume of transactions, with N T T alone, totaled about 270 billion yen at the end of 1993, of 
which commission fees are approxknately 24 billion yen. 

However, die billing system was beset by difficulties. For kistance, some users of Q 2 
services were not also subscribers to the phone company. Other users were astonished diat 
diek bills were so Itigli since diey did not realize that Dial Q2 services were so much more 
expensive dian traditional phone usage. In addition, the risk of bills bekig unpaid was high 
since no law specifies who should be responsible for payment. Furthermore, it is only 
possible to charge according to volume of usage by using the phone billing system. 

( b ) C r e d i t - c a r d - b a s e d s e t t l e m e n t 

This mediod is used by router network services such as Nifty in Japan or American Online 
and CompuServe in die U.S. All die requked activities, from sigiting-up with a service to bill 
setdement, can be done by using die existing credit card payment systems and PCs. 
Moreover, some major router network sendees in the U.S. provide catalog shopping 
services widi a wide variety of products. Thek users can not only dekver or receive 
information, but also order and pay for products on-line using die following procedure. 
Fkst, users input dieir credit card number (or code number) and confimi it over die phone 
widi diek router network sendee companies. Then the cost of the user's purchases through 
on-line shopping wiU be withdrawn from his card account according to the same process 
used for a regular off-line transaction. 

For off-line transactions, credit card payments account for 30 percent of consumer 
transactions. Plowever, credit cards are not likely to be widely used in cyberspace until 
several problems are overcome: 

» Convenience 
Credit card based setdement sendees target adults who are eligible to become card holders. 
Plowever, credit card payment sendees cannot be used by children, major users of die new 
and growing area of "Edutainment." In addition, many IPs are individuals or start-up 
companies whose future is difficult to predict. Thus users are unable to settle payments by 
credit card 

* Paymen t cos t 
If die user purchases a small amount of information every month, or pays only a basic 
charge, the credit card company may not be able to break even. For credit card companies 
to become profitable, diek minimum requkements are that the monthly charge must exceed 



3,000 yen and die charge per transaction, 2,000 yen. It is uneconomic for IPs to pay a Itigli 
commission fee to die card company for each kiexpensive use of its software senice. 

* Maintaining security 
In die case of die catalog shopping sendee provided by American Online, die user can select 
liis purchases and krimediately make payment by inputting his credit card number. 
However, die user risks having Iris card number stolen. The risk of doing on-kne shopping 
dirough die Internet, which is more open dian usual on-kne networks, is more serious and 
harder to overcome. 

Over die Internet, your card number or code number is delivered to die IP of your 
destination through a relay method across countries. To prevent your number from being 
stolen and abused on die way to its destination, you are requked to inform die catalog 
company of your card number over die phone. Currendy, it is almost knpossible for you to 
send your card number dkecdy over a network, particularly on open networks like die 
Internet. 

{ c } Payment through encrypted credi t cards 

One way of overcoming diis problem is scrambling card numbers so they can pass safely on 
electronic networks to credit card companies. Credit card companies and software houses 
are akeady working to design a system using encryption technology. One of the most 
notable examples is die navigation software developed by Netscape, a software vendor for 
die Internet. Akeady, 60 to 80% of 300,000 Internet subscribers are purported to be uskig 
diis software, which is equipped widi an encryption tool, Secure Sockets Layer (SSL), 
dirough which card numbers are automaticaky encrypted when kiput/transmitted by 
software users. Tliis technolog)' drastically reduces die risk tiiat card numbers are hacked or 
deciphered over networks. Apple, IBM, MCI, Bank America, and many odier credit card 
companies have adopted diis technology, which is quickly beconting the kidustty standard. 
While some may argue diat any code can be decoded, Netscape's technology has taken us a 
giant step furdier toward establishing the security level requked for encrypted credit card-
based payment. 

( d } Payment support services 

As previously noted, existing credit card-based payment systems have numerous limitations, 
including die restrictions on credit card-based sales when the IP is an individual or a smak 
company, die relatively higher settlement cost of small payments, and vulnerability to crime 
(hacking and abuse of card/code number). To resolve diese issues, Fkst Vktual Holdings 
Inc., a financial service company diat has an office only on a network, set up a support 
service last year. 

What is die payment-support sendee provided by Fkst Vktual like? Fkst, users register widi 
Fkst Vktual and receive I.D. numbers in exchange for thek card numbers. When diey want 
to buy somedting electronically, diey simply supply thek I.D. numbers to the IP. The IP 
transmits die user's I.D. number and the bill to Fkst Vktual. Once the user's kidividual 
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purchase is confirmed, Fkst Vktual charges the user's credit card company the total 
purchase amount per mondi. When individual IPs want to sell thek kiformation over the 
network, they can sell dirough diek I.D. numbers without registering widi a credit card 
company. Fkst Vktual takes 50% of die transaction fee that the IP pays to die credit card 
companies as transitory income. 

Tliis service has increased die security level of transactions over electronic networks as well 
as reduced processing and transaction costs for credit card companies - a development tiiat 
signals die dramatic expansion of potential markets for credit card-based payment on 
electronic networks. 

Let's look at new electronic payment systems, also known as "electronic currency," an 
"electronic wallet" or "digicash." These require a new financial system that functions only 
on electronic networks. Electronic currency is a fakiy new concept whose definition is still 
being debated, even among professionals. For our purposes, however, we can say diat it 
consists of two elements: 1) electronic cash (open), which can be used just like real money, 
distributed nationwide between general individuals/conipanies and converted to money; 
and 2) electronic cash (closed), which can be used only in kmited areas, such as a certain 
community, and which functions more like a prepaid card. 

{ e } E l e c t r o n i c c a s h (wsed on o p e n n e t w o r k s ) 

Typical examples of "open" electronic cash include "ecash," "Mondex," and "Danmont ." 
"Ecash" is an operation software for electronic currency launched by a software house, 
Digicash. "Mondex" and "Danmont," which are promoted by financial kidustries in 
Europe, grew out of a need to reduce social infrastructure costs. These systems provide 
checks or coins diat can be handled electronically to reduce bank/retailer check processing 
costs and bank branch network costs. 

Mondex 
Mondex money uses IC cards as an intermediar)' and can be freely deposited and wididrawn. 
It is now bekig promoted by such players as NatWest, BT and Midland Bank. Users can 
load any amount of money onto diek IC cards from their bank accounts through ATM, IC 
public phones, or diek own terminals. The advance payment loaded onto thek IC cards can 
be widely used for payments to public institutions, such as public transport, local retail 
shops, or entertakiment facilities. Merchants or sendee providers who receive electronic 
advancement payment through IC cards can instand)' transmit the amount to thek accounts. 
In diis system, die transmission of E-money, between either individuals or buskiesses, does 
not involve banks. 

If public/mobile phones could be used as an ATM, busy consumers would enjoy greater 
convenience. What's more, financial kistitutions would be able to reduce costs requked for 
branch-network operations, A T M maintenance, check processkig, money transfers, and so 
fortid. N o t ak retailers or businesses will be willing to accept Mondex money in die near 
term. Plowever, after diis system was piloted ki the U.K. in July 1995, it spread across die 
country in a matter of months. 'Plie IC card can be put into a terminal and used for 



electronic payments as well. In tliis way, Mondex offers an integrated payment system diat 
handles bodi on-line and off-line transactions. 

"Ecash" 
"Ecash", invented by DigiCash in Amsterdam, translates into E-money and its operation 
software. DigiCash eventually plans to focus its business on providing software to licensees, 
leaving die actual issue and operation of ecash to financial institutions. The mechanism 
works as foUows: 

Fkst, die bank, end user and IP introduce "ecash" software and its operation scheme. The 
functioning of die overall mechanism resembles that of a checkkig account. The end user 
opens an account with die bank. The requested amount of "ecash" is loaded over die 
network onto die user's computer by die bank, much as a user withdraws needed cash from 
a bank account. The user electronically pays the amount charged for his purchase of 
information, etc. out of the loaded "ecash" to the TP. The IP electronically transfers the 
received "ecash" to the bank. Fkially, die bank transfers the cash to the IP's account. T o 
clear die security level requked to prevent counterfeiting or to distinguish between the 
"genuine article" and an knitation, DigiCash's "ecash" is embedded with encryption and 
electronic signature technology. At present, "ecash"' is not assigned any monetary value, 
and is undergoing a "dry run" over die Internet. 

"Mondex" and "ecash" offer greater convenience, just as cash does: diey are available to any 
user and protect detailed information on users' purchase records from dtird parties. 
Moreover, die operation cost is low skice everything is processed electronically. O n the 
odier hand, building and maintakting die social infrastrucmre requked to support "Mondex" 
and "ecash" wik be a major challenge. Isn't electronic cash equivalent to money? In what 
way are payments in electronic cash regulated by the Foreign Exchange Control Law in die 
borderless electronic world? These and other issues must be addressed and clarified. 

i f } E l e c t r o n i c c a s h ( « s e d on c l o s e d n e t w o r k s ) 

"Closed" electronic cash can be used between kidividual partners in specific systems and 
cannot be converted to money. In die off-line world, "electronic quasi-money ki closed 
systems" based on IC card systems have akeady been estabkshed in some communities, 
kicludkig die shopping mak of Yokohama Landmark Tower. Also, ki die on-line world, it is 
possible for gateway sendee pro\dders to establish original payment systems diat may be 
sknilar to prepaid systems. In light of these developments, Mizuki Corporation created a 
monetary unit (lot), which it used in the 'Virtual City' the company on a PC and on-kne 
network. Mizuki's 'lots' are more like die coins inserted in machines at video arcades. At 
least for now, diese lots can neither be purchased with money nor converted to money. 
Plowever, 'lots' have been invented so that diey can be vktually converted to real money or 
goods. In die not-too-distant future, it is very likely that consumers will be able to buy 'lots' 
widi cash like prepaid cards. It is also likely that 'lots' will become "currency" diat can be 
exclusively used ki the Vktual City marketplace. In tliis case, additional sendees should be 
established, including conversion or transfer sendees between retailers such as Mituskoslti 
and Takasltimaya. Widi die precedent akeady established in the off-tine world, electronic 
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currency appears to have major potential to be used widely on on-line networks. Future 
challenges include: 1) identifying appropriate prepaid systems, 2) building and rnaintaining 
social infrastructure, including die establishment of financial services such as cashing services 
for IPs participating in electronic cash systems. 

3, Perspective for On-line Payment System: 
Which of die above-described payment options are likely to become mainstream in future? 
Tlie direction of payment system evolution wik probably depend on a combination of 
factors: convenience to users, easy access to the system, and die business opportunities each 
system offers its provider. Let us now examine die likely development of payment systems 
from the viewpoint of consumers, IPs, and payment system providers, such as financial 
institutions. 

Fkst, considering die extension of user bases diat can be covered, credit card-based payment 
systems are, as previously stated, not suitable for children. Plowever, automatic fund 
transfer and utilization of telecom billing services may result ki lending losses for lead 
payment system providers. For diis reason, ways should be found to provide electronic 
cash, which functions like a prepaid card or cash. 

Second, let us consider diose issues related to payment cost, including die economics of a 
payment system for its provider per value of setdement and users' needs for payment 
systems. For die time being, major transactions on networks, like trading digital information 
or selling a small amount of information, wik kivolve relatively marginal payments. In diese 
purchases, credit-card-based setdements diat involve cost per transaction wkl naturaky 
become less profitable and less attractive to credit card companies, giving rise to die need for 
companies diat integrate die customer's transactions and electronic cash (open), like Fkst 
Vktual Holdings. On die odier hand, to settie big-ticket purchases made through emerging 
electronic home shopping, credit cards will be definitely needed because of consumer needs 
for spread or deferred payment options. 

Tltird, people looking for specific information, such as adult entertainment (which, 
incidentaky, stimulated die development of the video industry and die Dial Q2) often seek 
anonymity. Some consumers are inundated by dkect mail sent by various databases. It is 
natural for diese consumers to feel anxious about the kind of sendees provided by credit 
card companies or companies like Fkst Vktual who can obtain every bit of data on 
individuals' utilization stams. Given consumers' needs for anonymity, diere appears to be 
substantial room for die growtii of electronic cash (open), which functions just like cash. 

Not ak these payment options are needed from die beginning. Appropriateness of payment 
system depends on network envkonments - closed (Nifty, American Online, etc.) or open 
(Internet) - that determine die possibikty for each payment system to be instaked, the credit 
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risk accompanying a transaction, die requked safety level and die possibility of mutual 
confirmation of identification between IPs and users. 

Take open networks like die Internet, for instance. Skice neither IPs nor users can control 
"who" is coming in "for what", credit risk is very Itigli, and payment cannot be made on 
subsequent days via checks or transfers. Overall, there are diree major constraints on 
payment systems for open networks: 

• People happen to meet each odier and engage ki payments over die Internet. 
Under diese circumstances, diose payment mediods, kicluding electronic funds 
transfer or utilization of telecom billing systems, are not appkcable. 

• Given die vulnerability of die network to hackers and odier criminals, no non-
encrypted credit cards can be used. 

• Transactions on the Internet requke no membership. Payment system 
providers need to assign individual IDs that enable mutual confirmation of 
identification, just like credit card-based systems. 

Considering diese constraints, payment systems on open networks requke encrypted credit 
cards, financial services provided by, say, Fkst Vktual, and electronic cash. 

On die odier hand, on closed networks (Nifty, American Online, etc.) where individual 
users make a contract to use the network, payments only occur between companies and 
diek members or limited IPs and members. For diis reason, requirements for payment 
systems are relatively lenient, as discussed below: 

• When establishing subscriber contracts, die network operator can, to some 
extent, select individuals. Credit risk and mutual identification-related issues are 
relatively minor, compared widi diose on open networks like die Internet. 

• Which payment mediod to be used - automated fund transfer or utilization of 
telecom biling systems, etc. — can be agreed and contracted beforehand. 

• Dkect transactions widi network sendee providers by phone make hacking 
more difficult 

• Payment system providers do not need to provide IDs in addition to registered 
membership numbers. 

In die closed network environment, IPs and gateway service providers are able to select die 
most appropriate payment mediod for each individual member based on his credit strength. 
These include automated funds transfer, original prepaid mediods, and credit cards. 
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Tlie multimedia revolution led to die advent of electronic commerce, a new commercial 
channel. It seems to be inevitable that new electronic payment systems will be created and 
estabkshed to faciktate electronic commerce transactions. It is knportant to consider die 
implications of establishing payment systems on electronic commerce networks for players 
who do business widi general consumers (retailers, makers who manufacture/sell thek own 
products) and financial institutions tiiat sell personal financial services. 

In die emerging electronic commerce channel, die key strateg)' wik be coUecting and 
accumulating consumer information and effectively uskig die information for the 
development and marketing of new products. 

The estabkshment of superior payment system on networks will dramatically change 
traditional methods of trade or sales/marketing. In addition, it will determine die growth 
potential of new electronic commerce which could provide totally new business 
opportunities. Plowever, to establish payment systems on a network, particularly issuing 
electronic cash, multiple issues need to be resolved. 
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Head of the Science: Policy Research Unit's ( i n t o ; for Κ ΓΓ, University c if Sussex, UK 

The security of advanced kiformation and communication networks is an issue which has 
received unprecedented public attention in recent years. This is due both to the need to 
provide security for sensitive data widtin organisations and the need to protect data in 
increaskigly complex global network environments. Security and encryption techniques are 
pivotal for the development of electronic trading networks of ak kinds and debate is 
focusing on new appkeations and implementations of encryption. In die absence of major 
advances in die techniques avakable to secure networks, electronic commerce may fail to 
expand globally to encompass ak sectors of die economy. This paper reviews developments 
in die use of a range of technical means of securing advanced information and 
communication networks and assesses diek knpkcations suppliers and users. 

There are increasing risks of data kiterception as digital communication networks become 
more widely diffused. In many cases, however, the physical security of die network is a less 
pressing problem dian die organisational problems of conducting adequate security audits, 
instilling appreciation of security issues, and dealing with die ever more widespread access of 
audiorised' personnel to secure information. Some security problems may be addressed 

75 This paper draws upon R. Mansell and W. li. Stcinmucller (l'J%) 'The Way I'Orward: Socio-liconomic and 
Policy Issues & Advanced Communication Technologies and Services', \ tepori for the liuropean Commission ACTS 
l'AIR Project AC093, 5 March. Contributions by Arthur Oppenheimer, Independent Consultant and David Saycrs, 
Independent Consultant are gratefully acknowledged. The views expressed in this paper are those of the author and not 
those of any organisation tir institution. 
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dirough die use of 'end-to-end' encryption. Encryption, however, also presents difficult 
organisational problems kivolving die agreement to common standards and procedures for 
die transfer of 'keys' among users. Substantial challenges remain ki developing a level of 
security diat wik encourage broad pubkc trust in the safety, rekability, and confidentiakty of 
die information infrastructure at a cost which is acceptable to suppliers and users of 
advanced networks and services. 

The technical architecture of today's digital networks enables a variety of new forms of 
uninvited kitrusions into private communication. Eavesdroppkig on normal commercial 
telecommunication transmissions while they are ki transit requires specialised equipment. 
De-multiplexed communication channels are easier to handle ki terms of kiterception; but 
die Itigli capacity of modern transmission methods means diat the final de-multiplexing is 
often on, or near, die final point of network access so that any public channel would contain 
a jumbled series of communication channels. In addition to the entry and eavesdrop 
approach, odier forms of corruption of network security are becoming possible. They rely 
on die use of general purpose computers, typically running a commercially available 
operating system. These computers are open to 'normal' security attack mediods and thek 
defence rekes upon die mediods available to commercial information and communication 
technology users. 

The use of digital control mediods for all forms of telecommunication introduces a form of 
data about telecommunication use which, until a few years ago, was not available. Name-
linked data about an increasingly large set of kidividual actions will be created and stored 
digitally. This class of data about transmitted data is called metadata. Metadata are generated 
diroughout die information infrastrucmre. For example, data on mobile telecommunication 
eck transfers provides location data, approximate with the present cell size within a few 
ltilometres. Widi micro- or even pico-cells, die fineness of diis location data will 'knprove' 
and may come to be regarded as an invasion of privacy. 

'A chain is as strong as its weakest link' is a truism often appked to security systems and 
diek management. The chain model pokits to the importance of balancing system defences 
across die whole of die system. Management usually requires measures to balance economic 
resources to protect against network kitrusions. For example, 

® A meaningful transmission can be coded so that it is decoded easily only by 
diose sharing die secret of die code-decode process. 'Phis is die basis of the 
practice of cryptography. The minimal cover time of a security system is die 
shortest time for which a particular system wik resist a well-informed attack. 

• In appkeations where the main threat is believed to be a commercial loss, this 
idea can be extended, intuitively at least to a minimal attack cost, die cheapest way 
of assembling die know-how to effect penetration. 
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Some security systems need the combined know-how of several staff, co
operation, etc. to operate, dismande, disable or suborn; giving rise to die 
concept of a minimal attack team si^e. 

Most security measures fak back on 'conformity to best practice' which guarantees notlting 
more than being subject to die weaknesses of the market leaders. Verification of the security 
of a complex, multi-component system, such as a telecommunication system, is possible 
using a branch of appked mathematics called probabilistic safety assessment using fault tree 
analysis. It is slow, needs highly skiked engineers and applied madiematicians, and requkes a 
great lengdi of time because of die need to analyse die interactions of ak die sub-systems of 
die system in conjunction in normal operational mode and with abnormal functions of parts 
of die whole, ki combkiation. The global telecommunication system is die largest man-
made system in existence. A thorough security review in a 'safety case' manner could take a 
long time to complete. Yet over 30 per cent of the products made by die holder of an 
approxknate 60 per cent share of the European GSM market, Ericsson, are less than diree 
years old.76 Technological kinovations do not allow such a Itigli level of security assurance to 
be offered. 

Encryption is akeady an kitegral part of many electronic and communication systems and as 
private networks merge into the larger world-wide public networks there wik be an 
increaskig need for encryption systems that can be trusted and easüy implemented. 
Encryption is not just die coding or scrambling of messages. As well as ensuring that a 
message is dekvered widiout kiterception, there are other knportant requirements for the 
secure commercial use of telecommunication networks and applications. These include 
audientication, copyright protection, unrepudiabikty, and legal validity. There is a 
comparatively limited number of encryption techniques which can be employed. These can 
be variously combined and implemented, but common patterns of security and 
implementation are visible. 

Security and secure systems are focused on those areas where security is seen as necessary 
and encryption is seen as a speciakst area, relevant only to those appkcations where it is 
considered to be an ktitial design parameter. Those systems which have been seen to requke 
security appear to have security implemented as part of thek initial design specification. 
Examples kiclude ATM (Automatic Teller Machine,! networks and government and security 
environments where the security of the information and the need to presence confidentiality 
of kiformation is seen as vital. In other areas such as EDI, bank clearing, foreign currency 

7,1 !.. Ramquist, President of liricsson (1W4) 'Innovation Generated by Professionalism, Respect and Perseverance; 
The 1994 UK Innovation Lecture' London. 
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interchange and settlement, and the suppkers of dtird patty specialist networks, encryption is 
not regarded as necessary and is dierefore not implemented. In some cases, die potential 
threats to security are not recognised as users have acquked great confidence in the use of 
electronic networks. 

Data which remain widiin an organisation's private computer system can be protected by 
internal systems, passwords, in-house monitoring, and supervised using monitoring and 
audit tools. Access can be restricted to specific groups, single sign-on systems can be 
mandated and, should an attack or loss of data occur, it should be possible very swiftly eidier 
to tighten the controls and identify the culprit or increase the audit trails. The moment data 
leave an organisation the protection offered by in-house security, however incomplete, 
disappears. 

With older closed financial networks the suppkers could demand and specify all aspects of 
the system including hardware, software and communication protocols. This gave diem 
end-to-end control over die system design and operation and enabled users to feel secure. 
Today's vision of a global seamless open network generates fears of loss of data and control. 

Several major trends are influencing pubkc trust and confidence in global networks. 
Organisations are converting private networks to kiterconnect and interoperate widi pubkc 
networks and audit trails are much more compkcated and difficult to implement. Re-
engineering networks to close security holes which emerge after implementation is expensive 
and time-consuming and it is difficult to rebuild user confidence. It has proved much better 
to build security into die initial design. 

The security of Internet transactions brings die need for an open system available which is 
non-proprietary and accepted by die majority of service suppkers, information providers, 
card companies and financial institutions. For die credit card companies a single solution 
has many advantages. Visa/Microsoft and Mastercard/Netscape/IBM announcements 
towards the end of 1995 promised co-operation in die definition and production of a 
standard open specification for secure trading on the Internet. However, as of January 1996 
there was confusion between die two consortia as both parties have pubkshed a secure 
trading specification and wish to make it die defacto kidustry standard. 

As more trading and commerce occur dirough advanced communication networks diere is 
an increasing need for speedy, secure, rekable, and available payment systems. An alternative 
to the credit card based systems proposed by Visa and Mastercard is "Electronic Cash'. One 
example is Digicash which employs cryptographic digital signatures to generate cash 
anonymously. It is tiiis anonymity tiiat concerns opponents of die concept. Money 
currendy can be traced - die tax systems and banking regulations of most countries insist on 
this as part of ensuring legitimate actions by individuals and adherence to corporate tax law 
by commercial organisations. Many countries knpose severe limitations on die handling of 
large amounts of physical cash in order to try to prevent die black economy, money 
laundering and iUegal drug profits from entering the financial system. Large-scale availabikty 
of anonymous digital cash flowing dirough a global network direatens diis structure. 



The protection of copyright material involves handling digital rights, access and 
transmission. Many organisations in die pubkshing, perfonnance, communication and 
electronic pubkshing fields are coUaborating to produce systems which wik provide 
guaranteed security and control of information usage. The techniques of pubkc key 
cryptography are being used to address some of these issues. The Cryptolope is a method 
which provides an integrated system embracing die payment, distribution, copyright and 
security issues that concern the availabikty of copyrighted information on pubkc 
communication networks. 

An encryption package caked Pretty Good Privacy (PGP) encrypts e-mail and data. PGP is 
one of the most widely available and popular encryption packages used on the Internet 
PGP was designed and implemented to enable pubkc-key cryptography to be freely used 
across a wide spectrum of computer platforms and appkcations. 

Existing ATM networks operate bodi individually and in partnerships linked to banks and 
financial service instimtions to provide secure networks handling many mükons of daily cash 
withdrawals. These communication networks tend to employ leased lines or X.25 
communication links. They rely on hardware protected devices for cryptographic security. 
Messages widiin an ATM network comply widi international or banking standards and die 
only data that are encrypted tend to be the PPNs (Personal Identification Numbers). 

3« institutional Responses 
Most leading-edge network security technologies were available ten years ago, aldiough 
cryptographic techniques have advanced a kttle since dien. The perceived need for thek use 
has grown immeasurably as a result of international electronic trading, electronic mail, 
Internet appkcations, and technical improvements in die cost-power ration of information 
and communication technology equipment. In die future it is expected diat a variety of 
means of securing networks will offer die possibikty of extending private networks into the 
pubkc domain. 

This is unlikely to occur in die absence of widespread changes in institutional practice. Many 
of the key problems concern the institutionalised means of estabkshing and mamtaining 
trust relationships among those involved in kiformation exchanges and electronic 
transactions. National laws and international agreements which have been regarded as 
satisfactory when networks were either private or restricted to national or industry sector 
frameworks are being challenged by innovative technologies and appkcations, many of 
which are in diek infancy. The alliances and partnerships between information technology 
and communication companies are mirrored in die encryption and security business. 

The most appropriate form of encryption diat should be designed into advanced 
communication technologies and services depends on analysis of industry factors; security 
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requkements imposed by legal and regulatory conditions; originating and receiving 
environments; value and content of die transmission; transmission frequency and die need 
for recording, confirmation, etc.; ability to place tamper-resistant security at end points and 
gateways; key management possibikties; and network constraints. 

These issues aU relate to the problem of unambiguously identifying who it is diat is gaining 
access to data or is receiving ot transmitting communication. At a minknum, addressing 
these issues wik require substantial linkages among personal data files to assess credit quakty 
and authenticate access. Thus, even widi new standards for die protection of die use of 
personal information files there wik be growing pressure to permit access to diese files for 
commercial purposes and to compel users to release substantial amounts of personal 
information so that diey can participate in electronic commerce. 

4» Conclusion 

It seems appropriate to accept die premise diat all appkcations need to be submitted to a fuk 
security audit. Cryptographic tools can then be added as appropriate. However, the costs of 
achieving security requkements in open networks have not been fuky assessed. Nor have 
practical means of implementing alternative means of securing networks been achieved 
within die normal time frames available to competing suppkers of advanced communication 
technologies and services. The fokowing issues need furdier consideration: 

• From what environment is a particular type of electronic commerce transaction 
initiated? 

• What security direats are important to the economic viability of electronic 
commerce? 

• How do die security threats balance against die costs of security? 
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The Development of an 
¡tìsttiftlcinal Eroìrop 
for Electronic Comi 

Takashl Uchktet 
PmfissorqfLaivatFaailtyqfLaiv, UtmxrátyojTokyo 

The expansion of electronic commerce has die potential to fundamentaky transform bodi 
the structure of markets and die framework of corporate organization. Today, when 
developed countries have entered a mature phase of economic growtii, die need to increase 
business efficiency and also to expand transactional opportunities has made it difficult to 
resist the ttansforrning current. However, whether diis transformation wik progress 
smoothly depends on the state of die institutional envkonment. In particular, insofar as a 
feature of electronic commerce is diat it is not confined within national boundaries, it will 
be necessary to maintain international harmony as we proceed widi provision of an 
institutional envkonment for electronic commerce. This paper focuses on die provision of 
an instimtional envkonment as an issue tiiat is posed by die expansion of electronic 
commerce. 

Three Types and Four Stages in Electronic 
Commerce 

Electronic transactions are many and varied, and die mstitutional issues they pose are not 
identical. Ordinarily diey can be divided into die fokowkig diree types, according to die 
parties to die transaction and die mode of formation. 
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Fkst, EDI transactions associated widi closed networks between specific corporations 
(Closed EDI). A classic example is die manufacturer and retailer who are directly linked 
dirough ECR (Efficient Consumer Response)-type electronic commerce. 

Second, electronic commerce in which corporations can select transaction partoers from a 
range of unspecified corporations within a network (Open EDI). For example, in die 
manufacturing sector, tliis kind of Open EDI is sought ki order to procure cheap materials 
from around die world. 

Third, consumer transactions occurring within a network (Electronic Mall-type consumer 
transactions). Consumer transactions tiiat use the Internet are akeady occurring, but diere is 
a strong likelihood tiiat with the expansion of users connected ckrecdy to networks, and die 
development of Electronic Mak stores, diis kind of transaction wik expand rapidly. 

These three transaction types represent, to a certain extent, the order ki which electronic 
commerce has developed and at die same time responded to institutional problems which 
emerged during die process of expansion. Below I consider die growdi of these institutional 
problems by dividing them into four stages. 

Electronic commerce began as Closed EDI. At die time, individualized communications 
networks were established dirough a series of links between specific corporations. At die 
very earkest stage of electronic commerce die first institutional issues revealed were the 
problems accompanying die shift to paperless transactions. In other words, legal systems 
that had been developed widi paper-based transactions in mind were identified as potential 
obstacles to electronic commerce and die central question was how to remove such 
obstacles. Typical problems kicluded how to deal with the legal concepts of writing, 
signature, originals and preservation of records in an electronic envkonment. 

In principle such problems ought to be dealt with under die domestic law of individual 
countries. However, when electronic data crosses national boundaries it must abide by 
different regulations, and diis hinders die global expansion of electronic commerce. For tliis 
reason, an TJNCITRAL Working Group commenced work in 1993 on ckafting an 
internationally uniform Model Law tiiat would address tliis problem. The draft of die 
UNCITRAL Model Law on EDI is now largely complete, and it is hoped tiiat it wik be 
adopted at diis year's General Meeting of UNCITRAL. In all it comprises just 14 provisions, 
and embodies die minimum rules necessary for removing the problem of legal knpediments 
to electronic commerce. 

What was reaky brought home to us in the course of Committee work on tliis Model Law 
was die difficulty of unifying the commercial laws of various countries. Considering 



UNCITRAL's mandate, die focus should have been restricted to kiternational transactions, 
but in kght of die peculiar characteristics of electronic commerce, we decided to draft a 
Model Law diat did not distinguish between international and domestic transactions. For 
diis reason drafting the Model Law became that much more difficult. We spent three years 
just reaching agreement on diese mies, and we anticipate more difficulties when it becomes 
legislation in each country. When we consider this kind of difficulty, it seems prudent not to 
rely solely on legislation to remove institutional impediments, but to look for alternative 
strategies as wek. 

From tliis perspective, Electronic Notary Systems is a valuable case to bear in mind. At 
die first stage of development, many institutional problems originate in the fact tiiat 
electronic data, unlike paper documents, appears comparatively simple to tamper with. 
Technicaky even if it is possible to create electronic data that is harder to forge or falsify tiian 
would be a document, die problem is die difficulty in proving diat die electronic data in 
question has been stored in a state that protects it from forgery or falsification. One effective 
means of avoiding diis difficulty is to establish a so-called Electronic Notary System. On die 
Internet diere is a commercial corporation akeady providing tliis service and it would be 
wordiwhile to consider its establishment as a public system in some ckcumstances. 

Widiin Closed EDI, in order to expand die possibilities for tie-ups between corporations 
which are linked dirough a network, standardization of communication protocols and 
business protocols is necessary. The trend toward standardization has made people realize 
tiiat, from diis point onwards, EDI is the infrastrucmre for transactions between 
corporations. In particular, die standardization of business protocols diat can be seen in 
UN/EDIFACT can be expected to change die structure of markets and as it does so, 
standardize industry transaction practices. This will inevitably provoke numerous problems, 
bodi legal and practical, particularly in markets such as Japan that have complex distribution 
structures and numerous variations in commercial practices between industries. 

For example, when standardization of transaction forms involves cost, and smaker, weaker 
corporations cannot absorb the burden, diey are likely to excluded from die network. In 
some cases, diis may be regarded as an \infak business practice' of die kind diat would 
breach die Antimonopoly Law. Wltile it may be that die movement toward standardization 
is inevitable, die issue of how to bolster die ability of industries to cope widi electronic 
commerce is an important one for economic policy. 
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Even widiin Closed EDI, die number of parties connected to a common network is 
increasing. The trend toward electronic commerce extends not only to contracting but also 
to distribution of goods and setdement of accounts (Financial EDI). In diis way, when we 
reach die stage of completing die so-called "EDI loop", the effects of any breakdown ki die 
network become that much greater. The same problem occurs on a larger scale once 
electronic commerce expands into Open EDI and Electronic Mall consumer transactions. 

In Open Network-type electronic commerce (Open EDI/Electronic Mak consumer 
transactions) computer networks are not merely a means of sending information; diey are 
vktual reakty. They represent a new world, ki which it is possible to buud maks and open 
retati businesses. Commercials are shown, negotiations proceed, goods are transported, and 
banks open retail shopfronts. 

However, computer networks involve a variety of latent risks. The risk diat the data you 
send does not arrive; die risk tiiat die data changes form; die risk that a tltird party 
deliberately attacks die data; the risk that die network goes down physically and many odiers. 
Because networks are vulnerable to diese ltinds of risks, it becomes a difficult question to 
determine who should bear responsibility and under what conditions, when a network party 
incurs damage. 

Of course, a real shopping mall can also be destroyed by earthquake or fire. However, die 
complexity of die computer network situation is that the parties to the contract are stratified. 
For example, in die case of an electronic mall consumer transaction, before die consumer 
arrives at die store of diek choice, he or she must proceed via contractual relationships widi 
multiple parties. Fkst is die connection widi network provider (of whom there can be more 
than one), which is a contractual relationship. In the case of a dial-up connection, die 
contractual relationship with die telephone provider also intervenes. Next, when die 
consumer connects to die electronic mall, a standardized contractual relationship is created 
between htm or her and die party who establishes the mall. Finally, a sales or other ltind of 
contractual relationship is established with the desked store. 

When die consumer incurs damage as a result of a reason attributable to die fault of one of 
die parties who form part of tliis strata, die question of who bears responsibility and 
according to what conditions is, at present determined by a standard-form contract of 
which die consumer may not be aware, or by the domestic laws of particular countries. For 
example, where a store conducts a fraudulent transaction, whedier die network provider or 
party establishing die mall bears any responsibility toward the consumer depends on die 
standard forni contract between these parties, or the content of the kidividual country's 
consumer protection laws. 

However, when we consider the borderless character of open network transactions, it is 
hardly appropriate that the measures to deal with such disputes must be governed by die 



choice of law in private international law, and the varied measures adopted by individual 
countries. Accordingly, in addition to exchanging information about the content of laws in 
individual countries, we also need a forum in which to debate the unification of standards. 
But in practice it is vktuaky knpossible to unify domestic laws. Even ki die process of 
drafting die UNCITRAL Model Law we considered tliis difficulty and avoided debate on 
die question of kabikty by deeming it to be a problem for individual countries' domestic 
laws. We need then, to look for choices beyond the unification of domestic law. The first 
would be die widespread use of standard form contracts with rational content, so we should 
attempt to draft and work on rational model contracts of tliis kind. Second, it would be 
profitable to put in place schemes whereby die inevitable damage that occurs is covered by 
insurance. 

Once information about a transaction partner is accumulated through electronic commerce, 
processing or cross-referencing that information is simple. Protecting die amassed data 
becomes a question of die trade secret protection between the two corporations, and in die 
case of electronic mall consumer transactions, a privacy problem. The extent to which data 
amassed in diis way can be used freely calls for an institutional response which establishes 
guidelines. 

At die cutting edge of electronic commerce we see the arrival of completely new 
transactional techniques using an electronic medium. Those currendy under debate are die 
electronic negotiable instrument and electronic money. 

In die first instance, in the field of electronic negotiable kistruments we can note that 
electronic biks of lading are akeady at the trial stage. The 1990 International Maritime 
Committee's CMI Rules have been adopted as legal rules governing diese. Furdier, from 
1996 die UNCITRAL Working Group on EDI has commenced work legal rules relating to 
Bills of Lading and die computerization of related documentation. Transfer of title, which 
was not die focus of die CMI Rules, might be included within tliis. 

If tliis is realized, it wik signify a new form of transfer of title. Technically, if we create a 
central registry and put in place supervisor)' mechanisms for the key, we can computerize an 
transfer of title. For example, computerization of promissor)' notes or checks wik be 
possible. In diis case, it wik also be necessary to consider an kistitutional framework for 
protecting distribution, such as diat which currendy exists ki relation to negotiable 
instruments. 

By utilizing encryption technology, it is possible to transfer titles electronically widiout uskig 
a central registry. The strongest possibility for realizing tliis rests widi electronic money, for 
which practical trials have akeady been carried out. It will be possible to use it to transfer of 



large monetary amounts between corporations, but in die meantime its use for lower value 
consumer transactions is also recognized. 

In relation to die so-called digitakzation of money, we can point to die Mondex-type which 
utilizes smart cards, and to the e-cash type which aims at settlement of accounts via die 
Internet. Plowever ki each case electronic cash is simply a metaphor; how to construct tliis 
in legal terms remains an unresolved issue. 

One means of resolution would be to deal with tliis as an analog)' for die existing 
settlements system. In odier words, if we conceptualize Mondex-type electronic money as 
tiiat which has die highest incidence of use among "widely-used prepaid cards', a legal 
construction as an assignment of a sort of receivable becomes possible. By extension, a 
similar construction of e-cash type electronic money is also not widiout possibilities. In 
odier words, it would be construed as a right as against the originator. 

Plowever, if tliis kind of construction is possible, then there should be no obstacle to 
construct actual cash as a right as against die state or the central bank. Tliis, ki die end, leads 
unavoidably to die fundamental question 'What is Mone)'?'. One of the most knportant 
functions of currency is regarded as bekig the finality that it brings to settlement of 
accounts. However, if tliis is a right as agakist die central bank, it provokes die question of 
how this differs from a right to savings which involves an obligation of payment , and 
reopens die question of what finakty means. 

In tliis sense, electronic money may lead us to open the Pandora's Box marked "What is 
Money?'. Htis wik also lead us to fundamentally question the audiority of the central bank to 
control money supply. In reality, it is also conceivable that if credit can be estabkshed widiin 
die network using electronic currency, it wik invite a flood of currency that completely 
ovenvhelms die breakwater of national borders and causes disorder ki the regulation of 
currency. 

At present, legal evaluation of electronic money is taking place at die national level, but 
before we invite its use in a damagkig way widiout trial, it will be necessary to create an 
international forum ki which to debate an appropriate response. 



University Graduate Sdjooi'ofBnsincxs Aàninistmtion, ]apan 

Computer networks provide an electronic "cyberspace" in which countless opportunities 
exist for die creation of new businesses. Of particular kiterest is thek capability in creating 
electronic marketplaces in which commercial transactions are handled electronicaky. 

This paper discusses die roles of kitemiediaries, which we call platform businesses, in electronic 
commerce. Imai and Kokuryo [1994] proposed the concept of "platform buskiesses," 
which are defined as fokows: Businesses that provide, as a private entity and in an open manner (i.e., 
with explicit and fair conditions to anyone who wishes to receive them), such products or services that stimulate 
trade among third parties and/or the creation of new businesses. Platform businesses mediate such vital 
factors of commercial transactions as trust. 

The existence of such players are essential in utilizkig the capabilities of computer networks 
to match buyers and sellers who do not know each other (and dierefore lack die basis to 
trust each odier) prior to die transactions. 

Figure 1 shows various types of electronic commerce. While the electronic forms of 
commercial transactions existed from as early as the 196()'s, an emergent trend exists which 
stimulates a renewed interest. That is, die creation of "open" computer networks such as 
die Internet. Many of die old generation of computer networks, most notably those tiiat 
were bitilt in Japan under die banner of "strategic information systems"(SIS), had "closed" 
architecture, used only among a closed groups of firms. 

Electronic Data Interchange (EDI), which adopts standardized business protocols, as wek as 
such communications technologies as TCP/IP, provides an opportunity for realizing 
commercial trade over computer networks that goes beyond the boundary of die closed 
club of firms. Any combination of firms that adopt standardized communications protocol 
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and are connected to an open computer network can readily exchange large amounts of 
infonnation. 

Computer networks by themselves, however, lack some important functions that are 
necessary ki realizing commercial transactions. As already mentioned, most notable among 
diem is die fonnation of trust. If you receive an electronic mak one day instructing you to 
send ten diousand dollars worth of your products, and if you knew nothing of die sender of 
die mak, how would you verify die financial credibility of the buyer? Tliis is die basis for die 
existence of platform buskiesses. 

Platfoim buskiesses provide, on an open computer network, functions diat are essential in 
trade. We categorized die fokowkig five functions: (1) provision of partner search function, 
(2) creation of trust among trading partners, (3) evaluation of economic value, (4) provision 
of standardized kiterface, and (5) integration of functions. Platform businesses enable firms 
to utilize die emerging computer network as a means of commercial activities. 

Figure 2 shows how platfonn buskiesses can play a role in creating trust. In a situation 
when trade partners regularly trade widi each other, alliances are formed diat employ ckrect 
contractual relations created prior to die electronic transactions. Tliis has been die norm in 
most traditional E D I transactions. 

O n die other hand, there are kistances in which a firm needs to make ad-hoc electronic 
transactions with a formerly unknown trade partner. To facilitate such transactions, 
platform buskiesses can create a situation in which all trade partners have prior contractual 
relations widi die platfoim business if not dkectly with each other (Electronic Market (A) ki 
Figure 2) . Credit card companies, for example, have contracts a widi diverse range of 
consumers and merchants. Tliis creates a situation in which all member consumers are 
indirectly knked widi member merchants by contracts. 

Widiout such contractual relations, consumers and merchants have to rely on the "bare legal 
system," just as ki situations ki which we walk into a store and buy a cabbage (Electronic 
Market (B) in Figure 2). Such an arrangement is often too weak for large scale business 
transactions. 

Case stockes implemented by die audiors and odiers at Harvard and Keio Business Schools 
show die critical roles of platfoim businesses in realizing transactions that would fak ki diek 
absence. AUCNET 7 7 (which provides the electronic auction of used cars on a satelkte based 
multimedia system) and Misumi (a wholesaler of dye and mould parts that actively promotes 
EDI) are cases ki Japan. 

PI ere we present two of die many implications of platform. The Æret has special significance 
in die Japanese context. Platform businesses and open computer networks jokidy have die 

77 To be accurate, AUCNIiT implements its service on a closed network. Thus it is not a platform business on an 
open computer network. It is. however, one of the purest form of platform business that the authors observed so far. 
We believe the lessons from the system provide many lessons lor the future platform businesses in open environments. 



potential for breaking die traditional keketsu relations which can be characterized as a 
"closed network of firms." Many Japanese firms now face the increasing costs of domestic 
procurement. Tliis is prompting them to question thek old pokey of owning exclusive 
networks of local vendors and distributors. 

Computer networks seemingly give advantages to firms that aggressively seek die most 
capable partners globally and openly. Thus platform businesses have the potential power to 
transform die Japanese economy into a more open structured system. (Figure 3) New 
entrants, both foreign and domestic, that have competitive products would find it easier to 
enter die market. 

Misuriti, as an example, provide opportunities for small firms to sell to large numbers of 
buyers nationwide. Tliis is an important departure from the traditional arrangement 
whereby typical smak firms only sold to a few nearby large factories. Platform businesses 
allow even die smak firms to sell globally and enjoy the scale economy. The flip side of tliis, 
is die reakty that many buyers of thek product now source globally. This eliminates the 
advantages of smak firms tiiat survived by thek geographical closeness to the buyers. The 
traditional long term exclusive relations, m an)' case, are to be phased out. 

Second, die popular notion diat electronic commerce "eliminates middlemen" needs a 
second thought. Our research suggests tiiat increased opportunities for formerly unknown 
trade partners to transact actually increases die need for intermediaries. 

For example, die emergence of AUCNET nationalized the distribution of used cars diat was 
traditionally localized. Such expansion requked strong intervention by AUCNET in 
inspecting and guaranteekig the quakty of cars. AUCNET also give lines of credit to buyers 
of die cars in die system. With tliis system, a seller of a car needs only to trust die financial 
solvency of AUCNET widiout any knowledge of the buyer of the car. 

As we discussed above, platfoim businesses provide essential functions of trade, and thereby 
realizes die potential of die emerging computer networks. They are \dtal if we want 
electronic commerce to flourish. At die same time, we should recognize that die 
estabksliment of die electronic distribution systems often involve the destruction of the 
status quo in die respective kidustries. Players that enjoyed profits and created jobs may lose 
diek grounds for buskiess. AUCNET for example, faced resistance from incumbents diat 
traditionally hosted non-electronic auctions. 

Anodier source of resistance is die effect that platform businesses often have in making 
prices transparent. By hosting die transaction of numerous buyers and sellers, platform 
buskiesses make visible the cost and the price structure that were traditionally held secret by 
each player. Revelation of die margin structure often work against die industry diat enjoyed 
excess profit dirough asymmetrical information structure. 



Such potential resistance against die creation of platform buskiess is die reason why we 
should explicidy recognize die roles diey play. Rule makers ki economies should make a 
conscious effort ki removing die potential resistance against platform businesses. 

A possible pubkc policy issue with die platform businesses is diek tendency to be 
monopolistic. This is because strong network externalities exist for platfoim services. That 
is, die benefit of die senices knproves as a greater number of customers starts using it. 

As a platform business builds a reputation that its vendors are of Itigli quakty, the customers 
begin to access the service more frequently. Tliis increases the attractiveness of die platform 
and more and better vendors start to gadier. Now the platform business enters the vktoous 
ckcle of attracting good vendors and customers. Followers would have a very difficult task 
recreating such a mass. Both AUCNET and Misuriti executives who were die first movers 
in thek respective industries, were confident that they akeady created a sustainably 
advantageous position. 

The audiors are cautiously optimistic on tliis issue, since the biggest asset to die platform 
business is die trust tiiat die users place on it. Unlike monopolies based on die fixed costs 
of facilities, "monopokes based on trust" is lost very quickly once the perception spreads 
tiiat die platform business is talting advantage of the users. In tliis regard, the President of 
Misuriti emphasized die knportance of discloskig the company's operational data. The low 
fixed cost of platfomi buskiesses means that entry is easy. Thus the leader's position is solid 
only as long as die leader is acting in good faidi. 
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Figure 2 Forms of Electronic Commerce 
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Monitoring the Pewalepmetit of 
the Irförmaïiöïi Society 

CHAPTER 



I n order to implement pokcies in a timely and optimal manner a continuous review of 
die status quo is necessary. Accurate, rekable and kiternationaky comparable statistics 
and indicators on die development of the information society are a vital tool for 
policy guidance and formulation. An kiternationaky recognised common framework 

for gadiering and classifying such data is dierefore necessary to akow pokcymakers 
worldwide to monitor and compare progress as die information society is realised. 

Michael Mmges and Tim Kelly examkie die difficulties of measuring the precise economic 
impact of die information sector which is kicreasingly important for economies as we shift 
from die production of commodities to a more nebulous kiformatised economy based on 
die exchange of kitangible goods and sendees. The definition of the information industry 
from a statistical perspective is itself problematic, since die major kidustries kivolved in 
processing and distributing kiformation - telecommunications, broadcasting and computing 
- have traditionally been analysed separately, and in most cases international statistics 
agencies fan to adequately cover diese sectors. The authors review some of die efforts of a 
number of OECD countries (Canada, Japan, die EU) to measure the economic knpact of 
information and report on diek findings. Turning to information services trade, ki die 
absence of official statistics, die audiors recommend basing estimates on telecommunication 
services trade (in terms of bodi kiternational telephone traffic and foreign dkect investment, 
e.g. acquisitions) and overseas computer sales. Finally, Minges and Kelly explore various 
impacts on employment in die information sector. They refer to die significant job losses 
experienced in die capital-intensive information-communication companies worldwide 
where employment has declined by 2.2% since 1992/3. Aldiough new operators and 
services provide employment, die audiors pokit out that this does not offset die large cuts 
made by die previously state-protected incumbent. 

Mtka Kawachi argues diat in die light of different practices ki data cokection and 
classification across die OECD area, a common framework for GIS indicators and standard 
definitions needs to be developed in order to help policy makers to formulate policies, 
monitor and compare progress, and assess the effectiveness of regulator}' reforms. Ms. 
Kawachi makes an initial attempt to internationally compare GIS developments according to 
an experimental framework using currendy available data from five selected countries: 
France, Germany, Japan, U.K., and U.S. Ms. Kawachi concludes diat die development of 
indicators for die GIS requires broadening die scope along two (dimensions: die kitegration 
of computing, communications, and content sectors (vertical convergence), and die 
international dimension (horizontal expansion). At present, national statistics tend to 
emphasise vertical convergence widiin a country whereas kiternational statistics provide 
international comparisons but for a specific sector such as telecommunications. Ms. 
Kawachi concludes diat to overcome such limitations, international efforts should be 
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initiated in developing a comprehensive set of kidicators diat sufficienti)' captures bodi 

dimensions along die lines of her proposed GIS framework for international comparison. 

Olof Gardin explores die difficulties in developkig a statistical frame of reference which 

includes concepts, definitions, variables, data collection and survey systems necessary to 

understand and measure die kiformation society. Many of the difficulties in establishing 

such a framework, argues Gardin, are related to the nature of kiformation itself: it is 

immaterial, it can be used and reused in different places sknultaneously  it is not consumed 

or worn by usage. The existing system's frame of reference is the kidustrial economy which 

is based on material goods and is supply or production oriented. Gärdki describes die 

COINS project, launched by Eurostat and die European Commission's DG XIII whose 

aim is to estabksh a set of rekable, stable variables for telecommunication services. He also 

describes die European (Eurostat and DG XIII) proposal to revise die Classification of 

Products according to Activity (CPA) system, which currendy does not reflect die increasing 

importance of mobke and odier new services. Λ new version would structure 

telecommunications services so that die categories are broad enough to be more stable over 

time. Finally, Gardin stresses die knportance of collecting data from die user and usage side 

(organisations, firms, kidividuals) in order to trace the transfer and diffusion of technology, 

services and appkcations in society and die economy. 

Fred Gault presents some of the data sources at Statistics Canada which are relevant to die 

Information Society. Data includes measures of die use of kiformation products by people 

and die economic activities of firms diat use and produce information products. As new 

information products enter die economy, diey cause economic and social change and 

introduce gaps in die ongoing measurement programmes of die statistical agency. Gault 

points out diat measurement programmes have to adapt and change to provide die 

information necessary to address social and odier issues and explains that dks is part of an 

ongoing review process. He raises a number of questions on die future role of statistical 

agencies and how diey should look at die information society and die information economy 

in particular, including the social and economic knpacts of change. He examines diek role in 

die provision of data on die kiformation society and die relative knportance of official 

statistics, private sector surveys, and surveys of policy mktistries. Gault reports on a number 

of statistical surveys being undertaken or under consideration in Canada. Among die issues 

identified by Gault for future consideration is die need to understand how die system of 

innovation, which involves ak sectors of society, is able to capture ideas and convert diem to 

wealdi and jobs. He argues that not only is dks information necessary for a single 

country,but it must be produced in such a way diat the kiformation is kiternationaky 

comparable. 
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IntemationalTeleamimiinicaáon Union, Uniteti'Nations 

One paradox in understanding die Information Society is diat aldiough many agree diat 
information is increasingly knportant for economies, we know so little about it. A growing 
number of critics claim that die traditional methods of measuring economic performance 
are deficient because diey do not adequately reflect the knpact of information.*" Some argue 
that a better classification would be goods, sendees and kiformation."1 Estimates suggest that 
information processing functions are a large component of economic activity. In Japan, 
information activities are estimated to contribute 41 per cent of economic output"2 This 
represents a significant transition from die production of commodities to a more nebulous, 
informatized economy, a movement from the tangible to the kitangible. 

7fl This article is adapted from the 1995 World Telecommunication Development Report. 
7<J The views expressed arc those of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the opinions of the ITU or its 
Members. 
"° "But these accounts involving total output of goods and services are not capturing the kill effect of such things 
as computer software, securities-market derivatives that vault international boundaries and advances in 
telecommunications technology that defy attempts at adjustment for higher quality and lower prices." See I lershey |r, 
Robert. "Statistics may never lie, but they increasingly mislead in America." International I lerald Tribune. 17 January 
1995. p. 17. "And as information increasingly dominates economic activity, the need to value it properly will become 
more urgent. Otherwise statisticians' picture of the world's economy will stay distorted." See "( irossly distorted 
picture". The Kconomist. 5 February 1994. p. 75. 
K1 'T'rom employment to trade, almost all of the government's economic data is based on dividing the economy 
into two sectors: businesses that produce goods and businesses that provide services...It makes a lot more sense to 
create' a new statistical system designed for the Information .Age. ll would consist of three economic sectors: goods-
producing, services and information." See "The spawning of a third sector: information." Business Week. 7 November 
1994. 
K2 Ministry of Posts and Telecommunications. 19K7. Communications in japan White Paper. Tokyo. 
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The economic knpact of die kiformation sector is difficult to measure. From a statistical 

perspective, the major industries kivolved in processing and distributing kiformation— 

telecommunications, broadcasting and computing—have traditionally been analyzed 

separately. These classification differences can be overcome but a far greater problem is diat 

most national and international statistics agencies fail to adequately cover diese sectors. 

Statistical yearbooks have profuse agricultural, industrial, and trade statistics but sparse data 

on services, let alone the information industry. 

A furdier compkcation is that diere are no precise definitions on what constitutes the 

information industry. Should it include bodi sendees and equipment? Should it include non

electronic information creation and distribution industries such as publishing and postal 

services? The examples presented later illustrate die disparate ways the kiformation sector is 

measured on a national, regional and global level. 

Some countries have initiated steps to measure the knpact of information industries more 

effectively. Industry Canada (die ministry responsible for telecommunications pokey), 

Statistics Canada (die national statistical agency) and Canadian Heritage (die cultural 

ministry) are undertakkig a major revision of the classification system used to standardize 

industries."3 A new Information Technologies and Telecommunications (ITT) classification 

is proposed diat combkies telecommunications, broadcasting and computer services as well 

as die consumer electronic, telecommunication equipment and computer hardware 

industries. The reasons for die revision are diat, under die present classifications, it is 

difficult to analyze die ITT industry or understand it clearly enough for program and policy 

development. Furdiermore, die current classification does not reflect technological or 

regulatory changes diat have taken place ki ITT industries. The proposed revisions are being 

coordinated widi US and Mexican statisticians to enhance comparability widiin die North 

American Free Trade Area (NAFTA). 

As part of die revision process, die present contribution of ITT industries to the Canadian 

economy has been studied. The total value added by the telecommunications, broadcasting 

and computer sendees industries was C$ 22.2 bilkon (US$ 17.2 bilkon) in 1993, equivalent to 

4.7 per cent of Gross Domestic Product (GDP). If telecommunication and computer 

equipment are included, the figure rises to over 6 per cent. The total benefits to the 

economy of information are higher since these measurements only reflect die value added 

by 111 industries and exclude information sendees produced by nonI l l ' companies (e.g., a 

bank managing its own telecommunication sendees). The ITT project aims to overcome dks 

by measuring Illrelated activities of odier industries. 

In Japan, die impact of information on the economy has been monitored for a number of 

years. The Japanese Ministry of Posts and Telecommunications (MPT) does extensive 

, 3 See Industry Canada. September 1994. '¡'lie North Amman Défaillions for Measuring II« luformaliini 'Ycdinoloeics anti 

'Vclccommunicalions Industries in lhe 21 si Century. Working Document. 
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analysis into what it caks die Info-communications sector. It comprises companies kivolved in 

die production, processing and transmission of information and die production of 

information equipment. It includes the postal, telecommunication, broadcasting, computer 

software and publishing sendees sectors as well as communications, computer and broadcast 

equipment manufacmrers. The 1992 domestic production value of the infocommunications 

sector was ¥ 86'460.9 bilkon (US$683 bilkon). It is growkig faster dian GDP and 

increaskigly contributes more to die economy; its share of die national economy rose from 

5.8 per cent in 1980 to 9.5 per cent in 1992."4 Interestingly, die share of the info

communications sector has fallen since 1990, a reflection of faking communication costs. 

Measurements of die information sector on a regional and global level face die same 

limitations as national analyses. The fragmented manner in which die different kidustries are 

currendy treated poses problems for arrivkig at a consolidated figure. Despite diese 

mediodological difficulties, sufficient data exists to make reasonable estimates. The 

European Information Technology Observatory (EITO) estimates die size of the European 

Information and Communication Technolog}' (ICT) market to be 282 bilkon ECUs (US$ 

329 billion) ki 1994; an kicrease of 5.1 per cent over the previous year. It forecasts annual 

growth of 6 per cent until 1996."3 

The size of die global information sector was estimated at US$ Γ352 bilkon in 1993. This 

estimate, which is drawn from a number of data sources, defines the information sector as: 

• telecommunication services and equipment; 

• computer software, services and equipment; 

• sound and television broadcasting and equipment; 

• audiovisual entertainment. 

The data suggest diat die global information sector is growkig faster than overak economic 

growtii. The information sector also appears to be immune to economic downswings. For 

example, wlkle the global economy contracted by 3.3 per cent in 1991, die kiformation 

industry grew by 6 per cent. The contribution of die information sector to die global 

economy is expanding and stood at 5.6 per cent in 1993 

R4 See Ministry of Posts and Telecommunications. Various years. Communications in lapilli While Paper. Tokyo. 

"" Kuropean Information Technology Observatory. 1995. ¡inroparn Informa/itili '¡'echnotiiey Obscrtalory I'J'JS. 

Krankfurt/Main. 



Figure 1: National information industries 
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Figure 2: Regional information industries 
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and Communication 
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Trade ki information and communication sendees is harder to measure than equipment 
trade. There are few reliable statistics on sendee trade flows let alone on what constitutes 
information-commutkeation sendees ttade. The scope could be enormous: it could include 
communication flows as diverse as electronic financial ttansactions, voice telephone traffic, 
data communications, international broadcasting and international consulting and marketing 
activities. It is also unclear whether die exchange of information products such as books, 
magazines, filmed entertainment and computer software should be classified as goods or 
services trade. It seems arbitrary to classify a printed book as a good when the text of the 
book can be stored on a digital computer system and traded electronically over international 
communication networks. 
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Although there are no official statistics on informationcommumcations services trade, there 

are many examples to suggest it is significant: 

The biggest part of telecommunication services trade is ki die form of international 

telephone traffic which amounted to some 53 bilkon minutes in 1994, up threefold over the 

past decade. It is only recently that international telecommunications traffic has come to be 

regarded as trade. The country which receives calls may be regarded as exporting cak 

termination services for which it receives payments. These fees have traditionally not been 

visible because traffic flows ki both directions and, where the flow is roughly equal, no 

money changes hands. But increasingly die flows are not in balance. It is estimated that 

between 1020 per cent of the total US$ 50 bilkon or so revenue generated each year by 

international traffic is transferred from net cak exporting countries to net cak importing 

countries in the form of setdement payments. 

Figure 3: The global information industry 
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A second form of telecommunication services trade arises from foreign dkect investment 
(FDI). This may take die form of acquisitions such as die privatizations of telephone 
companies in Argentina, Hungary, Malaysia and elsewhere. The sums involved are 
significant: between 1988 and 1992, there were 14 privatizations of telephone companies in 
developing countries widi a total value of US$ 11.8 bilkon."'1 This amount is 60 per cent of ak 
infrastrucmre privatizations in developing countties and 19 per cent of total privatizations 
and is likely to grow as market-opening initiatives multiply. 

For computer compames, the main form of trade is overseas sales. EDS, a US-based 
consulting company for kiformation technology, obtakied a fifth of its US$ 8.5 billion in 
revenues from foreign sales. Microsoft, die US software company, gets almost a thkd of its 
revenues from abroad: its Windows personal computer operating system software is localised 
into more dian 25 languages. Audio-visual companies also make a large share of thek 
revenues and a much greater share of thek' profits from foreign sales. However, dks fonn of 
trade is domkiantly one way: from die United States (Hollywood) to die rest of die world. 
Telecommunications companies currently gain relatively ktde of tliek income from sales of 
service abroad, but this is now growing, especially as a result of die formation of alliances 
such as Concert (BT and MCI) or Unisource (die Dutch, Spanish, Swedish and Swiss PTOs, 
now joined by AT&T) which intend to. sek one-stop-shopping and network management 
services in foreign markets. 

Adding ak diese forms of sendees trade together, it is likely diat information services trade 
now matches, if not exceeds, kiformation equipment trade. Opportunities for information-
communication trade are expanding widi rapid economic growth ki many developing 
countries. Indeed, for information sector companies ki developed countties, new growdi is 
dependent on foreign activities. Thus, diere is a greater push for trade kberalization. Trade in 
equipment has been graduaky liberalized widi steadily declining knport tariffs. However, 
trade in information-communication services is more complex and subject to odier non-
tariff barriers. These kiclude restrictions on foreign investment, employment and 
information access in sectors such as telecommunications, broadcasting and film. Efforts to 
liberalize trade in information are specified in die Annex on Telecommunications Services in 
die World Trade Organization's (WTO) General Agreement on Trade in Sendees. The 
Annex caks on Members to ensure diat any other Member may use communications 
networks for the movement and access to information. However, many developing 
countries makitain a trade deficit in bodi equipment and services trade. This is one reason 
why they have sometimes been reluctant to promote fusther deregulation in die 
telecommunication services market. 

The World Bank. 1994. World Development Report 1994. Infrastructure for Development. Washington D .C 



ninaflion sector 
The information sector is perceived as a high growth, dynamic industry. Thus it might be 
assumed diat information kidustries wik create jobs. However, the reality is more complex. 
For example, data for die world's top 25 kiformation-communication companies show 
employment declining by 2.2 per cent since 1992/93. The knpact of the infonnation sector 
on employment varies depending on technology, market structures, specific industries and 
indkect effects. 

On the one hand, technological progress frequently results ki job losses. The information 
sector is a capital-intensive industry dependent on communications infrastructure and 
computer hardware and software. Continuous quality and functionakty knprovements in 
equipment mean fewer staff are needed. For example, digital telephone exchanges have 
resulted in higher functionakty, quality of service and reliability resulting in a need for less 
maintenance staff. This is borne out by employment statistics for the telecommunication 
service industry. The world-wide public telecommunications sendee kidustry employs just 
over five milkon people. Employment ki die public telecommunication services sector has 
declined by 6 per cent since 1982 widi particularly notable drops ki die Pacific area (-25 per 
cent) and the Americas (-23 per cent, mainly North America)."7 

Pokcies regarding privatization and competition also affect employment in die information 
sector. The privatization of telecommunication operators has resulted in employment losses 
in most countries in order to cut costs. Indeed the speette of telecommunication 
privatization has resulted in labour strife ki a number of countries, most recendy a strike by 
over 400,000 telecommunication workers in India. Competition tends to result in a ckrect 
net loss in telecommunications employment. Aldiough new operators provide employment, 
this does not offset die large cuts made by die previously state-protected kicumbent. In die 
United Kingdom, for example, new operators Mercury and Vodafone added over 1,000 
employees from 1991 to 1992. However, the kicumbent British Telecom has shed almost 
90,000 jobs. 

On die odier hand, new technology does create new jobs. For example, die United States 
cable television industry employs over 100,000 people. The Uikted States cellular industry, 
which only began in die early 1980s, has dkecdy created over 50,000 jobs: an estimated 
250,000 jobs can be added to this if related sendee and manufacturing activities are 
included."" The construction of information infrastructures wik result in employment gains-
albeit possibly temporary-as workers are liked to install communications equipment. For 
example, in Japan, it is estimated that there wik be 2.43 milkon new jobs created to build a 
nationwide fibre-optic network. It is also expected diat the availability of kiformation 
infrastructures wik lead to growing demand for information, generating employment in 

"7 Minges, Michael and Kelly, Tim (1994) 'I'elccommunicalions I Jhcndi-aliim ami employment. Unpublished manuscript, 
ITU, Geneva. 
"" C'1'ΙΛ. "1994 wireless industry survey results: 'American success story' continues". Press Release. 13 March 1995. 
Washington D C 
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content-creating industries such as television/fikn programming and computer software. In 
die US, employment in the computer software industry has almost tripled skice die advent 
of personal computing. From 1992-2005, demand for computer analysts/programmers is 
forecast to double: it wik be the second fastest growing occupation after home healdi 
workers."9 

Some suggest diat die lower communication costs triggered by knproved technology, 
privatization and competition wik result in job growtii outside the information sector. For 
example, lower communication costs wik benefit buskiesses who can then expand 
operations and like more staff. This assertion is difficult to prove because of a lack of data 
showing a dkect linkage between communication costs and employment. At die same time, 
die development of new information services may reduce or displace employment in 
traditional industries. Home shoppkig, for example, could reduce die need for retail 
shoppkig establishments. 

Figure 4¡ New services, new jobs 
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Consultant, OECD 

With die prospect of an approaclikig Global Information Society (GIS), it is essential diat 
indicators are avaüable to assist poke}' makers in formulating policies, monitoring progress, 
and assessing die effectiveness of regulatory reform. Plowever, statistics and indicators 
developed and reported so far do not fully or accurately represent what is actuaky takkig 
place. Practices in data cokection and classification as well as the frameworks employed in 
each country vary considerably, and kiternational comparisons of the development in 
particular has proved to be difficult. Therefore, a common framework for die GIS 
indicators and standard définitions need to be developed, tested, and shared among die 
OECD countries for better understanding and comparing die progress made towards an 
information-based society. 

The aim of die paper is to identify issues associated with indicators that should akow 
quantitative comparisons across the OECD countries. It is done so by putting together 
currently available data of both public and private sources that are currendy dispersed and by 
rearranging them according to die experimental framework presented ki the paper. Issues 
are identified such as the definitions, availabikty, accuracy, and comparability of data. 
Cokected data, compüed for five selected countries: France, Germany, Japan, U.K., and U.S., 
are presented in die tables (see annex) to provide the 'first-cut' quantitative picture of GIS 
development for kiternational comparisons. 

w This is a summarised version of the original paper "Indicators for the Global information Society: Review and 
Compilation of Available Statistics" presented at the OKCD Tokyo Workshop on the Kconomics of the Information 
Society in March 19%. 



In the absence of a comprehensive approach to monitoring the GIS development in die 
OECD area, international efforts should be kktiated to adopt a common framework diat 
captures die broad scope of die GIS and to standardise definitions. 

For such work to be undertaken in an kitematioiial context, it is proposed diat a common 
framework consisting of three elements be adopted: 

• equipment diffusion and use; 

• die quality of communication infrastrucmre; 

• demand for sendees and content 

Each of diese elements is an essential component of the GIS, and lack of any single element 
is likely to hinder the balanced development of the GIS. 

Of die diree elements, services and content in particular face a major issue of categorisation 
and indicator development. For this reason, particular extended attention is given to 
services and content. It is proposed that sendees and content be classified into four broad 
categories: 

• communication services; 

• on-line sendees; 

• die Internet; 

• packaged content. 
While on-line services and die Internet are part of the communication services in a broad 
sense, diese should be selected for closer analysis. 

A summary of die findings based on a review of statistics for each dementis provided 
below. The tabks can be consulted in Appendix 2. 

2.1 Equipment 

Data on die diffusion of equipment such as PC, cable TV set-top box, game console, and 
telephone are available from official household surveys and market research reports. 
Information on the use of equipment as well as user profiles are relatively scarce, and when 
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available, they often fak to provide insight into how households are actuaky using diek 
equipment, how networking is takkig place, and what services and content are consumed. 
In-depdi user surveys such as diose conducted by governmental agencies in Canada and die 
U.S. should be widely promoted. 

The European Information Technology Observatory (EITO) presents market research data 
provided by Inteco Corp. on most of die equipment mentioned above (Table 1). 

2,2 Communication Infrastructure 
Statistics on main telephone lines, an indicator for die availability of the basic 
communication infrastructure, are extensively provided by die ITU for a large number of 
countries. Indicators concerning die quality of infrastrucmre should be available such as die 
level of digitaksation of subscriber networks, the geographic avakabikty of ISDN, and cable 

Data such as die number of main telephone lines per 100 inhabitants, and die share of 
residential main lines are extensively compked by die International Telecommunication 
Union (ITU) for a large number of countries (Table 2). ITU also record data enabling an 
assessment of die degree of digitalisation of subscriber networks (Table 2). The 
geographic availability of ISDN is an kidication of die quality aspect of die 
communications network, and is provided by die EITO for European countries (Table 2). 
Cable access, defined as die number of households passed by cable, is also anodier 
important indicator demonstrating die avakabikty of cable-based, high bandwidth 
communications. The EITO provides such data for European countries and die U.S. 
(Table 2) 

2.3 Communication Services 
Communication services here refer to all wked and wkeless sendees except on-line services 
and die Internet (see Figure 1 below). 

Statistics are abundant for communication services particularly for telephony and data 
communications provided by public telecom operators, and data on relatively new services 
such as mobke communications and cable have been compared across countries by die ITU 
and OECD in an attempt to monitor die market development. Detailed indicators are 
required for such communication services as leased lines, ISDN service, and packet 
switching for different data transmission rates. Tariff comparisons, such as those 
undertaken by die OECD, are increasingly complex as a result of different pricing practices 
adopted by service providers and remain one of the most challenging tasks ki dks area. 
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Figure 1: Categorisation of Services and Content 

a) Communi
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Over-the-air broadcasting 
Satellite services (broadcasting, data transmission, 
telephony) 

CD-ROMs and oilier software 

The number of subscribers or users is an important indicator for measuring demand for 
various services. The ITU pubkshes data on the number of subscribers to various services 
such as telephone, leased lines, ISDN, public packet-switched data networks, mobüe 
telephone, radio paging, cable TV, and satelkte broadcasting (Table 3). 

Comparing communication charges across countries is a compkeated task. In die area of 
telecommunication services, die OECD has been undertaking tariff comparisons since 
1989" Based on a basket approach, telephone charges are calculated for residences and 
business, each consisting of fixed and usage charges expressed as the average annual 
spending (Table 4). 

( a } OnSin© Services 
In die area of on-line services, statistics are available fragmentally, explaining only parts of 
the overak market. As on-line service is a broad concept, a framework needs to be 
estabkshed which takes die form of a matrix of channels and type of services and content. 

yl bora full description of the tari f f comparison methodologv, please see OKCD, ICCP Series No. 22, 
"Performance Indicators for Public Telecommunications Operators" 
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Different channels for providing services and content - such as commercial on-kne service 
packagers, videotex sendee providers, dkect lkiks offered by original content providers, and 
Internet - need to be considered ak together. For each channel, die number of subscribers, 
sales, and avakable services - e.g., pubkshing, retailing, stock trading, home banking - need to 
be gauged. This wik requke analysis of a large number of sendee providers in each country. 

The estimated number of subscribers to different services is provided from various sources 
(Table 5). On-line service charge and service menu differ considerably from provider to 
provider. To understand die cost to end users and what services people are actuaky getting, 
a closer examination on die level of sendee providers is requked (Table 6). 

{ b ) The internet 
Internet, one of die channels for end users to obtain various on-lkie kifonnation and 
services, still remains a 'bünd pokit' with few reliable statistics. At present, only 'physical' 
data on network development are avakable, and the way of measuring the market 
development such as die number of users and network usage is just being developed. To 
assess market development, it is necessary to look at both sides - providers of Internet 
access services and users. The measurement of the provider side should include not only 
Internet Access Providers but also various odier companies entering die market. User 
profiles and die use of different sendees on the Internet need to be identified from market 
research data. 

The starting point for understanding die Internet development is die number of host 
computers dkecdy linked to die worldwide Internet network. This data is provided for 
each country from the Internet Society and is used for estimating die number of Internet 
users. The Economist''2, for example estimates the number of users by assuming an average 
of 5 users per host whereas die ITU assumes 5.5 users per host, although in reality one host 
computer can serve from one to over a diousand users (Table 7). Aldiough die sales of 
Internet access services is not yet avakable with accuracy, revenues of Internet Access 
Providers for access provision sendees (i.e., revenues from consulting, training, security 
services, hardware, "CyberMaks" are not included) ki the U.S. were estimated, accorckng to 
Maloff Company, to be US$521 milkon, at an average mondily growth rate of 28% from 
March 1994 to January 1995 (Table 8). 

( c ) Packaged Content 
In its broadest term, packaged content, which distinguishes itself from digitised kiformation 
obtained from networks, includes all packages containing content such as games, educational 
and reference material etc. A narrower definition refers to CD-ROMs. Packaged content is 
often treated separately from kiformation and sendees transmitting over a communications 
link. They are, however, related ki tiiat they compete widi each other for the same content 
to be delivered ki a different format or that they can serve distinctive markets. Data are 
compked by trade associations but lack comparability for detailed analysis. Comparable data 
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on die sales of CD-ROMs for PC platform, CD-ROMs based on ak platforms, and ak 
multimedia content including CD-ROMs and odier software need to be made avakable. 

Comparing die market for PC CD-ROMs across countries is not straightforward. In the 
U.S., die Software Pubkshers Association provides data on sales of computer software 
programs on CD which represent sales of 52 US leading publishers of software on CD. 
The sales accounted for US$647.5 milkon for 22.8 milkon units in 1994, and die breakdown 
of these figures by segments is also provided (Table 9). In Japan, die Multimedia 
Association of Japan compkes and publishes sales data on PC CD-ROMs. Based on the 
survey involving manufacturers, die sales was estimated to be US$ 598.8 milkon in 1994 
(Table 10). In die case of Europe, Inteco Corp. estimated the European PC CD-ROM 
market to be US$ 260 milkon in 1994. 

Obtaining die figure for die total CD-ROM market regardless of platforms across countries 
is also problematic. As an example, die Japanese market was estimated to be US$ 1,519.4 
milkon in 1994, in which die PC CD-ROM accounted for 39% (Table 10). Extending die 
scope even furdier, die Multimedia Association of Japan estimated die entire market for 
multimedia content and sendees to be US$ 6,981 million in 1994 in which PC CD-ROMs 
accounted for only 8.6% (Table 11). 

The furdier development of indicators for die GIS requkes broadening the scope along two 
dimensions: die integration of computing, communications, and content sectors, and the 
international dimension. At present statistics do not represent die entire picture of the GIS: 
national statistics tend to put emphasis on die vertical convergence widiki a country whereas 
international statistics stress kiternational comparison but for a certain sector such as 
telecommunication. To overcome such limitations, international effort should be kktiated in 
developing a comprehensive set of indicators diat sufficiently captures both dimensions. 

For such statistical work to be undertaken ki the future, it is proposed diat die GIS 
framework for kiternational comparison be adopted. It is kitended that this paper provides 
a basis for a more comprehensive and reliable set of kidicators to lie developed in die future. 
In addition, it is hoped diat diese indicators would provide a preliminar)' quantitative picture 
of die current GIS development for selected countries, aldiough in-depth analysis is left for 
future work. 

Various efforts are akeady being initiated and undertaken by national and international 
organisations. Governments and responsible agencies of the OECD countries are 
encouraged to review die statistical work in thek countries and to promote greater 
avakabikty, accuraq', and comparability of data for better policy discussion and formulation 
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Statistia Sweden aiiAEiimstat 

Services and information take up an kicreaskig share of die economy, bodi in die market 
and in enterprises. Production and use of knmaterials is more and more important in 
relation to material products-
Production in die Industrial economy is stationary and die products material. In the 
Information sodety production is mobke and die products immaterial. The problem when 
trying to understand die networked economy and the transition to the information sodety is 
that economic statistics are based on concepts, definitions and theories whose frame of 
reference is the industrial society and economy. 

We lack die measurement system needed to capture an advanced information market 
economy in operation, because we lack the guiding dieory. 

Much effort is needed to develop die statistical frame of reference, i.e. die concepts, 
definitions, variables, data cokection and survey systems necessary to study and understand 
die information sodety. 

The existing economic statistics are basicaky supply- or production-oriented. For example, 
cars produced and sold are counted and the number makes sense. To count pieces of 
produced information would not make sense. The reason is tiiat, ki spite of numerous 
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varieties of cars, a car is a reasonably well-known concept with a known general function or 
use. A piece of kiformation could be anydiing. One has to add information on the subject 
and usage or application to give meaning to the "piece of kiformation". 

Another difference between information and material products is that information can be 
used by many at die same time in different places independendy of each other. The 
information is not consumed or worn by usage. It's depreciation depends on odier factors. 

This simpkfied description serves to illustrate that statistics for die information sodety 
should focus more on die demand or use side tiian present economic statistics do. 

It is important to have different time perspectives in mind when analyzkig and trying to 
understand die way into die Information Society. Technological development and change is 
a social process. Studies of die diffusion and acceptance of innovations etc. show that it 
often takes decades before today's avakable best technolog)' has become die commonly 
used, normal, technolog)' depending on social and economic factors. 

The impkcation for die statistics for die Information Society is tiiat the latest avant-garde 
appkcations and technological developments should not be allowed to conceal die "bulk 
information" and "grey" everyday telecommunications sendees and appkcations that count 
for die predominant part of die economy. 

Some general directions for die de\'dopment of the statistics for the Information Society 

• Enterprise statistics: a taxonomy of enterprises and thek ways to kiteract; 
better statistical coverage of smak enterprises; statistical concepts and categories 
bringing statistical and accounting practices closer togedier; the definitions of 
die telecommunications and information sendees products. 

• Emphasis on the huma« resources: employment; training, education, skiks, 
competence levels; occupations, professions. 

• Geographic localization, concentration patterns: enterprises: regional, 
national and global clustering of different economic activities; persons: 
regional, national and global clustering of professions, competences etc. 

• Communication patterns: telecommunications role in the total 
communications system and die interaction with other forms of persons, 
goods or messages communication. 

• Emphasis on «se and demand: enterprises: extent of use, costs, investments, 
different services and applications; persons: extent of use, spending, different 
services and appkcations. 
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Eurostat has in partnership with die European Commission's Dkectorate-General XIII 
(Telecommunications, Information Market and Exploitation of Research) launched a project 
(COINS) for developing Infonnation and Communication Statistics. The aim is to establish 
a basic set of rekable, comparable regular European statistics, that gives die main trends. The 
statistics should be comparable between countries and over time. The need for more 
detaked data for analysis of special topics should be met by special surveys. 

The COINS project is organised in four subsections 

• - Telecommunication Infrastrucmre 

• - " - Services Producers 

• - " - Services 

• - " - Sendees Users and Usage 

Of die four main sections of die European Commission's Action Plan: Europe's way to the 
Information Society, die first "die regulatory and legal framework" is important for die 
definitions and categories to use and for die analysis of user needs. The second "networks, 
basic services, appkcations and contents" concerns all four sectors of die telecommunication 
statistics. Contents is outside dks project, but diere is anodier Eurostat project for 
Audiovisual Services - AUVIS. The last two sections, "social, societal and cultural aspects" 
and "promotion of die information society" have a dkect bearing on the user and usage part 
of die project. 

Domains of variables 

The aim of die COINS project is to estabksh a set of reliable, stallie variables for die 
telecommunication sendees, diat meet die basic needs for data and is possible to coUect widi 
good quakty. The infonnation should be possible to use as benchmark statistics when using 
information from odier sources for analyses. The poliq' domains that should be covered are 

1) Structural informatian on maticets 
Data a) on die economic weight of die sector within die total economy, particularly its 
productivity and its contribution to gross domestic product and national income, b) on 
concentration ratios in die sector, c) on die relevance of SMEs in the sector, d) on die 
relevance of pubkc enterprises in die sector, e) on public subsidies or odier public support 
of die sector. 
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2) Enterprise economic information 
Data a) on turnover, revenues, costs, value-added investment, employment etc, b) on die 
portions of different service products of total sector output. 

3) Information on infrastructure 
Data a) on die physical capacity and performance of technical networks or odier facilities, 
that are necessary for supplying several service products, and b) on die use of spedai 
technologies which are of key poktical kiterest. 

4) Volume information relating to the supply side 
Data on the development of die output of the sector in "real" terms, i.e. in physical or 
performance parameters which are typically used in the sector. 

5) Demand and «sage information 
Data a) on die level of demand or use of the specific service products - ki value terms 
and/or in physical terms, b) on die relative portions of consumer and enterprise demand 
and use. 

6) Quality of service performance information 
Data on die quakty standard of the sendee products offered by the pubkc and private 
enterprises of die sector. 

7) Prices information 
Prices and price indices for "typical" specific sendee products, defined by a commonly used 
volume indicator and a distinctive quakty standard 

8) International trade information 
Data on die international connections of die sector on the output side (product markets) as 
wek as on die input side (factor markets). 

The foUowing figure gives an ovendew of die subsections, die domains of variables and diek 
relations. The international trade information is not included in the figure. Such information 
might concern ak four subsectors and presents many statistical problems. The results from 
on-going activities within die frame of die General Agreement on Trade in Services (GATS) 
and WTO are to be taken into account. 



Summary description of Telecommunication Services Statistics 

Telecommunicaîior 
* Infrastrucmre statistics 

Producers 

- Network Operators 

- Services Providers 

* Structural Indicators 

* Enterprise economic 
statistics 

Networks 

Services 

- Transmission Services 

- Network Value Added Services 

* Volume statistics 

* Quality statistics 

* Price information 

Users 

- Enterprises/'Administrations 

- Persons 

* Statistics on demand 
and usage 

Converging industries 
The technological, regulator)' and commercial developments lead to a growing convergence 
of die telecommunications services, computer and related sendees and broadcasting 
industries. It wik be increasingly difficult to assess these industries on the basis of industrial 
statistics. 

The relevant delimitation of die kidustry varies with the analysis to be made or die question 
to be answered. Difficulties wik always exist due to restructuring of die society, industries 
and economic activities. The solution is to create appropriate "statistical bunding blocks" 
that can be used in different combinations for different purposes. The way to do dks is to 
knprove our definitions of die services or information products. 

If die appropriate data are cokected on products as well as on kidustries a matrix can be 
created, from which die relevant cells can be chosen. A clear distinction between die 
cokection of data and die analysis and publication of statistics is knportant. 



Confidentiality 
A balance between die legitimate interests of the operators for buskiess confidentiality and 
the equally legitimate need for transparency of dks essential sector has to be found.lt is 
crucial to reach an understanding between the concerned parties on what statistical 
infonnation should be provided and that all operators contribute on equal tenns. 

2.1 S t a t i s t i c s o n T e l e c o m m u n i c a t i o n s i n f r a s t ruc tu re 
The telecommunications infrastructure is die basic foundation of die information society. 
Infonnation on die characteristics of the telecommunications networks is cmcial for ak 
actors in die field. This is also die domaki where traditionally the statistics are best 
developed, e.g. number of telephone maki lines: analog and digital, residential and business; 
switching capacity; subscribers to mobke telephone, leased knes, public data networks, 
ISDN. 

Due to technological and commercial developments diere is also need for new data. New 
definitions and specifications should be internationally comparable. One kistrument for this 
is die ITU Telecommunication Indicator Handbook. 

The statistics relate to the public telecommunications sector. The term public refers to die 
access arrangement rather than the ownership of the network. The pubkc 
telecommunications sector does not include private networks that do not automatically 
connect to die pubkc network or have limitations on membership. The private networks 
importance increases. Statistics on the private networks would therefore greatly kicrease die 
possibikties to describe and analyze die networked economy. 

2.2 S t a t i s t i c s on T e l e c o m m u n i c a t i o n s " -seers 
The European market for all basic telecommunication sendees is to be opened up for 
competition the first of Januar)' 1998, with delays allowed for Spain, Portugal, Ireland, 
Greece and Luxembourg. 

Widi die markets opening up the number of enterprises, both operators and service 
providers, increases. In terms of classification of economic activities, these enterprises are 
classified to N A C E Rev.l 64.2. At present, enterprise statistics for the telecommunications 
services are very scarce at the European level. 

One measure to improve the situation is to create a legal basis for European statistics. The 
Commission has submitted a proposal for a Council Regulation concerning structural 
business statistics. The regulation is divided into two modules. One is a common module to 
be compiled annually for all sendees industries. The other is a detailed module for specific 
activities, e.g. statistics specifically related to telecommunications sendees. The special 
modules have stik to be developed. 

Eurostat plans a pilot survey of the telecommunications sendees providers to test 
mediodologies, concepts, definitions and the feasibility of data collection. The results from 
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die pkot study wik be used as a basis for developing regular European enterprise statistics on 

telecommunication services. 

2.3 Statistics on Telecommunicat ions Services 

A crucial element ki die development of statistics on the telecommunication sendees is die 

definition of die services and die creation of a classification system. This system has to be 

defined so that it takes kito account the rapid growth of new products and services, led by 

bodi die kberakzation and die technological evolution. 

The Classification of Products according to Activity (CPA) is the European classification of 

products or services. The worldwide counterpart is the Central Product Classification (CPC). 

Eurostat has, ki collaboration with DG XIII, elaborated a proposal for revising CPA, 

because die present version does not redect the increaskig importance of mobke and odier 

new services. 

The aim is to structure die Telecommunications Sendees so that die categories are broad 

enough to be more stable over time. At die same time the categories should correspond to 

relevant segments of die Telecommunications Sendees Market. 

The proposal consists of 7 categories and 30 subcategories: 

* Fixed network telecommunication sendees (10 subcategories) 

* Mobke telecommunication sendees 

® Interconnection sendees 

® Communications management sendees 

® Value added network sendees 

* Broadcast sendees 

* Radio and television cable sendees 

Data should be collected from both die supply  the producers side and from the demand 

die users side. The telecommunications sendees should be covered by statistics on: 

* Traffic/volumes. Traffic can be measured in different units (calls, minutes, 

pulses etc); number of telegrams and telex messages. 

® Price information. Installation, subscription and call or access etc charges. 

Tariffs comparisons e.g. according to die OECD Tariff Models. 

• Quality. Article 5 of die proposal for a European Parliament and Council 

Dkective on die appkeation of open network provision (ONP) to voice 
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telephony stipulates die supply time and quality of sendee indicators diat are 
requked. 

2,4 Stat ist ics on Users and Usage of Telecommunicat ions 
Metworks 

An knportant aspect is the transfer and diffusion of technolog)', sendees and applications ki 
die society and economy. To track dks down it is necessary to ha\'e data from the user and 
usage side diat are related to die universe of enterprises and persons respectively. Where 
possible die data should be cokected by adding or changing questions to existing surveys. 

Organizations as users 
The two main types of data needed are economic data and more qualitative data, like 
persons dkecdy involved, equipment used, applications. The statistics should cover die 
extent of die usage of different sendees used; different applications; investment and cost or 
spending on telecommunications 

A prerequisite for reliable surveys of enterprises is good quality registers over the universe of 
enterprises, that make it possible to draw good samples. The current implementation of 
Business Registers in die European Umon (Council Regulation (EEC) No 2186/93 of 22 
July 1993 on Community Coordination ki drawing up buskiess registers for statistical 
purposes) wik knprove die sampling possibilities. 

Statistics or studies of business usage is often done by investigating user panels. This gives 
good information for marketing purposes but is not helpful for pokey makers, who need 
information and statistics for die universe of businesses. The non-users are of as great 
relevance and kiterest as the users. 

An example of a computer use survey that gives data for the universe of enterprises is an 
annual sunrey of die use of computers in enterprises in the Nediedands. 

Persons as sjsers 
It is important to underline diat to get data on die use of telecommunications networks etc 
by persons it is necessary to survey persons. To do tlks new surveys have to be developed or 
existing ones revised. The information we are interested of is who uses the networks, die 
extent of die use, spending-and different services and applications. 

In die following four examples of such surveys are given. It might be possible to develop 
diese surveys so tiiat they give better data for describing the networked economy. 

* Household Budget Surveys: All EU Member countries do household budget 
surveys, which are harmonized by Eurostat. They collect data on the a\'ailabikty 
of telephones, and household expenditure on telecommunication. 



Time Use Surveys; At present a European Tkne Use Survey is being 
launched widiin Eurostat, which touches on die use of telephone and 
computers. 

Computer Use Surveys* In Sweden the use of computers by persons at work 
and at home has been surveyed three times by adding questions to the ordinar)' 
labour force surveys. 

Communication Pattern Surveys: In Sweden a pilot survey of the use of 
telecommunication as an element in the total communication system is bekig 
planned. The aim is to develop regular, official, statistics on die kiteraction 
between telecommunication and physical communication. 



Canadian Statistics 
on 
the Information Society 

Red D. Gault 
Director of the Savias, Sáence andFeémh§Divi¿on, Statistics Canada 

Data on the information sodety indude measures of the use of information products by 
people and die economic activities of firms diat use and produce information products. 
There are extensive statistics on education, healdi and sodai issues, census data, 
demographic and intercensal studies and famüy expenditure. Business and trade statistics are 
coUected and analysed in die context of the Canadian System of National Accounts (SNA) 
which provides measures of value added, capital fonnation, kicome and expenditure, and 
trade, as wek as input-output estimates, by industry and by region. There are also measures 
of employment, unemployment and labour income by industry and region. 

As new information products enter die economy, diey cause economic and sodai change 
and introduce gaps in die on-going measurement programmes of die statistical agency. As a 
result, measurement programmes have to adapt and change to provide the information 
necessary to address sodai issues and to provide adequate information to die SNA. This 
evolution of the measurement programme is neither new, nor pecukar to die information 
economy. It is part of an on-going review process. 

The mechanisms for change vary with industry and with social issue and they can be initiated 
by ckents, by regulatory agendes, and by die agency itself, or in cokaboration widi interest 
groups. An example of a ckent initiated measurement is die recent survey of demand for 
tdecommunication services, carried out for the Department of Industry and analysed and 
pubkshed jointiy widi Statistics Canada. Surveys of radio and television, and of cable 
television, conducted by Statistics Canada, are revised each year in consultation widi Heritage 
Canada and the regulator, the Canadian Radio-Television and Telecommunications 
Commission (CRTC). This consortium reduces die burden on respondents by combining 
die statistical survey questionnake and the annual return requked by the CRTC into one 
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document. FinaUy, in die broader area of service industries, of wliidi tdecommunication 
services is an example, survey devdopment and revision is conducted in close coUaboration 
with die Voorburg Group. 

The Voorburg Group is a group of statistidans, mainly from national statistical offices, 
concerned with devdoping die Central Product Classification for service industries and widi 
the devdopment of modd surveys, which are put forward as vehicles for testing draft ksts of 
service commodities. This work is carried our for die United Nations Statistical 
Commission and a pubkshed example of it is die model survey for computer services [2]. 
There is also a modd survey on tdecommunications services under consideration by die 
Group. 

In the longer term, there are questions about how a statistical agency should look at die 
information sodety and the information economy in particular, induding die sodai and 
economic impacts of change. This raises questions of die role of a national statistical agency 
in the provision of data on die information sodety and die rdative importance of official 
statistics, private sector surveys, and surveys of poke)' ministries. 

1. Data Sources Now Available 

For a fuk kst of printed and dectronic sources, which could be used to describe the 
information economy, reference should be made to die Statistics Canada Catalogue. 
Statistics Canada information is also available on die Internet.93 

I 
A very recent release from die General Sodai Survey provides characteristics of people who 
use computers in die workplace . 

2. Plans for Oewelopment 

The tdecommunication services industry is used to provide an example of devdopment 
plans. All surveys at Statistics Canada are reviewed regularly and diere are initiatives to fkl 
gaps in measures of education, health and service industries. To keep response burden to a 
minimum, administrative sources are used wherever possible to provide statistical estimates. 
These sources indude trade records, income tax returns, payrok deduction returns, and die 
records of die goods and services tax (GST). The kitroduction of a single business number 
(SBN) may provide additional means to use administrative data to reduce die burden of 
surveys. 

93 Gopher: talon.statcan.ca, World Wide Web: http://www.statcan.ca. 
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2.1 The Voorburg Wlodei Survey 
The Voorburg model survey of telecommunications provides an example of new 
information which could be cokected from Canadian providers of telephone services, 
including resekers and providers of cekular service. This survey is stik under review by die 
Voorburg Group and its implementation in Canada would requke extensive consultation 
widi kidustry, widi die regulator, CRTC, and widi Industry Canada. None die less die 
model survey provides guidelines for die development of the existing surveys of providers 
of telephone services. 

2.2 Resellers and Cellular Service Providers 
An knmediate initiative is to survey those firms which purchase and resek capadty for 
transmission on die tdephone system and those which provide cellular telephony. These 
surveys are supplements to die existing Telephone Statistics Survey and diey wik provide 
preliminary data on diese economic activities for the years 1993 and 1994. 

2.3 Price Indices 
As part of die Statistics Canada programme to improve sendee industry statistics, new price 
indices are being developed for die telecommunication kidustry. While diese are kitrinsicaky 
interesting, they wik also permit improved deflation of die output of die kidustry and die 
consequent estimation of real growdi and productivity. 

2.4 Standard industrial Classification (SIC) 
The way in which statistics are collected, analysed and published depends upon die industrial 
classification as wek as die commodity classification. The Canadian, US and Mexican 
industrial classifications are to be revised by 1997 and die work of revision of die SICs is 
being undertaken dirough an international collaboration. As a result, die structure for 
broadcasting and telecommunications in the Nordi American Industrial Classification 
System (NAICS) wik change from the structure now used ki the Canadian 1980 SIC. 

3® Future Heeds 
In die future, die collection and analysis of data on the information society wik have to take 
into account a number of economic and social factors. The economic effects of 
deregulation, leading to convergence of broadcasters and carriers, die cultural impact of 
widely available programming transmitted by satellite, die economic and social impact of die 
Canadian Information Highway on headi care, education, and government services, as well 
as its role as an electronic market place. 
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The statistical system, which is well able to measure financial transactions of firms, classified 
by industry and commodity, and to count and classify people, wik have to turn to more 
innovative measures ofinformation flows among firms and between firms and people. One 
of die key emerging issues in describing economic and social activity, is the propensity of 
firms to introduce new or improved products and processes to maintain thek 
competitiveness. As wek as measuring die propensity of firms to innovate, diere is also a 
need to understand how die system of innovation, which involves ak sectors of die sodety, 
is able to capture ideas and convert diem to wealth and jobs. Not only is this information 
necessary for a single country, but it must be produced in such a way tiiat die information is 
kiternationaky comparable, if pokey makers are to benefit from diese measures. 

If measurements are to be made of national systems of innovation, there is a need for a 
conceptual framework widiin which to fit die information gadiered and to add value to die 
analysis of die set of measures of economic and social activity. In producing and 
implementing such a framework, there is a clear role for a statistical agency, aldiough it could 
not be done widiout extensive consultations with interested groups and clients. A statistical 
agency provides a business register to support surveys and die knkage of data from different 
surveys and the SNA provides a context in which to develop satelkte accounts for groups of 
industries which have a common purpose, such as those kivolved in die information society. 

The statistical measures discussed so far have all been of activity external to die firm. There 
is also the issue of information workers and activities that take place within die firm. 
However, measures of own-account production and use of infonnation sendees can be 
quite burdensome and depend criticaky on accounting practices. If resources are limited, 
measurement of own-account activities should wait until there is clearer picture of economic 
and sodai activity outside of die finn, described witlkn a conceptual framework. 

Widi or widiout a concepmal framework, there is an kiterest in measures of use and planned 
use of telecommunication services [1]. These kidicators of demand, which var)' by industry 
and by service offered, are different from die various perfonnance indicators cokected and 
pubkshed for die service providers [7]. Demand kidicators, which ha\'e long been used for 
manufacturing technologies [8-10], are now attracting a fokowing among policy makers and, 
with increasing deregulation and unproved measurement, they are likely to become a 
permanent pokey tool. 

The measurement of the kiformation society is complex, if kiputs to economic and social 
activities are to be linked to outcomes and if the measurements are to be useful for 
developing pokey. If die results are to be kitemationally comparable, diese measurements 
must also be developed and analysed in close collaboration widi die users of die data, and, 
ideaky, in cokaboration with statistidans from other countries, with co-ordination from 
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international agendes such as die OECD. For tiks to happen, diere must by a conceptual 
framework for die measurements which provides a system widiin which to do analysis. 

Only in a statistical agency, or agencies, wik die kifrasttucture be found to support such an 
undertaking, and if new and innovative measures are to be made, diere wik have to be 
investtnent ki that infrastructure. However, that requires a long term commitment, bodi 
nationally and kiternationaky, and die co-operation of data providers and data users. 

There wik stik be die need for knmediate measurements to satisfy a particular need of a 
pokey ministry, or a regulator, and diese can be satisfied by ad hoc surveys and reports. 
There is also a place for measures of technical information of use to die industry concerned 
that are better made and marketed commerdaky. However, there remains a long term, and 
fundamental, role for statistical agendes in ikuminating die problems and opportunities of 
die information sodety. 
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Conclusions 



OECD 

The knpkcations for policy of die development of the infoimation society arise not only 
from die consequences of die technological development, diffusion and application of 
infonnation and communications technologies (ICTs) and networks, but from die 
continuing economic globalisation and reform of the regulator)' framework. The three 
Workshops covered in this volume, however, have identified die review of the regulations 
governing die communications industry as die key issue on die pokey formulation agenda, 
and most of die selected papers discuss diis important issue as die area where die most 
urgent pokq' efforts are to be made. Nevertheless, die impacts, both dkect and kidkect, of 
ICTs on die economy and on society are fundamental, pervasive, enormous and global. The 
dynamics of market liberalisation provide new drivers for unprecedented economic 
opportunity which are accompanied by new challenges for enterprises, workers, citizens -
and for pokcymakers. Review and co-ordination is requked across the whole range of pokey 
areas and kistitutions and administrative levels - local, state, national and international. 

The previous chapters suggest that ICTs are engendering fundamental changes in the way 
kidusttial organizations are set up. Organizational structures are becoming flat and can be 
physically dispersed. The demand for new and higher-level skills by organizations is 
increasing while traditional and lower-level skills are requked less. It is likely diat the 
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changing demand for skiks is accompanied by a redefinition of the objectives of the 
organizations as they restructure. Such changes cannot take place gradually or consecutively. 
If organizations are changkig shape in order to seize market opportunities, or simply to 
remain viable, ak diese changes must take place rapidly and at once. As technological 
development and new business practices and regulation are enablkig networked electronic 
transactions to prokferate among appkcations and among enterprises, inter- and intra-
orgarkzational relationships are changing. Fkms are presented with enormous opportunities 
for rebukding industrial relationships and redefinkig value chakis. These developments have 
akeady induced significant restructuring of die organization of kidustry and this is likely to 
continue on a global scale. New economic perspectives based upon network transactions 
justify outsourcing, divestiture and relocation of offices, branches, and factories. Regulatory 
reform pennitting, more kiternational transactions will be conducted, and there may be 
greater market effidencies, widi easier global sourckig of inputs and global markets, There 
wik also be further effects on financial markets, with greater mobikty of assets and capital. 

Adjustments in kidividual kfestyles are inevitable. Changes in die organization and 
organizational relationships must be accompained by changes in the way the mdividual 
behaves. Aldiough die kiformation society may empower the individual, he may also have 
to take on new responsibilities, including diat to acquire the knowledge and skills which 
better fit die new ways ki which organizations are built, operate and interconnect The 
further die development of die information infrastructures progresses, die stronger and 
more pervasive will be the forces prompting change, regardless of die type of organization. 
As information management is a fundamental component of any organization, and due to 
the networking effect, the more die benefit of adopting the changes will increase. 

Policy Implications and Research Agenda 

There must be some policy "management" of such fundamental and drastic changes - at the 
ver)' least, in order to avoid economic chaos, market failure and unacceptable social 
upheaval. The changes entail the "destruction" of many existing reames, but do not 
necessarily provide the quickest or most effident way to re-build the new regulator}' regimes 
or economic and sodai instimtions and structures. Polides must be developed to provide 
die vision, paths, envkonment and tools both for promoting change and for ensuring that 
die information society is and enriching and humane place to live and «Ork. However, for 
building such a pokey framework, much furdier research and study is necessary. Even 
during die period of the diree Workshops covered in tliis volume it became clear that the 
research agenda for investigating the vision of the information sodet}' was expanding rapii!}' 
and in many different directions. 

Clearly, continued regulator}' reform in the communications industry is imperative, Further 
liberalization is necessary so diat communication markets can flourish, and new services 
develop, in a competitive envkonment Furthermore, the principle of a competitive 
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envkonment can be extended more generally to that of infonnation infrastructures, opening 
up growth and job-creating opportunities both within and beyond the communications 
sectors. Organizational changes imply major sliifts in the human resources requkements of 
both public and private sector organizations. Delay in forming the necessary policy 
measures and mechanisms which provide for re-allocation of human resources would 
exacerbate unemployment and extend die period of adjustment. Fkst. a redefinition of die 
role and goals of human resources is needed in the new perspective of the organization in 
the infonnation society. 

Second, new relationships between the organization and the individual need to be 
estabkshed. Among die issues where furdier research is needed are: 

• How will new kinds of working relationship evolve? 

• What new fonns of employment contract can be used? 

• Which skiks wik be most in demand, and how will they be supplied? 

• How are such skills and knowledge developed and transferred? 

® How can die transition of human resource requirements across organizations 
be smoothed out? 

Changes in die relationslups among organizations implv the adoption of new industrial and 
commerdal practice. New markets wik emerge. Many new smak firms will be formed. 
Many inter-firm alliances wik be formed and broken. Competition will be enhanced at die 
global level, but pokey measures might be necessaiv to keep competition fak, to ensure that 
market access is non-discrimkiatoiy and to stimulate entrepreneurship where necessary. 
New rules for cross border transactions might lie needed, for example, some extension of 
consumers protection measures may be necessaiv in the light of kicreased transaction risks. 

Before such policy measures can lie developed, though, a clearer vision is needed of die 
likely consequences of these changes, for instance, analysis of the impact of electronic 
transactions. Such a research agenda might include: 

• What "new markets and industries" are emerging? 

• How wik die industry value chain change? 

• How wik competition take place in such markets? 

• What benefits and risks will electronic transactions bring? 

• What kind of risks wik affect consumers using new types of network or on-line 
transactions? 

• What rules are needed to resolve conflicts over these transactions? 
Another aspect of the implications for policy concerns governments. Governments, 
themselves organizations, are equally susceptible to the challenges and opportunities 
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afforded by die knpact of ICTs. Therefore, governments also need to develop diek future 
visions and padis for coping widi change. Examples for the research agenda are: 

• How can ICT be appked to die provision of public services? 

• What organizational structure will be die most efficient and effective for 
government? 

• Does die development of ICTs endanger social values such as the protection 
of privacy, security or intellectual property rights? 

• Is die capabikty for law enforcement affected by the penetration of ICTs? 

Finally, die emergence of die kiformation society is a global concern. Some harmonization 
and co-ordination of policies and mies across borders is essential. Electronic ttansactions 
and data flows between governments firms and individuals can take place instantaneously 
and seamlessly across borders. 

However, geographical borders define territories where different mies and regulations apply, 
and responsibilities and kabikties may differ. Reconcikation between the rules which apply 
to physical territories and to cyberspace is necessary. To this end, international 
organizations, such as OECD, can play an knportant role in providing fora where discussion 
of kiternational harmonization and co-orcknation can take place. 

Each Workshop underlined die need for a new generation of measurement tools to 
complement die research effort. The lack of comprehensive and kiternationaky comparable 
data is a severe problem in a rapidly changing information society. These tools are needed 
to assist in formulating poicies, monitoring progress, assessing the effectiveness of pokey 
measures, evaluating applications and impacts and identifying barriers. A great effort is 
dierefore requked to develop the new generation of statistics, indicators and reporting 
systems. 

Market kberaksation, regulator)' reform, competition and private sector dynamism have 
made the kiformation society an exciting place, but it has also meant that existing statistical 
systems, notably those of official statistical agencies, have been unable to keep up with die 
demand. Worse, data previously easy to obtain in a regulated environment now tends to 
have a commercial value. New products and sendees, new pricing regimes, new players in 
die market and die pen'asiveness of IT in government, enterprises and households has 
made die task of statisticians and analysts all the more difficult. If the research agenda is to 
deliver what pokcymakers arc expecting of it, governments and international agencies must 
develop a coherent programme, in co-operation with private sector data providers and 
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consultane)' groups, and using die opprtunities afforded by ICTs themselves, to fik diese 
gaps-

Investigation of die topics raised in die research agenda for kiformation society should not 
be delayed. Akeady there are many initiatives concerning the appropriate directions of such 
research. Many academics, kidustrial experts and government officials are making efforts to 
establish thek' visions for die infonnation society and the padi to achieve it. Given die 
complexity of die issues and die magnitude of tliek impacts, die research efforts under way 
seem unlikely to be sufficient. The OECD, in collaboration with the European 
Commission, wik continue to develop views and ideas concerning those issues both dirough 
its own work programme and various conference and workshop activities to gather togedier 
leading-edge research and to facilitate international discussion aimed at raiskig die 
recognition and awareness of die issues, and, it is to be hoped, ki an effort to contribute to 
diek resolution. 
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European Commission 

The combined forces of rapid technological change and globalisation are transforming die 
functioning of die economy. By reducing the cost of communication, information 
technologies have given rise to globalised production and financial markets, whilst 
globaksation has spurred technology by intensifykig competition and encouraging die 
diffusion of technology dirough foreign dkect investment. 

As a result, die nature of production and of products themselves is changing. Cheap and 
efficient communications networks allow companies to locate different parts of diek 
production process in different countries while remaining ki close contact. Meanwhile, die 
shape of the economy is altering as it becomes more knowledge-based, with production 
increasingly in die forni of kitangible rather than material goods. 

These profound changes are a challenge not only for businesses, but also for economic 
theory itself. Economic analysis is becoming more difficult as the share of die economy 
which can be measured accurately is shrinking. It appears that such economic indicators as 
productivity and GNP growtii may in fact be underestimated today. As our economies 
become kicreaskigly dominated by die services sector, where infonnation technolog)' 
investments have been proportionately higher than in traditional manufacturing and where 
productivity is notoriously hard to measure, many of the benefits arc difficult to quantify and 
as a result fak to be captured by standard economic statistics, 'litis problem is compounded 
by die fact that finns are increasingly interacting over communications networks causing 

'n The opinions expressed do not necessarily reflect lhe Kuropean Commission's official point of view. 
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many benefits to spikover into different sectors and intangible economic kiputs and outputs 
such as knowledge and R&D to be widely ckffused. 

In many sendee industries such as finance, health care and education, defining die unit of 
output is problematic. A significant proportion of the output gakis achieved dirough IT 
investments do not show up as cost savings but as quality improvements, wider consumer 
choice, better customer service, time savings and convenience. Indeed, it is often assumed 
tiiat output rises are proportional to increases ki the number of hours worked, yet new 
technologies often have the effect of reducing the time needed to produce a given volume of 
output. For example, in telecommunications, output is typicaky measured ki minutes of caks 
and fails to take into account die vast quantities of information that are transmitted dianks 
to improvements in transmission speeds and line capacity. 

Furdiennore, the statistical boundaries between manufacturing and services are blurring as 
intangibles make up an increasing proportion of the value of finished products. For 
example, service activities such as design, sales and advertising typicaky contribute over 
diree-quarters of die value of a "manufactured" product such as a car. As we move towards 
an economy that is increasingly knowledge-based tlks trend is likely to intensify. It is akeady 
estimated tiiat the value of the stock of intangible kivestment (R&D, education and training) 
in the US overtook die value of its capital stock during the 1980s. 

A furdier difficulty for economic dieory is that knowledge doesn't obey the basic rule of 
"scardty" which has been applied to traditional goods. Unlike die latter, die more one uses 
and transfers knowledge, die more it proliferates. It does not get used up - it can be 
reproduced cheaply and consumed over and over again. 

These examples give an idea of die scale of the chakenges faced by economists and 
statisticians as die combined forces of globalisation and rapid technological change drive us 
towards die information society. Furthermore, failure to accurately measure or understand 
die complex processes of die knowledge economy makes it considerably difficult for 
international policymakers to define an appropriate response and provide citizens and 
businesses with die tools and envkonment they need to cope better widi change. Just as 
economies are becoming harder to measure, diey are also getting more difficult to tax or to 
regulate. 

As commerce is increasingly conducted over networks and as use of the Internet continues 
to rapidly expand, governments and international orgaiksations need to respond to a wide 
range of new legal, economic and educai issues. For example, they must define die 
appropriate framework for electronic payment systems, for the authenticity of digital 
signatures and content, universal sendee, network security, protection against harmful 
content, and intekectual property rights. The costing and financing of new network-based 
services and conditions for their use wik requke die definition of an kiternational framework 
in diese areas based on common mies. 
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For its part, die European Commission is puslkng ahead with its agenda which is akned at 
defining die regulatory framework and accompanykig measures for die infonnation society 
in the European Union. The liberalisation of the telecommunications sector has been 
successfuky launched and wik be completed by 1st January 1998. Widi regard to universal 
service, die Commission wik soon issue a series of guidelines for Member States which are 
designed to develop best practice ki national approaches to the costing and financing of 
universal service. The Commission is also preparing legislation to ensure that die necessary 
conditions are met for die introduction of electronic commerce in the Skigle Market (e.g. 
copyright, data protection, digital signatures, etc). In an effort to anticipate die impacts of 
new technologies on employment and work organisation, a widespread consultation on 
kving and working ki die kiformation society has also been launched following die recent 
pubkcation of a Green Paper. 

As outlined above, poktical initiatives ki diese areas place new demands on economists and 
statisticians whose role is to feed pokcymakcrs with accurate data derived from 
kitemationally-defined methodologies and tools designed to measure die complex economic 
and commercial kiteractions of die knowledge-based economy. 

The OECD, die European Commission and Eurostat are akeady engaged ki several jokit 
projects (e.g. COINS) and are cooperating with other national and international agencies 
(e.g. the ITU) in an effort to define a common statistical framework for cokecting and 
analysing data in die convergkig information and communication industries. 

Aldiough neither new infonnation technologies nor globalisation requke die basic rules of 
economics to be re-written, diey do requke a re-appraisal of die ways in which die economy 
is monitored and measured. The papers presented ki dks volume are examples of die 
leading-edge of international economic and statistical research in diis field. By bringing 
researchers and policymakers togedier in die framework of "The Economics of die 
Infonnation Society" workshop series, die OECD, the European Commission and die 
participating research kistitutes and agencies have provided a framework in which to better 
define research and pokey priorities for die future. By supporting die pokey formulation 
process in tliis way it is hoped to give more accurate guidance to policymakers so that they 
can gain a better understanding of economics and thereby define the appropriate response. 
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Appendix 1 

Indicators 

1 - OECD countries : basic indicators 

2 - Developing regions: basic indicators 

3 - OECD countries: education, culture and television 

4 - Developing regions: education, culture and television 

5 - OECD countries : telecommunication and information technologies 

indicators 

6 - Developing regions : telecommunications and information technologies 

7 - Synopsis 

Appendix 2 

Statistics 
(see M. Kawachi, chapter 4) 

1 - Household Ownership of Equipment 

2 - Communication Infrastructure 

3 - Communication Service Subscribers and Traffic 

4 - Communication Service Charges 

5 - On-line Services 

6 - Major On-line Service Providers and Subscribers 

7 - Internet 

8 - Major Internet Access Providers 

9 - Sales of Computer Software Programs by 52 Publishers (U.S.) 

10 - CD-ROM Disk Sales by Platform (Japan) 

11 - Multimedia Content and Services (Japan) 
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1 - OECD countries : basic indicators 

OECD countries contribute up to 82% of the worldwide ι 

Appendix 1 

Ref. year 

G7 

USA 
Japan 
Germany 
France 

Italy 
United Kingdom 
Canada 

EU 15 
Austria 
Belgium 
Denmark 
Finland 

Greece 
Ireland 
Luxembourg 
Netherlands 
Portugal 
Spain 
Sweden 

OECD 
Norway 
Switzerland 
Iceland 
Australia 
NewZeland 
Mexico 
Turkey 

World 

Demographic 
Population 

(million) 

1994 

668,5 
260,5 
124,8 
81,1 
57,7 
57,2 
58,1 
29,1 

370,2 
7,9 

10,1 
5,2 

5,1 
10,4 
3,5 
0,4 

15,4 
9,8 

39,6 
8,7 

970,4 
4,3 

7,1 
0,3 

17,8 
3,5 

91,9 
60,8 

5.501,5 

indicators 
Life 

expectancy 
at birth 
(year) 

1993 

77 
76 
80 
76 
77 
78 
76 
78 

77 
76 
77 
75 
76 
78 
75 
76 
78 
75 
78 
78 

73 
77 
78 
78 
78 
76 
71 
65 

66 

Economic indicators 
Total GDP 

(B US$) 

1993 

15.924 
6.260 
4.214 
1.911 
1.252 

991 
819 
477 

6.712 
182 
211 
116 
74 

63 
43 
10 

309 
86 

479 
167 

18.854 
103 
234 

6 
284 
45 

344 
174 

23.113 

GDP per 
capita 

($) 

1993 

23.820 
24.028 
33.773 
23.549 
21.682 
17.347 
14.099 
16.397 

18.130 
23.017 
20.890 
22.357 
14.591 
6.075 

12.136 
25.250 
20.093 

8.715 
12.101 
19.078 

19.430 
23.935 
32.847 
21.852 
15.914 
12.635 
3.746 
2.867 

4.201 

Sources: World Bank, 1«J95 
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2 - Developing regions: basic indicators 

Afr ica and South Asia st i l l far behind 

Appendix! 

Demographic indicators 

Population 
(million) 

Life 
expectancy 

at birth 

Economic indicators 

Total GDP 
(B US$) 

GDP per 
capita ($) 

Ref. year 
East Europe and Central Asia 
focus on: 

Russian Federation 
North Africa and Middle East 

1994 
494,6 

148,7 
262,5 

1993 
69 

65 
66 

1993 
1.094 

329 
550 

7993 
2.212 

2.215 
2.094 

focus on: Egypt 
Israel 
Jordan 
Morroco 

56,4 
5,2 
4,1 

25,9 

64 
77 
70 
64 

36 
70 

4. 
27 

634 
13.411 

1.083 
1.028 

Sub-Saharian Africa 559,0 52 269 482 
focus on: Botswana 

Ethiopia 
Ghana 
Mauritus 
Mozambique 
Namibia 
Senegal 
South Africa 
Tanzania 
Zimbabwe 

focus on: China 
Hong Kong 
Korea (rep) 
Malaysia 
Singapour 
Taiwan-China 
Vietnam 

1.4 
51,9 
16,4 

1,1 
15,1 

1,5 
7,9 

39,7 
28,0 
10,7 

65 
48 
56 
70 
46 
59 
50 
63 
52 
53 

Rem: italics refer to other year than that specificd,<..> to non available Jata 
Sources: World Bank, 1995 

4 
6 
6 
3 
1 
2 
6 

106 
2 
5 

2.724 
111 
371 

2.527 
91 

1.406 
730 

2.661 
75 
466 

South Asia 
focus on: Bangladesh 

India 
East Asia and Pacific 

1.194,0 
115,2 
898,2 

1.719,7 

60 
56 
61 
68 

314 
24 

225 
1.375 

263 
208 
251 
800 

.178,4 
5,8 

44,1 
19,0 
2,8 

21,3 
71,3 

69 
79 
71 
71 
75 

66 

426 
90 

331 
64 
55 

214 
13 

361 
15.517 
7.502 
3.392 

19.698 
10.280 

180 
Latin America and Caribbean 
focus on: Argentina 

Brazil 
Peru 

World 

466,3 
33,8 

156,3 
22,9 

5.501,5 

69 
72 
67 
66 
66 

1.406 
256 
444 
41 

23.113 

3.016 
7.562 
2.843 
1.793 
4.201 
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3 - O E C D countries;:education, culture and television 

R e l a t i v e l y u n i f o r m l e v e l s 

Appendix 1 

Education and culture Television 

USA 
Japan 
Germany 
France 
Italy 
United Kingdom 
Canada 

Adults Pupils Published 
illetteracy schooling books per 

rate rate 1 million 
inhab. 

TV sets 
per 

100 inhab. 

<5% 
<5% 
<5% 
<5% 
<5% 
<5% 
<5% 

98% 
100% 
89% 

100% 

97% 
100% 

291 
837 
757 
486 

1.490 

77,9 
62,1 
55,1 
58,0 
42,9 
45,4 
65,0 

Cable-TV 
subscribers 

per 100 
households 

Ref. year 

G7 
1990 

<5% 
7992 1993 1994 

64,1 
1994 

Z&ß 
63,1 
24,5 
39,8 
7,2 
0,0 
4,1 
74,6 

EU 15 927 47,9 22,2 

Austria 
Belgium 
Denmark 
Finland 
Greece 
Ireland 
Luxembourg 
Netherlands 
Portugal 
Spain 
Sweden 

<5% 
<5% 
<5% 
<5% 

7% 
<5% 
<5% 
<5% 
15% 

5% 
<5% 

91% 
95% 
95% 

90% 

95% 
700% 
700% 
100% 

479 
1.380 
1.973 
2.206 

391 
757 

1.300 
890 

654 

988 
1.358 

48,0 
45,5 
54,0 
50,2 
21,1 
32,5 
33,8 
49,4 
24,6 
42,7 
47,1 

33,2 
91,0 
28,1 
38,9 

39,1 
89,0 
88,8 
0,0 
2,6 

50,0 

OECD 54,0 34,4 

Norway 
Switzerland 
Iceland 
Australia 
New Zeland 
Mexico 
Turkey 

World 

<5% 
<5% 
<5% 
<5% 
<5% 
13% 
19% 

99% 
96% 

98% 
100% 
100% 
700% 

899 
2.085 
5.837 

601 
807 

28 

105 

Rem: italics refer to other year than that specified,<..> to non available data 

Source: World Bank, Unesco, ITU 

42,4 
40,0 
31,1 
48,2 
51,0 
18,0 
26,3 

21,9 

32,1 

66,9 

1,1 
0,0 
0,0 

10,2 
2,0 
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4  Developing regions: education, culture and television Appendix 1 

Education before information 

Education and culture Television 

Ref. year 

Adults 
illetteracy 

rate 

7990 

Pupils Published 
schooling books per 

rate 1 million 
inhab. 

7992 7993 

Television Cable-TV 
per 100 per 100 
inhab. households 

7994 7994 

East Europe and Central Asia 

focus on: 
Russian Federation 

North Africa and Middle East 

focus on: Egypt 

Israel 

Jordan 

Morroco 

5,0% 

2,0% 

40,6% 

20,0% 

56,3% 

99,0% 

59,0% 

277 

26 

426 

25,1% 

37,8% 

13,1% 

8,9% 

30,8% 

16,7% 

7,1% 

49,7% 

Sub-Saharian Africa 50,0% 42,0% 3,2% 

focus on: Botswana 

Ethiopia 

Ghana 

Mauritus 

Mozambique 

Namibia 

Senegal 

South Africa 

Tanzania 

Zimbabwe 

focus on China 

Hong Kong 

Korea (rep) 

Malaysia 

Singapour 

Taiwan-China 

Vietnam 

30,2% 

64,5% 

35,5% 

59,9% 

66,9% 

18,2% 

14,9% 

96,0% 

89,0% 

42,0% 

81,0% 

45,0% 

47,0% 

113 

5 

21 

51 

4 

5 

122 

6 

33 

2,0% 

0,3% 

1,4% 

19,1% 

0,3% 

3,1% 

3,5% 

10,3% 

0,2% 

2,5% 

»7,0% 

<5% 

¡2,0% 

<5% 

96,0% 

100,0% 

100,0% 

12,0% 

0,0% 

South Asia 

focus on: Bangladesh 

India 

East Asia and Pacific 

54,0% 

67,9% 

52,0% 

24,0% 

42,0% 

69,0% 

96,0% 

10 

16 

4,6% 

0,6% 

5,6% 

26,6% 

0,0% 

6,3% 

„ ■:·'... 

63 

836 

667 

93 

688 

27 

23,3% 

36,1% 

32,7% 

23,7% 

38,2% 

31,5% 

11,2% 

13,6% 

2,3% 

21,4% 

0,0% 

0,0% 

54,4% 

0,0% 

Latin America and Caribbean 15,0% 89,0% 21,1% 

focus on Argentina 

Brazil 

Peru 

3,8% 

16,7% 

11,3% 

86,0% 

100,0% 

143 

113 

21 

32,5% 

25,0% 

9,4% 

45,0% 

1,0% 

World 33,30% 21,9% 

Rem: italics refer to other year than that specified,<..> to data non available 

1) Russia, Published books: including brochures 

2) SubSaharian Africa, TV: do not include Gambia, GuineaBissau, Malawi, S. Tomé & Principe 

3) South Asia TV : do not include Bhutan (dS.dOO inhab.) 
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5 - OECD countries: telecom and information technologies indicators 

R e a d y t o e n t e r info t h e ¡new information a g e 

Appendix! 

Information society infrastructures 

Ref. year 
G7 
USA 
Japan 
Germany 
France 
Italy 
United Kingdom 
Canada 

EU 15(1) 
Austria 
Belgium 
Denmark 
Finland 
Greece 
Ireland 
Luxembourg 
Netherlands 
Portugal 
Spain 
Sweden 

OECD (2) 
Norway 
Switzerland 
Iceland 
Australia 
New Zeland 
Mexico 
Turkey 

World 

tel. lines 
per 100 
inhab. 

7994 
53,4 
60,2 
48,0 
48,3 
54,7 
42,9 
48,9 
57,5 

47,6 
46,5 
44,9 
60,4 
55,1 
47,8 
35,0 
55,5 
50,9 
35,0 
37,1 
68,3 

46,1 
55,4 
59,7 
54,9 
49,6 
47,0 
9,2 
20,1 

11,8 

Telecom 
network 

digitisation 
rate 
1994 

68,7% 
65,0% 
72,0% 
45,0% 
89,0% 
67,4% 
82,7% 
8S,0% 

66,7% 
46,3% 
60,0% 
53,3% 
77,0% 
31,4% 
68,0% 
91,4% 
100,0% 
62,0% 
47,8% 
67,0% 

67,4% 
71,0% 
57,0% 
84,0% 
51,0% 
98,0% 
82,7% 
55,6% 

61,9% 

Mobile 
phone per 
100 inhab. 

7994 
5,9 
9,3 
3,4 
3,1 
1,4 
3,9 
6,5 
6,5 

3,6 
3,5 
1,3 
9,7 
12,8 
1,6 
2,5 
3,2 
2,1 
1,8 
1,0 
15,8 

4,8 
13,6 
4,7 
8,1 
7,0 
9,1 
0,6 
0,3 

1,0 

PC per 
100 inhab. 

1994 
17,9 
29,7 
12,0 
14,0 
14,0 
7,2 
15,1 
17,5 

9,2 
10,7 
12,9 
19,3 
15,9 
2,9 
13,8 

15,6 
5,0 
7,0 
17,2 

14,3 
19,0 
28,8 

4,8 
19,0 
2,3 
0,9 

Host 
connected 

to 
Internet 

7994 
4.035.170 
3.179.170 

96.632 
207.717 

93.041 
30.697 

241.191 
186.722 

930:456 
29.705 
18.699 
25.935 
71.372 
4.000 
6.219 

614 
89.227 

5.999 
28.446 
77.594 

4.700.632 
49.725 
51.512 
4.735 

161.166 
31.215 
6.656 
2.643 

4.846.822 

Rem: italics refer to other year than that specified,<..> to non available data 

Source: ITU 
1) I',U 15, PCs: do not include Luxembourg 
2) OECD, PCs: do not include Iceland 
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6 - developing regions : telecommunications and information technologies 

The last entrants wi l l have the newest technologies 

Appendix 1 

Information society infrastructures 

North Africa and Middle East 

tel. lines Telecom 
per 100 network 
inhab. digitisation 

rate 

Mobile PC per 
phone per 100 inhab. 
100 inhab. 

6,4 0,1 

Host 
connected 
to Internet 

Ref. Year 
East Europe and Central Asia 
Focus on: Russian Federation 

1994 
12,2 
16,2 

1994 1994 
0,1 
0,0 

1994 
.. 

0,8 

1994 
40.591 

1.849 
13.719 

Focus on: Egypt 
Israël 
Jordan 
Morroco 

4,2 
41,1 

7,5 
3,8 

55,0% 
81,0% 
70,0% 
91,8% 

0,0 
1,2 
0,0 
0,1 

7,9 
161 

13.251 
0 
0 

Sub-Saharian Africa 1,1 0,1 27.130 
Focus on: Botswana 

Ethiopia 
Ghana 
Mauritus 
Mozambique 
Namibia 
Senegal 
South Africa 
Tanzania 
Zimbabwe 

3,1 
0,3 
0,3 

11,8 
0,4 
4,7 
0,9 
9,7 
0,3 
1,3 

99,7% 
44,5% 
58,0% 
100,0% 
57,0% 
78,3% 
87,0% 
66,2% 
45,8% 
32,0% 

0,0 
0,0 
0,0 
0,5 
0,0 
0,0 
0,0 
0,9 
0,0 
0,0 

2,2 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

27.040 
0 
0 

South Asia 
Focus on: Bangladesh 

India 
East Asia and Pacific 

1,0 
0,2 
1,1 
8,0 

64,4% 
16,0% 
66,0% 
65,9% 

0,0 
0,0 
0,0 
0,6 

359 
0 

359 
343.231 

Focus on: China 
Hong Kong 
Korea (rep) 
Malaysia 
Singapour 
Taiwan-China 
Vietnam 

2,3 
54,3 
40,0 
15,1 
47,6 
39,9 

0,6 

38,0% 
100,0% 
61,8% 
92,5% 
100,0% 
83,8% 
100,0% 

0,1 
7,4 
2,2 
3,0 
8,4 
2,7 
0,0 

0,2 
11,4 
11,3 
3,4 

15,4 
8,1 

569 
12.437 
18.049 

1.606 
5.252 

14.618 
0 

Latin America and Caribbean 
Focus on: Argentina 

Brazil 
Peru 

World 

8,6 
14,3 
7,5 
3,4 

11,8 

61,6% 
62,6% 
35,7% 
28,7% 
61,9% 

0,4 
0,6 
0,4 
0,0 
1,0 

1,4 
0,9 

15.118 
1.262 

800 
171 

4.846.822 

Rem: italics refer to other year than that spccificii,<..> to non available data 

Source : ITU 



7 - Synopsis 

The "haves" and "have nots" at a glance 

Socio-economic indicators 
Population Adults Total GDP 

(million) illetteracy GDP per 
rate (B US$) capita 

($) 

Appendix 1 

Information society infrastructures 

tel. lines 
per 100 
inhab. 

Telecom 
network 

digitisation 
rate 

Mobile 
phones 

per 
100 inhab. 

Television 
per 

100 inhab. 

Host 
connected 
to Internet 

Ref. year 1994 1990 1993 1993 1994 1994 1994 1994 

rem: <„> corresponds to non available data 
1) South Asia TV : do not include Bhutan (68.000 inhab.) 
2) Sub-Saharian Africa, TV: do not include Gambia, Guinea-Bissau, Malawi, S. Tomé & Principe, Cape Verde, Mayotte 
Source: World Bank, ITU, Unesco 

7994 

OJ 
«5 

G7 

EU 15 

OECD 

East Europe and Central Asia 

North Africa and Middle East 

Sub-Saharian Africa (1) 

South Asia (2) 

East Asia and Pacific 

Latin America and Caribbean 

World 

668,5 

370,2 

970,4 

494,6 

262,5 

559,0 

1.194,0 

1.735,2 

466,3 

5.501,5 

<5% 

nd 

nd 

5% 

50% 

54% 

24% 

15% 

15.924 

6.712 

18.854 

1.094 

550 

269 

314 

1.500 

1.406 

23.113 

23.820 

18.130 

19.430 

2.212 

2.094 

482 

263 

864 

3.016 

4.201 

53,4% 

47,6% 

46,1% 

12,2% 

6,4% 

1,1% 

1,0% 

7,9% 

8,6% 

11,8% 

68,7% 

66,7% 

67,4% 

64,4% 

65,9% 

61,6% 

61,9% 

5,9% 

3,6% 

4,8% 

0,1% 

0,1% 

0,1% 

0,0% 

0,6% 

0,4% 

1,0% 

64,1% 

47,9% 

54,0% 

25,1% 

13,1% 

3,2% 

4,6% 

26,4% 

21,1% 

21,9% 

4.035.170 

930.456 

4.700.632 

40.591 

13.719 

27.130 

359 

343.231 

15.118 

4.846.822 



Technical notes 

Population: mid-year estimates from the United Nations. 

Adult illetteracy rafe.i 5 years old people and older who cannot read or writen intelligibly a short and simple text in their daily life (Unesco). 

GDP : current data price data in national currency converted to USS by applying the official average annual exchange rate (World Bank). 

Tel. lines, or main telephone lines: refer to telephone lines connecting a customer's equipment (e.g. telephone set, fax machine) to the Public 
Switched Telephone Network (PSTN) and which have a dedicated port on a telephone exchange (ITU). 

Telecom network digitization rate: at the local loop level, calculated by dividing the number of main lines connected to a digital exchange 
by the total number of main lines (ITU). 

Mobile phones: refer to users of portable telephones subscribing to an automatic public mobile telephone service using cellular technology that 
provides access to the PSTN (ITU). 

Television: represent the estimated total number of both black and white and colour television sets in use (ITU). 

Φ Hosts connected to internet: refer to the number of computers in the economy that are directly linked to Internet (ITU), 
o 



Table t Household Ownership of Equipment 

(see Mika Kawachi Chapter 4) 

Appendix 2 

(1994 otherwise stated) 

No.of households ( '93; million) 

Share of households with TV set 

Share of households with CATV 

Share of households with satellite 

Share of households with VCR 

Share of households with video game 

Share of households with fax machine 

Share of households with PC 

Share of households with PC modem 

ü ¡ Share of households with CDROM drive 

US 

96.4 

65% 

88% 

42% 

35% 

15% 

1.4%:? 

lapan 

42.5 

99% 

21%(l) 

27% 

73% 

8% 

14% 

■.■.■:■■ ;-,:-:-; ■:-:■■-:■:-■:■ ■■'■>;-:■-:■; 

UK 

22.3 

'"97%:;;. 

11% 

84% 

i 9% 

2Γ-ί 
; 22%% 

¡il 
:4%; :; 

2% 

Germany 

35.3 

99% 

47% 

20% 

65% 

8% 

4% 

15% 

3% 

4% 

France 

;22.5 

96% 

9% 

2% 
■ ■ ■ 

69% 

20% 

lilllllllillll 
3% iBIII 
13% 

1% 

2% 

f isrimated by dividing the total number of subscribers by the number of households ; :„ 

Source: 1 UN, Iiurostat 

2 |apan: lil'A; liurope: 

3,4,5 US & liurope: l i lTO, Inteco Corp.; Japan: Kconomic Planning Agency 

(i I UTO, Inteco Corp. 

7,8 US & liurope: l i lTO, Inteco Corp.; Japan: lil'A 

y,l() Inteco Corp. 

Table 2J Communication Infrastructure Appendix 2 

(1994 otherwise stated) 

i ' l Number of main telephone lines (mil) 

I: 2 Main telephone lines per 100 inhabitants 

-3 Capacity used 

¡ 4 Share of residential main lines 

¡¡¡¡Il Share of digital main lines 

l i f t No.of international telephone circuits (Ό00) 

7 Geographic availability of ISDN ( '93) 

i l l Number of households passed by cable ('93) 

9 Fibre optic cable 

US 

156.S 

60.2 

;95,6%: 

84.7 

Japan 

59.9 

48.0 

69.0% 

72.0% 

24.7 
■ 

7 

83% 

7,916,470 

fibre ini les 

131.90 

cable km 

- υκ 

:; 28.4 '-'. 

r7- 48.9' 

78.7% ' 

70 I % 

82.7% 

51.0 

957« 

16% 

2,337,0 
00km 

Germany 

39.2 

48.3 

86.7% 

88.0% 

45.0% 

4.3 

70% 

56% 

Prance 

31.6 

54.7 

92.'8% 

: . . ■»*#,£;::; 

89.0% 

.£.· !.\·· ·. '*Ü¡ 

ioo% 

23% 

Source: 

16 ITU 

7,8 lilTO(IDC) 

'J Communications Outlook 1W5, OliCD 

XSH 



Table 3: Communication Service Subscribers and Trafile Appendix 2 

(1994 otherwise stated; Ό00) 

iSiS Population (million) 

2 Subscribers to telephone 

3 Number of leased circuits 

4 Number of high-speed digital circuits 

5 Subscribers to ISDN 

6 Subscribers to packet switched data 
| |§ j§ networks 

:7s: ; Subscribers to cellular mobile 

WmjÈ telephone 

8 Subscribers to radio paging 

9 Subscribers to cable TV 

10 Subscribers to home satellite 

11 Number ol telephone calls ('90) 

12 Telephone traffic (no.of calls/ 

subscribers χ days; '90) 

13 International telephone traffic 

Ρ 
(outgoing minutes per inhabitant) 

US 

260.53 
: :: : .: :: :: :: 

K16.770 

13.500 

: , ; · · · 

352 

Japan 

124.78 

59.870 

1.032 

30.8 ' 

239 

399 

; ™ . . ^ . . . ^ , . ^ , : 

UK 

58.09 

28.389 

5n0 

... 

50 

: 46 

™ ™ Μ ™ ™ ™ " Μ 4 " ™ " 

Germany 

81.14 

39,200 

817 

428 

93 

^?ρ*^?ίίρκρ* 

tralice 

57.73 

31,600 

543 

103 

106 

24.134 

10.13 

50.4 

Τ number in brackets represents that of urban cable 'IV 
2 the number is part of the total number of leased circuits 
:3 that o f former Federal Republic of Germany 

Source: 
1 UN 
3,5,7,8,10,13 ITU 
4 japan's MPT 
r, ITU, UK: lilTO 
9,11,12 ITU, Japan: MPT 

4.300 

24.500 

60.495 

3.800 

467.9 

8.064 

10.400 

(2.010)" 

5,863 

75.1 

3.85 

11.3 

3,757 2,501 

7 0 0 1 1 554 

916 

■555: 

14,600 

35.4' 

3 
3.30 

61.1 

804 

290 

¡.■:.:;.· 

3.390 : 8.320 1,010 

104.7 

10.43 

43 3 



Table 4: Communication Service Charges Appendix 2 

H 

BM 

¡Hü 

4 

5 

fi 

7 

8 

I (1994 otherwise stated) 

1 Local residential telephone('): 

¡ Installation (US$) 

| Monthly subscriptions 

j Local business telephone('): 

| Installation (US$) 

I Monthly subscription 

i Residential telephone^Fixed 

¡ (average annual spending) 

j Usane 

¡ Business teIephone(3)Fixed 

i (average annual spending) 

1 Usage 

I Int'l telephone charges(4)Residential 

| (Index: OECD average as 100) 

1 Business 

\ Leased line charges(5)9.6 kbit/s 

| (USSPPP) 

| 64 kbit/s 

j 1.5/2.0 mbit/s 

i Packet switched data comm(r,)Fixed 

¡ (USSPPP) 

1 Usage 

¡ Mobile telecom tariffs(7)Fixed 

| (USSPPP) 

¡ Usage 

US 

43.5 

11.3 

76.8 

■1 26 

Í7I 

219 7 

220 

740 

103.5 

1 IJ 2 

'45,542 

76.565 

423.435 

6.348 

2.419 

496 

1,264 

Japa η 

712.3 

15.2 

712.3 

23.0 

112 

210 

170 

669 

78.7 

9/.S 

38,910 

70,771 

I 558.271 

1.855 

10.547 

911 

948 

UK 

178.0 

/2.Ó 

178.0 

20. .5 

188 

/&? 

240 

570 

101.4 

:9Ó:;/ 

39,514 

4Ή 229 
211,233 

7,804 

6,2« 

:;V;504 

λ'40 

Germany 

40.1 

/5.2 

40.1 

15.2 

131 

227 

131 

856 

94.7 

96.7 

68,582 

78,075 
: 414,346 

^ 2,441 

. 11,783 

\ 380 

1,109 

France 
PlPlllllllll 
«SBiïlIlll 

55.5 
¡¡■■Hi 

8.1 

55.5 
::,:..:: .:..:: 

17.1 

92 

WÊÈSËÈÊ 
277 

¡55 

810 

98.5 

94.7 

47,622 

71,705 

435,291 

■■ » ? 

4,509 

928 

/,0/0 

Monthly subscription refers to the recurring fixed charge for subscribing to the PSTN; some countries include n 

number of free local calls in the subscription 

include tax; the usage charge includes a basket of 966 calls; LIS is for Nyncx, UK for BT 

Excluding tax; the usage charge includes a basket of 2,694 calls 

Based on call pair methodology; die residential basket includes tax and businessbasket excludes tax 

Excludes tax; US is. for Nyncx, Japan for ΝΊΤ, UK for BT 
.Excludes1 tax; the usage charge includes a basket of 1,197 calls of trunk or local calls made at different times of 
the day 

;7 Excludes tax; the usage charge includes a basket of 741 calls; US is for Nynex, Japan for ΝΊΤ Mobile, UK for 
Vodafone, Germany for DBP 

Source: 
1-2 ITU 
3-8 OECD. 1995. Communications Outlook 
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Table S: On-line Services Appendix 2 

(1994 otherwise stated; '000) 

Subscribers to commercial online services 

Subscribers to videotex services 

Spending on electronic information (USSbil) 

Sales of databases ('93; USSmil) 

Share of households with PC 

Share of households with PC modem 

¡I 
g§ Share of households with commercial online 

subscription 

US 

6.197 

13.6 

('93) 

.J,800> 

35% 

15% 

5% 

Japan 

2.597 

166 

1.7 

('92) 

2.100(1) 

14% 

■.. UK 

■ ■ ' ' . : i : :V': :■'":' :
:
;
:
'
:
:
:
:-: 

:";hö;;|l4 

9* 

¡¡¡¡■¡1 
■7-7:i'Mm 

. ... . ... 

(L890) 

22% 

4J 

mÈÈí 

Germany 

< 1,000 

(Europe) 

708 

3.8 

(EC; '92) 

(460) 

15% 

3% 

1% 

France 

7.O0JJI 

(575) 

. ¡3% 

1% 

0% 

1: Calculated at 1 dollar = 100 yen 

Source: 

1 US: SIMBA (as of 12/1994); Japan: Association for New Media Development (as of 6/1994) 

2 Japan: MPT; Europe: ITU 

3 U.S. Department of Commerce, International Trade ¿Administration 

4 US: LINK Resources Corp.; Japan: Mill's survey ("Database White Paper 1995") 

5,6 Inteco Corp. 

7 US: Jupiter Communications; Europe: Inteco Corp. 

777.7 



Table 6: Major On-line Service Providers and Subscribers Appendix 2 

US (9/1995) 

America Online 

CompuServe 

Prodigy 

Microsoft Network 

Delphi (News Corp.) 

eWorld (Apple) 

GEm'e (GE) 

('000) 

3,800.0 

3,540.0 

1,720.0 

525.0(1) 

125.0 

115.0 

Japan (6/1994) 

PC-VAN 

NIFTY-Serve 

Asahi Net 

: People ; 

ASCII-Net 

J&P Hotline 
i lg l l i f 

: ;::::;| 

NTT PC Network (3/94) 

EYE-Net 

Tokyo BBS 

Nikkei Mix 

Telé-Star 

Lions 

Master Net 

K-Net 

Pana-VAN/Silk 

YOMI-Net 

PCOM-Host 

Super Links· 

llllillllils 

(Ό00) 

764.0 

690.0 

180.0(2) 

180.0(2) 

97.0 

37.7 

33.0 

24.0 

21.5 

18.0 

15.0 

15.0 

14.0 

13.8 

12.0 

12.0 

10.0 

5.0 

1. Quoted by Financial Times (11/1995) 
2. 'Hie number represents the total number of users of Asahi Net and People that are interlinked 

Source: US: IISR via PR Newswire, |apan: Association for New Media Development (Names are that of networks) 



Table 7: Internet Appendix 2 

(1994 otherwise stated) 

1 Number of Internet hosts (7/95) 

'& Number of Internet networks 

3 Estimated no.of Internet users ( '000) 

H Users per 10,000 inhabitants 

Hi Number of Internet domains (7/95;'000) 

6 Traffic(2) (bytes into_NSFNET; I0(4)MB) 

(bytes from NSFNET; 10(4)MB) 

T' Revenues for Internet access provisions 

(USSmil) 

8 ' IAP monthly charges(4) (8/95; USSPPP) 

Hf Internet access annual charges(5) 

(IAP&PTO; USSPPP) 

US 

4,268,648 

15,255. 

17,485 

■ 671 

80.2 

888.0 

838.0 

1,071 

(521.4X3) 

20.64 

384 

' 

Japan 

159.776 

824 

531 

43 

5.5 

4.4 

8.0 

204.4(1) 

53.04 

1.707 

UK 

291,258 

769 :■ 

I.Co 

228 

5:2 

7.6 

i 0:7 '-''7 

11.6 

14 67 

■903 

Germany 

350,707 . 

896 

1,142 

141 

3.7 

4.9 

8.5 

5.4 

108.06 | 

1,676 f 

France 

113,974 j 

1.051 

512 

:;:■■': ..:.::: 7777 7.77: 

89 

1 - 1 1, / 

6 7 

5 0 

"illli 8 3 

: 
; 

: : ■ : . ■ : ' : 

61.37 

1280 I 

1 Calculated at 1994 year average exchange rate of 1(12.21 yen per USS 

;2 Mondy average 

;3 Number in brackets represents revenues of 1ΛPs only 

:4 Monthly charge for 'dial-up' service at 20 hours/month 

5 . Includes IAP and PTO (at standard PS1"N rate) charges; Numbers represent the lowest charges:surveyed in cadi; 

: country 

Source: 

1,2 Internet Society 

3,4 ITU 

5 http://www.catalog.com/xone/www/dist-bynum.html 

6 Mark Lottor (4/1995) 

7 US: Maloff Company; |apan: Nikkei Communications (4/1995); liurope: Ovum Ltd. 

8,9 O E C D 

77777 



Table 8: Major Internet Access Providers Appendix 2 

f.S' 

( I Nrl liihiiiilii|>iii 

NETCOM 

Performance Systems 

International 

Superni' .ido) 

Advanced Network & 

Services 

< EKI'nil 

Β BN 

World (Software Tool & 

Die) 

SURAiieUBBNi 

;
 US$mil(\) 

46.78 

31.22 

29.94 

22.92 

\ 10.37 

: 10.30 

8.00 

6.82 

4.75 

4.35 

Japan 

... Internet Initiatives Japan 

Fujitsu 

Japan ENS AT&T 

NEC 

IBM Japan 

Winsystcm 

Catena Enterprises 

Japan Media Services 

PSIJapan 

Rapid System 

no.of 

subscribers (2) 

3,200 

1,100 

500 

Europe (3) 
■ 

Pipcx Ltd. 

(UK) 

EU-Net 

Deutschland 

(Germany) 

Worldnet 

( France) 

'
: 

1> Revenues from Internet connectivity services only and do not include other sources such as consulting, training, 

security services, hardware, or "CybcrMalls*"; annualised as of January 1995 

;i2 Tile number of contracts for subscription; the total estimated was 5,000 

IS. No data; avallale : , v . . . : 

Source: US: Maloff Company; Japan: Nikkei Communications (4/1995); liurope: Business Week (4/1995) 

Table 9: Sales of Computer Software Programs by 52 Publishers (U.S.) Appendix 2 

(IW4) 

(iames/ulher home products 

Contenti 1) 

| Home education 

Languages & Tools 

Others 
Ï : . ; ' . :■■ ■ : '.: . . .;::': ■. . .: . 

Total 

Sales (US$mil) 

169.2 

156.0 

106.6 

102.6 

113.1 

647.5 

Share 

26% 

,24% ■ 

16% 

16%
ν 

17% 

100% 

Units (Ό00) 

7,551 
6.279 
6.238 
490 
2,231 

22.789 

Share 

33% 
28% 
27% 
2% 
10% 

100% 

1 Includes encyclopedias* gLiiduboQ^s, reference \v()rks etc. 
Source: Software Publishers Association 
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Table 10: CD-ROM Disk Sales by Platform (Japan) Appendix 2 

PC 

Karaoke video (business use) 

Video game 

Karaoke video (home use) 

PDA 

¡Car navigation 

Total 

Sales (US$mil)(\) 

598.8 

475.5 

323.8 

48.9 

41.1 

31.3 

1,519.4 

Share 

39.4% 

31.3% 

2 1.3% 

3.2% 

2.7% 

2 ι«; 

100% 

;1 Calculated at 1994 year average exchange rate of 102.21 yen;per USS 

Source: Multimedia Association of Japan 

Table .11: Multimedia Content and Services (Japan) Appendix 2 

CD-ROMs for PC platform 

for other platforms 

sub total 

Game cartridges 

¿Other software y : Game soft used at game centers 

Software dev. for multimedia PC in firms 

:V. Others 

; sub total 

.... ... . . . ......... 

:*:/ Multimedia content  total 

Network services i: Online services 

Internet access service 
· . . . : ■ ; ■ . 

:: :V 

Multimedia portion of ISDN/leased 

lines(l) 

Network services  total 

Grand total 

Sates (I'SSmil; '94) 

598.8 
Ίί ■:■·■ 

'. 920.6: »mms 
. . . . . . - ■ : . : . . ; . . 

,..": 1,519 4 
. . - . . . : ■ ■ ■ ■ " . . . ' ; ; 

\675.8 

. . . 440.3 

"374.7 

■'.:. 366.9 

,1)81.9 

6,377.1 

386.5 

29.4 

187.8 

603,7 

6.980.8 

Share 

8.6% 

13.2% 

21.8% 

52.7% 

6.3% 

5.4% 

5.2% 

16.9% 

91.4% 

5.5% 

0.4% 

2.7% 

8.6% 

100% 

: 1 Calculated by assuming the multimedia portion to be fi.0% of ISDN revenues and 2.2'! '·, of leased circuits1 arid high: 

speed digital circuits revenues ■;::■;:■:■ 

Source: Multimedia Association of |apan 
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